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Entered according \0 act of Conrr-, In the 1- 1~1 b~ Frederick Emenon, 
In tbe Clerk'. OIIIce of the Dlatrlct Court of the umnct of -"":hlllll&L 

RECOM.MENDATIONS. 

CAIIDIDGII, Oct. 81, 1834. 
To 'the Publishers of Emerson's Arithmetic.-Gentlemen-I heTe exam

lOed the Tbird Part of Mr. Emerson's Arithmetic, with great pleaslJle. The 
perspicuity of its arrangement, and the clearuess and brevity: of its enlana
tions, combined with ita happy adaptation to the ~rposes of practical bnsi
ness are ita great recommendations. I hop4! it will soon be introdoced into 
all our schools, and take place of the ill.:Qigeated Treatises, to which our 
instructeD have hitherto been compelled to resort. 

Respectfully, BENJAMIN PEIRCE 
(Profusor of Mallumatiu /I"" Nal. PlHlo. B/lrTJ/Ird UniNmty.) 

BOSTON, Nov. 10, 1834. 
To the Publishers of Emerson' a Arithmetic.-l hne carefully eIamined 

the Third Part ofthe North American Arithmetic, by Mr. Emerson; and 
am 80 well satisfied that it is the best treatise upon the subject, with which 
I am aequainted, that I have determined to introduce it as a teIt-book into 
my school. Very respectfully, &c., yours, E. BAILEY, 

(Principal of lhe YotmB Ltrdiu' BiBA SCMol, BOllon.) 

Prom the Boston Pllblic SchoolmtUters. 
BoSTON, Nov. 16,1834. 

We have considered it our duty to render ourselves acquainted with the 
more prominl'nt systems of Arithml'tic, JlUblisbed for the use of schools, and 
to fiI on some work which appears to unite the greatest advantages, and re
port the same to the School Committee of Boston, for adoptloo in the Public 
Schools. After the most careful eumination, we hue, without any hesi
tancy, come to the conclusion, that Emersoo's North American Arithmetic 
[First, Second, Bnd Third Parts] is the work best suited to the wants of aU 
classes of scholars, and most convenient for the purposes of instruction. 
Accordingly, we have petitioned for tbe adoption of IhlS work in the Public 
Schools. P. MACKINTOSH, JR. LEVI CONANT. . 

JAMES RoBINSON. J. FAIRBANK. 
OTIS PII:RCI:. JOHN P. LATH.OP. 
ABEL WHEBLIIR. ABNII. FO •• IIB. 

Orders of the Boston &.h1Hl1 Committee. 
At a Meeting of the School Committee, Nov. 18,18341 

Ordered, That Emerson's North American AritlUDetic, Second and 
Third Parts, be substituted in the Writing Schoo", for Colburn'S First Les
sons and Seqnel.. 

Ordered, That the Arithmetic. now in use be permitted to their pre_t 
owners; hut that whenever a scholar shall have occasion to Furchase a Dew 
one, the North American Arithmetic shall be l'!fIuired. 

Attest, S. F. M'CLEARY, &t:rdtuy • 
• The FlBft PoUT .u alreodJ adopted, bl • preyloul order. 
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PREFACE. 

Tn work nt)w presented, is the last ot,. series of books, 
"Ander the general title of THE NORTH AluRICAN ARITH
MUIO, and severally denominated Pari Fir", Pari Secorul, 
and Pari Bird. 

PART FIRST is a small book, designed for the use of child. 
ren between five and eight years of age, and suited to the 
eonvenience of class-teaching in primary schools. 

PART SECOND oonsists of a course of oral and written ex
.rciaea 1lDited, emMacing sufficient theory and practice of 
arithmetic for all the purposes of common busl'ness. 

P A.RT THIRD comprises a brief view of the element~ 
princil?lel of arithmetic, and a full development of its higher 
operations. ,Although it is especially prep~red to succeed 
tile use of Part Second, it may be conveniently taken up by 
scholars, whose acquirements in arithmetic are considerabll 
less than the exercises in Part Second are calculated to a -
Ford. While preparing this book, I have kept in prominent 
view, two classes of scholars; viz.- those who are to prose
cute a full course of mathematical studies, and those who 
are to embark in commerce. In attempting to place arith
metic, as a science, before the scholar in that light, which 
aball prepare him for the proper requirements of college, I 
nave found it convenient to draw a large portion of the ex
amples-for illustration and practice, from mercantile trans
actions; and thus pure and mercantile arithmetic are united. 
No attention has been spared, to render the mercantile 
information here presented, correct and adequate. Being 
convinced, that many of~he statements relative to commerce, 
which appear in books of arithmetic, have been transmitted 
down from ancient publications, and are now erroneous, I 
have drawn new data from the counting-room, the insu'rance 
office, the custom-house, and the laws of the present times. 
The article on Foreign Exchange is comparatively exten-

. sive, and I hope it will be found to justify the confidence of 
merchants. Its statements correspond to those onhe British 
• Utlwenal Cambitt,' conformably with our value of foreign 
ooiDa, as fixed by Act of Congress, in 1884. 
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4 PREFACB. 

Although a knowledge of arithmetic may, in general, be 
well appreciated as a valuable acquisition, yet the effect 
produced o~ intellectual characler, by the exercises neces
sary for acquiring that knowledge, is not always dul, con
sidered. In these exercises, the mental effort requU'ed in 
discovering the true relations of the data, tends to strengthen 
the power of comprehension, and leads to a habit ofinvesti
gating; the certBlnty of the processes, and the indiaputable 
-correctness of the results, give clearness and activit! or 
thought; and, in the slstematic arrangement D8ce~ to 
be obscned in performlDg solutions, the mind is disCit:;d 
to order, and accustomed to that connected view of t' • 
so indispensable to the formation of a sound judgment. 
These advantages, however, de:rend on the DIanner in 
which the science is taught j an they are gained, or 10lt. 
in proportion as the teaching is rational, or superficial. 

Arithmetic, more than any other branch of learning, It. 
suffered from the influence of circumstances. Being the 
vade-mecum of the shop-keeper, it has &Q.o often beeD 
viewed as the peculiar accomplishment of the accountant. 
and neglected by the classical student. The popular sup
position, that a compendious treatise can be more easil1 
mastered than a copious one, has led to the usc of text.
books, which are deficient, both in elucidatioD and exer
cises. But these evils seem DOW to be dissipatiD,.-The 
elements of arithmetic have become a subject of primary 
instruction; and teachers of higher schools. who have adGrt
ed an elevated course of studr. are no longer satisfied WIth 
boob of indifferent character. 

It has been my belief, that a treatise on arithmetic lBigha. 
be so constructed, that the learner should find no means or 
proceeding in the exercises, without mastering the subject 
in his OWD mind, 88 he advances j and, that he should still be 
enabled to proceed through the entire course, without requir
ing any instruction from his tutor. Induced by this belie~ 
I commenced preparing The North American ArIthmetic 
about five years since; and the only apology I shall offer, 
for not earlier presenting its several·Parts to the public, is 
the unwillin2ness that they should pass from my hancll. 
while I coulo see opportunity for their improvement. 

Boston, October 18M. F. EJlBB.SOK. 

A KEY to thiI work (for tacIaen ODIJ) ill pabUlbed ..........,. 
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ARITHMETIC. 

ARTICI.E I. 

DEFINITIONS OF QUANTITY. NUMBERS. AND 
ARITHMETIC. 

QUANTI'fY is that property of any thing which may 
be increased or diminished - it is magnitude or multi
tude. 'It is magnitude when presented in a mass or con
tlnuity; as, a quantity of water, a quaritity of cloth. It 
is multitude when presented in the assemblage of several 
things; as, a quantity of pens, a quantity of hats. The 
idea of quantity is not, however, confined to visible ob
jects; it has reference to every thing that is susceptible 
of being more or less. ' 

N UMBERS are' the expressions of quantity. Their 
names are, One, Two, Three, Four, Five, SIX, Seven, 
Eight, Nine, Ten, &c. In quantities of multitude, On. 
expresses a UNIT; that is, an entire, single thing; as 
one pen, one hat. Then each succeeding number ex
presses one unit more than the next preceding. In 
quantities of magnitude, a certain known quantity is first 
assumed as a measure, and considered the unit; as one 
gallon, one yard. Then each cucceeding number ex
llrcsses a quantity equal to as many times the unit, as the 
number indicates. Hence, the ,alue of any number de
pends upon the value of its unity. 

When the unit is applied to any particular thing, it is 
called a concrete unit i and numbcrs consisting of concrete 

1-
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6 ARITHMETIC. 11 

units are called concrete numbers: for example, one dollar t 
two dollars. But when no particular thing is indicated 
by the unit, it is an abstract unit; and hence ,arise abstract 
numbers: for example, one and one make two. 

Without the use of numbers, we cannot know precise
ly how much any quantity is, nor make any exact com· 
parison of quantities. And it is by comparison only, that 
we value all quantities; since an object, vi~wed by itself, 
cannot be considered either great or small, much or lit· 
tie; it can be so only iIi its relation to some other object, 
that is smaller or greater. 

ARITHMETIC treats of numbers: it demonstrates 
their various properties and relations; and hence it is 
called the Science of numbers. It also teaches the 
methods of" computing by numbers; and bence it is call· 
ed the Art of numbering. 

II 

NOTATION AND NUMERATION. 

NOTA liON is the writing of numbers in numerical char· 
acters, and NUMERATION is the reading of them. , 

The method of denoting numbers first practised, was 
undoubtedly that of representing each unit by a separate 
mark. Various abbreviations of this method succeeded; 
such as the use of a single character to represent fi"e, 
another to represent ten, &c.; but no method was found 
perfectly convenient, until the Arabic FIGURES or DIGITS, 
and DECIMAL system now in use, were adopted. Tbese 
figures are, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; denoting respec· 
th'ely, notbing, one unit, two units, three units, &c. 
~o denote numbers higher than 9, recourse is had to a 

law that assigns superior values to figures, according to the 
order in which they are placed. viz. .R.ny figure placed 
to the left of another figure, expresses ten times the q .. antity 
that it would express ~f it occupied the place of the latter. 
Hence arise a succession of higher orders of units. 

As an illustration of the above law, observe the dif· 
ferent quantities which are expressed by the figure J. 
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11 NOTATION AND NUMERATION. 7 

When standing alone, or to the right of other figures, 1 
represents 1 unit of the first degree or order; when stand· 
ing in the second place towards the left, thus, 10, it 
represents 1 ten, which is 1 unit of the second degree; 
when standing in the third place, thus, 100, it represents 
1 hundred, which is 1 unit of the third degree; and so on. 
1'he zero or cipher (0) expresses nothing of itself, being 
employed only to occupy a place. 

The units of the second degree, that is, the tens, are 
denoted and named in succession, 10 ten, 20 twenty, 30 
thirty, 40 forty, 50 fifty, 60 sixty, 70 seventy, 80 eighty, 
90 ninety. The units of tbe third degree, that is, the 
hundreds, are denoted and named, 100 one' hundred, 200 
two hundred, 300 three hundred, and so on to 900 nine 
hundred. The numbers between 10 and 20 are denoted 
and named, II eleven, 12 twelve, 13 thirteen, 14 four
teen, 15 fifteen, 16 sixteen, 17 seventeen, 18 eighteen, 
19 nineteen. Numbers between all other tens are de· 
wlted in like manner, but their names are compounded of 
the names of their respective units; thus, 21 twenty-one, 
22 twenty-two, 23 twenty-three, &c.; 31 thirty-one, 32 
thirty-two, &c. &c. This nomenclature, althqugh not 
very imperfect, might be rendered more consistent, by 
substitutiag regular compound names for those now ap
plied to the numbers between 10 and 20. This alter
ation would give the names, II ten-one, 12 ten-two, 13 
ten-three, &c. 

As the first three places of figures are appropriated to 
simple units, tens, and hundreds, so every succeeding three 
places are appropriated to the units, tens, QJld hundreds 
of succeeding higher denominations. For illustration, seo 
the following table. 

,; . 
~!! ..... !.!!!! .a -:.:II:_.sI:IOs:.:::.::a 5 
~ ~ ~~: = a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a :.:I.g a g] ·S ~ '" H '3 ~ ~ j§ = ..8 .! 
Q ~ Q ~ d ~ ~ a a ~ ~ ~ ~ b 

~r-"\ .......... ,..... r-"\"""""" ,..... r-"\ r---. ,..... ,.....,.....,..... 
·160725206 194 007 185039000164396205013008741 

By contiuuing to adopt a new name for every three 
deg;'ccs of units, the above table may be extended indef-
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AR.ITHMETIC. n 
initely. Fotmerly, the denominations higher than thousands 
were each made to embrace six degrees of units; taking in, 
thousands, tens of thousands, and hundreds of thousands. 
The mode of applying a name to every three degrees, 
however, is now universal on the continent of Europe, 
and is becoming so in England and America. 

The learner may denote in figures, the following num
bers, which are written in words. 

Ezamplt 1. Four hundred seventy-eight million, two 
hundred forty-one thousand, and one hundred. 

2. Seven million, six hundred ninety.:1wo thousand, 
and eighty-nine. ' 

3. Nineteen million, twenty thousand, and five. 
4. Eight hundred billion. ' 
5. One billion, six hundred forty-four thousand, five 

hundred and thirteen. 
6. One trillion, five hundred thirty-four billion, three 

million, eighteen thousand, and four. 
7. Two hundred billion, sixteen thousand and one. 
s. Eleven billion, one million, and sixty. 
9. Five trillion, eight billion, four million, nine thou-

sand, and seven. , 
10. One hundred trillion, twenty billion, three hun-

dred million, two thousand, and four. 
11. Thirty-one trillion, five hundred, and sixty. 
12. Six quadrillion, two hundred and fourteen trillion. 
13. Two hundred forty-nine quadrillion, seventy-five 

thousand, and twenty-two. 
14. Forty-six quintillion, one quadrillion, nineteen bil

lion, sevenl1undred and eight. 
15. Nine hundred sextillion, three hundred twenty

five trillion, two thousand, and fourteen. 

INDICATIVE CHARACTERS OR SIGNS. 

The sign + (plus) between numbers, indicates that 
they ore to be added together; thus, 3 + 2 is 5. 

The sign-(miRus) indicates, that the number placed 
after it, is to be subtracted from the number placed be
fore it; thus, 5-2 is 3. 
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U1 ADDITION. 9 

• The sign X (,fllo) iDdicates that one number is to be 
mukiplied into another; thus, 4 X 3 is 12. 

The sign + (by) indicates that the nwnber on the left 
-.cI is to be divided by the number on the right hand; 
thus, 1~ + 3 is 4. 

The siga== (epal to) iodicates that the number before 
it, is equal to the num_r after it; for example, 4+2= 6. 
6-2==4. 5 X 3=15. 15+3=5. 

III. 

ADDITION. 

ADDITION is the operation by which two or more num
bers are undeci ill 01Ie number, caBed their ma. It is the 
fint and mOlt Iimp1e openricIl in arithmetic, efFecting the 
irat md most simple eombinatioD of quantities. 

The prim.,. mode at form~ aurnbers, by joining ODe 
.. to aodler, and, this _ to lDother, and so on, ex
hibits the principle 0( addition. When numbers, which 
.., to be added, eoasist of units of seTeral degrees, such 
II fIeDs, hmulreds, b., it is found convenient to add 
together the .ruts of each degree by themselves; and 
since ten .ita of lDy degree make one unit of the next 
higher degree, the· number of tens in the sum of each 
~e of _ts, is carried to the next higher degree, and 
IIIIiled chereto. 

RULE 1'0&. A.DDITION. Write tU "umber., units un
• _its, tens aM.,. tens, 4·c. Jldd each column ''1'
"""y, 6eginn,ftA'vit" tl.e column of _it.. When the 
nma of any column u not more than 9, urite it under 
t"e colu"",: "'hn the mm u more tMn 9, urite only the 
_ts' H'" uadU' tlae column, "nd carry the ten. to the 
.. st columa. Finally, write down the whole Bum of the 
Mjt hatad column. 

1. What is the sum of 310+ 90264+ 1470+40060? 
2. What is the sum of 4000+ 670+99+54+j73+ 

1IOf8+4000+61998+752 ? 
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10 ARITHMETIC. IV. 
S. What is the sum of 243+5021 +7628+927+64 

+5823+742+796+ 5009+325 +7426+31186+ 
987+6954+2748 ? 

4. What is the sum of two thousand and seven, fonr. 
four million five hundred and sixty-one, one hundred miJ. 
60n, six billion twenty-eight thousand and eleven ? 

• 
IV. 

SUBTRACTION • 

. SUBTRACTION is the operation by which one-number 
is taken from another. 

The number froni which another is to be takea i. 
called the miRumtl, and the number to be taken is called 
the 8UbtraMRd. The number resultin~ from the oper
ation shows the remainder of the mIDuend, after' the 
subtrahend has been taken out; it also shows the differ
eRce· between the mjnuend and subtrahend, or the "c_ 
of the former above the latter. The subtrahend and re
mainder may be considered the two parts into which the 
minuend is separated by the operation; and in this view, 
subtraction is the opposite of addition, in as much u 
addition unites several quantities in one sum, and subtrac
tion separates a quantity into two parts. 

Subtraction is performed by taking the units of each 
degree in the subtrahend, from those of cOITeSpondins 
degree in the minuend, and severally denoting the re
mainders. When the units of any degree in the subtra
hend exceed those of the same degree in the minuend, 
we mentally join one unit of the next higher degree to 
the deficient .place in the minuend, and (.onsider the 
units of the higher degree to be o~ less than they are 
denoted: this process is the reverse of carryi"8 in 
addition. One other method may be adopted in this 
case; viz. Increase both the minuend and subtrahend, 
by mentally adding teR to the deficient place in the 
former, and, OBe to the next hi~her degree of units in 
the latter. This method is justified by the se1f-evidea& 
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v. MULTIPLICATION .. 11 

truth, that, if two unequal quantities be equally increased, 
their difference IS not thereby altered. 

RULE FOR SUBTRAC'fION.. Write the smaller number 
under the greater, placing unit.· under unit., tc. Be
gin vith the unita, and aubtract each figure in the lover 
number from the figure otIer it. When a figure in the 
upper number ia amaller than the figure under it, conrid
er the f9Jper figure to be 10 more than it ia, and the nez' 
upper figure on the left hand, to be 1 leaa than it ia. 

PROOF. .9.dd together the remainder and the smaller 
number: their aum viii be equal to the greater number. 
if the vork be right. 

1. What is the difference'between 70240 and 694181 
2. How much is the excess of the number 482724 

above the number 194750? 
3. Suppose 479021 to be a minuend, and 38456 

the subtrahend; how much is the remainder? 
4. 905106392-904623724=? 
5. Subtract fifty-one thousand from one hundred bil

lion, eighteen thousand, five hundred and one. 

V. 
MULTIPLICATION. 

MULTIPLICA.TION is the operation by which a number 
is produced, equal to as many times one given number, 
as there are units in another given number. It is an 
abridged method of finding the sum of sevefaI equal 
quantities, by repeating one of those quantities. 

The number to be multiplied 'Or repeated is called the 
multiplica"d; it may be viewed as one of several equal 
quantities, whose slim is to be froduced by the operation. 
"he number to multiply by IS called the multiplier; 
it indicates how many such quantities as the multiplicand 
are to be united, or, how lIIany times the multiplicand is 
to be repeated. 'fhe number resulting from the operation 
is called the produCt. 
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l!l ARITHMETIC. v 
The multiplicand and multiplier, considered as con

curring to form the product, are called jadora of the 
product. Either factor may be used as ·the multiplier, 
of the other; that is, the multiplicand and multiplier may 
change places, and the product will be still the same. 
For example, 4 X 3 =12. 3 X 4 =12. 

When a product arises from more than two factors,; 
the numbers may be denoted thus, 6 X 3 X 5 = 90; but, 
in forming the product, a distinct operation is necessary to 
bring in each factor, after the first two. The numbers, 
6, 3, 5, would, therefore, be multiplied into each other 
thus, 6 X 3=18; 18 X 5 =90. 

Factors may be arranged in any succession whatever, 
since the mere order in which they are brought into the 
operation cannot affect their final product. For exam
ple,5X3X4=60. 4X3X5=60. 3X5X4=60. 

The products of small numbers may be committed to 
memory; but when the product of factors consisting of 
several figures is required, it is necessary to multiply 
each figure in the multiplicand by each figure in the 
multiplier, and denote the several products in such order 
that they shall represent their respective values. When 
simple units are employed as the multiplier, the product 
of each figure in the multiplicand is of the same degree 
as the figure multiplied; that is, units multiplying units 
give units, units multiplying tens give tens, units multi
plying hundreds give hundreds, &c. When tens are 
employed as the multiplier, the product of each figure 
in the multiplicand is one degree higher than the figw'e 
multiplied; that is, tens multiplying units give tens, tens 
multiplying tens give hundreds, tens multiplying hundreds 
give thousands, &c. When hundreds are employed as 
the multiplier, the product of each figure in the multi
plicand is two degrees higher than the figure multiplied; 
and so on. 

RULE FOR MULTIPLICATION. Write the mUltiplier 
under the multiplicand, placing units under units, 4-c. 

When there is but one figure in the multiplier, begin 
Itith the units, multiply each figure in the fllultiplicand 
separately, and place each product under the figure in 
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v MULTIPLICATION. 

'At multiplicand Jrom tDAicA it arose; ob,ert1"ng to carry 
tAe ten, to tAe left (II in addition. 

When there iI more than one figure, in the multipller; 
multiply by each figure separately, and tDrite it, prod.el 
in a separate line, placing the right hand figure oJ t(lc/a 
line under the figure by which you multiply; al&d finally, 
add together the several product.. The BUm tDiIl 6t 
the tDhole product. . 

AbbreViations of the above rule may frequently be 
adopted, as fonows. 

When there are ciphers Btanding bettDeen other fig
urer, in tire multiplier, they may be disregarded. 

When ciphers stand on the right oJ eithe"r Jactor, or 
both, they may be disregarded till the multiplication iI 
performed, and then annexed to the product. 

When either Jactor is 10, 100, 1000, ,,"c., merely 
place the ciphers in this factor on the right hand of the 
other factor, and it beco'mes the product. 

When the multiplier is a nunlber that .can be produc
ed by muUiplying ttDO smaller numbers together, multi
ply the multiplicand first by one of the .maller numbers, 
and the product thence arising by the other. 

1. Suppose 479265 to be a multiplicand, and 9236 
the multiplier; how much is the product? 

2. Suppose 26531 to be one factor, and 873643 
another; how much is their product? 

3. Suppose the numbers 725, 38046 and 91, to be 
factors; how much is the product? 

4. What is the product of 62392 X 4003 ? 
5. What is the product of 248000 X 9400 ? 
6 What is the product of 24 X 300 X 13 XI 0002 ? 
7. Multiply one hundred five million~ by one thousand. 

For the purpose of detennining whether any error has 
happened in the process of multiplication, the fonowing 
method of trial, which depends on the peculiar property 
of the number 9, and which is called cGBting out the 
nines, mll1 be practised. 

Add together the figures of the product, horizontal1" 
~ 
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14 ARITHMETIC. VL 

rejecting or dropping the number 9 as often as the slim 
amounts to that number, and proceeding with the excess, 
and finally denote the last excess. Perform the same 
operation upon each of the factors; then multiply together 
the excesses· of the factors, and cast out the nines from 
their product. If the excess of this smaller product be 
equal to the excess of the larger product first found, the 
work may be supposed to be right. It is, however, to 
be observed, that, although this test furnishes satisfactory 
evidence of the correctness of an operation, it is not an 
infallible :proof; for, if a product chance to contain au 
error of Just 9 units of any degree, the excess of ill 
horizontal sum is not thereby altered. 

In order to perceive why the excess above nines found 
in the horizontal sum of a product, must be equal to the 
excess foUnd in the product of the . excesses of the fac
tors, observe that, br the law of notation, a figure is 
in9reased nine times Its value by its removal one place 
to the left; and hence, however far a figure is removed 
from the place of units, when its nines are excluded, its 
remainder can be only itself. Therefore, any number, 
and the horizontal sum of its figures, must have equal 
remainders when their nines are exclcded. This being 
understood, observe that, since factors composed of 
entire nines will give a product consisting of entire nine!, 
it follows, diat any excess above nines in a product, 
must arise from an excess above nines in the factors. 
Therefore, the product of the excesses of the factors, 
must contain the same excess that is contained in the 
product of the whole factors. 

VI. 

DIVISION. 

DIVISION is the operation by which we find how many 
times one number is contained in another. It is the con
verse of multiplication; the product and one factor being 
giveD, and the other fa.ctor resulting from the operation. 
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VI. DIVISION. 16 -

The number which corresponds to the product Us 
multiplication, is the number to be 'divided, and is called 
the tli"iden.tl. The given factor is the number to divide 
by, .and is called the tlifJUor. The factor to be found, 
that is, the number which shows how many times the 
dividend contains the divisor, is called the quotWAt. 

As multiplication has been shown to proceed from 
addition, so division may be shown to proceed from 
subtraction. If we repeatedly subtract the divisor from 
the dividend till the latter is exhausted, the number of 
subtractions performed will answer to the number of 
units in the quotent. For example, if the dividend be 
24, and the divisor 6, the quotient may be found by su~ 
riaction thus, 24-6=18, 18-6=12, 12-6=6, 
6-6=0. Here 6 is subtracted four times from 24, 
and there is nothing remains; therefore,4 is the number 
of times that 6 is contained in 24. In division, this oper
ation is denoted thus, 24+6=4; or thus, \4=4. 

Division not only investigates the number of times the 
dividend contains the divisor, but it also serves to divide 
the dividend into as many equal partil as the divisor con
tains units; the quotient being one of these parts. Thia 
effect of the operation may be understood by consider
mg, that, since the divisor and quotient are factors of the 
dividend, they must each indicate how many of the other 
the dividend contains. 

It may be observed,.that all the preceding operations 
begin at Use place of simple units; division, liowever, 
must begin at the highest degree of units; for, the number 
of times that the divisor is contained in the higher units 
of the dividend must be taken out first, in order that any 
remainder, or excess above an exact number of times, 
may be carried down to the !ower degrees of units, ·and 
divided therewith. 

When the divisor is not contamed an exact number 
of times in the dividend, there will be a remairuler at the 
end of the operation. This remainder, bein~ a part of 
the dividend, is to be divided; but its quotient will be 
smaller than a unit, since a quantity in the div.idend jutt 
equal to the dimor, gives only a UBit iD the quotient. 
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QtlIDIWes s..ner than a unit, that is, parts of II. nnit, are 
called FRACTIONS. Such quantities are commonly ex
)lIessed. by two numbers, placed one above the other 
with a IioA between them, thus !. The lower number, 
ealled the dUlomintJlor, shows how many equal parts the 
wlit is divided into; and the upper number, called the 
nwraerator, shows how mallY of the equal p~s are em
braced in the fraction. When the unit is divided into 
two equal parts, the parts are called halvu; when divided 
ioto three equa1 parta, the parts are called thirds; when 
Sivided into four equal parts, the parts are called fourths; 
and so 00,; the number of the denominator giving the 
DIIIIle. For example, if the unit be divided into five equal 
parts, ORe of the parts is denoted thus, i, and called one
fifth; two of the parts, thus, J, and called two:'fifths; and ,0. OIl. In this method, the unit may be divided into any 
Dumber of equal parts, and any number of such parts may 
be denoted. 

Wi,ili this elementary view of fractions, it may be per
ceived, that when there ia a remainder of 1 unit, it is to 
be divided into as many equal parts as there are units in 
\he divuor, and one of these parts is to be annexed to 
the quotient. This is performed by merely writing the 1 
as a numerator, and the divisor as the denominator, on 
the right of the quotient. If the remainder be 2 units, 
there will be 2 such parts of a unit as the divisor indicates 
to be annexed to the quotient, and, therefore, the nume
rator will be 2. If the remainder be 3 units, t;.e numera
tor will: be 3; and so on. Hence, whatever the remainder 
may be, it becomes, in the quotient, the numerator of • 
ktion, the divisor being the denominator. 

RULE FOa DIVISION. When the divisor does not ez
.eed 9, draw a lint under the dividend, fiatl how many 
lime, the difJisor i, contained in the left hand figure, or 
,_. left htmtl figure, of the dividend, and write the figure 
upruriAg &h. number of time, underneath: if ,here be tJ 

NmtJinder QfJer, conceive it to be prefized to the nezt fig
we of the dillitlend, and divide the nezt figure G8 beJor •• 
J'laua procutl tJa.rougla the dividend. 

JfIleA Ihe ditrilor if mor. ,/&a. 9, find how, many titAU 

, . 
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VI. 1'7 

it " contai.ed in lAe fewat figures that will coAtClin it, 
OB the left of 1M dintlend, write tAe figure ezpresA"8 
tM number of times to the right of tM d,,,idend, Jor tlte 

}ir.t quotient figure; muUiply the divi.or by this ~re, 
and BUbtrllCt the product from the figures of Ihe d."idetad 
considered. Place the nezt figure ol tM di"idend on the 
right of the remainder, and divide this number as before. 
T/lUl proceed through the dividend. Jj there be a final 
remainder, place it a. a numerator, and the divi.or as a 
denominator, on the right of the quotient. 

PROOF. Mvltiply tM whole number. of the divisor aM 
quotient logether, and to the product add the numerator 
of any fractif!n in the quotient: the BUm will be equal to 
the di"idend, if the work be right. 
~ Abbreviations of the above rule may frequently be 
adopted, as follows: 

When there are cipher. on the right hand of a divi.or, 
cut them off, and omit them in the operation; also cut oj 
and omit the same number of figures from the right hand 
of the dividend. Finally, place the figures cut off from 
the di"idend, on the right of the remainder. 

When thedivi.or i. 10, 100, 1000, 4'c., cut off (J8 

many jigures irom the right hand of the dividend t.II 
there are cipher. in the divi.or; the other figures of lhe 
diflidend will be the quotient, and the jigures cut off wiU 
be the remainder. 

When factor. of the divisor are known, divide 1M 
dividend by one of Ihese factor., and the quotient Ihence 
arising by the other: the last quotient will be the true 
one. To find the true remaillder, multiply the last re
mainder by the jir.t divi.or, and to the product add 1M 
firat remainder. 

1. Divid~ 4062900311 by 9, and prove the operation. 
2. How many times is 502 contained in 74260710~ 
3. Suppose 52076348 to be a dividend, and 8649 the 

di\isor; what is the quotient? 
4. If 26537009535 be divided into 27856 equal parts, 

what will be one of those parts? 
6 Div;;!:; 16500269842 by 86000; abbreTiaq. 

2· 
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G. Divide 8065743924 by 10000; byab.breviation. 
'1. Divide 290516 by 63; using factors of the divisor 
8. 142375800392 + 5274 = what Dumber? 

VII. 

PROPERTIES OF NUMBERS. 

Before proceeding to examine the properties of IlUIll

bers, a few arithmetical terms, which we shall here 
~onect and define, should be perfectly understood. As 
an exercise in this article,. the learner may give, upon his 
slate, an example of each term defined, and eacli prop
erty described. 

A UNIT, or UNITY, is any thing considered individual
ly, without regard to the parts of which it is composed. 

An INTEGER is either a unit or an assemblage of units; 
and a F·RACTION is any part or parts of a unit. 

One number is said to MEASURE another, when it 
divides it without leaving any remainder. / 

A number which divides two or more numbers with
out a remainder, is called their COMIIION ME.\SURE. 

When a number can be measured by another, the for
mer is called the MULTIPLE of the latter. 

If a number can be measured by two or more numbers, 
it is called their COMMON MULTIPLE. 

A COMPOSITE NUMBER is that which can be measured 
by some number greater than unity. 

The ALIQUOT PARTS of a number, are the parts by 
which it is measured, or into which it can be diVided. 

An EVEN NUMBER is that which can be measured, or 
exactly divided by 2. 

An ODD NUMBER is that which cannot be measured 
by 2; it differs from an even number by 1. 

A PRIME NUMBER is that which can only be measur
~ by unity, that is, by 1. 

One number is PRIME TO ANOTHER, when unity is the 
only number by which both can be measured. 
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PROPERTIES OF NUMBERS. 19 

A SQUARE NUMBER is the product or two equal fac ... 
tors; or, the product of a number multiplied by itself. 

The SQUARE ROOT is the number, which, being mul
tiplied by itself, produces the square number. 

A CUBE is the product or three equal factors; or, the 
product of 8 number twice multiplied by itself. 

The CUBE ROOT is the number, which, being twice 
multiplied by itself, produces the cube. 

Property 1. The sum, or the difference of any two 
even numbers, is an even number. 

Prop. 2. The sum, or difference, of two odd num
bers is e,-en; but the sum of three odd numbers is odd. 

Prop. 3. The sum of an el'en number of odd num
bers is even; but the sum of an odd number of odd num
bers is odd. 

Prop. 4. The sum, or the difference of an even num
ber and an odd number, is odd. 

Prop. 5. The product of an even, and an odd num
ber, or of two even numbers, is even. 

Prop. 6. An odd number cannot be divided by an . 
even number, without a remainder. 

Prop. 7. A square number, or 8 cube number, aris
mg from an even root, is even. 

Prop. 8. The product of any two odd numbers is 
an odd number. 

Prop. 9. The product of any number of odd num
-bers is odd: hence the square, and the cube of an odd 
number are odd. 

Prop. 10. If an odd number measure all even num
ber, it will also measure the half of it. 

Prop. 11. If a square number be either multiplied or 
divided by a "uare, the product or quotient is a square. 

Prop. 12. If a square number be either multiplied. 
or divided by a number that is not a square, the product 
or quotient is not a square. 

Prop. 13. The difference between an integral cube 
and its root, is always divisible by 6. 

Prop. 14. The product arising from two ditre.rent 
prime numbers. cannot be a square. 
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Prop 15. The product of no two d.i1l'el"ent numbers 
pri~e, to each other, can make a square, unless each of 
those numbers be a square. 

Prop. 16. Every prime number above 2, is either 1 
greater or 1 less than some multiple of 4. 

Prop. 17. Every prime number above 3, is either 1 
greater or 1 less than some multiple of 6. 

Prop. 18. The number of prime numbers is unlimit
ed. 'fhe first ten are, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19,23. 
The learner may find the succeeding ten. 

VIII. 

PROBLEMS. 

A PROBLEM is a propo~ition or a question requiring 
!;omething to be done; elther to investigate some truth or 
property, or to perform some operation. -

The following Problems and Rules are founded in the 
correspondence of the four principal operations of arith
metic; viz. Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and 
Division. 

PROBLEM I. The sum of two numbers, and one of 
the numbers being given, to find the other. - B ULE. Sub
tract the gitJen number from the given BUm; the remain-
der will be the number required. . 

1. ~uppose 37486 to ~e the sum of ~w9 numbers, one 
of which IS 8602; what IS the other? :-

2. 33000 news-papers are sold. in LondOn,. daily: of 
these, 17500 are morning papers, the rest, ifen1ng: how 
many of the latter? . 

PROBLEM II. The difference between two numbers, 
and the greater number being given, to fins! the smaller. 
BULE. Subtract the difference from the greater number; 
the remainder will be the number required. 

3. If 1406 be the difference between two numbe", 
and tIle greater number be 4879. wIm! is thl:' smaller? 
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4. The area of North and South America is 18000000 
square miles: that of North America is 11000000: what . 
is that of South America? 

PROBLEM nI. The difference between two numbers. 
and the smaller'nlWlher being given, to find the greater. 
RULB. J1dd the ,maller number and the differene. 
together; the BUm will be the number required. 

5. Suppose 86974 to be the difference between two 
numbers, and the smaller number to be 7064; what i3 
the greater number? 

6. The British House of Lords consists of 427 mem. 
hers; the number in the House of Commons is 131 great
er. How many are there in the House of Commons? 

l'BOBLEM IV. The sum and difference of two Bum
bela being .~ven, to find the numbers. RULE. Sub
tract the di./{erence from. tl&e BtIta, .. d difJitie the re
mainder by 2; the quotient will be the ,mailer number. 
Then add the gi"en differ.nce t. tle ""aller number, 
and this 88m will be tltt greater number. 

7. What are the two Bumbers whose sum is 1094, and 
whose difference is 1M? . 

8. The United States Congress, consisting of a Sen
ate and House of Representatives, has 288 members. 
The House has 192 members more than the Senate. 
How many in each branch? 

PRdBLEM v. The product of two factors, and one 
of the factors bein~giVen, to find the other. RULE 
Di"ide the product the given factor, anll the quotient 
will be the rl¥/Uired actor. 

9. 1246038849 is the product of some two numbers, 
one of which is 269181: what is the other? 

10. Suppose a session of Congress which continues 
180 days, to cost 504000 dollars; what is the expense 
per day, to the United States? ' 

.BOBi.E. VI. The dividend and quotient beiog given 
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to find the divisor. RULE. Divide the dlfJidend by the 
given quotient, and the quotient thence arising will be 
ghe nyj'gbber Ezzyght. 

11. Suppose 101442075 to be a dividend, and 4025 
the quOtient; what is the divisor? 

14" 17154 40undE ofheE?f davin4 deen E?4oally diE?ided 
among a number of soldiers, each one found that his 
share was 47 pounds. What was the number of soldiers? 

PROtbR.EM The divisor and quotieut beiI1g given, 
to find the dividend. RULE. .Multiply the divisor and 
buotirw&£ togr£hilr; thil will the E?"quireitl ditJ
iden£l. 

13. If 800027 be a divisor, and 97563 the quotient, 
what zmmbeil the diE?idend 

14. qU2hZAtity beef was diilided 2h£Iually ilnlOng 
2742 soldiers, and each soldier received for his share 
f52 p¥zunds" What was diE?ided 

PROBLEM V'!II. T~e. pro.duct of"" thre"e .. tors", and 

:;UY. Ih~~b~2h~~~r;~~~1:~t b¥2h~~~ t¥y tbZ~~:!A~ ja:'~¥:~E?~C:ci 
by this nt&m~r ditJide the given product j the quotient 
will ,he re¥ij¥¥ired. 

o~~5~~ these fact~~: t~i:!~c:2, ~~¥~!~!~t~;t.tv~:t l:!:~ 
zhlrdRaetor 

16 I-Iow '"""""'ny ,bzz", \yiH H720,""m'nds hay b"t 12 
hors~s;" allo\Vi~g ea~h hors; t~ eat ~5~pounds a day"? 

PRZHHE"EM Tma numh¥¥fs beind given¥ to fioh their 
greatest common measure; that is, the greatest number 
whicb ¥eill dieide thn¥n both without remltinder. RULE. 
Divi,4¥ the nl¥mbe¥" h:trz the ,¥nd di
visor by the remainder, and thus continue dividing the 
last di¥¥i8or the l¥¥2h£ remeig,der, till nothing remains. 
The di¥¥isor us¥sd will £he m¥¥nber n¥st¥nire¥d" 

When the greatest common measure of m'ore than two 
numbers is reduired¥ .first, .find the greatest common mea
eure any of tftt nuwithers. £ht" the hmtMut 
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common metUUre of the number found and another of tAe 
gitJen numbers, and thus proceed, till all the pen num-
bers are brought in.' . 

17. 'What is the greatest common measure of 918,-
1998, and 522? . 

918} 1998(2 54)522(9 

• 
1836 486 -- --
162)918(5 36)54(1 

810 36 
108)162(1 18)36(2 

108 36 

54)108(2 
108 .!In,. 18. 

The truth of the rule in this problem will be discovered 
by retracing the first of the above, operations, as follows. 
Since 54 [the last divisor] measures 108, it also measures 
lOS + 54, or 162. Again, since 54 measures 108 and 
162, it also measures 5 X 162+108, or 918. In the 
same mann.·t will be found to measure 2 X 918 + 162, 
or 1998. " erefore, 54 measures both 918 and 1998. 
I t is also the greatest common measure; for, suppose there 
be a greater- then, since the greater measures 918 and 
1998, it alsQ measures the remainder, 162; and since it 
measures 162 and 918, it also measures the remainder 
] 08; in the same manner it will be found to measure the 
remainde , 54; that is, the greater measures the less,. 
which is a~surd. 

IS. What is the greatest common measure of the nnm
berg, 323 and 425 ? 

19. What is the greatest common measure of 2310 
lIld 4626? 

20. What is the greatest common measure of 1092, 
1428, 1197 and 805? 

21. Suppose a hall to be 154 feet long, and 55 wide; 
what is the length of the longest pole, that will exactly 
measure both the length and width of the hall ? 

22. A owns 720 rods of land, B owns 336 rods, and 
C 11736 rods. They agree to divide their land into elllllll 
h.ouse lots, fhtin~ on the sreatest number of rod~, for a lot, 

. . 
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that wiD allow each owner to layout all his land. How 
many rods must there be in a lot? 

PROBLEM X. Two or more numbers being given, to 
find their least common multiple; that is, the least num
ber that will contain each of the given numbers a whole 
number of times. RULE. Divide two or more of the 
given numbers by any prime number that will measure 
them, repeat the operation upon the quotients and undi
vided numbers, and thus continue, till they becote prime 
to each other. Multiply the several divisors, the last 
quotients, aTld undivided number. together; the product 
will be the least common multiple. 

If, among the numbers to be divided, any number is a 
measure of another, the measuring number may be re
je~ted; that is, dropped from the operation. 

It is obvious, that ODe number is the multiple of another) 
when the former contains all the factors of the latter. 
The factors of 6 are 3 and 2, and the factors of 9 are 3 
and 3. Now 54 contains all these factors, (3 X 2 X 3 X 
3= 54), and 54 is a common multiple of cf'and 9, but it 
is not their least common multiple-it is 3 times as great 
as the least, owing to the existence of the factor, 3, in 
both 6 and 9. Henee we observe, that a common factor 
of two or more numbers must enter but once into the 
multiplication, to give the least oommon multiple. The 
above rule effects the necessary exclusion. 
- 23. What is the least common multiple of 12, 25,30, 
and 45. ' 

3) 12 25 30 45 We find, after dividmg 
5) 4 25 10 15 twice, that 4 and 2 ap

pear; and: by dropping 
4 5 2 3 the 2 because it measures 

I the 4, we avoid another 
S X 5 X 4 X 5 X 3 = 900 division. .I1ns. 900. 

24. What is the least common multiple of 6, 10, 16, 
and 20?" 

25. What is the least common multiple of 25, 35, 60, 
and 72t 
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.26. What is the least common multiple of 105, 140, 
and .t46} 

.27. What is the least common multiple of 18, 8.2, 94, 
788, and 356 ? 

.28. Allowing 63 gallons to fill a hogshead, 42 a tierce, 
and 32 a barrel, what is the smallest quantity of molasses, 
that can be first shipped in some number of full hogs
heads, then discharged and reshipped in some number of 
fu1l. tiercea, and again discharged and reshipped in some 
number of full barrels ? 

.29. A certain flour dealer, who purchased his flour 
from a mill on the opposite side of a river, owned four 
boats, one of which would carry 8 barrels of flour, another 
9, another 15, and another 16. What is the smallest 
number of barrels he could purchase, that would make 
. some number of full freights for either of the boats? 

IX. 

COMPOUND NUMBERS. 

COMPOUND NUMBERS are those which are employed 
to express quantities that consist of several denominations; 
each denomination being denoted separately. Under this 
head are classed, all the subdivisions of measures; of 
length, surface, solidity, weights, money, time, &c. 

The following tables of denominations of compound 
numbers, show how many units of each lower denomi:la
lion are equal to a unit of the next higher, and, exhibit 
each lower denomination as a fraction of the next higher. 

_ MONEY, WEIGHTS, AND MEASURES. 

ENGLISH MONEY. 
The denominations of English Money are, the pound, 

£, the shilling, B., the penny, d., and the farthing, qr. 
4 farthings ••..•.• = 1 d. 1\lqr ..... = t of ) d. 

12 pence •..••... = Is. Id .••.•• =-h of Is. 
~O shillings .• . ... = 1 £. Is... •• = n of 1 £. 

3 
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TROY WEIGHT. 

The denominations of Troy Weight are, the pound, lb., 
the o~ce, oz., the pennyweight, dvt., and the grain, gr. 
24 grams .•.•••..• = I dwt'lllgr .... ==-hof I dwt 
20 pennyweights .•• = I oz. I dwt. .• = /'0 of I oz. 
12 ounces ••.•••.. = lIb. loz. •. = 1~ of lib. 

AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT. 

The denominations oC Avoirdupois Weight are, the ton, 
7'., the hundred-weight, cvt., the quarter, tp'. the pound, 
lb., the ounce, oz., and the dram, dr. 
16 drams •.•.••.. = I oz. I dr. '" = n of I oz. 
16 ounces •••••••• = llb. loz •••• =-h of lib. 
28 pounds ........ = I qr. lib... • =1s- of I qr. 

4 quarters ••.•..• = I cwt. I qr. • .. = t of I cwl. 
20 hundred-weight • = IT. I cwt. • • = io of IT. 

APOTHECARIES' WEIGHT. 
The denominations oC Apothecaries' Weight are, the 

pound, ft" the ounce, ~, the dram, 5, the scruple, a, 
and the grain, gr. . 
20 grains ........ = I a. I gr ..••. =n of 1 a. 
3 scruples •••..•• = 15· la ••.•• =1 oC 15. 
8 drams .••..••. =. I ~. ) 5 ..... = of I ~. 

12 ounces ••..•.. = I lb. I ~ ....... = ~ of 1 lb. 
CLOTH MEASURE. 

The denominations of Cloth Measure are, the French 
elI, Fr. /l., the English ell, E. /l., the Flemish ell, Fl. /l., 
the yard, yd., the quarter, tp'., and the nail, na. 
4 nails .......... = 1 qr Ina... = t of 1 qr. 
4 quarters ..••.•. = lyd. I qr .•• =t of J yd 
3·quarters ....... = 1}<'1. e. I qr. :. = t of I F1. e. 
5 quarter~ ....... = I E. e. 1 qr. •. = i of 1 E. e. 
5 quarters •...... = I Fr.e. I qr. •. = t of 1 Fr. e. 

DRY MEASURE. 

The denominations of Dry Measure are, the bushel, 
bu;, the peck, pk., the gallon, gal., the quart, qt., and 
the pint, pt. 
2 pints ..••••.••. = I 'It. ~. I pt • 
4 quarts ••...••.. = I gal 1 qt • 
8 quarts ....•.... = I pk. 1 qt . 
4 peclc:s ••••••••• = I bu. 1 pk • 

.... = i of 1 qt. 

. ... =~ of I gal. 

.... =fof Ipt. 

.... =tof IbQ. 
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WINE MEASURE. 
The denominations of Wine Measure are, the tun, T., 

the pipe, p., the puncheon, pun., the hogshead, M&d., the 
tierce, tier., the barrel, bl., the gallon, gal., the quart, 
IJI. the pint, pl. and the gill, gi. 

4 gills. . ..... = 1 pt. . 1 gi. .. = I of I pt. 
2 pints ....... = 1 qt. 1 pt ... = of 1 qt. 
4 quarts •..•.. = 1 gal. 1 qt. •. = of 1 gal. 

311 gallons •...• = 1 bl. 1 gal. •. = if of 1 bl. 
42 gallons .••.•• = 1 tier. I gal ••• = -h of 1 tier. 
63 gallons .••••• = 1 hhd. I gal. •• = if of 1 hhd. 
84 gallons •••••• = 1 pun. 1 gal .•• = -h of 1 pun. 

126 g~ons •••••• = 1 p. 1 gal ••• = yn of 1 p. 
2 pipes •.•••• = 1 T. .1 p. •• = ! of 1 T. 

BEER MEASURE. 
The denominations of Beer· Measure are, the butt, bt , 

th'3 hogshead, hl&d.,the barrel, bl.,the kilderkin, kil., the 
firkin, Jir., the gallon, gal., the quart, qt., and the pint, pl. 
2 pints .••••••• = 1 qt. 1 pt. • •• = I of 1 qt. 
4 quarts ••••••• = 1 gal. 1 qt. • •• = oCt gal. 
9 gallons ••••••• = Ur. 1 gal •••• = of 1 fir. 
2 firkins ••••••• = 1 kilo 1 fir ••.• = of 1 kilo 
2 lcilderkins .• ••• = 1 bl. lid. . . . = 1 of 1 bl. 
S kilderkins ••.•• = 1 hhd. 1 kil. •.• = of 1 hhd. 
2 hogsheads ••••• = I bt. I hhd. • • = of 1 bt. 

NOTE. In the United States, the Dry gallon contmns 
268* cubic inches, the Wine gallon 231 cubic inches, 
and the Beer gallon 282 cubic inches. By an Act of the 
British government, however, the distinction between 
the Dry, Wine, and Beer gallon was abolished in Great 
Britain, in 1826, and an Imperial Gallon was established, 
as well for liquids as for dry substances. The Imperial 
~on must contain" 10 pounds, Avoirdupois weight, of 
distilled water, weighed in air, at the temperature of 62° 
of Fahrenheit's thermometer, the barometer standing at 
30 inches." This quantity of water .will be found to 
measure 277flo\ cubic inches. The same Act estab
Jishes the pound Troy at 5760 grains, and the pound 
JBoinlupou at 7000 grains. 
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LOl'f8 MEASURE. 

The denominations of Long Measure are, the aile, m., 
the furlong, fur., the rod or pole, r., the yard, ",., the 
foot, ft., and the inch, i •. 
12 inches ••••••• = 1ft. 1 ill. •• == 1\ of 1ft. 
3 feet • • • • • • • • • ==. 1 yd. 1 Cto ••. = t or I yd. 
6il'ards ....... == Ir. 1 yd •••• = /r of lr. 

40 rods ••••••••• = Hur. Ir ..... == -h of 1 fur. 
S furlongs ••••• = 1m. Hur .•• = t of 1m. 

SClUARB MBASURE. 
The superficial contents of any figure having four sides 

and Cour equal angles, is found in squares, by multiplying 
together the length and breadth of the figure. 

The denominations of Square Measure are, the mile, 
m., the acre, ./l., the rood, R., the rod, r., the yard, yd., 
the foot, ft., and the inch, i •. 
144 inches ••••••• = I ft. 1 in. • \0 == th of 1 ft. 

9 feet ••••••••• = 1 yd. I I ft .... == t of 1 yd. 
301 yards ••••••• == 1 r. 1 yd ••• = Tn of 1 r. 
40 rods •••••••• == 1 R. Ir.. .. = -h of 1 R. 
4 roods •••••• == 1 A. 1 R. •. = i of 1 A. 

640 acres ••••••• == 1 m. 1 A.. •• = do afl m. 
CUBIC MEASURE. 

The cubical contents oC my thing which has 6 sides
its opposite sides being equal- is found in cubes, by 
multiplying tor;ether, the length, breadth and depth. 

The denommatioDs of Cubic MeaSure are; the yard, Jd., 
the foot, ft., and the inch, iR. 
1728 inches • • • . • • ::;:: 1ft. II lin. .. == rln of Ift. 

27 feet ••••••• = I yd. Ift.. • = .;., of 1 yd. 
40 feet of round timber, or 50 feet of hewn timber 

make a tOR. 16 cubic feet make a foot of good, and 8 
Ceel of wood make a cord. 

'l'IME. 
The denominations of Time are, the year, Y., the day, 

d., the hour, ft., the minute, m., and the second, •. 
60 seconds ••.• ~ •• = I m. Is ..... = io of't m. 
60 minutes .••••. = Ih. 1m .•.• = -to of Ih. 
24 hours ••••.••. = 1 d. 1 h ••••• = -h of t d. 

365 days ••••••. = I Y. Id ••••• =mef IT. 
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IX COMPOUND NUMBERS. 

The earth revolves round the sun once in 365 days, 
6 bours, 48 minutes, 48 seconds: this period is therefore 
a Solar year. In order to keep pace with the solar year, 
in our reckoning, we make every fourth year to contain 
366 days, and call it Leap year. Still greater accuracy 
requires, however, that the Leap day be dispensed with 
3 times, in every 400 years. Whenever the number 
which denotes the year can be measured by 4, the year 
is Leap year- the centurial years excepted. 

The year is also divided into 12 months-See Almanac. 
THE CIRCLE. 

The divi~ioDs of the circle, C., are, the sign, S., the 
degree, (0), the minute, ('), the second, ("). 

This table is applied to the Zodiac; and by it are com· 
puted, planetary motiens, latitude, longitude, &c. 
60 seconds •...•.• = I' I 1" ..... =-h of l' 
60 minutes . • • • . . . = 1 ° /1'..... = 7;"'0 of 1 0 

30 degrees ••...•. = 1 S. 1 0 ••••• = -10 of 1 S. 
12 signs .......•• = 1 C. 1 S ..... = fi of 1 C. 

GEOGRAPHICAL MEASURE. 
The cireumference of the globe-like every other cir

cle-is divided in 360 equal parts, called degrees. Each 
degree is divided into 60 equal parts called miles, or 
minutes. Three miles are called a league. 

On the equator, 69i- statute miles are equal to 60 geo
graphical miles, or 1 degree, nearly: and, on the meridian, 
at a mean, 69i!l statute miles are equal to a degree. 

REDUCTION OF COMPOUND NUMBERS. 

REDUCTION is the operation of cbangin~ any quantity 
from its number in one denomination, to Its number in 
another denomination. 

RULE FOR REDUCTION. When a greater denonlina
Ilon i, to be reduced to a smaller, multiply the greater 
denumination, by that number which is required of the 
",.aller, to fllake a unit of the greater; adding to th.e 
product, '0 many of the Bmo.ller denofllinatilJn Q.8 are ez· 
preBBed in the given quantity. PerflJrm a like operation 
on thu product, and on each IJtu;ceeding product. 

s-' 
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10 AR.ITHMETIC. 

Whm almallef' denomiruJlion u 10 be reduted 10 a 
greater, divide Ihe 1mtI1ier dtnominalioR by tltGl number 
which is required oj the Imtlller, 10 make a uni' oj the 
nu:1 greater: the quotien' tflill 6e oj the greater denom'· 
nation, and the reMtJinder tflill be oj 'he ,ame denOfllinll
lion with the dividend. Perform a lib operation on thu 
quotient, and on each IUCceeding quotient. 

I. Reduce £351 135. Od. I qr. to its value in farthings. 
2. How many pounds, &c. are there in 6] 69 pence? 
3. III 591b. ].3dwt. 5gr. Troy, how many gr8.1ns? 
4. Change 20571005 drams to its value in tons, &c. 
5. In 231ib 3 ~ 05 09 5 gr. how many grains? 
6. How many English ells are there in 352 nails? 
7. Reduce 7 bushels and 6 quarts to pints. 
s. bow many hhds. are there in 9576fints of wine t 
9. How many pints in 1 bl. 1 fir. 1 pt. 0 beer? 
10. How many miles, &c. are there in 26431 rods? 
11. In 3 square miles, how many square rods ? 
12. In 1259712 cubic inches, how many cubic yards? 
13. Reduce I solar year, 7 d. and 10h. to seconds. 

ADDITION OF COMPOUND NUMBERS. 
I 

The operation of adding compound numbers, differs 
from that of adding simple numbers, only, with respect 
to the irregular system of units, which determines the 
principles of carrying ITom one denomination to another. 

RULE. Write the number, so that. each denomination 
shall stand in a separate column. .9.dd the numbers oj 
the lowest denomination togethe,', and divide their sum 
by that number tflhich is required oj this denomination to 
make a unit of the nezt higher: write the remainder un
der the column added, and carry the quotient to the nez' 
tolumn. Thus proceed through all the denominations. 

14. What is the sum of £9 Ss. 4d., £250 8s. 5d. 
3q.·., £9 78. 4d., £20 16s. 4d., and 35. 6d. 2qr.? 

15. Add together 10oz. 14dwt. 16gr., 51h. 90z. 
6d'.vt. 22gr., 41b. 10z. ISdwt. 9gr., and Ildwt., Troy 

16. Add together 15T. 19cwt. 3qr. 21b. ioz., 25'r 
13r:wt. 2qr. 201b. 150z.) ant! 3qr. 26th. 
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IX. COMPOU~D NUMBERa 

17: HoW' much is .. 8 yd,. 3qr. 3na., 15 yd. if> Su •• 

5!5l~~' lad ;a::'?ls:d d~!.ill~~pt~ri:t~;lddb~:$~Spk. dqt •• 
215bu. 21¥k. 2qt. Ipt., and 57bu. 3pk. ofcoro~ 

Id. Add to!;±±%.her hd' 12!±hal. ddt., hfSgaL dqt. pt., 
35 92gal., and 39gal. 3qt. 1 pt. of wine. . , 

How IDlkkSh acres are f3A, R. r., Aill dR. 
S3r., 2BA. 2R.; 41A. 2R. 28r., and 36r.t 

21. How much hewn timber is 9T. 19ft. 1725i1l. 
150T. SOil. and OOOT, dlft, 015 ? 

SUBbBbItACs%ON ¥)F cn)~POnnD nUl\fB);ns~ 

R¥:JK:E. Wri£r a~ s±3sera~ denozuin~tirf!s of ;;14e 8fI'&zrller 
quanttty under tke same BbenOmlRYT£toue of ABbr geeuter 
quantity: then, begin with the lowest denomination, and 

~l;=e;k4!t~:!~:r expressi,::e:e~::;;;:aJ!~a ... :t4:t 
"'PO;;,' lin;; .iI sezdler &:14z:£n nu???ber u?leReri.t, ineil'eMIl 
the upper number by as many as make a uni&: of the nezt 
highf7:' .denominati~"? .?nd eonsider the"number o.[!he 
neXl Utgh;;e de!¥,omtna£?on the l?dper £?ne, be Age" .. 
than it stands. 

Subtract lb. Idoz. dwt, front 3Ib" Trzft?, 
23. From 6T. 3cwt. take 7cwt. 2qr.15Ib., Avoh-. 

;~: ~~zb~;a;tb~r~ =b~~~ Irom65YL~~qr.g~·z A~f~in7J!~ 
26. Subtract 8 bu. 1 pk. 6 qt. 1 pt. from 50 bu. of corn. 

FW'nm 3hhd. 2fzb,al. ?[RIze 41 gal. l4'1t. winu, 
28. From 6bl. 1 kit ~take 1 fir. 6gal. 3qt. of beer. 

Suhtrac? ;3 yd. in. lbom 5 yd. 2 ft. 2 in" 
30. Subtract 57 A.. 2R. 31 r. from 1 m., Squsre <non. 
31. Subtract 2Y. 90d. 4h. 55m. from 4 Y., Time. 

~'KULhlhLlYT.uTIOBb OF COMPOUND NUMBERS 

RULE. Begin with the lowest deno~i!'~Jtion, .and ;nfd
tiP£7; 4?ae/~ deno??inatiKl'"ff? 8epoeatelf ill chwzthe eot:h pr4?duc' 
I,?} ihe number which i8 required oj its eun d£ljF&omi?&~icm 



ARITHMETIC. 

10 mGb " unil of Ihe Mid higher; write Ihe remainder 
tinder tile denomination multiplied, "nd carry 'he quotiene '0 Ihe product of the nezi higher denomination. 

32. Multiply £215 19s. 6d. by 72 or its factors. 
33 Multiply 21b. 50t. 7dwt. 10gr., Troy, by 56. • 
34, Whal is 16 times 18cwt. 3qr. 15Ib., 140z.?_ 
35. What is 81 times 3600. 3pk. 6,. 1 pt., Drymea. 
36. Multiply 4p. 105gal. 3-qt. of WIDe by 60. 
37. Multiply 2m. 7fur. 35r., Long mea., by 6S. 
38. Multiply 4m. S2oA.l R. 9r., Square mea., by U;. 
39. Multiply 2Y. 250d. 14h. SOm., Time, by 96. 

DIVISION OF COMPOUND NUMBERS. 

RULE. Divide each aenomination separately, begin
fling wilh the highest. Whenever II remainder occurs, 
reduce it to the nezt lower denomination, add it to the 
number ezpl'essed in the lower denominQtioA, and divide 
their BUm. 

40. Divide £251 15s. 7d. 2qr. into 46 equal parts. 
41. Divide 151b. Soz. 7dwt. 5gr., Troy, by IS. 
42. Divide 12T. 27 lb. 150z., Avoirdupois, by 5. 
4S. Divide 136 E. e. 3qr. Sna. of cloth by 31. 
44. Divide 1621 bu. 2pk. of com into 50 equal parts 
45. Divide 1 pipe of wine equally among 9 owners. 
46. Divide a Leap ye!1J' into 100 equal parts. 

FEDERAL MONEY. 

The denominations of Federal Money nre, the eagle, 
the dollar, the dime, the cent, and the mill. 10 mills 
make 1 cent, 10 cents 1 dime, 10 dimes 1 dollar, and 10 
dollars 1 eagle. Dollars, $, and Cents, cts. are the only 
denominations ·commonly mentioned in business- eagles 

. being couD'ted as tens of dollars, dimes being counted as 
tens of cents, and mills not being denoted. 

100 cents •••••.•• = $1.11 1 cent. •• = rto- of $ J 

The cents in any number of dollars are expressed by 
the same fipD'es which express the dollars, with two 
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IX. COMPOUND NUMBERa • 
ciphers annexed; $15= 1500 cents. The doDars Duny 
Dumber of cents are distinguished by cutting off two &g
ures from the right for c,ents; 325 cts. = $ 3.25. 

Operations on numbers expressing Federal money, are 
performed as on simple numbers; care must however be 
taken, in addition and subtraction, to place dollars \Ulde1' 
dollars, and cents under cents; these denominations being 
separated by a point. 

47. What is the sum of $34:21, $7064.04, S'6ets~ 
$10004.85, $96, $900.10, $14, $1.99, and '766291 

48. Subtract $4926 from $12262.37. 
49. Subtract $297.18 from $100000. 
50. Suppose $ 295.48 to be a multipJicaild, aDd 26 .. 

multiplier; what 18 the product? 
In multiplication, only one of the factorS can bl! Federal 

money, and the product will be of the same denohlinatiOll 
as this factor. If, thereibre, there be cents in 6ither fac
tor, two figures must be pointed 8ft' for eents, froiD the 
right of the product. 

51. What is the proauct of 96 cts. multiplied by 481 
62. What is the value of 1304 pounds at co. at • 

cents per pound? 
53. How many times $7 are there in $29.461 
In division, when both the dividend ... diiisor ve· 

Fenera} money, they must both be of the same"denomi~ 
oati(m. If therefore, one of the bumbers contaiD tents) 
and the other dollars only, the Iatier numWr IilUll* baYe 
t\VO ciphers annexed to it. . 

54. How many barrels of f1dur, at '4.86 per barrel; 
can be purchased for • 4370 ? 

55. Divide $4279.50 into 746 equal parts. 
56. If 407 pounds of Hyson tea cost $39a, what ii 

the cost of 1 pound? 
57. How many times are 95 cts. contained m .66? -
68. A merchant sold 1248 yards of cloth, at such price 

as to gain 1 cent on every nail. How much did be gain , 
59. What is the gain on a hogshead of moJu8est lold 

at an Ild\Tance (jf 3 cents per ~ ? 
60. A. jeweller sold a silver pitcher SIb. 8 dZ. 16 clwt., 

• ., eeaf8 a peDII11f'eipt. What did it ImDinit tb f 
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ARITHMETIC. IX. 
, 

61. What is the freight of 60480 pounds of cotton from 
Charleston to Liverpool, at $4 per ton? 

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES 

62. How many bottles, holding 1 pint and 2 gills each, 
are required for bottling 4 barrels of cider? 

63. How much wiIl46 bushels of oats cost, at 4 pence 
2 farthings for every two quarts? 

64. A brewer sold 96 hogsheads of beer for £ 388 
16s. What was the price of 1 pmt at the same rate? 

65. A certain tippler spent 12 cents a day for ardent 
spirit, during 39 successive weeks, and then died, the vic
tim of his folly. What did the spirit all cost? 

66. Bought five loads of wood; the first containing I 
cord 32 cubic feet, the second 1 cord 64 cubic feet, the 
third 112 cubic feet, tlle fourth 1 cord 28 cubic feet, and 
the fifth 1 cord ~o cubic feet. How many cords were 
there in die whole ? 

67. Boudlt goods to the amount of .£25 13s. lad. 
2 qr.; and alterwards sold goods to the salDe man, amount
ing to £30 las. 4d. 2qr. What is the balance of money 
in my favor? . 

• 68. A fanner sold five lots of land, at $9 an acre; the 
first lot eontaining 3OA. 2 R.20 r.,the second 41 A.-3IL 
8r., the third 14A. 1 R. lOr., the fourth 26A. 36r., and 
the fifth MA. 6r. What did the whole amount to? 

69. How many cubic inches in a brick 8 inches long, 
4 inches wide, and 2 inches thick? . • 

70. How many cubic inches in the cube of 2 inches? 
• • • • . in the cube of 3 inches? . . • . in the cube of .. 
inches ? • . • • . in the cube of 5 inches? 

71. If the cube of 4 inches be taken from the cube o~) 
1 foot, how many cubic inches will remain ? 

72 If tlle cube of 4 inches be taken from the cubEl 
of 2 fet't, how many cubic inches will remain? 

73. Ayooug man, on commencing business, was worth 
£643 lOs.; the first year he cleared .£54 lIs. 7d. 2qr.; 
the second year, £ 87 Os. 10d. lqr.; but the third year be 
Ioat £196 7 e. 11 d. Sqr. How much was he then worib't 
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74. A gentleman had a hogshead of wine in his cellnr, 
from which there leaked out 17 gal. 3 qt. 1 pt. How 
milch then remained? 

75. A man started ona journey of 20 miles 6fur. 29r., 
and stopped to rest at a house, 4m. 4 fur. 20r. from the 
place of starting. How far had he still to go ? 

76. In a pile of wood, 96 feet long, 5 feet high, and 4 
feet wide, how many cords? 

77. How much would 13 hogsheads of. sugar cost~ at 
S cents per pound; allowing each hogshead- to contaiu, 
Scwt. 3qr. 241b.? . 

7S. A cent weighs 8 pennyweights 16 grains .. What 
is the weight of 100 cents ? 

79. How many yards of cloth are there in 19 pieces; 
each piece containing 27ld. 3qr • .2na.? 

80. If a man sell 2b. 1 kil. 1 fir. 6 gal. 2qt. l pt. of 
beer in one week, how many barrels would he sell in 
26 weeks? 

81. If. 1 pint and 3 gills of wine will fill a bottle, how 
much will fill a gross, or 12 dozen bottles? 

82. A father left an estate worth .£5719 17s., to be 
divided equally among 11 children. How much was each 
one's share? 

83. Sixteen men own 24 tierces of molasses, in equal 
shares. What is one man's share? 

84. A company of 23 men bought 1850 acres 10 rods 
of wild land, and divided it equally among them. How 
much land had each man ? 

85. What must be the length of a lot of land, that is 5 
rods wide, in order that the lot shall contain 1 acre? 

Observe in the above question, that 1 acre contains 
160 square rods; and, that this nwnber of square rods i! 
.we product of the two factors that denote the width alUl 
l'ength of the lot. See PROBLEM V, page 21. 

86. What must be the depth of a house lot, that mea
sures 72 feet on the front, to contain 9432 square feet? 

87. What must be the length of a stick of hewn timber, 
that is 10 inches wide and 1 ft. 3in. deep, in order that 
the stick shall contain 1 ton r 

Qt>serve in this ~uestion, tQat the Dumber of c"bic 
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• ARl'J:HMETIC. x 
mcbes ill a ton, IS the product of the three fac~o", which 
denote, in inches, the width and depth and length of the 
stick. See PROBLEM VIII, page 22. 

88. What must be the len~th of a pile or wood that is 
4 feet wide and 3 f~t high, 10 ?rder _that the pile shall 
contain 1 cord, that IS, 128 cubiC feet? 

89. Suppose a pile of wood to be 11 feet long and 3 
Ceet wide;" how high must it be, to contain 2 cords 4 feet 
of wood and 10 cubic feet? 

X. 
FRACTIONS. 

A I'RACTION signifies one or more of the equal parts 
into which a unit, or some quantity considered as an iIr 
teger, or whole, is divided. 

A fraction is expressed by two numbers or urfM, 
written one above the other, thus, t. The lower term 
-called the denominator-denotes the number of equal 
parts into which the integer is divided; and tbe upper 
tenn-called the numerator-indicates what number 
of those equal parts the fraction expresses. 

We may not only con.sider a fraction as a certain num
ber of parts of a unit, but, may also view it as a part 
of a certain number of units. Thus, i may either be 
considered as 2-thirds of 1, or, I-third of 2; for I-third 
of 2 is the same quantity as 2-thirds of 1. Hence, if the 
numerator of a fraction be viewed as an integer, and 
divided into as many equal parts as the denominator in
dicates, the fraction may be regarded as expressing one" 
of these parts. Thus, if 4 be divided into 5 equal parts, 
the fraction t expresses one of these parts. 

Fractions generally have their ol'igm from the division 
of a number by another which does not measure it; the 
excess of the dividend, abOl'e what can he measured by 
the divisor, bemg the numerator, and the divisor being 
the denominator, as shown in ART. VI. 

If the numerator of • fraction be made equal fD ~ 
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x rRAOTIOl'fI. • 
denominator, the fraction becomes equl1 to unity; thtJIII 
I: 1. If the Dumerator be greater than, the denominator, 
the fraction is equal to as many units as the denQmilllttor 
is contained times in the numeratOr; for eXIlQlJlle JI 2= 3 
Hence, a fraction may be viewed as an tmezecute divi
.ion; the divisor being written under the, rJividend. It 
follows, also, that since any number divided by I givell 
the same number in the quotient, any number may be 
expressed as a fraction by making I its denominator 
For example, 17 may be expressed thus, 'i. 

The following propositions concerning fractions, should 
be distinctly noticed. 

PROPOSITION I. .Il. many time. as the numerator u 
made greater, so many time. the fraction is made gf'eater; 
and, as many times as the numerator i. made smaller, so 
many times tl&e fraction is made smaller. lienee, 'a frac
tion i. multiplied by multiplying the numerator, and 
di/Jided by dividing the numerator. 

PROPOSITION II. .Ils many times as the denominator is 
made greater, .0 many times the fraction is made smaller; 
and as many times as the denominator is f!lade smaller, 
.0 many times the fraction is made greater. lienee, a 
fraction is divided by multiplying the denominator, and 
multiplied by dividing the denominator. 

PROPOSITION III. When the numerator and denomina
tor are both ,,!ultiplied, or both divided by the .ame num

_ ber, the quantity ezpreBSed by the fraction i. nol thereby 
changed . 

.-\. PROPER FRACTION is a fraction wholie numerator 
is less than its denominator; as /J' 

An IMPROPER FRACTION is a traction whose numerator 
equals, or exceeds its denominator; as t, 1f. 

A number consisting of an integer with a traction an
nexed, as 14~, is called a MIXED NUMBER. 

A COMPOUND FRACTION is a fraction of a fraction; as 
foCi· ;of-lJofi· -

A COMPLEX FRACTION is that which has a fraction 
either in its DlUnerator, or in its denominator, or in both 
fth 'th fii,8,41. o em, us, If 9. 7 • .. 
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AIUTBMBTIC. x. 
REDUCTION OF FRA.CTIONS. 

REDUCTION 01' FRACTIONS cODSists in changing them 
(rom one form to another, without altering their value. 

CASE I. To reduce a fraction to its lowest terms; 
that is, to change the denominator and numerator to thP. 
amallest numbers that will express the s'ame quantity. 

RULE Diflide both terml of the fraction by their 
greatest common meaaure, and the two quotients will be the 
lowest terml of the fraction. See PROB. IX, page 22. 

When the greatest common measure is readily per
ceived, the fraction may be reduced mentally. For in
stance, the greatest common measure of the terms of the 
fraction /1' is 4, and the only notation necessary in the 

d . . _8 2 re uctton, IS, "II = T • 
Dividing the terms of a fraction by a common measure 

that u not the greatest, will reduce it in some degree, and 
when thus reduced, it may be reduced still lower by 
another division, and so on, till no number will measure 
both the terms. For example, to reduce H, divide by 2, 
and the result is 1\; again, divide by 3, and the result is 
~. Here the fraction is known to be in its lowest terms, 
because the terms are prime to each other. 

1. Reduce tb\. to its lowest terms, by repeatedly 
dividing the terms by any common measure. 

2. Reduce Nlrr to its lowest terms, by dividing the 
terms by their greatest common measure. 

3. Reduce each of the following fractions to its lowest 
terms. -f,l~· ill· N"J)· ill· {M· illl· 

CASE II. To reduce a whole number to an improper 
'fraction. 

RULE. Multiply the ",hole number by tM propo,ed 
denominator, and the product will be the numerator. 

When the quantity to be reduced is a mized number, 
the numerator of the fraction in the mixed number must 
be add~d to the product of the whole number, and their 
.um WIll be the numerator of the improper fraction. 
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x FlueTIONS. .. 
4. Reduce t6 to a mction·whose denominator is 9. 

16 In 1 unit there are 9-ninths; 
9 therefo~e, there are 9 tim~s ~ 

144.11 .lH many IlPlths as there are unIts m 
m. --.,- any number. 

5. Reduce 75 to a fraction whose denominator is 13. 
6. Reduce 3 to a fraction whose denominator is 54!. 
7. How many fifteenths are there in 74? 
8. How many eighths of a dollar in .647 ? 
9. Reduce 364 to an improper mction. 

36" U In this example, we add the 
7'" 4-sevenths to the sevenths pro-

- J;lU duced by the multiplication of 36 
256 .11m. -.,- y 7, and thus obtain J.fi. 

10. Reduce 25M to an improper fraction. 
11. Reduce 615Jh" to an ~mproper fraction. 
12. How many sIXteenths of a dollar in • 5~ln? 

CASE nI. To reduce an improper fraction to a whole 
number, or a mixed number. 

RULE. m"ide the n.merat6r by tke denominalor,_ 
tl&. quotient ",ill be Ihe ",hole, or mued number. 

t3. Reduce ~ to a whole, or mixed number. 
8)362 I Since t are equal to 1 unit, 

- there are as many units in 1ji as 
45 i = 45 t there are times 8 in 362. 

14. Reduce W to a whole, or mixed number. 
15. How many units are there in ~? 
16. How many dollars in ~ of a dollar ? 

CASE IV. To reduce a compound fraction to a sun
ple, or single fraction. 

RULE. Multiply all tile numeratOrB toptlur j6f' ,. fiN 

numerator, and all the denominatot'B jor a fie'" denomi
nator: 'Mn reduce the ne1ll jrac~ion to its lo",estterms. 

'When any numerator is equal to any denominator, the 
operation may be abbreviated by rejecting both. 

If S' art of the compound fraction be an integer, or a 
mixe Dwnber, it must first be reduced to an ·improper 
Craction 
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IT. Reduce t bf t oC f of 6 to • simple tiactiOlJ. 
1 '1.2.3.1 Here the common terro, 3, is ,xiXfKr=n=1I' omitted in the multiplication. 

18. Reduee ~&f ft to a simple fraction. 
19. Reduce of -/Y: of U to a simple fraction. 
20 Red~ of -d. of 2 It to a simple fraction. 
11 Reduce of J ·o(! of 5 to a simple tractiOb. 

CASE v. To reduce a fraction from one denominatioD 
to another. 

RULE. NoIlipl, tile propo .. d denominator by th. 
".meratOf' of the gitle" ff'action, and diflide the prodtlct 
., Ihe deftomitaator of .he giNn fraction; tlte quotient 
",ill be fhe ftumerator of the p,..oaed denominator. 

2:1. Reduce t to a fraction whose denominator shaD be 
14: or, in other words change 5-sixths to fourteenths. 

14 t is equal to -1- of -it, and i is 
5 5 times as much: we therefore 

6)'70 find 5 times 14-fourteenths and - .a.",. 11 , take t of this product for the 
II t 14 required fourteenths. 

23. Ho ... many fifths are there in t ? 
24. n is equal to how many twenty-fourths ? 
25. Reduce. to a fraction whose denominator is 4. 
26. How many twelfths of 1 shilling in * of I s.? 

CASE VI. To reduce the lower denominations of a 
compound number to the traction of a higher debomination. 

RULE. Redtlce the Bitlen quantity to tlte 1000e,t denomi
Ratio" mentioned, anellhil number Vlill be the numerator: 
then ,.educe a unit of the higher elenomi"ation to tlte ,ame 
denomination Vlilh the numerator, and 'hil number will 
6e tl' senomi ... tor. 

17. Reduce 7«*. 18dwt. 13gr. to the traction of. 
pound. 

We find, that 70S. 18dwt. 13gr. when reduced to 
grains, gives 3805 for the numerator; and 1 pound when 
reduced to grains, .1S~ves 5760 for the denominat~ 
Therefore, ill! ={& is the fraction required. 

is Reduce 4s. 9d 3qr. to the &action· of £1. 
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29. Reduce 3* inches to the fraction of a yard. 
30. What fraction of a hogshead is 9 gal. .2 i pt. ~ 
31. Reduce ocwt. 81b. 4oz. to the fraction of a ton. 

CASE VII. To reduce the fraction of a higher denomi
mation to its value in whole numbers oflower denomination. 

RULE. Multiply Ike Aumerator by th4t Aumber oj the 
flezt lower denomination which i, requir~d to make a ,,_ 
oJ tM higher, tiM diflide tke product ~ tIM denominalor; 
tAe quotient will be a wh.ok number oj the lower denomi
Ration, and tke remainder will be the numerator oj a Jrac
tioA. Proceed with thi, Jraction aB beJore, and '0 on. 

It will be readily perceived, that the fraction of a higher 
denomination is reduced to the fraction of a lower, by 
mul~iplying the numerator by the number of units of the 
lower, .equired to make a unit of the higher. Thus, i of 
a bushel is 4 times as many fifths of a peck; that is, yof 
a peck. Again, ~2 of a peck is 8 times 12-fifths, that 
is, 9-/ of a quart; and again, 9; of a quart is .2 times 
96·fifths, that is, ~ of a pint. If the denominator be 
multiplied, instead 'of the nwner~tor, the effect is the ·re
verse, and the fraction is reduced to a higher denomination. 
Thus, t of a pint, (the 5 being multiplied by 2,) becomes 
lo of a quart; fa of a quart, (the 10 being multiplied by 
8,) becomes A of a peck; and to of a peck, (the 80· 
being multiplied by 4,) becomes no of a bushel 

32. Reduce H of a gallon to its value in quarts, &c. 
11 We find by multi~1ication, that 
4 H of a gallon is it of :a quart; 

2)44 and, ~y division, that It of a 
_ quart IS 3qt. and -A of a quart. 

3 8 We then find, that -& of a qt. is 
2 H of a pint; and, that +l of a pt. 

U) 16 is 1 pt. and "1\ of a pt. And thus, 
- 4 by finding the units of one de-

l Domination at a time, we finally 
4 obtain the whole answer, which. 

12).!! denoted as a compoUBd number, 
ly\= It is 3qt. 1 pt. ligi. 

~3. Reduce f of ;I. 1 to its value in shillings &0. 
4* 
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34. Reduce!t of a yard, to its value in feet, &c. 
35. -h Gf 1 hGW m""y qmrrters, yound£" k<s, 
36. Reduce H of a bllshel to pecks, quarts, and pints.' 

£::7ASG Gnl. To r"duciL: fraCllmlS tG 'COnnnon Y"noG1i~ 
nator; that is, to change two or more fractions which have 
dEeren!: denmninatn!:s,equlnalent sh"l1 
ba\'e the same denominator. 

iWLE lat. ,Mul£iply eL??h nzc:t:era£!?? int" zcll th? denow?l' 
inators except its uwn, for a new numerator', T:f:n mG4~ 

all the denominators together for a net., denominatur, 
pl£?!£e it f?zcde: ?ach 1l?W' ?l:"££n,er::4,:r, 

RULE 2nd. .Find the least common multiple of the given 
Y:£Ylomiwl:!?tor? for C07?lFnOn !fmozc£inatur' 'h???: dividr 
the common denominator by each given denominator an£~ 
m?£ltipld the quotient by its given numerator; the several 
pnzcduc;tc; will be the s:£;;:£ral tLew num:7'£?tOT;L 
.PROBLEM x, page 24.) I 

Thzc st. of tho obovo rulef is !£!!Hvenient when 
terms of the fractions are small numbers, but the 2nd. is 

~~;~hf~~ !~ the f~~~r;~~i~;e. ~\~h~'~ !~~~£;j~S den:J~£~~ 
a common denominator will occur to the student, after 
fmthef 

If any of the fractions to be reduced to a common de-
nnminntor bo eomh£Ptmd£ they must b£: 'simplified. 

37. Reduce i, U, 1\ and H to a common henorTU: 
nator. 

In eXfLmhle, the leest co:mmon denomhiator fom:h 
to be 840. Then the several numerators of the common 
d':snomim:tor SGe found as follow'!. 
840+ 8=105, and 105 X 5=525. .!lns. i=iH 
hhO 12= 70, mAd X -, P1. 

840+ 14= 60, and 60 X 9=540. -fl"=iH 
h,~O 5= 56, :£,nd X 1~5= 

38. Reduce 11." -fi and "2\ to a common denominator. 
h9. feduee i, l~,! :md t a commoo £±e:nO£:I£1I1att%S, 
40. Ileduce m and ~f to a common denominator. 
41. Reduce ~ and ~ of 4 to cc;>mmon denominator. 

, -' 
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CASE IX. To reduce a complex fraction to a siml,le 
fraction • 
• RULE. If the numerator or denominator, or both, b. 
whol. or mized numbers, reduce them to improper frac
tion.: multiply tile denomiru.&tor of the 10tDer fraction into 
the numerator of the upper, for a netD numerator; and 
multiply the denominator of the upper f'Mction into the 
numerator of the 10tDer, for a netD denominator. 

42. Reduce is io a simple fraction. , 
Th t • 9 , 9X 7 63 .!l 63 

e opera IOn. 3'=V=lX23=23 AB. 28 

43. Simplify each of the folloWing complex fractions. 
i.. !1. 51. ai. 2). 6i. 2'. 
1 5 8 51 4: 71\ 1: 

ADDITION OF FRACTIONS • 

Fractions are added by merely adding their numera· 
tors, but they must bl! of the ~ame integers; we cannot 
immediately add together i of a yard and i of an inch, 
for the same rea,sons that we cannot immedial('ly add. 
together 5 yards and 3 inches. Thpy must, also, be of 
the same denomination; we cannot immediately add to
gether fourths and fifths. 

RULE. Reduce compound fractions, (if there be any). '0 simple fractioAB, and reduce all to a com~on denomi
nator; then add together the nt,merl,tors, and place their 
fUm otler the common denominator. If the result be afl 
improper fraction, reduce it to a tDhole or 'nixed number. 

44. Add together, 3t, -I, 8j and t. 
I By operatioDs not here de-

_360 I noted, we find the c,ommon de-
280 - nominator to be 360; and also 
225 find the several Dew numerators. 
216 'I The sum of the fi'actions is m 
270 = 2m, which, added to tile 
111-2 2~71 I whole numbers, gives the total 
ITO- lU I sum, 13m . 

~l 
13m 
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AR.ITHMETIC. x 
45. Add together, 9f, 12-fi, -tiP i and 21i· 
46. What is the sum of -h+i+t+f+/l? 
47. What is the sum of 19/}+~ of i+2 16T+ n ~ 
48. What is the sum of 1 of H+37+6~+/r? 
49. Find the sum of," of a shilling and 1- of a penny? 
In this e]J:ample, first reduce the," of a shilling to pence, 

OIld the fraction of a penny. 
50. Find the sum of ft of a gallon and t of a gill. 
Ill. What is lhe sum of 5 i days and 52y\ minutes? 
&2. What is the sum of ~ of a cwt., 8! lb. anll3 -/0 oz.? 

SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS", 

As in addition of fractions we find the sum of their 
numerators, so in subtraction of fractions we find the 
difference of their numerators. 

RULE. If either quantity be a compound Jraction, re
duct it to a simple jraction, and if the two Jractions have • 
different denominator8, reduce them to a common dfnom
inator. Subtract the numerator oj tM 8ubtrahend Jrom 
tht numerator oj the minuend, and place the remainder 
over the common denominator. 

When tM minuend is a mized number, and theJrac
tion in the 8ubtrahend i8 greater than that in the minu
end, 8ubtract the numerator oj the 8ubtrahend Jrom the 
denominator, and to the difference add the numerator oj 
the minuend; and consider 'he integer oj ,he minuend 
to be 1 le88 than it 8tand8. 

It is not always obviou!! ~ which of two fractions ex
presses the greater quantity. In such case, the fractions 
are denoted With a character between them, thus, i-i ..,. H; 
and lhe greater is discovered by reducing them t.O a com
mon denominator. 

53. What is the difference between 24j and 26 i ? 
72 Here the fraction in the sub-

26j· 
24, 

27 trahend is the great,er, and we 
56 are obliged to convert n unit into 

seventy-seconds to obtain a qua.-:-
1 n n tity from \Vlhich to subtract H. 

54 What is the difference bet\\'cc!1 i9:r and it ~ 
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65. Perform subtraction on H eft H. 
56. What will remam if 51n be taken from 84t? 
57. Subtract I of t from 36/0. 
68. What is die difference between 41\ and 101\? 
59. What will remain if i of t be taken from a urut? 
60. What is the di1I'erence between -Nt and M? . 
61. 41-1 of i of t is equal to what quantitY} 

MULTIPLICATION OF FRACTIONS. 

The following rules for multiplication of fractions, are 
based on the Propositions I, and II, stated in page 37. 

CASE I. To multiply a fraction by a whole number. 
R.ULE. Either muJtiply the numerator, or divide the 

.JtIIOIRir&GIor by the whole number. 
CASE II. To multiply a whole number by a fraction. 
RULE. MuUiply the whole number by tM numerator, 

, tmd Mt1ide the product by the denominator. 
CASE m. To multiply a fraction by a fraction. 
RULE. MuUiply numerator by numerator, and deoom

iRalor by deRominator, for a netll fraction. 
When both factors are mixed numBers, it is generally 

more convenient to reduce them to improper· fractions 
and then proceed accordil)g to the rule under Case III. 

The effect of multiplying any quantity by a proper 
fraction is, to ~ive in the product, such a part of the 
quantity multiphed as the fraction indicates. Thus the 
product must be less than the multiplicand. This effect 
of the operation will appear consistent with the principle of 
multiplication, when It is considered, that multiplying any 
number by 1, gives only the same number in the pro
duct; and, therefore, multiplying by lee, than 1, must give 
• product le" than the number multiplied. 

62. MultiplyHby9. HX9=~= W=8-t, 
63 Multiply 49 by f' (See rule under Case II.) 
64. Multiply n bY1' (See rule under Case III.) 
65 •. Multiply 6-10 by 3n. (Remark under Rule III.) 
66. What is tho product of U by 15 ~ 
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46 ARITHMETIC. x. 
67. What is the product of 9241 by -Ii ? 
68. What is the product of..fi by H ? 
69. What is the product of 8l~ by 12/T? 
70. Which is the most, f X 65, or, 65 X t? 
71. What is the product of 294M by 25? 
In tills example, it will be most convenient to find the 

product of the whole numbers without regard to the frac
tion first; then find the product of the fraction in a sepa
rate operation, and, finally, add the two products together. 

72. What is the product of 361 by 34 -H ? 
73. How many square inches of paper in a sheet that 

is 14f inches long, and lIj inches wide? 

DIVISION OF FRACTIONS. 

The rules for division of fractions, like those for multi
plication, are based on Propositions I, and II. 

CASE I. To divide a fraction by a whole number. 
RULE. Either divide the numerator, or multiply the 

denominator, by the whole number. 
CASE II. To divide a whole number by a fraction. 
RULE. Multiply the whole number by the denomina

tor,..and divide the product by the numerator. 
CASE ill. To divide a fraction by a fraction. 
RULE. ' Invert the divisor, and then proceed CI8 in mul

tiplying a fraction by a fraction. 
Observe, that the operation of this last rule is, to mul

tiflY the denominator of the dividend by the numerator 
o the divisor for a new denominator, and the numerator 
of the dividend by the denc;nninator Gf the divisor for a 
new numerator. 

Compound fractions are to be reduced to simple ones, 
and mixed numbers to improper fractions, before the 
adQption of either of the above rules. 

74. Divide -f"! by 8. .f"!+8=T"lxr=n . .I1m 
75. Divide 14 by n. (See rule under Case II.) 
76. Divide ~ by j. (See rule under Case III.) 
77 Divide tbe compound fraction ! of irs by .6. 
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78. Divide 325 by the mixed number 5f. 
79. What is the quotient of * divided by 131 
80. What is the quotient of 57 divided by n? 
81. What is the quotient of -ft divided by /'J? 
82. Divide t of fo by i of t of i· . 
83. What is the quotient of 91 j divided by 15? ' 
84. What is the quotient of 206i divided by 9/.,) 
85. How many times is * contained in 319 ? 
86. How many times is 19! contained in 99~? 
87. How lIlany times t of an inch in -to of a ,ard? 
First, reduce the -to of a yd. to the fraction 0 an inch 
88. How many times t of a gill in 3 barrels? 
89. Suppose a wheel to be 1 h5{ feet in circumference. 

how many times will it roll round m going 39 ~ rods ~ 

MIS<.ELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. 

In the following examples, all fractions which appear 
in the answers, must be reduced to their value in whole 
numbers of lower denominations, whenever there is op
portunity for such reduction. 

90. What distance will a car run in 9 i hours, allowing 
its velocity to be 23i miles an hour? 

91. Suppose a car wheel to be 8 feet 7 inches in cir
cumference, how many times will it tum round in running 
46j miles? 

92. If 3i-cwt. of sugar be taken from a hogshead con
taining 14 cwt, 1 qr. 6l1b., how much will remain in the 
bogshead'" 

93. What is the sum of 16fcwt., 7cwl. 3qr. Bilb., 
2T. 19!cWt., 2cwt. qqr., and i- of a ton? 

94. A farmer owning 132-: acres of land, sold 46A. 
3R. 12r. How much land had be remaining? 

95. What is the value of 36~ acres of land, at $41' 
per acre? 

96. What is the value of 15! barrels of flour, af 
. $4.62 Lper barrel? 

97. What is the value of a load of wood, containins 
6 feet, [t ofa cord,] at $5.25 per cord? Or, what is. 
ofe5.25? Or, $5.25 X t=? 
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AR.ITHMETIC'. x 
98. How much land is there in a square lot, meuuring 

3641 rods on every side? (See page 28.) 
99. What quantity of land in a lot, which is 66! rods 

long and 47} rods wide? 
100. What quantity of .wood is there in a pile, 14n 

feet long, sn feet wide, and 6-h feet high? 
101. Suppose a lot of land to be 6 t rods wide, how 

long must it be, to contain 1 acre? (See PROB. v, page 
21. Consider that 1 acre contains 160 rods.) 
- 102. What quantity of loaf sugar must be sold at 19 fcs 
I!ents per pound, that the price shall amount to $ 524 ? 

1'03. What cubical quantity of earth must be removed, 
in digging a pit, 13i feet deep, 12t feet long, and 91 
ftlet wide? 

104. What quantity of hewn timber is there in a stick' 
that is 121 feet long, 2 t feet deep, and 1 i foot wide? 

105. Suppose a stick of timber to be Il~ foot deep, 
and 8 inches wide; what must be the length of the stick, 
in order that its quantity shall be 1 ton of hewn timber? 
(See PROB. VIII, page 22. Consider a ton as the pro 
duct of three factors.) 

106. Suppose wood to be piled on a base 18 feet long 
and 71 feet wide, what must be the height of the pile, to 
eontain 91 cords? 

107. What quantity of molasses in 4 casks, containing 
severally. 55t~al., 3Ihal., 27121gal., and 58l.,gal.? 

1 08. What IS the cost of 486 bushels of corn, at 62·~ 
cents per bushel? 

109. Suppose 6l gallons to have leaked from a hogs
head of wine, what is the value of the remainder of the 
wine, at 87} cents per gallon? 

110. How many bottles, each holding Ii pint, are re
quired for bottling 3 barrels of cider? 

111. Suppose 4j gallons of cider to have evaporated 
from a barrel; what number of bottles, each holding 1 P.t. 
3~gi., will be required to bottle the remainder? / 

112. What is the value of 142! tons of coal, at 7 i 
dollars per ton? 

113. What is the value of t of a bushel of wheat, III 
the rate of i of 8 dollar per bushel 1 [ t X t=?] 
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114. If 1 hogshead [6301.] of molasses cost ,2GI, 
what is the cost of 1 gallon 1 

115. What is the cost of 7 hhd. 61 gal. molasses, al 
1 J 16 cents per gallon ~ 

116. What is the cost of 25 yards 3} quarters of no
bon, at 19 t cents per yard? 

117. If 6.t cords of wood cost $ 261, what is the cost 
of 1 cord? 

Jl8. What is the value of 161 tons of hay, at 111 
dollars ~r ton? 

119. What is the value of lib. 60z. 12dwt. ofsilver, 
at 201 cents per pennyweight? 

120. If 16-1 yards of broad-cloth eost $86.24, what 
is the cost of 1 yard? 

121. At 5s. 3td. per yard, what is the cost of 781 
yards of cambric, m pounds, shillings,· and pence? 
. 122. If 492! yards of cloth cost £6& 4s. 10d., ,what 
IS the cost of 1 yard?· . 

123. If 18! yards of cotton cost 12s. 9d., what is tht", 
cost of 1 yard? 

124. What is the value of 5768!lb. of coffee at lOt 
pence per pound? 

125. At what price per pound must I sell 432 ~ pounds 
of coffee, in order to recelve £27 3s. for the whole? 

126. If £44Sro be equally dirided among 76 men, 
what will each man receive? 

127. If ~ of a yard of c1oth..eost $ 3, what is the price 
of 1 yard? Or, $3+t=? 

128. If7H barrels of apples cost $2I!, what is' the 
cost of 1 barrel of the apples? 

129. If 4; gallons of molasses cost $2*, what is the 
cost of 1 quart? 

130. If 11 hogshead of wine cost $250,., what is the 
cost of 1 quart ? 

131. Bought 5 yards of silk, at $21 per yard; 15t 
yards of ribbon, at 12! cents per yard; 17 pairs of gloves, 
at 681 cents per pair; and 161 yards oflaee, at $3t per 
yard. What is the whole cost? 

132. Bought 61 pounds of teayat 871 cents per pound; 
15! paunda of sugar, at Hi cents per pound; 13l pound. 

6 
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ARITHM ETIC. x. 
of coffee at 1.2-1 cents per pound; and 161 gallons of 
molasses, at 1 01 a dollar per gallon. What is the whole 
cost? 

133. Bought 9! barrels of cider, at $2! per barrel; 
8 barrels of apples, at $li per barrel; 16 boxes of raisin'), 
at $ 2. 6.2! per box; .23l pounds of almonds, at 14 i cents . 
per pound. What is the whole cost? 

134. Bought 358-1 bushels of wheat, at t oCa dollar 
per bushel; 420 bushels of rye, at 96t cents per bushel; 
146t bushels of corn, at t of a dollar per bushel; and 
651j- bushels of oats, at 23i cents per bushel. What is 
the whole cost? 

135. A purchased of B, 75i tons of iron at $9.61i 
per ton. What quantity of coffee, at l.2j cents per pound, 
must A sell B, to cancel the price of the iron? 

136. C purchased of D, 1397 hogsheads of molasses, 
at 151 cents per gallon; and D, at the same time, pur
chased of C, 896! tons of iron, at $91 per ton. How 
much was the balance- and to whom was it due? 

137. What is the sum of {1' l.~' h ih H, U, n, 
!, t, l, n, 3-1 , and -to of i . 

138. Suppose.(o of 16"1 bf if to be a minuend, and t 
of i of t of ~ a subtrahend; what is the rerQainder ? 

139. What is the product of! of l of f of 100, multi-
plied by * of i of t 0& t of 75 ? . . 

140. What is the quotient of i of t of U, divided by 
1 of U of f of H of t ? • 

141. Suppose the sum of two fi'actions to be ·it and 
one of the fractions to be J90 ; what is the other? (See 
PROBLEM I, page 20.) 

- 142. Suppose tbe greater of two fractions to be U , 
nod their difference to be H; what is the smaller fraction? 
(See PROB. II, page 20.) .' 

] 43. Suppose the smaller of two fractions to be it, 
and their difference to be i\ ; what is the greater fraction? 
(See PROB ... Ill, page 21.) 

144. What are the two fractions, whose swn is U, and 
whose difference ia *? (See PROB. IV, page 21.) 

145. If l~ be the product of two factors, one of which 
is *, what IS the other ~ (See PROB. V, page 21.) 
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146. Suppose t to be a dividend, and n a quotient; 
what is the divisor? (See PROB. VI, page 21.) 

147. What must be that dividend, whose divisor is 
If and whose quotient is ~? (See PaOD. VII, page 22.) 

148. Suppose the product of three factors to be M, 
one of those factors being t, and another ft; what is rue 
the third factor? (See PaOD. VIII, page 22.) 

149. A merchant owning n of a ship, sold; of what 
he owned. What part of the whole ship did he sell ? 

150. A merchant owning H of a ship, sold t of what 
he owned. What part of the ship did he still own? 

151. If I buy n of t of a shlf' and sell j of what I 
bought, what part of the ship shal I have left? 

The kind of fractions, which have been treated in tins 
article, are called YulgtJf' jracliOflB, or Common jrtJC
iou, in distinction from another kind, called Decimal 
fractions, or simply Decima", 

XI. 

DECIMAL FRACTIONS. 

it. DECIMAL FRACTION is a fraction whose denominator 
is 10, or 100, or 1000, &c. The denominatorofa decimal 
fraction is never written: the numeratDr is written with a 
point prefixed to it, and the denominator is understood 
to be a unit, with as many ciphers &lnexed as the nume
rator ~ glaces of figures. Thus,.5 is .(0' .~6 is /10' 
.907 IS -lo~' . 

When a whole number and decimal fraction are written 
together, the decimal point is placed between them. 
Thus, 68.2 is 68/0 , 4.87 is 400' 

In the notation of whole numbers, any figure, wherever 
it may stand, expresses a quantity -fo as great as It would 
express if it were written one place further to the left 
and so it is in the notation of decimal fractions-the same 
sptem is continued below the place of units. The first 
place to the right of units is the place of lentM j the second 
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o( hurulredtM; the third, of" tho""""t"'; the fourth, of . 
'en-thousandt"'; and so on. 

Ciphers placed on the right hand of decimal figures, do 
not altf:r the value of the decimal; because, the figures 
still remain unchanged in their distance from the unit's 
place. For inst~ce, .5, .50, and .500 are all of equ.l 
value,-- they are each equal to !. But everr cipher that 
is placed on the left of a decimal, renders Its value ten 
times smaller, by removing the figures one place further 
(rom the unit's place. Thus, if we prefix one cipher to 
.5, it becomes .05 [rh]; if we prefix two ciphers, it 
becomes .005 [-r/oo]; and so on. 

To RE.iD DECIXAL FRACTIONs-En""..,..,.al nad 
the figure. tU they Ulould b. read i/ the, wre _hoi • .... 
ber., "nd conclud. by pronouRCin&' the...., 0/ tIM ,.." 
denomination. . 

1. Read the several numbers in the following colUIDDI • 
• 99 - .2008 4.008 24.09 
.064 .00006 6.37002 630.1174 
.0003 .03795 .99999 6.972479 
.5237 .130009 5.0001 28.797 

2. Write in decimals the following mixed numbers. 
18n 2-rHo 33& 8~ 
24-rh 326M 8~ 47mhrno 
38 nfoo . 7 -rUes 97 -rHlr 6 rlfu 
65-rdoo 19-xUh 6mk 55 106'Noio 

ADDI'flON OF DECIMALS. 

3. Add the following numbers into one sum. 161.7 
-t 70.602+4.06+807.2659. 

15l.7 In ~gillg decimals for addition, 
70.602 we place tenths under tenths, hun-

4.06 dredths under hundredths, &c. We 
807 .2659 then begin with the lowest denomi

1033.6279 nation, and proceed to add the col 
umns as in whole numbers 
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Xl D 1MA 

4. \\hat is the sum of 256.94+9121.7+8.30651 
Add tf?geth??L6517 19.:d 2.8qd)~§+ ~7007 

.077?~9-t 77.206 4.7=J:J. 
In }'ederal Money, the dollar is the unit; that is, dol- . 

larf are ?Nh~~ 7Nmb:~ ;'h~~~~~dili:. tenths, ?,ents 

6. Add together $18.25, $4.09, $2.40, $'l31 075, 
$,207, 50.2;18, $1009 anh 85cts, 

Write the titllnwing fums money in Jorm 
decimals, and add them together. $1 and 1 cent, 37 
cem", $2d «3d 7 dimes, cem", $15, dime"?, 
4 n"?nls and mill", 186 mill, :/Ii 7 and cent:;, 166 of 
mill, 36lo cents, 10 eagles and 25 dollars, and 7 cents. 

SUBTRACTION OF DECIMALS. 

Subtrnnt 4.16482 from 19.;;15. 
9.3hfj tenth" under tenth:;, 
4.16482 &c., we subtract a'l in whole nutn~ 

•... 5 2 ON~8 - bers. Tho blank th,,, 
I . and ,tre ",,,,wed 

9. Subtract 592.64 from 617.23169. 
10. S"b"act fron, 260~=,L 

S,bt,'act ,b9275 frum 12dLO.2. 
12. Subtract .281036 from 51. 
13. Whnt is the? differenee bet«een lmd. ~ 

Wh,?? is Lifferem'e b::tween '6h.367 13 
15. What is the difference between .136 and .1295? 
16. Write 8 ddhzrs rind 7 in decimal fmm, 

snbtract tbm'efrot::, 48 cents anll mill, 
17. Subtract 9 dimes and 6 mills from 15 dollars. 

:tWLT£PE,ICATHtN OF .DECUEPLS. 

Multiplying by any fraction, is taking certain part of 
the wultiplieand fY?f the n,mductE eonseenently, multipl:t, 
ing one 'fraction by another, ~ust produce a fraction 
smaller than either of the factors For example, !o X n~'? 
=:':tlr; decim::fly, .3 12. IIency? nbt!erp:'~ 
that the number of d<:!cimal figures In auy product, must 

{)II< 
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AR! THMETIC. XI. 

be equal to the number of decimal figures in both the 
factors of that product. 

RULE. Mulliply a, iA whole Aumber,; aAd iA the 
product, pDiAt off fU many figures for deciJlaa18, fU there 
fire decimal place, in both factor,. Ij the Atlmber of 
figure, in the product be les, tOOA the Aumber of decimal 
places iR both factors, prefiz cipher. to IUpply th. defi
ciency. 

18. Find the product of 658 by .249. 7.06 by 3.65 • 
• 593 by 5.62. .146 by .244. 

658 7.06 593 
.249 3.65 5.6~ 

5922 3530 1186 
2632 4236 3558 

13]6 2118 2965 ---- ---- ---
] 73.842 25.7690 3.33266 

.146 

.244 
584 

584 
292 

.035624 

19. Multiply 428 by .27; that is, find .27 of 428. 
·20. What is the product of 3.067 by 8.2? 
21. What is the product of .6247 by 23? 
22. What is the product of .099 by .04? 
23. What is the product of .113 by .0647 ? 
24. What is 7.03 X .9 X 31.6 X 28.758 =? 
25 .. Multiply 9 dolls. 7 cts. 6 mill$ [9.076] by 46. 
26. What cost 28 yards of cloth, at $7.515 per yd.f 
27. What cost 15.9yd. of cloth, at $9.427 per yd.? 
28. What cost 275 lemons, at 9 mills apiece"? , 
29. At 7 cents and 3 mills per yard, what is the value 

of 18704 yards of satin ribbon? 
30. What is the value ofa township containing 30519.75 

acres of Jand, at 4 dolls. 8 cts. and 6 mills per acre? 
31. What is .06 of 1532 dollars? Or, what is the 

product of 1532 multiplied by .06 ? 
32. What is 03 of 476 dollars and 78 cents? 
33. If an 'insurance office charge .016 of the value ofa 

bouse fur insuring it against fire, what will be the expense 
of insuring a house, valued at $ 437 .25 ? 

34. Multiply 26.000375 by .00007. 
35. What is the product of 3.62981 by 10000. 
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XI. DECIMALS. 

Tbe learner will perceive, that any decimal number is 
multiplied by 10, 100, 1000, &c., by merely removing 
the decimal point as many 'places to the right hand as there 

• are ciphers in the multiplier. Thus, 6.25 X 10=62./). 
6.25 X 1000 = 6250. 

DIVISIO:'( OF DECIMALS. 

It bas been shown, in multiplication of decimals, that 
there must be as many decimal J.llaces in a product as 
there are in both its factors; and It follows, that, in divi
sion of decimals, there must be as many decimal places 
in the divisor and quotient together, as there are m the 
dividend. Therefore, the number of decimal places in 
the quotient must be equal to the difference between the 
number of decimal places in the dividend, and the num
ber of decimal places in the divisor. 

RULE Divide a8 in tDhole nutt&bers; and in the quo
tient, point off a8 many figure8 for decimals, a8 the deci
mal places in the dividend exceed tkollt in the divi80r; 
that is, make the decimal places in the divi80r and quotient 
counted together, equal to the decimal places in the divi
dend. 

If there be not figures enough in tlle quotient to point 
off, prefix ciphers to 8upply the deficiency. 

When there are more decimal places in the divisor, 
than in the dividend, render the place8 equal, by annex
ing cipher8 to the dividend, before dividing . 

.!lfter dividing all the figures in the dividend, if there 
be a remainder, cipher8 may be annexed to it, and the 
division continued. The ciphers thus annexed, must be 
counted tDith the 4ecimal places of tke dividend. 

36. How many times is 57.2 contained in 2406.976 ? 
57.2)2406.976(42.08 

37. What is the quotient of 11. 7348 by 254 ? 
254) 11. 7~48(.0462 

S8. Wh~t is the quotient of 4066.2 by .648? 
64S:4066.200({3275 
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ARITHMETIC. 

39. What is the quotient of 3.612 by .81 ? 
The sign of addition, or 

.81 )3.672(4.5333+ more, here sho\Vs, that the true 
324 quotient is more than the pre· • 
43.2 ceding figures express. W 0 

405 might continue the division, 

270 
243 

270 
243 

270 
243 

27 

but we should never arrive at 
a complete quotient. For the 
purposes of busine!'s, it is sel
dom necessary to extend the 
quotient below thousandths; 
but, in the follo\Ving exercises, 
those quotients that do not 
terminate, may be extended to 
millionths. 

40 How many times is 4.72 contained in 637.531? 
41. What is the quotient of 2.7315 by 74? 
42. What is the quotient of 409.867 by .5806 ? 
43. What is the quotient of 125 by .1045? 
44. What is the quotient of 709 by 3.574 ? 
45. What is the quotient of 7382.54 by 6.4252? 
46. What is the quotient of 715 by .3075? 

• 41. What is the' quotient of 267.15915 by 13.25? 
48. What is the quotient of .0851648 by 423? 
49. What is the quotient of .009 by .00016 ? 
50. If 17 boxes of oranges cost $ 98.29, what is the 

cost of a single box? 
51. If. $ 550.725 be divided equally among 15 men, 

what will be each man's share? 
52. If 31.5 barrels of flour be divided equally amollg 

25 men, how much will each man have? 
53. If 46.75 yards of cloth cost $251.702, what is 

the cost of 1 yard of the cloth? 
51. Dil·ide 3712 by 42; annexing ciphers to the re

mainders, until eight decimal figures are obtained in the 
quotient. 

55. What is the quotient of 9 divided by 266? 
In this example it will be necessary to annex a suffi

cient number of decimal ciphers to tbe dividend, before 
the operation of dividing can be commenced. 
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66. What is the quotient 1 divided by 8 ? 
&'7. What is the quotient of 62 divided by 97? 
68. Divide 1 by 2. 3 by 4. 10 by 12. 3 by 16. 

J by 13. 6 by!6. 14 by 15. 40 by72. 7 by 599. 
Any decimal number is divided by 10, 100, 1000, &tc. 

by merely removing the decimal point as many places to 
the left hand as there are ciphers in the divisor. Thus 
14.8+10=1.48 14.8+1000=.0148. 

REDUCTION OJ' DECIMALS. 

CABE, I. To reduce a vulgar traction to a decimal. 
RULE. ])Wid. ,h, """,erator by th, denominator, ."d 

tAl 9uoCienl trill 6. tAe tledmal. 
69. Reduce i to a decimal. 

8)7 ~ I Decimal ciphers are here annexed 
to the dividend as directed in the 

.876 .a. ... i rule for division of deolmals. 
, 60. Reduce the fractions 1, i, 'h i, tl, it, 10, 
and ~ to decimals. 

6i:'!implify i.f -h, lind reduce it to a decimal. 
ft. Reduc.1 ~ I of i \0 • decimal. 
63. What is ille cfecimal expression of 247-fi? 
64. Reduce i, it, ad n to decimals. 
The learner WiD discover, that the above fractions, J, 

II, aDd }\r eannot be reduced to exact decimal expres
sions. The quotient of 2 by 3 is .6666, &tc., continually. 
The quotient ef! by U is .181818, &c.; the same two 
figures bei~ repeated continually. The quotient of 1 by 
fl7 is .037031, &.e.; the same three figures being repeated 
contiBudy. Decimals of this kind are treated in the 
next Article, under the head of Infinite Decima". For 
most purposes, however, three or jour decimal places will 
express any fraction with sufficient accuracy, unless the 
~er of the fraction is of very high value. 

CASE II. To reduce a decimal to a vulgar fraction. 
RULE. Write the decimal denominator under the dcc

_.1, .Ad erMe tM decimal point: .,iew tke tzprearion 
fJI II ""lfar jr .. o,.., _ reduce it to it. lowell te,..,. 
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ARITHMETIC. XI. 

65. Reduce .4375 to a vulgar fraction • 
. 4375 =T.Y;';o ; and to reduce this fraction to its lowest 

terms, we divide the terms by their greatest common 
measure, which is 265. The result is, n. 

66. Reduce .375 to a vulgar fraction. 
67. Reduce .76482 to a vulgar fraction. 
68. Reduce .510505 to a vulgar fraction. 
69. Reduc;le .1084058 to a vulgar fraction. 
70. Reduce .04608128 to a vwgar fraction. 

CASE III. To reduce the lower denominations of a 
compound number to the decimal of a higher denomina
tion. 

RULE. Reduce the given lJU6ntity to a vulgar fraction, 
(as taught in page 40), then reduce 1M flulgar JraclioA 
to a decitnal. 

The decimal quotients which do not terminate, may, 
in the examples of this case, be extended as low as the 
seventh place. 

71. Reduce 12s. 6d. 3qr. to the decimal ofa £. 
72. Reduce 2qn 141b. to the decimal oh cwt. 
73. Reduce Ill. 14 rods to the decimal of an acre. 
74. Reduce 13 dwt. 16 gr. to the decimal of a pound, 

Troy weight. -
75. Reduce 1 pk. 1 pt. to the decimal of a bushel. 
76. Reduce 1 bl. to the decimal of a tun of wine. 
77 Reduce 4 yd. 6 in. to the decimal of a mile. 
78. Reduce 5 square yards to the decimal of an acre. 
79. Reduce 14 cubic feet to the decimal of a cord. 
80. Reduce 2l.b. 50m. 31 s. to the decimal of a year. 
81. Express ,£19. 13s. 9id. decirQally; making the 

£, the unit, and the·,. and d. a decimal. 
81. Reduce 17 bhd. 9 ~al. 3 qt. 1 pt. to a decimal ex

pression; the hogshead bemg the unit. 
83. Reduce 15 tons, 1 qr. 140z. to a deCimal expres

sion; the ton being the unit. 
84. Reduce 4 miles, 7fur. 9r. 3yd. 6in. to a decimal 

expression; the mile being the unit. 
85. Redl~ce 25 rods,19yd.7 ft. 115in., square measure 

to a decimal expression; the rod being the unit. 
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Xl DECIMALS. 

86. What is the value of 416gal. Sqt. Il t. of wine, at 
• I.S59 per galIon? 

In this example, first reduce the quantity of wine to a 
decimal expression,- the gallon being the unit- and then 
.multiply this quantity into the price of 1 galIon: the answer 
will be $566.533+. The following examples in this 
case are to be performed in like manner. 

87. What is the value of 57 yd. 2 qr. 3 na. of cloth, at 
$6.78 per yard? 

SS. What is the value of 748! yards of ribbon, at 9 
cents 8 mills [.098] per yard? 

89. What is the value of 574] yd. 3'qr.of tape, at 7 
mills [.007] {»er yard? . 

90. What 13 the value of 4 cw!. 1 qr. 19 Jb. of raisins, 
at $ 12 per hundred-weight? " 

91. What is the value of 32hhd. 22gal. of molasses, 
at $19.22 per hogshead? ' . t 

92. What is the value of 3 pk. 7 qt. of com, at 75 cents 
per bushel? 

93. What is the cost of 15 E.e. 4 qr. 3na. of linen, 
at $1.15 per ell ? . 

94. What is the cost of 7 A. 2R. 38r. of land, at 
~ 64.50 per acre? 

95. What is the cost of 28 square rods and 260 square 
feet of land, at $ 84.2~ per rod? 

96. What is the cost of 29 lb. 6oz. 8dr. of indigo, at 
$ S.7.5 per pound? 

97. What is the cost of 4qr. 3na. of thread Jac~, at 
$ 4.50 per French. ell. ? 

98. What is the value of 7 lb. 10 oz. 18 dwt. of copper, 
at 27 cents per pound? . 

99. What is the value of 11 oz. 19d\vt 23gr. of silver 
at $ 15.25 per pound? . 

CASZ IV. To reduce the decimal of a higher denomi
nation to its value in whole numbers of lower denomina· 
~. . 

RULE. Multiply the decimal by that number of the 
nezt lower denomination which makes a unit of the h~gh
er, and the product will be of the lower denomination. 
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Proceefl •• like tIUIftRet' witll. .Ia. du'''' , •• tH1& nc
culling produc!. 

100. Reduce .769r. to its value in yards, feet, and 
inches j that is, change .769 of a rod to yards, &.e • 

. 769 There are 5i times, or 5.5 times 
5.5 as many yards as rods in any quantity, 

whether thaf quantity be a whole num-
<>1345 ber or a decimal: therefore, we mul-

3845 tiply the decimal oC a rod by 5.5, and 
4.2295 the product is 4.2295 yards. We 

3 then multiply .2295 of a yard by 3, to 
-.6-8-8-5 find the feet; but there is not a whole 

12 foot in this decimal, and we proceed 
--- to find the inches. The whole result 
8.2620 is, 4 yd. 0 ft. 8.262 in. 

101. Reduce. 775 £ to its value in shillings, &.c. 
102. Reduce .6251. to its value in pence and farthings. 
103. Reduce .46941b. Troy, to oz., dwt., &.e. 
104. Reduce .624 ewt. to its value in qr., lb., &tc. 
105. Reduce .0653 mile to its value in yd., &.c. 
106. Reduce .3875A. to its value in R. and rods. 
107. Reduce .0098 ton to its value in lb., oz., and dr. 
108. Reduce .20S3hhd. to its value in gallons. 
109. Reduce .467 cwt. to its value in qr. lb. &'c. 
110. Reduce £741.687 to its proper expression, in 

pounds, shillings, pence, and farthings. 
Ill. Reduce 84.704 miles to its proper expres~ion, 

in miles, furlongs, rods, yards, &.C. 
112. Reduce 50.742A. to its proper expression, in 

the several denominations of square measure. 

EXCHANGE OF CURRENCIES. 

, Before the adoption of the Federal currency, merchants 
in this country, kept their accounts in the denominations 
of English money. The value of the Pound, however~ 
and consequently the value of its subdivisions, was vari
ous: that is, a powld, and consequently a shilling, s~:ed 
a greater value of money in some of the states, in 
others. A~counts are' now kept, in Federal money, and 
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its deoomioldims are generally used in statin~ prices. In 
some sections of the country, however, prices are &e-
9uently mentioned in shillings and pence-a custom which 
IS U)convenient, and which ougbt to be discontinued. 

In New England, Virginia, Kentllcky, and Tennes
see, t of a dollar is called a shilling. 

In New York and North Carolina, t of a dollar is 
called a shilling. 

In Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, and Mary
land, f"J of a dollar is called a shilling. 

In South Carolina and Georgia, -h of a dollar is call· 
ed a sbilling. 

In Canada, l of a doUar is called a shilling. 

113. How many cents and mms, that is, what decimal 
of a dollar, in a N ew-England sbming ? in 2 shi1lings? 

-in 3 shillings? in 4 shillings? in '5 shillings ? 
114. How many cents and roms in a New-York shil

ling? in 2s.? in 3s.? in 4s.? in 5s.? in 6s.? in 7s.? 
J 15. How mallY cents and mms in a Pennsrlvania shil

ling? in 2s.? in 38.? in 4s.? in 5s.? 10 6s.? 
116. How many cents and mms in a Georgia shilling? 

in 2s.i' in 3s.? in 4s.? 
117. How many cents are there in a Canada shilling? 

·in2s.? in3s.~ in4s.? in5s.? 

To cbange the old currencies to Federal money. 
RULE. Reduce the pounds, if there be any, to shil

lings. Denote the BhiliingB as units, reduce the pence 
and farthings to the decimal oj a shilling, and multipl'H 
the whole BUm by that fraction oj a dnllar which is equal 
'0. one Bkilling. 

I1S. Change 13s. 6d., of the old currency of Np.w 
England, to Federal money. 

119. Cbange £42 19s. 41d. of the old currency of 
New England, to Federal money. 

120. Change 13s. 6d., of the old currency of Ne\v 
York, to Federal money. 

121. Cbange £25 17s. Sid., of the old currency of 
New York, to Federal money. 

G 

# 
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122. Change ISs lId., of the old currency oCPenn
sylvania, to Federal money. 

123. Change £14 7s. 6!d. of the old currency of 
Pennsylvania, to Federal money. 

124. Change l6 s. 10 d.) of the old currency o£.Georgia, 
to Federal money. 

"125. Change £54 12s. Hid., of the old curroncy 
of Georgia, to Federal money. .-

126. Change 17 s. 5 d., of the currency of Canada, to 
Federal money. 

127. Change £21 9s. 3id., of the currency of 
Canada, to Federal money. 

12S. What is the value, in Federal money, of 9 New 
England shillings? 9 New York shillings? 9 Pennsyl
vania shillings? 9 Georgia shillings? 9 Canada shillings ? 

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. 

Any vulgar fraction, which shall appear in the following 
examples, must be reduced to a decimal; and the lower 
denominations of compound numbers must alse be reduced 
to decimals, before they are brought into operation. No 
decimal need be continued lower than Biz places. An
swers to be given in decimals. 

129. What is the sum of 6 tons 18cwt. Iqr., 5cwt. 
3qr. 2Ih., 4.093825 tons, 2qr. 27Ib., 8cwt. 2qr. 4Ib., 
and I7 tons 5cwt. Oqr. 19Ih.? 

130. What is the difference between 2.90S43hhd. 
an.d 4hhd. 47gal. 3qt. 1 pt. ofwine? 

131. What is the cost of 15.179 yards of broadcloth. 
at $Ii 6 per yard ? 

132. If 57 yards of cloth cost $ 197, what costs 1 yd.? 
133. What is the cost of 28 yd. 3 qr. of cloth, at $ 7.56 

per yard? 
134. If 18yd. 1 qr. of cloth cost $91.16, what is the 

cost of 1 yard? 
135. What is the cost of 25cwt. 2qr. 201b. of hORs, 

at $4.96 per hundred weight? 
136. What is the cost of 24hhd. 15gal. of molasses, 

at $25.36 per hogshead? 
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XI. DECIMALS. 63 

137. What is the cost of 256yd. 3qr. of ribbon, at 
8 cents 5 mills l 085] per yard? 

138. What is the cost of .24} yards of ribbon, at 7 
cents per yard I 

J39. What is the cost of 3qr. 2na. of broadcloth, at 
$10.85 per yard? 

140. What is the cost of 1 fir. 7gal. 3qt. of beer, at e 3.50 per firkiQ ? 
141. What is the value of 23 grains of silver, at $14 

per pound, Troy? , 
14.2. What is the value of 26 square rods of land, at 

'75 per acre? 
143. If $238.86 be divided equally among 18 m~, 

what will each man receive? 
144. If $775 be divided equally among 8 men, what 

will each man receive? 
145. If a man travel 73.487 miles io 15 hours, what 

distance does he travel in 1 hour? 
146. What is i of 1142.26 ? 
The result will be the same, whether we divide 1142. 

26 by the denominator 8, (which is multiplyin5 by j), 
or, reduce t to a decimal and multiply thiS decunal into 
1142.26. The former method is to be preferred; and 
the learner is here reminded, that the product of any 
decimal will be such a fractional part of the multiplicand 
as the decimal indicates. 

147. What is .125 of 1142.26? 
148. What is t of 2.565? (Divide by 6). 
149. What is .6 of 2.565? (Multiply by .6). 
150. What is -h of 1999.2? 
151. What is .56 of 1999.2? 
152. What is "Ih of 387.66? 
153. What is .135 of 387.65 ? 
154. What is rlo of 37241 dollars? 
155. What'is.06 of 37241 dollars? 
156. Suppose I have $5872, and pay away .06 of it; 

how much shall I have left? 
157. A owes B $430.40 to be paid in 10 months; 

but B relinquishes .05 of the debt for having it paid im
mediately. How much does B relioquish? 
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15S. C borrowed of D, $72.85, agreeing to pay it in 
16 months, increased by .08 of itself. What was the 
amount to be paid? 

159. What will it cost to insure a house, worth e 2500, 
against the danger of fire, for one year, the price of in· 
surance being .025 of the value of the house? 

160. Suppose I purchase a ship for $12900, and sell 
It at an advance equal to .019 of the cost; for how much 
do I sell it? 

161. How many gallons of wine can be putchased fnr 
• 74, at $ 1.37 per gallon ? 

162. How many pounds of raisins can be bought for 
$ 9, at 16! cents per pound ? 

163. If a man travel 5.385 miles in 1 hour, in how 
many hours will he travel 166 miles ? 

164. If 18 bushels 3 pecks of wheat grQwon 1 acte, 
bow many acres will produce 396 bushels? 

165. If 3 shillings wiD pay for I bushel of barley, how 
many bushels will 26 shilbngs pay for? 

166. If 5 II. 8 d. wiD pay for 1 bushel of wheat, bow 
many bushels will £, 11 pay for? 

167. 1f 8s. 3d. will pay fot 1 gallon of wine, how 
many gallons will £, 18 pay for t 

168. What is the value, in Federal money, of £3 17&. 
Sd., of the old currency of New Engfand? 

169. If I buy 230 pelts, in Canada, at 48. 3d. apiece, 
for what amount Federal money must I sell the whole. 
in the United States, in order to gain $36.16? 

170. How many slJuare feet in a floor, that is 18.63 
feet long, and 14ft. 3m. wide? . 

171. How manl square feet in a board, that is 16 Ct. 
5 in. long, and 11 mches wide? 

172. How many cubic feet in a box, that is 4ft. 8m •. 
long, 3ft. 2in. deep, and 2ft. 9in. wide? 

173. Goliath is said to have been 6 t cubits hi~h, each 
cubit being 1 foot 7.168 inches. What was hiS height 
in feet? 

174. Ho\v many square feet of paper will it take to 
cover the walls of a room, that is 18ft. 9in. long, 14ft. 
6 in wide, and 9ft. 3in. bigh? ; 
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175. Suppose a man's property to be worth ,6520, 
and his tax to be .02 of the value of his property; how 
much is his tax r 

176. If a man earn one dollar and one mill per day, 
how much will he earn in a year r 

177 What is the cost of three hundred seventy-five 
thousandths of a cord of wood, at four dollars per cord? 

178. A has nine hundred thirty-six dollars, and B hu 
five dollars, three dimes and one mill. How much more 
money has A than B? . 

179. A trader sold 4 pieces of cloth-the,first con
tained 86 and 3-thousandths yards; the second, 47 and 3-
tenths yards; the third, 91 and 7-hundredths yards; the 
fourth, 22 and 9-ten-thousandths yards. What did the 
whole amount to, at $ 7 per yard r 

180. A has $31.32, B has $57i, C has $1041, and 
D has $ 95 i ; and they ~ee to share their money equally. 
What must each relinqUish, or receive r 

181. Suppose a car wheel to be 2 feet 9i inches in 
circumference; how many rods will it run, in turning 
round 800 times? 

182. If a car run 1 mile in 3 minutes and 9 seconds, 
in what time will it run 18 miles? 

183. Suppose the sum of two certain qliantities to be 
I, and one of those quantities to be .8036, what is the 
other? (See PROB. I, page .20.) 

184. Charles and Joseph to~ether have $ 4.38; of 
which Charles's share is 17 shilbngs and 3 pence. What 
is Joseph's share? 

185. Suppose .08 to be the difference between two 
quantities, and the greater quantity to be 80; what is the 
malled (See PROB. II, page 20.) 

186. There is a field, 5.864 acres of which is planted 
with com, and the rest, with potatoes. There is 2A. 
~R. lOr. more of corn than potatoes. How much is 
planted with potatoes? 

187. Suppose 7426.1 to be the difference between two 
quantities, and the smaller quantity to be .93; what is the 
peater? (See PROB. III, page 21.) 

188. Henry has $1 355 more money than William; 
6· . 
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ARITHMETIC. XI 

and Williarn has 198. IOld., New England currency. 
How much has Henry ? 

189. What are the two quantities whose sum is 290. 
009, and whose dift'erence is .99? (See PaOlI. IV, 
page 21.) 

190. If a horse and chaise cost $ 437 .25, and the 
chaise cost $ 67.08 more than the horse, what is the cost 
of each? ' , 

191. Suppose 15675.266547 to be the product or 
some two factors, one of which is 27.381; what is the 
other? (See PROD. V, page 21.) 

192. If a board be 1 ft. 9 in. wide, how long must it 
be, to contain 26.5 square feet of surface? 

193. Suppose 566.916128724 to be a dividend, and 
108.273 the quotient; what is the divisor? (See PROD. 

VI, page 21.) 
194. 4397.4 pounds of beef was equally divided among 

a number of soldiers, and each soldier received 3.49 
pounds. How many soldiers were there? 

195. Suppose .025 to be a divisor, and .045 the quo
tient; what is the dividend? (See PRoli. VII, page 22.) 

196. Such a quantity of bread was divided equally . 
among 13 sailors, as allowed each sailor 1.236 pounds. 
How many pounds were divided? 

197. If the product of three factors be 70.4597, the 
first of those factors being 3.91, and the second 3.5, what 
is the third? (See PROD. -VIII, page 22.) 

198. What must be the depth of a pit, that is 8 ft. 5 in. 
long, and 4ft. 3in. wide, in order that it shall contain 
231 cubic feet? (Consider 231 as a product.) 

199. Suppose the bottom of a wagon to be 9 feet long, 
and 4ft. 3in. wide; how many feet high. must wood be 
piled in this wagon, in order that the load sball contain 
1 cord? (View the cubic feet in a cord as a product) 

200. Suppose wood to be piled on a base, 15ft. 6m. 
long, and 7 ft. 9 in. wide, what must be the height of the 
pile, to contain 16 cords? 

201. If a stick of timber be 1 ft. 9 in. wide, and 1.4 ft. 
deep, what must be its length, in order that tb.e stick 
shall c-t>Dtain 1 ton? 
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XIL INFINITE DECIMAL .. 

XII. 

INFINITE DECIMALS. 

t.-m.a ... be are prepariDg for collUDllrCiaI busi_, .... wIlo4o DOl bdaaA 
to pI'OIICC1It8 aD exteDsive eoDne of mathematicailltDdies. IIIIIJ omit tbia article. 
Mil proceed immediately to Art. XIII. 

INFINITE DECUULS are those which are understood 
to be indefinitely continued; either by one and the same 
figure perpetually repeated, or, by some JUlmber of 
figures perpetually recurring in the same order. For 
example, .444444, &c. .26262626, &c. .057057057, 
&c. .13491349.1349, &c. Decimals of this kind result 
ttom division, when the divisor and dividend are prime 
to each other, and the divisor contains frime numbers 
other than those contained in 10; that IS, otaer than .2 
and 5. 

An infinite decimal which is continued by the repetitioa 
of a single figure, is called a reputing decimal; and the 
t>epeated figure is called the repetend. 

An infinite decimal which is continued by the repetition 
of more than one figure, is called a circulating decimal; 
and the repeated period of figures is called the 4:irculGt&, 
or compou·nd repetend. , 

When other decimal figures precede the repeten4 or 
circulate, the decimal is called a mized infinite decimal. 
For example, .8476666, &c. .38171717, &c. 

A single repetend is distinguished by a point 0Nr it, 
thus, .3, which signifies .33333, &c. A compound re
petelld is distinguished by a point over its first, ad Jut 
figure, thus, .849, which signifies .849849849, &c.. 

Similar repetends-whether single or compooad-
are those which begin at the same place, ~er ~ er 
~ter the decimal point. For example, .18 and .71 a"e 

similar; also, .264 and .9088 are similar; also, 3.M _d 
,. 36 are similar. 

Di.nmilar r~etends ar~ !hose wh!c:h begin at dif'ereot 
places. For example .6127 and .406 are dinimil8r. 
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88 ARITHMETIC. m 
CotaIenniAOUI repetends are those which end at the 

. same place. For example, .749 and .506. 
8imi14r (JAd coratermiAoUl repetends are those wluch 

begin and end at the same places. For example, .1308 
and .4012. 

Any quotient continued by annexing decimal ciphers 
to the dividend, is known to be infinite, whenever a re
mainder occurs, that has occurred before; and the re{»e
tend is known to consist of those quotient figures which 
succeed the first appearance, and precede the second 
appearance of the recurring remainder. It may.also be 
observed, that every quotient which does not terminate, 
must, at some place, repeat or circulate. This truth is 
evident from the consideration, that the several remain
ders, which {»recede their respective quotient figures, 
must all be WIthin the serieS of numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 
so on, up to the number of the divisor. Therefore, it is 
impossible that the number of partial divisions in any 
oJ?eration shall equal the number mdicated by the divisor, 
Without the recurrence of some one of the remaindel"l'. 

REDUCTION OF INFINITE DECIMALS. 

CASE I. To reduce a repetend to a vulgar fraction. 
The observations which lead to the rule are as foJ.. 

lows. If 1, with ciphers continually annexed, be di
vided by 9, the quotient will be Is continually; that is, 
if t be reduced to a decimal, it will produce the repetend 
.i: ~d since .i is the decim~ equal to t, .2=f, .3= 
i, .4=*, and so on, up to .9=* or unity. Therefore, 
e.very single repetend is equal to a vulgar fraction, whose 
numerator is the repeating figure, and whose denominator 
is 9 Again, if n be reduced to a decimal, it becomes 
.bi; and since .01 is the decimal equal to fi, .b.2=~, 
~03=IJ, and so on, up to .99=# or unity. Again, 
if m, be reduced to a decimal, it becomes .ooi, and 
since .001 is the decimal Pqual to m .. 002=9h. 
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'xn. INFINITE DEC18AL8 . • 
• 003 -= ....... , and so on. This-- colTespoBdeaee exists 
aniversaify; and, therefore, any CirCulate-DOt COIl1.Ilinins 
an integer- is equal to a "Vulgar fraction, whose Blane ... • 
tor is the circulating figures, and whose denominator is 
denoted by as many 9s as there are places in the circulate. 

RULE. Make the repetend the numerator, 4nd for the 
denominator take tU many 9s tJ8 ,here ore jpr.s • the 
repetend. 

. When flere are integral RUft' 'in 1M ,."eImcI, 0 
number of ciphers equal to the num6e, of inlefnll N
mutt be "nnezed to the numerator. 

1. Reduce .6 to a vulgar fraction. 
2. Reduce .037 to a vulgar fraction; giving the tac-

tion in its lowest terms. 
3. Reduce . i23 to a vulgar &action. 
4 •. Reduce. i42857 to a vulgar fraction 
5. Reduce .769230 to a vulgar fraction. 
6. Reduce 2.37 to a vu1.gar fraction. 

CASE n. To· reduce a mixed ifttiaii.te 4ecimaI .. • 
n1gar fraction. 

Observe, that a mixed infiuifle dec:im.l coata of two 
parts-the finite part, aad the repeating part. The fiaite 
part may be reduced as sho~ in Art. XI, ~8 I;. and 
the repeating part, as shown m the first elle of thIS article j 
observing, however, to reckon the V1tlue of the fractioll 
obtained from the repeating part ten times less for every 
place occupied by the finite figures. For exan1l,le, the 
decimal .fa6 is divisible iuto the finite decimal .2, and the 
repetend .00. Now '!=l:\' and .6 would be-=*, if 
die circulation began immediately after the place or units; 
but since it beg~. after the place of tenths, it ia. of -io 
==",'0' Then, .26 is equal to i\+~=t&+~\=". 

RULE. To as many 9, ac tkere irA Hure, '" 'M 
f'epetend, ant'&ez as many cipher. &8 lltere are JiniU plGcu, 
(or tJ denominator. Then, multiply the same "umber 
of 9, by tlt.e finite pM' of 'ke decimal, .. ~ tM ~ 
tauI 1o eM product, for fhe numarCilM' • 

• 
• 
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'10 ARITHMETIC. xn 
7. What IS the least wlgar fraction equal to .IS-, 
8. Reduce .148 to a vulgar fraction. 
9. Reduce .532 to a vulgar fraction. 
10. Reduce .81241 to a vulgar fraction. 
11. Reduce .092 to a vulgar fraction. 
Ii Reduce .00849713 to a vulgar fraction. 

CASE III. To make an1 number of dissimilar repe
tends, similar and contermmous. 

Observe, that a single repetend may be represented 
either ~ a c,?mpound. rep'etend or as a mixed decimal; 
thus, .6 = .666 = .66666. Also, a compound repe
tend may be represented as a mixed decimal; thus, 
.248 = .i48U :r::: .i48i48.24. Also, a finite decimal may 
be represented as a mixed infinite decimal, by annex
ing ciphers as repotends; thus, .39=.390=3900= 
.390000 Hence, two or more decimals, whether repe
tends, circulates, or mixed decimals, may be expressed 
with circulating figures beginning and ending together. 

RULE. 11"'" tlae le"'t Com"&OR muUiple of tAe ""eral 
Rumber, of deeiMfJl plaeu ift tM· ""eral repdeRd,; 
,:nend th.e repetend WAich btgiRl louut to '" maRY 
placu aI th.e muUiple Aal unit" and m. all the other 
repetend, 10 conform thereto. . 

13. Make 6.317, 3.45, 52.3, 191.03, .057,5.3 and 
1 359 ~imilar and conterminous. . 

6.317= 63173173i The first repetend has 
. '.. 3 places; the second, 2; 

3.45 - 3.45~5555~ the fourth, 2; the fifth, 3; 
lSi. 3 = 5i.30000000 the sixth, 1; the seventh, 

191.03 = 191.030:J0303 1. The least common 
.057 = .05705705 mu,Itiple of 3, 2, 2, 31 ~, 

5.3 = 5.33333333 1, IS 6; therefo~e the smu- ' 
• :!. lar and contermmous repe-

1.359= 1.35~99999 tends have 6 places. 

14. Make 9.814, 1.5, 87.26, .083 and Ji4.09 similar 
ad conterminous. . 

• 
• 
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XIL INFINITE DECIMALS. n 
M#&OEi .05, ~090.2 6 millll' 

conterminous. 
tthOEi 

and eonte.n:ci.nou;;~ 

ees! le~ To Zlndm. fi~~:~~hdeerCi,,~~:~,.en ,,~;;]goarf d~;;ction 
. . m~"~l 

figures the repetend will consist. 

[1~OO~~ OiVld;Y~:i p,~~~;~: d,,,,imal eenept n£f:~~~,; 
of 10, [2 and 5J, the figur~s in the quotient ~ill begin to 

~~:"~s ie~;;"~::' RZte rememd;~ Jthee~~e:Jm'" 99SiO, 

div!ded by ~ any number ~hatever will leave O. for a. re-

N:~~~~e~h;t~~::r zmK~~~~,e~~fgr~;~~:i~;re et then~ perJed~ 
w!len the ~~i~iden,d. is 1, there will be the same number, 
wilzm the ilzn=;z;::h'~ufa;~;;her l1mllbeb;;;:~evn,: for thl1 

number, will consist of the same number of repeating 
as hfJore. Take, fur inS£1e&Ce, the infinite decimal 

,Oc. vvJose fOdeatinh part 38GG 
Now every 1"ep~tend [3867J being equally multiplied, 
mLiaL prodnee thz? ;;Hme pt"oduct: for though these pro
doot;; will ?'onsi;;z ef mtd;;z; plaeo;;, yet the oneI'pJus 
each, being alike, will be earried to the next, by which 
mCOl1S e?Jch prodcet will be eqIJally i~crease"d, and con
sequently eeery pbz:es WIlJ contHme ahk7,,~ From 
these observations it appears, thil1 the dividend may be 
altered at pleasure, and the number of places in the 
rz;pzzrendwiU. s.till he the ;;ame: - and 
oriT X3=.27. 

ae:: Y~!izlc P;~~t&d~t:;~li:;;;~r t;z;;I'?iO~, e;£~~I'::A:~tyyI'z 
possible. If the whole denominator vanish. in dividing, 

thr zdeci:K';h::;l ~i~~;~7:,n:eell!;:~y~st of (U manJ 

the denofninator do . not vanish, then by the laft 
''''~'zu''u zdi"ide 4',' till noth.in$ remai.ns: tl&. flUm-

• 



'JI ARITHMETIC. - XU 

.... oj 9. VIal, .. II MOW the ftUIB6er oj ,lGc,. ill Ile "pet. j which will begin aJter .0 many places fj fig ... .. 
Iket-. ",er. 10., 58, or 2. wed ift dividi"ll' 

17. Is the decimal equal to -N! finite, or infinite- and 
if infinite, how many places has the repetend ? 

~ 1l~ Since the denominator does 
! 66 DOt vanish in dividing by 2, the 
2 28 decimal is infinite: and, as six 

9s are used, the repetend wiD 
2 14 consist of six figures; beginning 

'7)999999 at the fifth place, because foul' 
_ 142857 2s were used in dividing 

18. Examine the fraction -(1' as above direr-ted. 
19. Examine the fraction l, as above directed. 
20. Examine the fraction to\, as above directed. 
21. Examine the fraction nlrr, as above directed. 
22 Examine the fraction J!, as aoove directed. 

ADDITION OF INFINITE DECIMALS. 

RULE. JJI"ke '''e repelend. similar and conterminoUB, 
(Ifld arid them togetAer. l)iflide this mm by as many 9. 
fll there are place. in the repetend; denote the remainder 
'18 the repetend of the .tlm, filling out its place. flJitl. 
cipher. flJhen it hal not as many place. as the reptlend. 
added; and carry the quotient to the nezt column. 

23. What is the sum of 3.6 + 78.3·i76 +735.3+ 
375. +.21+ 187.4? 

3.6 = 3.6666666 The sum of the repe-
78.3476= 78.3476476 tends is first found to be 

2648191. Thissumisthen 
735.3 =735.3333333 divided by 999999, and it 
375. =375.0000000 gives a quotient of2, wluch 

.27 = .2727272 we carry to the column of 
t 87 .4 = 187.4444444 tenths, and a remainder 

-1 380.064Si93 of 648193, which we de· 
--_ ___ _ note as a repetend. 

24. ~at is the sum of 5391.357 +75.38+ 187.2i 
+4.2966-1- 217.8496+42.176+ 523 + 58.S0048 ? 

• 
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xu. INFINITE DECIMALS. 

25. What is the sum of 9.814+1.3+87 . .26+.083 
+124.09 ? 

26. What is tbe sum of .i62+134.i>9+2.93+ 
97 . .26+ 3.769.230+99.083+ 1.5 + .814? 

SUBTRACTION OF INFINITE DI!:CUULS. 

R.ULE. Make tke repetends rimilar and tontentainoUl, 
atld subJract M Ulualj ebu"ing, ,ilat, if the repetend 
oj the aubtrGAend be greater than that oj the minuend, ""e ri$ht hand figure oj the remainder mUll be le88 by I, 
than" would be, if the ezpre,rion were finite. 

27. Subtract 13.76432 from 85.62. 
Here, the whole repetend 

85.62 =85.62626 of the subtrahend is greater 
13.76432= 13.76432 than that of the minuend, and 

71.8iH 93 the last figure in the remain-
- I der is diminished by 1. 

28. Subtract 84.7697 from 476.3i • 
.29. Subtract .0382 from 3.8564. 
30.' Subtract 493.1502 from 1900.842974. 

MULT.IPLICATION OF INFINITE DECIMALS. 

RULE. Change the jactors to vulgar jraction" mul
tiply the,e jractions together, and reduce their product 
to a decimal. 

31. What is the product of .36 X .25 ? 
.36=#=r\ 
,,;;'-"3_ .. X 23 - 92 - 0'92'9 n ... 
'~"-1f"D" TT 1fo-1f1fli -. .a,..,. 

32. What is the product of 27.23 X 26? 
33. What is the product of 8574.3 X 87.5 ? 
34. What is the product of 3.973 X 8? 
35. What is the product of 49640.54 X .7050'3 ~ 
36. What is the product of 3.145 X 4.297 ? 
37. What is the product of 8.3 X 4.6 X 7.09? 
S8. What is the product of .3 X .09 X 8.2 X 91 

7 
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'14 ARITHMETIC. XUI 

DIVISION OF INFINITE DECIMALS. 

RULE. C~nge both divisor and di!lidend tnt" "ulgar 
jractiOf&I, find their quotient in a "ulgar fraction, and 
reduce it to a decimal. 

39. What is the quotient of .36 by .25? 
.36=-»=-i\ 
n5' _ll ~~23:""-" X'1Q.=36o-11.0.7. 
.~ -90 TI • 1"0- IT ~3" 2TJ- JTS 
1'hen, IlH=1.42292490118b77075098Si .I1ns. 

40. What is the quotient of 234.6 by .7? 
41. What is the quotient of 13.5i69533 by 4.297) 
42. Divide 319.28007112 by 764.5. 

XIII. 

RELATIONS OF NUMBERS. 

Any number may be viewed as a part, or as so lOany 
parts of any other number; and it is in this view, that we 
shall, at present, notice the RELATION of one number to 
another. 

For example, 1 is -! of 5, 3 is I of 5, 9 is j of 5, &c. 
Here 1 stands in the same relation to 5 that i does to a 
unit; 3 stands in the saIDe relation to 5 that l does to a 
unit; and 9 stands in the same relation to 5 that t does 
to a unit. Thus, the number which is viewed as the part 

-or parts of another, becomes a numerator, and the other 
number the denominator of a vulgar fraction. This frac
tion may be reduced, and the relation it expresses will 
remain unaltered. For instance, t of 8 is the same as I 
of 8 ; and 2-t of 8 is the same as t or -i of 8. 

In thl.'! various practice of arithmetic, most of the solu
tions are performed by process to which the performer is 
!qd, by considering the relation which exists between the 
numbers concerned. The truth of this remark will ap
pear ~vident to the learner, in the course of subsequent 
ex.fell .. 
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RELATIONS OF NUMBERS. 

I. Express 16 as a fractional part of 56, and reduce 
the fraction to its lowest terms. 

2. Express 9 as the fractional part of 45, and reduce 
the fraction to its lowest terms. 

3. What part of 34 is 20? What part of 34 is .21? 
4 .. What part of 34 is 49 ?-Or, in other words, what 

is the improper fraction that expresses the relation in 
which 49 stands to 34? 

5. What part of 24 is 36 ? What part of 24 is 37? 

6. What part of2 yards 1ft. 6in. is Iyd. 2ft. lOin.? 
In this example, 21d. 1 ft. 6in. becomes a denomina-

tor, and Iyd. 2ft. 10m. the numerator. But both these 
quantities must be reduced to their lowest denomination, 
inches; the relation will then be simple, and may admit 
oC being reduced to lower terms. 

7. What part oC I yard is .2 feet 6 inches? 
8. What part of £3 14s. is 16s. 10d.? 
9. Wqat part of 9s. 7d. 2qr. is 2s. 9d. Iqr.? 
10. What part of 5 gallons .2 pints is 3 quarts 3 gills' 
lJ. What part 0(2 acres is I acre 3 roods 3.2 roCla ? 

1.2. What part oC $7 is $4.65? 
'7=700 cents, and $4.65=465 cew. Then 465 

cenls is 4~~ of 700 cents. 4!!=-t/o. 
When either or both the numbers, whose relation is to 

be expressed, contains a' decimal fraction, the decimal 
places .in the two numbers must be made equal-if they 
are not already so-by annexing decimal Ciphers. The 
decimal points may then be erased, and the numbers 
written as the terms of a vulgar fraction. For example. 
the relation of .14 to 9 is ~o\=:rh. 

13. What part of.2.1 is 1.7.2? 
14. What part of 4.87 is .2 ? . 
15 What part of $24.08 IS $15? 
16. What part of .65 is .408? 
17. What part of $2 is $7? (.8",. t·) 
18. What part of $2 is 1$7.49? 
19. What part of 90 cents is $ l.351 
20. What part of $4.375 is $2S} 
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'16 ARITHMETIC. XIII 

!ll. What part of 5.8 is 3] .42 
22. What part of .253 is .97 ? 

23. What part of! is ~? 
T~e expres~ion of. thi~s relation is, at first, a e?mpJex 

rrazs~t!on, 4:$& "S'JhlCh IS tne ElUmn:rnEor, the !?enOU±?' 
nator. The expression mny b"S by R~nducjkig 
these fractions to a common denominator, alld taking the 
nem nume\t?£ors fntE the tn\t?lS of rek2±Kinn. 
to reduce a confph2n fracEinn to KimplK £Ene, PE!g!! 43. 

24. What part of 12 is ]Ot? 
~ZSf part 3 !S ? 
WRtffi part ; IS 

27. :~~~: of ~ :~;V ~,1! ,~, 
WH,'S part 2~ fzs'A IS ls,tJ snch,,±! 

30. What part of 14* days is 23-h hours? 
What part 24 hallnns is Is 'luatZl 2! ? 
Whzs? part ~ is fuds ? 

33. What part of t IS i? 
Whzst part jsA ? 
What part is h 

36. ::~:: ~:: of ii ::' ~H 
WIEEZ? part 3 shiJIi±!gs iE3 7 

39. What part of £1 145. is £5 2s. 7id.? 
WhEZ? part <sf 78t is 125 days 17l hn\t?'11 ? 
'Vila? part 2~ tEStYS is 4 tuns 6t huunds 

If 35 hors±±£i± fiat 12279 p\t?l£lds of hay in a weekjs 
wbat will hors±±js nat, the tim!! 

The most obvious view of the solution of tbis question 
is thi" -If 35 hOF~8a8 eat 12278 uozmdss 1 horse will eat 
Jr: 12277 pound!!, whieh is ~h70Hhnlmds; £md 
fiorses will eat 17 times 35* pounds; which is 5963j-i 
pounds. A more concise view, however s may be laken! 
as knows~ 17 }zfrtsses H 35 
will eat H of the 12278 pounds of bay. Therefore, we 
shall"" ob~ain the answer bh multiplying ]2278 pounds by 
tbn ffiEZCUon 1 hh"7S}zfrtfi=hhdSU 



X11l R.ELATIONS OF NUMBER.I!l. 

43. If a car run 552 miles upon a rail-road, in 24 
hours, how far will it run in 13 hours? . 

44. If a car run 3 miles [960 rods] in 8 minutes L 480-
'Seconds], in what time will it run 300 rods? 

45. If a hogshead of wine [63 gallons] cost $98.50, 
what will 45 gallons cost, at the same rate? 

46. If the annual expense of supporting a fort nwmed 
with 600 soldiers be $ 182571, what is the expense of 
8 fort manned with 424 soldiers? 

47. If I can buy 325 barrels of flour for $1425, how 
many barrel::! can I buy for $ 521? 

48. If a ferry boat cross the river 18 times in Ii bours, 
in how many hours wiD it cross 4 times! 

49. If 9 barrels of flour cost $ 32, what will 28 bl. cost? 
In this example, the relation in which 28 barrels stand 

to 9 barrels is expressed by an improper fraction; 28 
barrels being V of 9 barrels. Therefore the answer is 
obtained by multiplying $ 32 by 2/; that is, by multiply
ing $ 32 by 28, and dividing the product by 9. 

50. If it take 300 yards of cloth to make the uniform 
-clothes for 52 soldiers, how many yards are required to 
clothe 784 soldiers? 

51. If 12 horses eat 20 bushels of oats in a week, 
how many bushels will 45 horses eat in the same time? 

52. If a post I) feet high cast a shadow 3 feet, on level 
ground, what is the height of a steeple, which, at the same 
time, casts a shadow 176 feet? 

53. If $40 will pay for 14f yards of cloth, bow many 
_ yards can be bought for' $ 75 . 

54. ,If 95 bushels of com cost $68.!5, what will 320 
bushels cost, at the same rate? 

55. Suppose a ship's expenses in Liverpool to be 
£. 131 13s. lOd. for 22 days; what would be her es:
penses in the same port for 35 days? 

56. If 144 bushels of corn will grow upon 3 acres 1 
,.ood 15 rods of land, how much land is necessary to 
produce 500 bushels? 

57. Bought 269 yards of cloth, at the rate of, 100 for 
30 yards. . What did it Bloount to ? 

• 7· 
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58. Bought 24 yd. 3qr. 1 nB. of cloth, at the rate or 
$12.30 for 4yd. I qr. 2na. What did it amount to? 

Since it is necessary, in this example, to consider 24 
yd. 3qr. I na. as a fractional part of 4 yd. 1 qr. 2Da., the 
4rst step in the opentiOD is, to reduce both quantities of 
cloth to nails. 

59. If 13gal. 2qt. 1 pt. of wine cost $21.15, whaa 
wiD 36 gal. 3 qt. 1 pt. cost, at the same rate? 

60. If 26 barrels of flour cost .£ 28 14 s. 6 d. how many 
'-rels will £35 l()s. 4d. pay for? 

61. If 6 gal. 2qt. I pt. of wine wiD fill 31 bottles, how 
many bottles are required for 11 gal. 3 qt. ? 

62. If 144 gross of buttons cost £22 19s., how many 
gross can be bought for £12 5s. 5td.? 

63. If 2hhd. 199al. 2qt. of wiDe coat £93 1 s. 2ld. 
what will 26 bhd. 36 gal. cost? 

64. If 15 yards of cloth cost $ 39.45, how many yards 
can beboudtt for $21? (See remark under example 12.) 

65. At the rate of $ 94 for 78 days' work, in how many 
days can a labourer earn $; 72.375 ? 

66. At the rate of $ 240 for 9.5 acres of land, what is 
the value of 7.25 acres ? 

67. At the rate of $182.50 for 8 acres of land, what is 
the value of 12.7 acres? 

68. At the rate of 75 cents for .92 of a bushel of corn, 
what is the value of .648 of a bushel? 

69. In how many minutes will a locomotive car ron 
49.9 miles; allowing it to run at the-rate of 2.5 miles in 
5.75 minutes? 

70. If 43.64 pounds of cOfper be worth $ 9.075, what 
is the value of 108.9 pounds. 

71. If 14 dollars will'pay for the carriage of a ton 75.6 
miles, what distance can a ton be carried for 16 dollars 
75 cents, at the same rate? 

72. If t of a yard of cloth cost $; 7, what is the cost 
of fJ of a yard? (Recur to examele 23.) 

73. II' a rail-road car run 260 mIles in 12 hours, what -
distance "ill it run in 10~ hours? (See example 24.) 

'. ," 
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74. If a man eam $1.15 in Jof a day, how mach can 
he earn in * of a day? (See example 25.) 

75. Sut)pose l of an acre of land to be worth 54 dol
lars; what is t o( an acre worth ? 

To solve this question, by the process to which the 
scholar has been led, he will consider 1 as a denominator 
and t as the numerator of a complex fraction, expressing 
what part of 54 dollars t of an acre is worth; and, after 
reducmg this complex fraction to a simple one, will mul
tiply the simple fraction into 54 dollars, for the answer. 
Now the effect of the process is the same as that of mul; 
tiplying the 54 by t, ~lDd dividing the product by I; and 
this last method is to be preferred, because it is .snorter. 
Thus, 54Xt=6, and 6+t=;=8. 

76. If i of a ship cost $15000, what does t of her cost? 
71. If t of a lot of new land be worth 300 dollars, what 

is -to of the lot worth? 
78. If a horse trot 1840 rods in H of an honr, how 

many rods does he trot in l~ of an hour? 
79. If 96t yards of cloth cost $ 642, what will 28h 

fards cost, at the same rate ? , 
80. If 15~ yards of cloth cost $75, what will 1421 

yards cost? 
81. If 9l barrels of flour be consumed hy a company 

in 18 days, how long will 251 barrels last? 
82. If a mill grind 18~o bushels oCcom in 1 hour and 

~2 minutes, in what time will it gl'ind 251 bushels? 
83. If a s~ip sail 924 miles in 8t hours, in how many 

bours does it sail 65130 miles? . 

84. If a barrel of flour will support 12 men for 25 
days, how long will it support 8 men? . 

Since the flour will support 12 men 25 days, it would 
support 1 man 12 times 25 days; or 300 days; and since 
it would support 1 man 300 days, it will support 8 men 
t qf 300 days, or 371 days.: Thus, to obtain the answer, 
we multiply 25 days by l:l, and divide the product by 8. 
A litde attention to the conditions of this question, and 
the process of the operation, w ill enable dIe learner to 
perceive, af once, that the answer is li~ of 25 days. 
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85. If a quantity of beef will support 436 men 73 dllJs, 
how long \VIII it support 240 men? 

86. If a barrel of beer will last 10 men 16 days, how 
long wijl it last 23 men? 

The beer would last 1 man 10 times 16 days, or 160 
days; and it will last 23 men 21, of 160 days, or 6H 
days. The question is, however, more conveniently 
viewed thlls;-Since the beer will last 10 men 16 days, 
it will last 23 men H of 16 days; and, hence, 16 is to be 
multiplied by l~. 

87. Suppose a certain <J,uantity of hay will feed 85 
sheep 71 days; how long WIll it feed 230 sbeep ? 

8S. If 256 moen can make a certain piece of road in 
240 days, in what time will 190 men make it? 

89. If 9 yards of silk, that is 3 quarters wide, will line 
a cloak, how many yards, that is 5 quarters wide, will 
line the same cloak? 

90. If 110 yards of paper, that is 32 inches wide, \vill 
cover the walls of a room, how many yards, that is 24 
inches wide, will cover the same walls? 

91. Suppose a man can perform a piece of work in 
45 days, by working 7 hours a day; in what time will he 
perform it, if he work 10 hours a day? 

92. Suppose a company of men can perform a piece 
of work in 155 days, by working 12 hours a day, in what 
time will they perform it, by working 5 hours a day? 

93. How many days will it take 119 horses to eat the 
hay that 44 horses would eat in 6b days? 

94. The hind wheels of a coach, which are 180 inches 
in circumference, will turn round 4825 times in running 
a certain distance, how many times wiII the forward wheels 
tnrn round, they being 145 inches in circumference? 

95. If a ship, by sailing 9 miles an hour, will effect a 
passage to Europe in 55 days, in how many days would 
she effect the passage bl sailing 13 miles an hour? 

96. If a vessel, by sailing 10i miles an hour, will ma\e 
a passage from Bangor to New Orleans in II days, in 
how many days would she make the passage by sailing 
12-} miles an hour? 

97. Suppose A rides 6. miles an hour, and performs 
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a certiunjoumey in 14/~ days; in what time will B, who 
rides only 410 miles an hour, perform the same journey? 

98. If 6 persons expend $ 300 in S months, how much 
will serve 15 persons for .20 months? 

Since 6 persons eX1'end 8300 300 750 
in 8 months, 15 persons would, 15 .20 
in the sam.e ~e, expend Yof 6)4500 8)15000 
8300, whICh IS 8750. Then, .- --
since 15 persons would expend 760 1875 
$750 in 8 months, they would, in 20 months, expend 
y of $750, which is $1875. The adjoined operation 
corresponds to this solution. 

99. If the wages of 6 men for 14 days be $ 84, what 
will be the wages of 9 men for 11 days? 

100. If 3 pounds of yarn make 9 yards of cloth, 5 
quarters wide, how many pounds would be required to 
make a piece of cloth 45 yd. long and 4 qr. wide? 

101. IC a class of .25 girls perform 1750 examples in 
arithmetic, in 16 hours, how many esamples o( equal 
length may a Clasl of 30 girls perform, in 18 hours? 

102. ICthe use of$IOO for 90 days, be worth$l.OO, 
what is the use of $ 78 for 85 days werth ? 

103. If the use of $100 for 30 days be worth 75 cents, 
what is the use of $1240 for 57 days worth? 

104. If a man travel 217 milell in 7 days, travelling "6 
hours Ii day, how many miles will he travel in 9 days, if 
he travel II hours a day? 

When he travels 6 hours a day, he advances .2]7 miles 
In 7 days, and were he to proceed thus for 9 days, he 
would advance';' of .217 miles, or 279 miles. Since, by 
travelling 6 bours a day he would, in 9_days, advance 
279 mi., by travelling 11 hours a day, he would advance 
y of 279 mi., which is 51IJ mI., or 511! mi .. 

105. If a man perform a Journey of 1.250 miles in 15 
days, by travelling 14 hours a day, how many days will 
it take him, to perform a jouroey of 1000 miles, by travel
ling 13 hours a day? 

106. If 10 cows eat 7! tODS of hay in 14 weeks, how 
lDIDy cows will eat 2Ji to08 in 28 weeks ~ 
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107. If 6 men will mow 35 acres of grass in 7 days, 
by working 10 hours a day, how many men will be re
quired to mow 48 acres in 5 days, when they work 12 
hours a day? 

108. If 14 men can cut 87 cords of wood in 3 days, 
when the days are 14 hours long, how many men will cut 
175 cords, when the days are 11 hours long? 

109. If 16 men can build 18 rods of wall in 12 days, 
how many men must be employed to build 72 rods of the 
same kind of wall in 8 days ? 

110. If 25 persons consume 600 bushels of com in 
. 2 years, how much will 139 persons consume in 7 years? 

Since 25 persons consume 600 bushels in 2 lears, 
139 persons would, in the same time, consume W of 
600 bushels, which is 3336 bushels. Then, since 139 
persons would consume 3336 bushels in 2 years, ther 
will, in 7 years, consume I of 3336 bushels, which 18 
11676 bushels. 

11 1. If 154 bushels of oats will serve 14 horses for 
'14 days, how long will 406 bushels serve 7 horses? 

112. If 25 men can earn $ 6250 in 2 years, how long 
will it take 5 men to earn $11250? 

113. If 9 men can mow 36 acres of grass in 4 days, 
how many acres will 19 men mow in 1] days? 

114. If a family of 9 persons spend $ 450 ID 5 months, 
how much would be sufficient to maintain the family 8 
months, after 5 more persons were added? . 

115. If a stream of water running into a pond of 190 
acres, will raise the pond 10 inches in 12 hours, how 
much would a pond of 50 acres be raised by the same 
stream, in 10 hours? 

116. If the wages of 4 men, for 3 days, be $11.04, 
bow many men may be hired ) 6 days for $103.04? 

117. If 3 men receive £8 18s. for working 19! days 
what mllst 20 men receive for working lOOt days? 

118. If 1112 bottles are sufficient to receive 5 casks 
of wine, how many bottles are sufficient to receive 18 
casks of wine? . 

119. If 725 bottles hold 4 barrels of wine, how many 
bottles are required to hold 3 tierces of wine? 
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120. If 248 men, in 5 days, of 11 hours each, can dig a 
trench 230 yards long, 3 yards wide, and 2 yards deep, in 
how many days" of 9 hours each, will 24 men dig a trench 
420 yards long, 5 yards wide, and 3 yards deep? 

Since 248 men, in 5 days, of II hours each, can dig 
a trench 230 yards long, 3 yards wide, and 2 yards deep, 
24 men, working in days of the same length, would dig a 
trench of the same dimensions in \V of 5 days, which is 
fHU=51j days; and, working in days of 9, instead of 
11 hours each, the trench would occupy them V of 51j 
days, which is 63~\ days. .\gain, since the trench to be 
dug by 24 men is 420, instead of 230 yards long, this 
length, (the width and depth remaining unchanged) would 
occupy them H&=H of 63~\ days, which is 115~605,. 
days. Again, since the trench to be dug by 24 men is 
6, instead of 3 yards wide, this width (lire depth remain
ing unchanged) would occupy them i of 115~~bs" days, 
which is 192Ht days. Lastly, since the trench to be 
dug by 24 men is 3, instead of 2 yards deep, it will 
occupy them j of I 92iU days, which is 2SSHf=:2S8io9, 

days, the answer. 
121. If 12 men can build a brick wall 25 feet long, 7 feet 

high, and 4feet thick, in 18 days, in how many days will 
20 men build a brick wall 150 faet long, 8 feet high, and 
5 feet thick? 

122. If 15 men can dig a trench 75 feet long, 8ft 
wide, and 6 ft. deep, in 12 days, how many men must 
be employed to dig a trench 300ft. long, 12ft. wide, and 
9ft. deep, in 10 days? 

123. If the carriage of 44 barrels of flour, 108 miles 
be worth ~216, what is the carriage of 36 barrels, 162 
miles worth? 

124. If 175 bushels of com, when com IS worth 60 
cents a bushel, be given for the carriage of 100 barrels . 
of 80ur, 58 miles, how many bushels of corn, when corn 
is worth 75 cents a bUihel, must be given for the carriage 
of 90 barrels of flour, 200 miles? 

125. If 12 ounces of wool make 2l yards of cloth, 
that is 6 quarters wide, how many pounds of wool would 
Jllake 150 yard, of cloth, 4 quarters wide? 
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. 
/ 

126. A owned Jz of a ship, which he sold for. 8650, 
and B owns -lo of her, which he wishes to sell at the same 
rate. What must be B's price? 

Since the price of II of the ship is .3650, the price 
of the whole ship must be y of • 3650, which is $17520; 
and fo of $17520 is .5256, which must be B's price. 

127. If 3650 be /4 of some number, what is !cr of the 
same number ~ 

128. A merchant has bought l~ of a company's stack, 
for $ 92000. What would be the price of 2\ of the stock, 
at the same rate ~ 

129. A merchant owning t'l of a ship, sold -/2 of what 
. he owned for $ 1841. What is the value of the whole 
ship, according to this sale? 

130. 1841 is -/2 of t'l of what number? 
131. After a certain tract of land had been equally 

divided among 16 owners, one of them sold j of his share 
at $ 5, an acre, and received $ 444. How much land wu 
there in the whole tract? 

132. If -h of a yard of cloth be worth i of a dollar, 
what is the value of -IT of a yard? 

Since {r; of a yard i., worth i of a dollar, a yard i! 
worth \,6 of i oi a dollar, which is £g of a dollar; and 
l'T of a yard is worth.fi of ~i of a dollar, which is Hi 
of a dollar, or $1t-H=$lh =$1.559+. 

133. If i of a yard of lace be worth H of a dollar. 
what is ..[0 of a yard worth? . 

134. If f of a barrel of Bour cost 4 dollars, what is 
the cost of 6i barrels, at the same rate? . 

135. If 1st bushels of corn cost 1 dollars, what is 
the price of 9i bushels, at the same rate? 
. 136. If 42i: pounds of indigo be worth $ 87 .62~, what 
IS the vallie of 192i pounds? 

131. A garrison of 900 men have provision for 4 
months. How many men must leave the garrison, that 
the provision may last the remainder 9 months? 

138. If a loaf of bread weighing 32 ounces be sold for 
eight cents, when flour is worth ii 6.50 per barrel, woo 
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ought the eight-cent loaf to weigh, when flour is worth 
only $ 5 a barrel? 

139. A company of 75 soldiers are to be clothed; each 
suit is to contain 3l yards of cloth, 6 '{uarters wide, and 
to be lined with flannel f of a yard "'Ide. How many 
yards of flannel will be require~ ? 

140. If a garrison 'of 1500 men consume 750 barrels 
of flour in 9 months, how many barrels will f1l50 men 
consume in 15 months? 

141. How many tiles 8 inches square, will cover 0 

hearth 16 feet long, and 12 feet wide? 
142. If the expense of. carrying 17 cwt. Sqr. 141b. 

85 miles be $ 23.84, what will be the expense of carrying 
53-cwt. 2qr. 150 miles, at the same rate? 

143. Two,men bought a barrel of flour; one paid 3i 
dollars, and the other paid 3f dollars. What part.of the 
flour should each of them have ? 

144. If the corn contained in 8 bags, holding 2 bushels 
3 pecks each, be worth $14.25, what is the value of the 
com contained in 7 bags, each holding 2 bu. 3 pk. 7 qt. r 

145. A ship of war sailed with 650 men, and pro~ision 
for a cruise of 15 months. At the end of 3 momhs she 
captured an enemy's vessel, and put 75 men on board of 
her. Five months after, she captured and sunk anotber 
vessel, and took on board the crew, consisting of 350 
men. How long did the provision last, from the com
mencement of the cruise? 

146. A built] 56 rods of wall in a certain time, and B 
in the same time built 13 rods to every 12 that A built. 
They were paid $ 1.25 per rod. How much did B re-
ceive more than A ? . 

147. A father bequeathed $6000 as follows; viz. J to 
his wife, t to his son, t to his daughter, and the remain
der to his servant. How milch did each receive? 

148. If H of a pound of sugar be worth i of a shilling, 
what is the value of f of a cwt.? 

149. If 75i-s gallons of water, in one hour, run into a 
cistern, which will .hold 6~ hogsheads, and by a pipe 24-1 
gallon:; an hour run out, in how many hours, minutes and 
seconds will the cistern be filled ? 

8 
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XIV. 

PERCENTAGE. 

Under this head may be classed, those computations 
which investigate the value of a given number of hun
dredths of any quantity. The number of hundredths to 
be taken or considered in any number, is called the per 
cent. The term, per cent., is an abbreviation of. per 
centum, which signifies by the hundred. 

Any per cent. is conveniently expressed by a decimal. 
Thus, 1 per cent. of any number is .01 of that number; 
8 percent. is .08; 25 per cent. is .25; &c. 

1. A merchant, who has 1426 dollars deposited in the 
bank, wishes to draw out 5 per cent. of his deposite. 
How many dollars must he draw? 

Since 5 per cent. of any quantity is l"~O of 14.26 
that quantity, the question to be solved in this .05 
example is- What isTh of 1426 dollars? Or, $71.30 
decimally- What is .05 of 14.26 dollars? The -
answer is conveniently found by multiplying 14.26 by .05. 
The whole number in the product expresses dollars, and 
the decimal expresses cents. . 

.2. A trader, ",ho went to the city with 3.21 dollars, to 
purchase goods, laid out 9 per cent. of his money for 
coffee. How many dollars did he pay for coffeE> ) 

3. What is 1 per cent. of 1 00 dollars? 
4. What is 1 per cent. of 834 dollars? 
5. What is 3 per cent. of 100 dollars? 
6. What is 3 per cent. of 4.2 dollars? 
7. What is 6 per cent. of 100 dollars? 
8. What is 6 per cent. of 99 dollars ? 
9. What is 7 per cent. of 100 dollars? 
] O. What is 7 per cent. of 1000 dollars? 
n. What is 8 per cent. of.26 dollars? 
12. What is 9 per cent. of 354 dollars ? 
18. What is 10 per cent. of 2244 dollars ? 
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14. What IS 16 per cent. of 13 dollars? 
15. What is 31 per cent. of 211 dollars? 
16. What is 99 per cent. of 100 donars? 
17. What is l°O/er cent. of 48 dollars? 
18. A trader lai out 1214 ·dollars as follows. He 

paid 24 per cent. of the money for broadcloths; 38 per 
cent. for linens; 8 per cent. for calicoes; and the remain
der for cottons. How many dollars did he pay for each 
kind of goods ? 

When the rate per cent. is a vulgar traction, or a mix
ed number, the fraction may be changed to a decimal. 
Observe, that, 1 per cedt. when expressed decimally, is 
.01; therefore a traction of 1 per cent. when re{luced to 
a decimal, becomes so many tenths, hundredths, &tc. of a 
hundredth. For example, as t of 1 unit is .25 of a unit, 
so t of I-hundredth is .25 of a hundredth, and is deno.ted 
thus, .0025. 

19. What is 31 per cent. of 243 dollars? 
. . 3 per cent. = .03 243 

1 per cent. .006 .035 
.035 1215 

729 
8.505 JJ.na. $8.501 

20. What!s 4t per cent. of 2746 dolJars? 
21. Wl)at 18 7"5" per cent. of 41 dolJars ? 
22. What is 121 per cent. of 358 dollars? 
23. What is t per cent. of 100 dollars? 
24. What is I per cent. of 61 dollars? 
25. What is "5" per cent. of 9487 dollars? 
26. If 8t per cent. be taken from 36 dollars, how 

many dollars will there be remaining? 
27. A merchant who had 400 barrels of Bour, shipped 

421 per cent. of it, and sold the remainder. How many 
barrels did he sell ? 

28. A trader bought 800 pounds of coffee; and, in 
getting it to his store, 2t per cent. of it was wasted. 
How many pounds did he lose? What did the remainder 
lIDount to, at J 3 cents a pound? .• 
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29. Two men bad 120 dollars eacb. Oge.r .... 

paid out 14 per cent. of hill money, and the other 171 
per cent. How many dollars did one pay more tbaa the 
other~ 

30. 'Find 7 f per cent. of • 344. 
When there is a fraction in the 3M + lOG"'!;'8." 

rate per cent. which cannot be --!! 
exactly expressed bY' a decimal- 1408 
as in this example--: we ~t find 114 .8. 
1 per cent. of the glyen sum, by ! 
dividiog it bylooj that is, by cut- '25.221 
ling oil' two decimal figures, and thea lOOltiply this q.uo., 
tient by the mixed number expreuinL::' rate per ~ 

31. What is 41 per cent. of. 624 ? 
S2. What is 6 . per cent. of 38 donar.l 
33. What is 3 per cent. of iSl0 dollull 
34. What is 9* per cent. of 17 dollars 1 . 
35. What is 8J per cent. of 152 doIWai 
36. Find the diJi'erence between 5f per c ... or 41 

dollars, and 4; per cent. or 39 doDa. 

37. What is 7 per cent. of $24.32? 
Here we have cents [decimals] in the num

ber on which the percentage is to be taken. 
We however multiply as usual in decimal 
multiplication; and the first two decimal fig
ures in the product express cents, the third fisure ex
presses mills, and the fourth expresses tenlu oC a milL 

38. What is 14 per cent. of $641.94 ? 
39. What is 4t per cent. of $37.26? 
40. What is lIt per cent. of $150.75 ? 
41. What is 12l per cent. of $ 25.32? 
42. If a horse and gig cost 400 dollars, and the gig 

cost 32 per cent. of the sum, what did the horse cost' 
43. Find the difference between 13i per caDl. o~ 

tI8.09, and 7 per cent. of $41. 
44. Find the difference between 9 per ceDt. of .16, 

and 8t per cent. of $17.30., 
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45. A yOllng man, who had 94 dollarS deposited in the 
Savings Bank, drew out 25 dollars. What per cent. of 
his deposite did h,e draw out? 

We perceive, that the sum 94)25.0(.26-»=26" 
he drew out, was U of the sum 188 
he had deposited: and, since 
the rate per cent. of any sum 
is a certain number of hun-

620 
564 

dredths of that sum, the ques- 56 
tion to be solved is- How many hundredths is 26· 
ninety-fourths ?- To solve this question, we change H 
to a decimal; restricting the decimal to hundredths; that 
is, carrying the quotient no further than two places. 
Any remainder which might allow the quotient to he 
carried further, may, in cases like this, be expressed in a 
vulgar fraction. .!In •• 26n per cent. 

46. -A man, who was owing a debt of 240 dollars, has 
paid 32 dollars of it. What per cent. of the debt has he 
paid? 

47. A merchant gave his note. for 235 dollars, and' 
SOon after paid 110 dollars of the sum. What per cent. 
did he pay; and what per cent. still remained due? 

49. If the cloth for a coat cost J 2 dollars, and the 
making 7 dollars, what per cent. of the whole expense is 
the making? 

49. What per cent. of 100 donars is 6 dollars? 
50. What per cent. of $29.50 is $1.10? 
51. What per cent. of$94.12 is $4.42? 
52. What per cent. of $ 57.09 is 32 cents? 
53. What per cent. of $ 10. ] 0 is 7 cents ? 
54. What per cent. of $48.11 is 99 cents? 
55. What per cent. of $75 is $4.18 ? 

To find the value of a rate per cent. on any sum of 
English money,- First, change the lower denominations 
of money in the sum, to a decimal of the highest denomi
natioD; and then proceed to multiply by the rate, as if 
the sum were dollars and cents. The whole number in 
the product wiD be of the same dpnomination of money 
with the whole number in' tho multiplicand; and the 

8* 
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decimal in the product must be cha:aged &0 the lower 
deoomiBations. 

56. An English gentleman took passage from Liver
pool to Boston, in the ship Dover, having £. 672 Us 
4d. He paid 5 per cent. of his funds for his passage. 
How much did he pay? 

12\ 4. 
2012.333+ 

.6308 
20 

612.616+ 12.6160 
.05 12 

33.63080 7.3920 
4 

1:S680ARB. £.3312~. 7d.1qr.+ 
57. What is 8 per cent. of .£47 18s. 7d.? 
58. What is 3 percent. of £9 14s. 3qr.? 
59. What is 16 uer cent. of £22 16s. ? 
60. What is 25 per cent, oflgs. 8d. 2qr.? 
61. What is 6 per cent. of £2584? 
62. What is 50 per cent. of 18s. IOd. 2qr.? 
63. What is 4i per cent. of £214 ISs. 10d.!' 

COMMISSION. 

COMMISSION is the compensation made to factors and 
brokers for their services in buying or selling. It is 
reckoned at so much per cent. on the money employed 
in the transaction. 

64. What is the commission on £ 500 at 21 per cent.? 
65. Suppose I allow my correspondent a commission 

of 2 per cent., what is his demand on the disbursement 
of £369? 

66. If I allow my factor a commission of 3 per cent. 
for disbursing £ 748 11 s. 8 d. on my account, what does 
bis commission amount to ? 

67. How much does a broker receive on a sale or 
stocks amounting to 52648 dollars, allowing his commis
sion to be ,;-of 1 per cent. ? 
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68. What is the amount of commiuion on 895 dollars 
75 cents, at 3! ?e~ cent.? 

69. A commiSSion merchant sold goods to the am01.11lt 
of 6910 dollars and 80 cents, upon which he charged a 
.commission of 2 i per cent. Ho,! much money had he 
to pay over to his employer? . 

70. Sold 94tons, 17cwt. 3qr. oCiron, at 96 dollars a 
ton, at a commission of 2! per cent. on the sale. What 
did my commiasion amount to? How much had I to 
pay over? 

STOCKS. 

STOCK. IS a property, consisting in shares of some es
tJlblishment, designed to yield an income. It includes 
government securites, shares in incorporated banks, in
surance offices, factories, canals, rail-roads, &c. 
- The nominal value, or pal' .,Glue of a share, is what it 
originally cost; and the real value, at any time, is the 
sum for which it will sell. Wheu it will sell for more 
than it originally cost, it is said to be abO" par, and the 
excess is stated at so much per cent. advance. When 
its real value is less than the original cost, it is said to be 
belo'll! par, and is sold at a discount. 

71. Sold 10 shares in the Manufacturers Insurance 
Company, at 5 per cent. advance, the pac value of a share 
being lOO dollars. How much did I receive? 

72. Bought 15 shares in the Boston Bank, at t of 1 
pel cent. advance, the par value being 50 dollars a Share. 
How much did I give for them? . 

73. Sold 64 shares in the State Bank, at It per cent. 
advance, the par value being 60 dollars a share. How 
much did I receive for them? 

74. Sold 9000 dollars United States 5 per cent. stock, 
at an advance of 7t per cent. What was the amount of 
the sale? 

75. Sold 18 shares in an insurance office,' at Ii per 
cent. discount, the par value being 100 dollars a share. 
HolY much did they come to ? 
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76 Bought 16 shares m the Massachusetts Bank, at 11 
per cent. advance, the par value being 250 dollars a 
share. What was the amount of the purchase? 

77. Bought 54 shares in the New York City Bank, at 
7i per cent. advance,. the par value being 100 dollars a 
share. How much did they cost me ? 

78. I directed a broker to purchase 25 shares of rail
road stock, at a discount of 13 per cent. the par value 
being $100 per share. Allowing the broker's commission 
to be t per cent., what will the whole cost me? 

79. What wi1l16 shares in the Philadelphia Bank cost; 
the par value being $ 100 per share, the price being 3 i 
per cent. above par, and the broker chargmg a commis
sion of t per' cent. ? 

INSURANCE. 

INSURANCE is security given, to restore the value of 
ships, houses, goods, &.c.) which may be lost by the 
perils of the sea, or by fire, &.c. The security is given 
m consideration of a premium paid by the owner of the 
property insured. 

The premium is always a certain per cent. on the value 
of the property insured, and is paid at the time the insur
ance is effected. 

The written instrument, which is the evidence of the 
contract of indemnity, is called a policy. 

80. What is the amount of premium for insuring 
19416 dollars at 2l per ,cent. ? 

81. I effected an in~uranoe of 3460 dollars on my 
dwelling house for one year at i of 1 per cent. What 
did the premium amotHlt to ? 

82. If you obtain an insurance on your stock of goods 
valued at 7325 dollars, at i of 1 per cent. what will the 
premiuDl amount to ? 

83. If you should take out a policy of 3168 dollars, 
on your store and goods, at a premium of 41 cents on a 
hundred dollars, what would be the amount of premium? 

84. An insurance of 18000 dollars was effected on 
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th4" ship Sturdy, on ber last voy~ from Boston to Cal· 
c.utta, at a premium of 3 per cent. out and home. What 
did dle premium 8IOOQIlt to ? 

8p. An insurance of 3500 dollars on stock in a cotloQ 
r.ctQry was effected at 3i per cent. for one year. Wha£ 
was the IQDOQIlt of premium? ' 

86. A ~t1em8Jl procured an insurlUlCe for one year 
on IUs houlle valued ia the policy at 8156 dollars, and on 
_ ~tJpe valued" fll:W dollars, at a premium of 3~ 
ettDta GIl a hundred dollars. How lIluch did the pr~ 
mium amount to ? 

XV. 

INTEREST. 

INTEREST is a premium paid for the use of money. 
Jt iI cemputed 111, pereeatagsj a certain per cent. on 
~ JDOIley Ming plUd for jtl US~ tOr a lltated time. 

The !:ROlley 08 whicb in~t is. tpaid~ is called thet 
PriMipllZ. The per cw. paid, il ealled the Rat.. The 
pi'iacipld arllil inter. added together, are called the 
~. 

Whea .a me per cent. js st" without tAemention of 
any term of time, the time is IIDWwt40d to be 1 yfil". 

The rate of interest is regulated by state Jaws, and is 
not uniform in all the states. We shall, however, first 
.. of 0 pel" cem. per 1lnDUJIl, ti this is the rata most 
eGQlQlODiy p!lid. 

As interest ill tdwayos expreseed by lIOfIle rate per cent., 
the most convenient way of computing it is, to find tbe 
decimal expressioll of the me tor tbe time, and multiply 
dIU principal by this decimal: the product is the interest. 
'rhus, if the rata for l year be 6 per .c.:eat. or .06, for ~ 
years it is 12 per cent. or .12, for 3 years it IS ] 8 per 
oeat. Qf .18, ana 80 on. The interest of 24 doHars for 
3 y8ll'lt at.(} per cent. a year, is found thus, U X.18= 
• 4.32, the interest sought. 
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RATE PER CENT. I'OR MONTHS. The decimal ex

pression of the rate for months, when the rate is 6 per 
cent. a year, is easily obtained; for, if the rate for 12 
months be 6 per cent. or .06, for I month it is n of 6 
per cent. which is 1 per cent. or .005; for 2 months it 
IS 1 per cent. or .01; for 3 months it is Ii per cent. or 
.015; for 4 months it is 2 per cent. or .02; for &months 
It is 21 per cent. or .025; (or a year and 1 month it is 
6! per cent. or .065; for a year and 2 months it is 7 per 
cent. or .07; for a year and 11 months it is 1 i 1 per cent. 
or .115. 

1. If the rate of interest be 6 per cent. for a year, 
what is the rate for 1 mouth? ...... for 6 months ? ...... 
for 7 months? ...... for 8 months? ...... for 9 monthS? 

2. At 6 per cent. a year, what is the rate for a year 
and 1 month? ...... a year and 3 months? ..... a year 
and 4 months? ...... a year and 10 months? 

RATE PER CENT. J"OR DAYS. Observe, that the rate 
for 2 months, which is 60 days, is I per cent. or .01; 
and for -h of 60 days, which is 6 days, it is ~ o( .01, 
which is .001. Now since the rate (or 6 days JS I-thou
sandth, the rate (or any number of days is as many thou
sandths as there are times 6 days. Therefore, to find 
the rate for days, at 6 per cent. per annum, adopt the 
following RULE. Denote tl.e day' '" '0 many t1&ou
.and,M, and dit/ide l1&e ezprurion by 6: t1&e quotienl 
vill be t1&e rate. ' 

3. If the rate of interest be 6 per cent. for a year, what 
is the rate for I day? ...... for 2 days? ...... for S days? 
...... for 4 days? ...... for 5 days? ...... for 6 days? ..... . 
for 7 days? ...... for 9 days ? ...... for 24 days? ...... for 

, 26 days? 
4. At 6 per cent. a year, what is the rate for 2 months 

and 12 days? ...... 3 months and 10 days? ...... for 5 
months and 18 days? ...... for 10 months and 29 daYR ? 

5. What is the interest, and what the amount of 5~ 
dollars 72 cents, for 4 years 7 months 19 days, at 6 pe 
cent. a year ? 
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To fiod the rate for 4 years, we multi-
ply rate for pear Py 4; thus, ,06 
4 =.24. To find the rate for 7 months, 
es!e ",,,Itiplo the ,ete fes! 1 "month by 7; 
thus, .005 7=,035, To fiesd rat" 
for 19 days, we denote 19 as thousandths, 
and divide the eepre""ion 6; ShUfL, 
.019+6= .00316+. Now the sum 
{xf these fLetes, ,24 ,035 .00316= 
.21d (3, i" she Fete fOF the ,,,holo Limo; 
and by this sum we multiply the principal. 
The lotete"t $ f,2.0P + 

546.72 
.21016 
328032 
546fl2 

,t373PO 
382704 

- 10££344 

152.0156352 
54(L12 

698.7956352 

which, added to the principal, gives L'le amount, $ 698 
,19,fl +. 'l'he fOl' 19 d;;ps is exoet, the deci
mal hoes not terminate; it is, homever, ,;utIkiently near 
exactness, 

_ 6, Whet;s th;; intez'e3t of 48 ;l"llar;; 02 cents, 
years, at 6 per cent. per annum? 

1, Wh;;t is int;"F;Jst 51 d£Ellar" 10 cents, 
years, at 6 per cent. a year 

5 

8, What is the interest of 93 dollars 50 cents, for 4 
Leat"e; at per ;;;,,;t. pear 

9. What ~is the interest of 608 dollars 62 cents, for a 
deal' nnd at per ennt. ye;;] 

10. What will 713 dollars 33 cents amount to, in 2 

he~r;; ;;~~h!;? :~rt~~'5~t toft::J c:ft;~;~~~ annum ~ to, 8 

months, at the rate of 6 per cent. a year? ' 
1'1~ WI;;;t is insnFnst 10h dolbt;;; for yenr 11 

months and 24 days, at 6 per cent. a year? 
I:r, To what ;mill will 37 dollJx;; 50 ;;y;;;ts nmount; in 

y;:;;;x 7 m;;nth;; ;;ed day;;, at yxer pe' ann;;m ? 
14. What is the interest of 314 dollars 36 cents, for 1 

year month and 6 at per eent. ye;;] 
15. What is the interest of 37 dollars 87 cents, for 

1Ittn~;;;;:~e1s d~;~;;:!t 5 f;ll~~n~~a~~ eent;;, for 
7 months and 10 days, at 6 per cent. a year? 

Id To what ,;;,m will 691 dollers 28 eents smoun§:, iu 
1 year and 1 month, at 6 per cent. a year ? 
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18. What is the amount of 194 dollars 69 eents, far 1 

year 5 months and 6 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 
19. What will 32 dollars 47 cents amount to, in ~ 

months and 25 days, at 6 per cent. a year ?- _ 
20. What is the interest of 217 dollars 19 cents, for I 

year and 17 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 
21. What is the amount ofl43 dollars 37 cents, for 1 

year 9 months and.4 days, at 6 per cent. per annum? 
22. To what sum will 203 dollarS' 9 centa amount, in 

2 years and 18 days, at 6 per cent. per annum ? 
23. To what sum will 18 dollars 63 cents amount, in 

1 year 10 months and 19 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 
24. What is the interest of 600 dollars, for 7 months 

and 22 days, at 6,per cent. alear? 
. 25. What is the interest 0 817 dollars 44 cents, for 

11 months and 12 days, at 6 Fer cent. a year? 
26. What is the interest 0 155 dollars, for 1 year 2 

months and 10 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 
27. To what sum will 109 dollars 12 cents amount, in 

5 months and 8 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 
28. What is the amount of 25 dollars 92 cents, for 1 

year 4 months and 7 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 
29. To what sum wi11 65 dollars 48 cents amount, in 

1 year 1 mQnth and 18 days, at 6 per cent. a year? 
30. What is the interest of 110 dollars 25 cents, for 

10 months and 4 dars, at 6 per cent. a year ? 
31. What is the lDterest of 2814 dollars 70 cents, for 

6 months and 3 days, at 6 per cent. a year? 
32. What is the amount of 84 dollars 33 cents, for 8 

months and 26 days, at 6 per cent. per annum? 
33. 'What is the interest of 345 dollars 68 cents, for 

7 months and 13 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 
34. To what sum will 13 dollars 98 cents amount, in 

.2 years 4 months and 7 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 
35. What is tbe interest of 802 dol1ars 27 cents, for 1 

month and 5 days, at the rate of 6 per cent. a year ? 
36. What is the interest of 1309 dollars, for 2 mdDths 

and 3 days, at the rate of 6 per cent. a year ? 
37. To what sum will 23 dollars 8 cents amount, in 3 

years 6 months and 22 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 
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88. What is the interest of 2538 dollars ] 7 cents, for 
3 months and 28 days, at the rate of 6 per cent. a year 1 

39. What is the amount of 1800 dollars 34 cents, for 
] year and 2 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 

40. What iii the interest of 199 dollars 15 cents, for 1 
year and 23 days, at 6 per cent. a year? 

41. To what sum will 49 dollars 5 cents amount, in 1 
year 2 months and 3 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 

42. What is the interest of 201 dollars 50 cents, for 7 
years, at 6 per cent? 

43. What i.~ the iou'rest of 3010 dollars 15 ceots, for 
S months and 1 day, at the rate of 6 per cent. a year ? 

44. To what sum will 41 dollars 6 cents amount, in 1 
year I) months and 14 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 

45. What is the amount of 50 dollars and 11 cents, 
for 1 year and 21 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 

16. What is the mterest of It 00 dollaril for a year 
and 15 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 

47. What is the interest of 9 dollars 89 cents, for 1 
year and 27 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 

48. What is the interest of 80 dollars, for 1 year 5 
months and 12 days, at 6 per cent a year ? 

49. What is the interest of 90 dollars, for 1 year 2 
months and 6 days, at 6 per cent. a year? ' 

50. To what sum will 55 dollars amount, in 3 years and 
~ days, at 6 J?er cent. a year? ' 

51. What IS the amount of 4119 dollars 20 cents, for J 
year and 5 days, at 6 per, cent. a year? 

To compute interest by DA.YS, when the rate is 6 per 
cent. per annum. RULE. Multiply the principal by the 

_ number of days, and divide the product by 6. The quo
tient is the interest in mills, when the principal consist, 
of dollars only; but when there are cents in the princi
pal, cut off two figure, from the right of the quotient, and 
the remaining/igures will ezpreBB the mills. 

This rule-like the rule for finding the per cent. for 
days- is based upon' the supposition of 360 days to the 
year; and, since the year contains 365 days, the rule 
gives -if part more than a true Bix per cent. interest. 
- 9 
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99 ARITHMETIC. xv-
5.i!. What is the interest of 86 dollars, (or 20 days, at 

6 per cent. a year? 
53. What is the amount of 108 dollars, for 25 days, 

at 6 per cent. a year ? 
54. What is the interest of 204 dollars, for 40 days, at 

6 per cent. a year ? 
55. What is the interest of 1000 dollars, for 29 days, 

at 6 per cent. a year ? 
56. What is the amount of 98 dollars 60 cents, for 35 

days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 
57. What is the interest of 250 dollars, for 18 days, 

at 6 per cent. a year? 
59. What is the interest of 61 dollars 25 cents, for 28 

days, at 6 per cent. a year ! 
59. What is the amount of 215 dollars 78 cents, for 50 

days, at 6 per cent. a year? 
60. What is the interest of 71 dollars, for 41 days, at 

6 per cent. a rear? 
61. What IS the interest of 3333 dollars, for 10 days, 

at 6 per cent. a year ? 
62. What is the amount of 37 dollars 58 cents, for 16 

days, at 6 per cent. a year? 
63. What is the intere!'lt. of 91 dollars 80 cents, for 57 

daY3, at 6 per cent. a year! 
64. What is the interest of 4109 dollars, for 18 days, 

at 6 per cent. a year? 
65. What is the amount of 5214 dollars, for 50 days, 

at 6 per cent. a year ? 
66. What is the difierence between the interest of 

$1000 for 1 year, computed by the year, and the interest 
on the same sum for the same time, computed by days; 
both at 6 per cent.? 

It will be observed, that, in all the preceding examples, 
the rate of intere3t has been 6 per cent. per annum. 
The method of computing interest at any other rate per 
cent. is the same, and equally simple, when the time con
sists of years onlYi but when there are months and days in 
the time, and the rate per cent. per annum is other than 6, 
it wiD frequently be convenient to finel the interest for ~ 
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year first, and then for the months, to take the aliquot 
parts of a ~ear; and for the days, the aliquot parts of a 
month; as lD the following examples. 

67. What is the interest of 934 dollars 34 cents, for 3 
years and 5 months, at 7 per cent. per annum? 

934.34 
.07 

4 Dlonths is l of a Y. 3) 65.4038 interest for 1 year 
3 

196.2114 interest for 3 years. 
1 month IS 1 of 4 ms. 4) 21.8012 interest for 4ms. 

5.4503 interest for 1 m. 
'223.4629 interest for 3Y. 5ms. 

68. What is the interest of 371 dollars 52 cents, for 
1 year 9 months and 19 days, at 71 per cent. a year? 

371.52 
.075 

185760. 
260064 

6 months IS 1 of a year. 2127.86400 for 1 year. 
3 months is I of 6 ms. 2 13.93200 for 6 months-. 
15 daysisl of3ms. 6 6.96600 for 3 months. 
3 days is tof 15 days. 5) 1.16)00 for 15 days. 
1 day is t of 3 days 3) .23220 for 3 days . 

• 07740 for 1 day. 
,50.23260 for thewhole time 

69. What IS the interest of 412 dollars 17 cents, for 1 
year 7 months and 10 days, at 7 per cent. a year' ? 

70. What is the interest of 15148 dollars, for a year, 
at 4 i per cent.? 

71. What is the interest of 125 dollars 50 cents, for.2 
years at 1 per cent. a year ? 

72. What is the interest of 969 dollars, for 4 years, 
at 8 per cent. a year ? 

13. What is the interest of 655 dollars 30 cents, for a 
year. at 7 per cent.? 
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14. What is the interest of 404 dollars 39 cel~U, for a 

year, at 5l })er cent.? 
75. To what sum will 1060 dollars 90 cents amount, ... 

a year, at 1 per cent.? 
76. What is the interest of 1650 dollars, for a year, .. 

30 per cent.? 
17. What will 1428 dollars amount to, in a year and fi 

months, at 5 per cent. a year? 
78. What IS the interest of 2194 dollarS 50 ceDts, COl 

a year and 10 months, at 7 per cent. a year? 
79. What is ilie intere.t of 20750 dollars 42 cents, 

for 1 year 2 months and 20 days, at 4i per cent· .1~ l 
80. What is the interest of 1109 dollars 44 cents, for 

11 months, at 5j per cent. a year ? 
81. What is the interest-oC 717 dollars 19 cents, for 

5 months and 6 days, at the r~e of 7 per ceDt ... yev ? 
82. What is the inter~ Qf' 2119 dQllan 78 ~ 

. for 3 months and 24 dars, at 4i per cent. a year ? 
83. To what sum will 101 dollars 29 cents amount, in 

7 months and 5 days, at the rate of 1 per cent. a year ? 
84. To what sum will 5128 dollars 60 cents amount, 

in 3 months and 26 days, at 5i per cent. a year? , 
85. What is the int~est of 8244 delJara, fOJ' 1 month 

and .20 days, at the rate of 8 fer cent. pet: anDU. ? 
86. What is the iDterest 0 106~ dollars 80 eeuU, Q,r 

2 months, at the rate of 9 per cent. per aJlDUlIl ? 
87. What is the interest of 4009 dollar. 90 eents, jOr 

9 months, at the rate oC 71 per cent. a year? 
88. What is the interest of 12416 dollars 25 cents, for 

4 months, at the rate of 4 per cent. a year ? 
89. To what sum will 103 dollars 70 eents amount, 

In 1 year 2 months and 13 days, at 7 per ceot. a year ? 
90. To what sum will 86 dollars.21 cents amount, in 

1 year 1 month and 27 days, at 7 per cent. a year ? 
91. What is the interest of 502 dollars 9 cents, i>r 1 

year 3 months and 7 days, at 7 per cent. a year? 
92. What is the interest of 319 dollars 27 oents, for 

2 years 7 months and 11 days, at 7 per cent. a year ? 
93. What is the amount of 753 dollars 50 cents, fOI 

1 year 9 months and 21 days, at 30 per cent. a year ? 
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94. To what sum will 207 dollars 8 cents amount, in 
I year 4 months and 5 days, at 7 per cent. a year ? 

95. What is the interest of 99 dollars 10 cellts, for 2 
years 1 month and 23 days, at 7.per cent. per annum? 

To calculate interest on English money, first reduce 
the shillings, pence and farthings, to the decimal of a 
pound; the operation will then be as simple as the opera
tion on Federal money. 

96. What is the interest of £ 17 lOs. 6 d. for 2 years 
6 months, at 4 per cent. a year ? 

£, 8. d. £, £ £, 

1710 6= 17.525. Then, 17.525 X.I0= 1.7525. 
£, £, 8. d. qr 
1.7525= 1 15 0 2"1\ .!In •. 

97. What is the interest of £42 18s. 9d., for 1 year 
7 months and 15 days, at 5 per cent. per annum? 

98. What is the interest of £23 8s. 9d., for 6 yenrs, 
at 7 per cent. a year ? 

99. To what sum will £ 140 12s. 3ld. amount, in 1 
year 4 months and 12 days, at 6 per cent. a year ? 

100. To what sum will £463 19s. 6d. amount, in 2 
years and 8 months, at 6,per cent. per annum? 

101. What is the interest of £104 16s. 10ld., for 
11 months and 27 days, at the rate of 7 per cent. a year ? 

102. What is the interest of £ 90 5 s. 3d., for J yeat 
1 month and. 9 days, at 7 per cent. per annum? 

] 03. What is the interest of £ 512 7 s. 4 d., for 1 
year 2 months and 21 days, at 5 per cent. a year ? 

104. To what sum will £210 lOs. 6d. amount, in 
1 year 3 months and 18 days, at 7 per cent. a year ? 

105. What is the interest of £2148 135. 3d., for 5 
months and 17 days, at the rate of 5l per cent. a year? 

106 What is the interest of £750 45. 6d., for 2 
years 3 months and 20 days, at 7 per cent. a year? 

107. To what sum will £70 lOs. amount~ in 3 yenrs 
2 months and 10 days, at 7l per cent. a year? 

108. What is the interest of £803 5s. 7 d., for 10 
months and 14 days, at the rate of 5 per cent. p6r 
annum? 9· 
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109. To what stUD will £. 13 13s. 6d. amouat, in 1 

year 11 months and 19 days, at 5 per cent. per annum. 

PARTIAL PAYMENTS. 

In computing interest on notes, bonds, Irc. whereon 
(Julial payments have been made, it is customary, when 
settlement is made in a year, or in less than a year from 
the commlmcement of interest, to find the amount of the 
whole principal to the time of setdement, and also the 
amount of each payment, and deduct the amolmt of all the 
(Ja~·ments from the amount of the principal. 

The learner may compute the interest on the followmg 
notes; considering the rate to be 6 per cent. per annum, 
when no other rate is stated. , 

(110.) Boston, January 14th. 1833. 
For value received, I promise Samuel Burbank Jr. to 

pay him or order the sum of one hundred and forty-one 
dollars and eight cents, in three months, with interest 
afterward. Horace Chase. 

On tho back of this note were the following endorsements. May 
15t.l833, reeeived sevent,f'-five dollars. September 14th. ]833, re
ceived forty-five dollars. The balance of the note was paid January 
14th. 1834. How much was the balance? 
First payment, ,75. /2nd. payt. • 45. Principal, t141.08 
Itlterest, 8 m. 14 II., 3.17 Int., 4 m. .90 Int., 9 m. 6.34 
Amount, • 78.17 Amount, • 45.90 Amount, 147.42 

78.17 124.07 
Amount of payments, $ 124.07 Balance, • 23.35 

(111.) New York, May 25th. 1833. 
For value received, I promise Joseph Day to pay him 

or order the sum of three hundred and one dollars and 
forty-seven cents, on demand, with interest. 

Attest. John Smith. Samuel Frink. 
On the back of this note, the following endorsuments were made 

July 1st. 1833, received sixty-seven dollars and fifty cents. Janu
ary 4th. 1834, received forty-eight dollars. April 11th. 1834, re
ceived thirty-nine dolllU"ll. The baJo.nce of this note was paid June 
21st. 1834. Required the L::.lollce. 
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(U2.) Philadelphia, June .... J831. 
For value received, I promise Charles S. J.oi_~ to 

pay rum OJ' order Dinety-three dalJar.s aod twenty-eight 
cents, ,on demaod, with mterest. J1II18. Oraa. 

Attest. Levi Dow. 
On this note there were two endoraemen1B, Tiz. Nov. &h. 1833, 

mceived tbrty-thl'ee dollarB aDd seventy-five cents. Feb. 2211. la:Jf" 
received thirty-seven dollars. What was due, ~y 26th. 183ft 
when the balance was paid. 

(113.) Baltimore, March 4th. 1832. 
For value received, I promise Hay at Atkin, to pay 

them or order the sum of four hundred and tfuee 
dollars and fifty-six cents, in nine months, with interest 
afterward. Homer Chase. 

The following endorsements were made on the back or this note. 
Jan. lilt. 1833, received one bundred and eigbty-four dollars. 
August 18th. 1833, received one bUDdred dollars. This Bote was 
taken up Dec. 1st. 1833. What was the b&lance then He upon iti' 

, (114.) Hartford, July 11th. 1831. -
For value received we promise Joseph Seaver to pay 

him or order the sum of two hundred and seventeen 
dollars and fifty cents, in four months, with interest aft~ 
that time. - Whiting & Davis. ' 

On this note there were three endorsements: viz. Nov. 18th. 
2831, received ninety-three dollars. Feb. 12th. 1832, JeceiftC 
fifty dollars. August 2d. 1832, received sixty-eeveo daHan ... 
&eventy-five ('.ents. This note W88 _en up Oct. 4th.l832. ~o .. 
much 'was then due upon it? 

(115.) Burlington, October 1st. 1632. 
For value received, we promise Hannum, Osgood, at 

Co. to pay them or order the sum of seven hundred and 
fourteen dollars, in three months, with interest afterward. 

Mason Ii. Gould. 
The following payments were endorsed on the DOte. JaDllILI'J 

lilt. 1833, received three bundred aDd sixty-four dollars. May 1M. 
1833, rec.eived oue hundred aDd twenty-five dollars aDd fifty eentl. 
A~"lst hot. 1833, received eighty-six dollars. Nov. 1st. lSj33. ". 
r.eived 8 hundred and ten dollars. The balaDce due 9D thiI ~ 
1VR81'aid Jon. 1st. 1834. How much was iti' ' 
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104 ARITHMETIC. xv 
If settlement is not made, till more than fl year has 

elapsed after the commencement of interest, the preced
ing mode of computing interest, when partial payments 
have been made, ought not to be. adopted; and indeed it 
is not in strict conformity with law. 

The United States Court, and the Courts of the several 
States, in which decisions have been made and reported, 
with the exception of Connecticut and Vermont, and 
a slight variation in New Jersey, have established a gen
eral rule for the computation of interest, when partial 
Jlayments have been made. This rule is we)) exrressed 
rn the New York Chancery Reports, in a case decIded by 
chancellor KENT, and here given in the Cbancellor's OWD 

words, as follows. 
" The rule for caBting interest, vhen partial payment. 

have been made, is to apply the pJlyment, in the first place., 
to the discharge of the interest then due. If the payment 
exceeds the interest, the surplus guts toward. di.chargirag 
the principal, and thc subsequent interest is to be com
I,uted on the balance of principal remaining due. If the 
l,ayment be less than the interest, the surplus of interest 
tnUbt not be taken to augment the principal; but interest 
continue. on the former principal until the period when 
thl! payments, taken together, exceed the iJiterest due, 
and then the surplUS is to be applied towards discharging 
'he principal; and interest is to be computed on the bal
"nce, III aforesaid." 

The interest on the fonowing notes, must be computed 
by the above legal rule. 

(116.) Washington, March 4th. 1832. 
For value received, I promise Nehemiah Adams to 

)lay him or order the sum of one thousand two hunrlred 
dollars, on demand, with interest. Charles Train. 

Attest. William Dorr. 
The following endOl'!lementB were made on this note.· JUDe 

10th. 1832, received one hundred and sixty-nine dollars Ilnd twelltl 
eentl. Oct. 22d. 1832, received twenty dollars. March 30th. l~ 
received twenty-eight dollars. Nov. 5th. 1833, received 11m hun
dred and ei,lhtcen dollars alld five eentl. What was the balance 
due, on takiilf up thi. Dote, March 5th. 1834? 
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Jmert1:ffi: Uo:ffi: Mar" to IImt1 10, (3 Ul. 3 3,), 
First Amoum, 

FirBt Jmyment 

r:::'r!:'f!e r~tb~i;;(4m.12d.;, 
Second paynlt1nt, -. -
Lee.vmg in~est tmji-iiilid, -. 
'ntenlSt &oU1 Oct. 22, tD k. 30, (5m. ~ d.), 

Third paylP9t, 

f::~!:: ;:;:':::'ar~&~~ 33"v. 50 IJJ. 

Fou:ffi:dpaynnl~ 
s,woo~t, 

Balance, f'onning a new prinelpai. • 
Intere!!t from Nov. 5, w Mar.~, (4 m.), 
Balan"n dUd? up ~o1n, 

(118.) .alei~h, lwly 1st. ISSI 
Fn~' Vah'd? reddveQ, Chatlnt G-ttttdri:eh tp 

pay him or order the sum six hundred and twenty"dv~ 
doUard? and fifty cents, in three months, with interest after-
,t1ard" dohtt 
" 'J'~ ~ents weN ~OI1IIlI;l.lJ~ ~ ~e: ~ 1~:I 
:!~t1I~~::e1:.0 1~t';m ':,:~d ~h;{111~='d~;:::" 
The balance was paid May 1st. 1834. How mueh W811 it P 

(119.) Charleston, Dec. Idd JSSO. 
F,,[ valun reeeived, I pmnllsed G~or~ Winship to 

fII1IT :bim Col' ttrdett' ~aJ..dP,r6 mAd eidhty C11tta, 
on demand, with interest, ThoIUII WJaite. 
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The endol'!lements mado on this note were the following Oct 

12th. 1831, received twelve dollors eighty-five cents. July 20th. 
18:12, received twehoe dollars alld IIIlVcnteell cents. Feh. 2filh. 
183:1, received fourteeii dollars and nillety-ti,'e cents. Aug!llIl2fitlt, 
lS33, received thiny-six dollars ancl tell ceuts. Required the bal
ance, which W88 pakl Jan. 311L Jt!:J4. 

(120.) Augtista, January lst. 1831. 
For value received, I promise Israel CapeD to pay 

him or order eighty-four dollars and forty cents, on de-
mand, with interest. Edward Ruggles. 

On the back of this Dote were the following endol'll8meDts. OCL 
9th. 18:n. received nineteen dotJars and thiny-two cents. July 
15th. 18:J2. received twenty dollnnr. April 9th. ]Ba;J, received 
twenty-one dollars and eighty-one cents. Oct. 9th. 183:J, received 
twenty-two dollllnl an.1 fifteton centll. The balance of this Dote 
"lIB paid }<'eb.I9th.I834. How much WBI it? 

(121) New Orleans, Feb. 22d. 1830. 
For value received, I promise Maynard and Noyes 

to pay them or order the sum of nine hundred dollars, in 
three months, with interest tiD paid. Isaac Jettison. 

Attest. William Proctor. 
The following paymeo1B were endorsed upon the note. May 

2211. 1830, received twenty-five dollars. Se,'L 22d. 1830, received 
fifteen dollnnr. 1\lay 22d. 1831, received thirty-five dollars. 1\lay 
22d. 1832, received one hundred aud forty-five dollars and twelve 
cents. De('~ 4th. 1832, received one hundred and twenty-five 
dollars and sixty centll. 1\lay 22d. 1833, received two bundred and 
nineteen dollars and sixty centi. Dec. 31st. 1833, recetved two 
hundred and sixty-eight dollars and twenty-five cents. The 
balance of dlis Dote WBI paid Feb. 24th. 1834. What was the 
balance? 

(Iii.) Cincinnati, Dec. bt. 1830. 
For value received, I promise Horatio Davis to pay 

him or order the sum en one thousand dollars, on demand, 
with interest liJI paid. Edward Lang. 

Five Jlanial payments were endorsed on this nole: viz. Feb. 
1st. 183'.!. received seventy-fiTe rlollnrs. lune IlL 1832, received 
twenty dollars. August 1st. 1833, received twenty dollnnr. October 
IlL 183:1, received IIIlven hundred Bnd fifty dollars. Feb. 1st.18:W, 
received olle hundred dollars. The balance of this note 1'1IB paid 
JUDe IlL IS3&. How much WIllI it? 
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xv. INTEREST • 107 

. (123.) Louisville, April 4th. 183~. 
For value recehed, I promise Samuel H. WLeeler to 

pay him or order the sum of three hundred and ninety
six dollars, on demand, with interest, at the rate of 7 per 
cent. a year, till paid. George Guelph. 

Partial payments were marle on this DOte, as follows: Sept. 14th. 
183'J, received twelve dollars. MIlY 4th. ]8:J:3, re<-eived l'i~II""'1I 
dollars. Oct. 24th 18:l3, received fony-nine dollan! twelve '·"lIlI!. 
The balance was paid l\lay 30th. 1834. Whllt was the bulwlce? 

(IU.) Nashville, Sept. 7th. 1831. 
For value received, I promise Darius Pond to pay 

him or order the sum of four hundred and eighty-six 
dollars and ninety cents, on demand, with interest at the 
rate of 7 per cent. a year. Martin Smith. 

The following partial rayments were endorsed on this note. 
March 2'.ltI. 18:12, receive. olle hUluli-ed and twenty-live dollnn!lo 
Nov. ~lth. I~ received olle hundred alld titly dollan!lo l\Iuy 

. 13th. 1833, received one bundred and tweuty dollurs. The 001 
ance was paid April 19th. 1834. Required the balllDce. 

(125.) Albany, August 13th. 1830. 
For value received, I promise Theodore Leonard to 

pay him or order the sum of two hundred and ninety. 
eight dollars and nineteen cents, on demand, 'with interest 
at the rate of 1 per cent. a year. Stephen Kirkland. 

Attest. W. Stevenson. 
The following endorsements WeJ-e made on this Dote. Arril 

&h. 1831, received fifty-four dollars. Dec. 17th. 1tl:l1, received 
forty-two dollars. June, 21st. 18:32 received sixty-one dollars. 
Feb. 2flth. 18:13, received th irty->itlven dollurs ami eighty celifS. 
July 8th. 183:3, received seveutv-tive dollars. The balance wu 
paid l\lay l'2th. 1834. How much was the bal81lce? 

COMPOUND IN1'EREST. 

Compound interest is that which is paid not only for 
the lise of the principal, but also, for the use of the inter
est after it becomes due. 

When the interest is payable annually, find the intel'est 
for the first year, and add it to the principa:, and ,hill 
1l1l10unt is the principal for the second rear. Fm.i tbe 
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ARITHMETIC. xv 
interest on this second principal, and add as before; this 
amount is the principal for the third yeat: and so 00 

through the whole number of years. When the interest 
is payable half-yearly, or quarterly, find the intepest for 
half a year, or a quarter of a year, and add it to the 
principal, and thus proceed through the whole time. 
Subtract the first principal from the last amount, and the 
remainder is the compound interest. 

126. What is the compound interest of a thousand· 
dollars for 3 years, at 6 per cent. per annum? 

$ 1000. principal. 
60. Interest for the first year. 

1060. amount, principal for the second year. 
63.60 interest for the second year. 

1123.60 second amount, principal for third year. 
67.416 interest for the third year. 

1191.016 third amount. 
1000. first principal deducted. 

$191.016 Answer. 
127. What is the compound interest of 740 dollars for 

6 years, at 6 per cent. per annum? 
128. What is- the compound interest of 500 dollars, 

for 4 years, at 7 per cent. per annum'? 
129. To what sum will 450 dollars amount, in 5 years, 

at 5 per cent. per annum, compound interest? 
130 .. What is the compound interest of £760 lOs. 

for 4 years, at 4 per cent. per annum? 
131. A gave B a note for 300 dollars', with interest at 

6 per cent. a year, payable semiannually. How much 
did it amount to in 2 years, at compOlmd interest? 

132. At compound interest, what will 600 dollars 
amount to in I! year, at the rate of 6 per cent. a year, 
interest payable quarterly? 

PROBLEMS IN INTEREST. 

In reVIewing the subject of simple interest, we perceive 
four several problems, which arise from its conditional 
and which we shall now distinctly notice. 
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xv. INTEREST. 

PROBLEM I. The principal, time, ad rate per cent. 
given, to find the interest. 

RULE. Multiply together the decimal ezprelring the 
rale per anRum, the time in year, and the deci_,al oj a 
year, and the principal: the product lIill be the itUeTul. 

Thil! problem has already been exemplified in the pre
ceding pages of this article. 

PROBLEM n. The principal, time, and amowt liven, 
to find the rate per cent. per annum. 

RULE. Subtract the principal Jrom the amount. afld 
the remaitader tlJill be the intere,t Jor the gillen tillle. 
Divide this inter"' by the gillen time ezpre,.ed in year. 
or the decimal oj a year, and the quotient tlJill be the 
intere.' Jor one year. Divide the ifller"t Jor one year by 
the gillen principal, and the quotient will be ti&e rate per 
cent. per annum. 

133. At what rate per cent. per 8DDwn must 172 dol
lars 40 cents be put on interest, in order to &lDOunt to 
332 dollars 74 cents, in 5 years? 

134. Lent 51 dollars 25 cents, and in 1 year and 4 
months it amounted to 55 dollars 35 cents. What was 
'he rate per cent. per annum? 

135. Borrowed 340 dollars for 9 months, and at the 
expiration of the time it amounted to 355 dollars 30 cents. 
What was the rate of interest per annum? 

136. At what rate per cent. per annum must 87 i cents 
be put on interest, in order to amount to 98 cents, in 2 years? 

PROBLEM III. The principal, rate per cent., and 
amount given, to find the time. 

RULE. Subtract the principal Jrofl& the amount, and 
the remainder tlJill be the intere.t. Divide the interest b!l . 
the principal, and the quotient tlJill be the interest oj 1 
dollar. Divide the inter"t oj 1 dollar by the rate, and 
the quotient tlJill be the time. 

137. In what time will 89 dollars 25 cents amount to 
92 dollars 82 cents, at the rate of 6 per cent. a year ? 

138. In what time will 171 dollars 40 cents, amoUDtto 
231 dollars 39 cents, at 7 per cent. a year ? 

lO 
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110 ARITHMETIC. XVI. 

189. Borrowed 163 dollars 50 cents at 6 per cent. a 
year; at the time of payment it amounted to 176 dollars 
58 cents. How long did I keep the money? 

140. In what time will 4810 dollars 25 cents, amount 
to 5002 dollars 66 cents, at 6 per cent. a year ? 

141. Lent 114 dollars at an interest of 7 per cent. a 
year; on its return it amounted to 127 dollars 30 cents:. 
How long was it out? 

142. In what time will $100, or any other sum of 
money double, at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum, 
simple interest? 

PROBLEM IV. The amount, time, and rate per cenl. 
given, to find the principal. 

RULE. Divide the amount by the amount oj 1 dollar 
for the time, and the quotient will be the principal. 

This problem forms the subject of the next article, 
under the head of DiBcounl. 

XVI. 
, 

DISCOUNT. 

DISCOUNT is an allowance made for the payment of 
money before it is due. 

The present worth of a debt, payable at a future period 
without interest, is that sum of money, which, being put 
~n interest, would amount 10 the debt, at the period when 
the debt is payable. 

It is obvious, that, when money IS worth 6 per cent. 
per annum, the present worth of $1.06, payable in a 
year, is $ 1. Hence, the present worth of any debt, pay
able in a year, is as many dollars as there are times $ 1. 06 
in the debt. And hence we deduce the following. 

RULE. Divide the debt by the amount oj 1 dollar Jor 
the time, and the quotient is the prflBent worth. Subtract 
the prflBent worth Jrom the debt, and the remainder will 
be the ducount. 
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XVI. DISCOUKT III 

1. What is the present worth of 450 dollars, payable 
in 6 months, when money is worth 6 per cent. per 
annum? 

2. What is the present worth of 535 dollars, payable 
in 15 -months, wlien money is worth 6 pel' cent. per 
annum? 

3. When money is let for 6 per cent. per annum, 
what is the present worth of a note for 1530 dollars, 
.payable in 18 months ~ 

4. Sold goods to the amount of 1500 dollars, to be 
paid ODe lWf in 9 months, and the other half in 18months: 
what is the present worth of the goods, allowing interest 
to be 5 _per cent. per annWll ? 

5. What is the present value of a note for 2576 dol
lars and 83 cents, payable in 9 months, when interest is 
~ per cent. per annum ? 

6. When interest is 6 per cent. a year, what is the 
difFerence between the discount on 1285 dollars for a 
rear and 8 months, and the interest of the same sum for 
the same time ? 

7. Purchased goods amounting to 6568 dollars 50 
cents on a credit of 8 months: allowing money to be 
worth 4 per cent. a year, how much cash down will pay 
the bill? 

8. A man, having a horse for sale, was ,ofFered for it 
225 dollars, cash in hand, or 230 dollars payable in 9 
months: he ehose the latter, although money was worth 
7 per cent. a year. How much did he lose by his 
ignorance? • 

9. Bought a quantity of goods for 1831 dollars 53 
cents cash, and the same day sold them for 1985 dollars 
48 cents on a credit of 6 months, when money was 5 
per cent. a year. How much did I gain upon thegoods? 

10. What is the discount on 198 dollars 60 cents, for 
9 months, when interest is 5 per cent. a year ? 

11. What is the discount on 241 dollars 81 cents, for 
'I months, when interest is 4 i per cent. a year ? 

12. What is the present worth of 741 dollars 65 cents, 
payable in 48 days; interest being 6 per cent.? 
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XVII 

BANKING. 

xvn. 

A BAl'Il[ is an institution which trafficks in money. It 
is owned in shares, by a company of individuals, called 
"ockholder,; and its operations are conducted by a Plesi
dent and board of Directors. It has a deposite of specie, 
and issues "01", or bills, which are used for a circulating 
medium, as money. These bills are mostly obtained 
from the bank in loans, on which interest is paId; and the 
amount of bills issued being greater than the amount of 
specie kept in deposite, a profit accrues to the bank. 

The interest on moner hired from a bank, is paid at 
the time when the money IS taken out-the hirer receiving 
as much less than the sum he promises to pay, as would 
be equal to the interest of what he J?romise~ to pay, from 

_ the tlme of hiring the money until the time it is to be 
paid. From this circumstance, the interest on money. 
hired from a bank is called di,con', and the promissory 
Dote received at the bank is said to be diM:ou",.d. 

A note, to be discounted at a bank, is usually made 
payable to some person, who endorses it, and who there
by binds himself to pay the debt, in case the signer of 
the note should fail to do so. Any person, therefore, 
who holds the note of another, payable at a future time, 
may endorse it, and obtain the money for it at a bank, 
by paying the bank discount; provided the credit of the 
parties is undoubted. 

It is customary in banks, to compute the discount on 
every note for 3 days more than the time stated in the 
Dote; and the debtor is not required to make payment 
until 3 days after the stated term of time has elapsed. 
These 3 days are called day. of grace. 

1. What is the bank discount on 775 dollars for 30 
days, and grace, when interest is 6 per cent. a year ? 

2. What is the bank discount on 900 doUars (or 90 
days, and grace, at the rate of 6 per cent. a year ? 
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3. How much is received on a note for 2540 dollars 
80 cents, payable in 4 months, discounted at a bank 
when interest is 41 per cent. a year? ' 

4. A note for 452 dollars, payable in '1 months, is 
discounted at a bank, when interest -is 6 per cent. per 
annum. What sum is received on it ? 

5. A note for 3000 dollars, payable in 70 days, is -dis
countf'd at a bank, when interest is 6 per cent. a year. 
What sum is received on it? . 

6. A merchant bought 1625 barrels of Bour for 5 dollars 
a barrel cash, and on the same day sold it for 5 dollars 
50 cents a barre), on a credit of a months, took a note 
for the amount, and got it discounted at a bank, when 
money was 6 per cent. a year. How much did be gain 
on the Bour? 

7. A Dl1Ul ~ot his note for $1000, payable in 3 months, 
discounted at a bank, at the rate of 6 per cent., and im
mediately put the money he received for his note on 
interest for 1 year, at 6 per cent. He kept the money 
from the bank 1 year, by renewing his note every 3 
months, and paying in the required bank discount at each 
renewal. At the end of the year he received the amount 
of the money he had put on interest, and paid his note at 
the bank. How much did he lose by this exchange? 

In the above example, interest on the several discounts 
paid ip.to the bank forms part of the loss. 

a. A money broker subscribed for 20 shares in a new 
bank; at $100 a share. When the bank commenced 
operation he paid in 50 pel' cent. of the price of his stock, 
and in 6 JDOnths after, he paid in the remainder. In 12 
months from the time the bank commenced, there wu a 
dividend of 3! per cent. on the stock among the stock
holders; alld the same dividend accrued every 6 months 
thereafter. At the end of 3 years the broker sold his 
-stock at 7 per cent. advance. Now, allowing that this 
broker hired his money, and paid 6 per cent. annually, 
bow much did he make by the speculation? 

In this example, the broker must charge annual interest 
on the interest he pays, and must give credit fOr annual 
interest Ql1 his share of the dividends. 

10'* 
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nVln~ 
, . 

EQUAHIOH OF 

EQUATION OF PATMEl'{TS consi:$ts in finding a mean 
fm~ the at (,nee sev2?rali,2?bts, 2?t 

different times, so that no loss of interest shall be sustained 
ei th2?r p2?s*y. ~ 

For instance, if A owes one dollal', pay"fle 2 
months, another dollar payable in 3 months, and a third 
H2?llar in months, Wh2?l tim2? may tlre th,'2?e 
!UIDs ~ paid at o~e, .without j~ustic,~ to either of them.? 
U is 2?2?xdent, that ti,e mt2?X'est m 1 d2?hiar 2 months, is 
the same as the interest of 2 dollars for 1 montb; and the 
i"Tere,t of 1 dollar for 3 months, is the same as the inter-
2?Elt of doll?,X's for mm,th; m,d th" inter2?"t of ddl2?f 
(or 4 months, is the same as the interest of 4 dollars for 1 
"sonth; 2 d2?11ars, dolh,s", and 4 dollars, added togeth,;r, 
make 9 dollars for 1 month j but the three sums to 11e 

mhen odded together, make only 3 dollars; which 
,,;sm o;;ly third part 9 Pollar", the term of 
credit must be. three times as ~o~g, ?r ~ months, which 

the tim?:, TRltS reseit IS o2,tam;;d by 
ing the sum, payable in 2 months, by 2; that payable 

months, 3; thot paygble in 4 months, bll 4; and 
:ePen ntlding the gz;neral prodnnts tndethclt, and diviPing 
the sUIIl of ~em. b,r the sum o~ the de~ts. ~ ~ ~ ~, 

KUnn, ,zn~zdhp£Zl eaCl£ debt ey th;s; ume~ in tDh:c;s;h ,t ,. 
payable, and divide the sum of the products by the ,urn 
nf the d,bt,; glle qtr;;tient ::eill b( the stlua££d tim" 

~ 1. If lowe you 50 dollars payable in 4 months, 75 
dhllar( ltay(hhz in mrztiths, ;md 1 hh doHms ptihablzl 
7mon~, inwhattim~~ may!he three sums be paid at 
hntCe, nntho;;t loss: £0 elizttir OE us ? 

2. owes B hOO dollars, dollars of whicH is to he 
paid. in3 months, 60 dollars in 5 months, and the remain
dnr m to mntzths, At rnhat liTTle mrn thn whOA2? be 
at once, wi,bout injustice to either party? 
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s. Bought goods to the amount of 1552 dollars, pay
able at four different times, as follows; 225 dollars and 
75 cents in 4 months, 250 dollars and 25 cents in 6 
months, 425 dollars and 50 cfmtl ·in 8 months, 650 dol
lars 50 cents in 10 months; but afterward agreed with 
my creditor to pay him all at once, at the equated time. 
W hat was the time? 

4. If lowe you three sums of money payable at differ
ent times, viz. 50 pounds in six months, 60 pounds in 7 
months, and 80 pounds in 10 months, wliat is the equated 
time for paying the whole at once? 

5. Bought goods to the amount of 1000 dollars, 200 
dollars of which was to be paid down, 400 dollars in 5 
months, and the remainder in ] 5 months; but it was 
afterward ~reed, that the whole be paid at once. In what 
time oughi the payment to be made? 

6. A merchant has due to him a certain sum of money, 
to be paid as follows; i in 2 months, i in 3 months, and 
the rest in 6 months. What is the equated time for pay
ing the whole? 

7. Sold goods amounting to 1296 dollars, of which 346 
dollars was to be paid in 2! months, 323 dollars in 6 
months, and the balance in 10 months; but the purchaser 
afterward agreed to make but one payment of the whole. 
What term of credit ought he to have? 

8. Bought goods to the amount of 640 dollars 80 
cents, payable t down, t in 4 months, -i- in 8 months, 
and the balance in a year; but .afterward made an agree
ment to pay the whole at one time. In what time ought 
I to pay for the goods? 

9. A merchant has due to him $ 300 to be paid in 60 
days, $500 to·be paid in 120 days, and $750 to be paid 
in 120 days. What is the equated time for these dues? 

10. A owes B $1200, to be paid in 8 months; but A 
offers to pay $400 in 4 months, on condition that the 
remainder shall continue unpaid an adequate term of time. 
In what time ought the remainder to be paid? 

11. If a debt of $1000 be payable at the end or 7 
months, and the debtor agree to pay $ 300 at present, 
what is the proper time for paying the rest ? 
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XIX 

PROFIT AND LOSS. 

The ascertaininp what is gained or lost 1ft buying and 
selling, and the adjusting of the price of goods so as to 
gain or lose a certain sum, or a certain per cent., come 
under the head of Profit and LoBI. 

1. Bought a piece of broadcloth containing 28 yards 
for 1 ] 2 dollars, and sold it at 5 dollars 25 cents a yard. 
How much, and what per cent. was my profit? (See 
ART. XIV, Example 45.) . 

2. Bought 3 pieces of broadcloth, containing 28 yards 
each, at 5 dollars 25 cents a yard. At what price per 
yard must I sell it, to gain 20 per cent.? 

3. Bought cloth at 4 dollars 60 cents a yard, which, 
not proving so good as I expect~d, I sold at 3 dollars 91 
cents a yard. What per cent. did I lose? 

4. Bought 1250 barrels of flour for 6250 dollars. At 
what price per barrel must I sell it, to make a profit of 
12! per cent.? 

5. Bought 30 hogsheads of molasses, at 20 dollars a 
h09shead, in Havana; paid dunes 20 dollars 66 cents; 
freight 40 dallars 78 cents; porterage 6 dollars 5 cents; 
insurance 30 dollars 84 cents. What per cent .. shall I 
gaill by selling at 26 dollars per hogshead ? 

6. Bought wheat at 75 cents a bushel; at wbat price 
per bushel must I sell it, to gain .20 per cent.? 

7. A merchant received from Lisbon 180 casks of 
raisins, containing 80tlb. each, which cost him 2 dollars 
18 cents a cask. At what price per cwt. must he lIell 
them, to gain 25 per cent.? 

8. If I sell sugar at 8 dollars per CWl., and thereby 
lose 12 per cent., what per cent. do I gain or lose, by 
selling the same at 9 dollars per cwt.? 

9. If I purchase 6 pipes of wine for 816 dollars, and 
sell it at 59 dollars 50 cents a hhd. do I gain or lose, and 
what per cent. ? . 
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10. If you purchase 5cwt. lqr. 121b. of rice, at 2 
dollars 80 cents per cwt., at what price per pound must 
you sell it, to make 6 dollars on the whole? 

11. If I purchase 130wt. of coffee at 121 cents per 
pound, at what prioe per lb. must I sell it, to gain 80 
aollars 8 cents on the whole? 

i2. A miller sold a quantity of corn at 1 dollar n 
bushel, and gained 20 per cent.; soon after, he sold of 
the same, to the amount of • 37.50, and gained 50 per 
cent. How many bushels were there in the last parcel, 
and at what did he sell it per bushel? 

XX. 

PARTNERSHIP. 

PARTNERSHIP is the union oftwo or more indiVIdl1ab. 
m trade. The company thUR associated is called a firm: 
and the amount of pro{»erty, whioh each partner puts 
into the firm, is called his stock in trade. The profit or 
loss is shared among the partners, when the stock of each 
is employed an equal length of time., in Jlroportion to 
each partner's stock in trade; but, when the stock of 
the several partners is employed in the firm unequal 
terms of time, in proportion to each one's stock and the 
time it was employed. -

1. A, B, and C entered into partnership, and the stock 
of each was employed in the firm one year. A put in 
240 dollars, B 360 dollars, and C 120 dollars. They 
pined 350 dollars. What was eaoh partner's share of th .. 
gain? 

We find in this example, that the whole capital of the 
firm was 720 dollars. A's stock was 240 dollars, and 
he must have"& of the gain. B's stock was 360 dollars, 
and he must have l~ of the gain. C's stock was 120 
dollars, and he must-have Hi of the gain. Observe the 
'9119wiD5 ItatemeDt. 
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m i ;,. and i of ,,350. is 116 f dollars, A's share. 
t and f of ,,350. is 175 dollars, B's share. 

o =!; and t of $ 350. is 581 dollars, C's share. 
$350 Proof. 

2. Messrs. Ralph Wheeler, Samuel Slade, and James 
Libb~y formed a connexion in business under the firm of 
Wheeler, Slade, and Libbey. Wheeler put into the firm 
2500 dollars; Slade 2000 dollars; and Libbey 1500 dol
lars. The stock of the several partners was in trade the 
same term of time, and they gained 1500 dollara. What 
was each partner's share of the rrofit? 

3. Messrs. Joel Haven, Israe Varnum, Tyler Penni
man, and James Conant formed a partnership under the 
firm of Haven, Varnum, and Co. Haven put into the 
firm 4000 dollars, Varnum 2500 dollars, Penniman 1500 
dollars, and Conant 750 dollars. They traded in partner
ship 3 years, and gained 1750 dollars. How much was 
each partner's share of gain? 

4. A, B, C, and D traded together one year. A put 
in 800 dollars, B 600 dollars, C 300 dollars, and D 150 
dollars; but by millfortune they lost 350 dollars. What 
loss did each partner sustain ? 

5. A gentleman dying, left two sons and a daughter, 
to whom he bequeathed the following sums; viz. to the 
elder son 1200 dollars, to the younger, 1000 dollars, and 
to the daughter 800 dol!ars; but it was found that his 
whole estate amounted only to· 750 dollars. How much 
.did each child receive from the estate? 

6. Three merchants bought a· ship, for which they· 
gave 8000 dollars. A paid 2850 dollars, B 1980 dollars, 
and C the rest: in her first voyage she cleared 6400 
dollars. How much of the profit had each partner? 

7. A and B traded together. A put into the firm 540 
dollars, and B the rest: they gained 387 dollars, of 

. which B's share was 225 dollars. What was A's gain, 
and what was B's stock? 

8. The capital stock in the firm of Farmer, Turner 
and Hancock, was 18477 dollars 60 cents. Farmer's 
stock was 9238 dollars 80 cents; Turner's 6929 dollars 
10 cents; and Ha,ncock'sthe remainder. The stock 
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of the lIeveral partners was in the firm the same term of 
time: by misfortunes of various kinds, they Jost 12376 
dollars 20 cents. What loss did each partner sustain? 

9. A, B, and C traded in partnership. A's stock 
was 385 dollars 50 cents; B's 297 dollars 75 cents; C's 
176 dollars 25 cents: they gained 343 dollars 40 cents. 
What was ~ach one's share of gain? 

When the stock of the several partners is in the firm 
unequal terms of time, the profit or loss must be appor
tioned with reference both to stock and time. Thus, 
A, B, and C, traded in company; A put in 200 dollars 
for 3 months, B 180 dollars for 5 months, and C 70 dol
lars for 10 months: they gained 132 doUars. Now, to 
apportion this gain justly, we say that A's 200 dollars 
for 3 months was the same as 600 dollars for 1 month; 
B's 180 dollars for 5 months the same as 900 dollars for 
1 month; and C's 70 dollars for 10 months the same as 
700 dollars for 1 month; therefore it is the same as if A 
had put in 600 dollars, B 900 dollars, aud C 700 dollars, 
all for an equal term of time. These sums added together 
make 2200 dollars; therefore, A had /.j~o of the gain, B 
lilo, and C iiia· These fractions, when reduced, are 
j~, -!7J' and ~ . 7J.~ of 132 dollars is 6 dollars; then A 
bad 6 times 6 dollars, B 9 times 6 dollars, and C 7 times 
6 dollars. 

RULE. Multiply each partner's ,'ock by the time it 
vas in the firm; make each product the numerator of a 
fraction, and the sum of the products a common denomi
nator; then multiply the vhole gain or loBS by each of 
the.e fractions, for each partner's share. 

10. A, B, and C traded in company. A put in 400 
dollars for 9 months, B 300 dollars for 6 months, and C 
200 dollars for ~months: they gained 3.20 dollars. 
What was the gain of each? 

. 11. X, Y, and Z formed a partnership. X put into 
. the firm 506 dollars for 18 months, Y 380 dollars for 13 

months, and Z 270 dollars for 9 months; but they lost 
818 dollars 50.cepts. What was the 10SI of each 1 

.~ 
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12. Rand S entered into partnership (01' 16 months, 
R put in at first • 1200, and at the end o( 9 montha 
$200 more. S put in at first .1500, and after 6 months 
had elapsed he took out. 500. In this partnership they 
gained $ 772.20. How must the gain be divided f 

13. On the first day of January, A began business with 
380 dollars; on the first day of May following, he took 
B into pqrtnership with 270 dollars; on the first day 
of the next August, they took in C with 400 dollars: at 
the end of the year, they found there was a gain of 436 
do)]ars. What share of the gain had each? 

14. Gould and Davis entered into partnership for one 
year. Gould's stock, at first, Wal) only 500 dollars, but 
at the end of 5 months he put in 150 dollars more. 
Da\·is's stock, at fir;;t, was 600 dollars, but at the end of 
9 months he took out 200 dollars: at the end of the year, 
it was found they had 'gained 682 doUars 50 cents. What 
was the gain of each partner? 

15. Three farmers hired a .pasture at 60 dollars 50 
cents for the season. A put 10 5 cows 41 months, B 
Scows 5 months, and C 9 cows 6! mouths. What 
rent did each pay? -

16. A and B hired a coach in the city, to go 40 miles 
for $20, with liberty to take in two more passengers. , 
When they had ridden 15 miles they admitted C; and on 
their return, within 25 miles of the city, they admitted D. 
As each person is to .pay in proportion to the distance 
he rode, it is now requll"ed to settIe the coach hire justly 
between them. 

17. Messrs. Howard, Bender, Don, and Tremere 
were partners for 2 years, under the firm of Joseph 
Howard and Co. When the firm commenced business, 
Howard's stock was 6000 dollars, Bender's 3500 dollars, 
Dorr's 2800 dollars, and Tremere's 1700 dollars. At 
the end of 8 months, Howard withdrew 3000 dolllU"ll 
from the firm; after trading 10 months, Tremere added 
1300 dollars to his former stock; at the end, of the first 
year, Bender withdrew 800 dollars. At the close of the 
two years, tIley had gained 3609 dollars 40 cents. How 
much was each partner's Iwe of the gain ? 
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XXI. 

BANKRUPTCY. 

In the course of mercantile business, it happens not 
unfrequently, that a merchant, either from misfortune or 
imprudence, becomes insolvent, and what property be has, 
is distributed among his creditors in proportion to their 
respective dues. 

Questions in bankruptcy are performed on the same 
principle with those in partnership: we first ascertain the _ 
amount of the bankrupt's property, then the amount of 
his debts, next what per cent. he pays, and then multiply 
the sum due to each creditor by the decimal expressmg 
the per cent. which the debtor pays. 

1. A man failing, owed the following sums: to A 120 
dollars 68 cents, to B 150 dollars 75 cents, to C 310 
dollars 32 cents, to D 208 dollars 25 cents; and his whole 
property amounted to only 632 dollars, which was divided 
among them in proportion to their respective demands. 
How much did each receive? 

2. If the money and effects of a bankrupt amount to 
3361 dollars 74 cents, and he is indebted to A in the 
slim of 1782 dollars 24 cents, to B 1540 dollars 76 cents, 
and to C 2371 dollars 17 cents, how much will each 
of them receive? 

3. A person failing in trade, owed A 539 dollars, B 
756 dollars SO cents, C 854 dollars 16 cents, and D 
1200 dollars; his property ~ounted to 837 dollars 49 
cents, which was distributed among them in proportion 
to their several demands. How much did each creditor 
lose by the failure ? 

4. A bankrupt owes A 813 dollars 74 cents,' B 3673 
dollars 46 cents, C 1840 dollars 40 cents, D 117 dollars 
80 cents, and E 814 dollars 60 cents, his whole proper
ty. worth 4029 dollars 30 cents, he gives up to bis credi
tors. What per cent. does he pay, and how much does 
each creditor receive? . 

11 
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XXII. 

ASSESSMENT OF TAXES. 

'r AXES are imposts paid by the people for the support 
of government. They are assessed on the citizens in 
proportion to their property; except the poll tax, \vhich 
is assessed by the head without regard to property. 

An aocurate inventory of all the taxable property of 
every citizen is indispensable to a Just assessment of 
taxes, and is the first thing to be obtaIned. 

When a tax is to be assessed on property and polls, we 
first ascertain the amount which the polls pay, and deduct 
it from the sum to be raised; then apportion the remain
der according to each man's property. 

To effect the apportionment, we find what per cent. of 
the whole property to be taxed, the sum to be raised 
is; then multiply each man's inventory by that per cent. 
expressed in decimals, and the product is his tax. 

1. A tax of four hundred and fifty dollars is to be as
sessed on a parish, in which there are 40 rateable polls. 
Of this tax, that to Le assessed on the polls amounts to 
50 dollars; leaving 400 dollars to be assessed on the real 
and personal property of the parish, which by inventory 
is 40000 dollars. What must a parishioner pay, whose 
real estate in the inventory is 700 dollars, personal prop
erty 150 dollars, and who pays for one poll? 

400 dollars is one per cent. (.01) of 40000 dollars 
Real estate 700 

Personal estate 150 
Total property 850 

Tax on property 
Poll tax 

.01 
8.50 
1.25 

Total tax $9.75 .IlnB. 
2. An incorporated town, in which the realand_persoul 

property was valued in the inventory at 72856 dollars, and 
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in whicb there were ] 54 rateable poUs, voted to raise 
1285 dollars 34 cents by taxation. The tax on each poll 
was 1 dollar 25 cents. How much did A pay, whose 
real estate stood in the inventory at 2146 dollars, personal 
propeJ'!f at 224 dollars, and who paid for 1 poll. How 
mucb did B par, whose real estate in the inventory was 
1000 dollars, blS personal property 140 dollars, and who 
paid for 2 polls? How much did C pay, whose real 
estate was valued at 785 dollars, personal property at 103 
dollars, and who paid for 3 polls? How much did D 
pay, whose real estate in the inventory was 4000 dollars, 
personal property 478 dollars, and wbo paid for 1 pon? 
How mucb did E pay, who had no real estate, whose 
personal property was valued at 250 dollars, and who 
pajd for 4 polls? I [ow much did a single woman pay, 
whose real estate was valued at 500 dollars, and her per
sonal property at 120 dollars? 

Assessors find it most expedient to make a table, which 
sball exhibit at once, the tax on all sums, from $ 1 up to 
any amount required. The table is made by multiplying 
the per cent. whicb the tax amounts to, by the several 
numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, and so on. 

Tbe following is a table of taxes to be made when 14 
per cent. is to be raised on the valuation of property. 

'1 pays .015 $20 pay .30 $200 pay $3.00 
2 " .03 30 ".45 300" 4.50 
3 ".046 40 ".60 400" 6.00 
4 " .06 50 " .75, 500" 7.50 
5 ~, .075 60 ".90 600" 9.00 
6 " .09 70 " 1.05 700 " 10.50 

'7 " .105 80 " 1.20 800 " ]2.00 
8 " .12 90 " 1.35 900 " 13.50 
9 ".135 ]00 " 1.50 1000 " 15.00 

10 " .15 
3. By the above table, what would be the tax on 

$6425 real estate, and $2346 personal estate? 
4. By the above table, what would be the tax of a 

freeholder, wbose real estate is valued at $ 9842, and 
personal estate, at $15066; poll taX $ 1.25 ? 
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XXIII. 

GENERAL AVERAGE. 

Whenever a ship is in distress, and the master delib
erately makes a sacrifice of any part of the lading, or of 
the ship's furniture, masts, spars, rigging, &c. for the 
preservation of the rest, all the propert1. on board, which 
IS saved by the sacrifice, must contribute towards the 
value of what is thus sacrificed. The contribution is 
called a GENERAL AVERAGE; and the property sacrificed 
called the jettvOR. 

If a vessel is accidentally stranded, and by extraordi
nary labor and expense is set afloat, and enabled to com
plete her voyage with the cargo on board, the expense 
bestowed for thls object also becomes a subject for ljenenl 
average. 

When a vessel has been forced by accidents, arising 
from the perils of the sea, to enter a port in order to re
pair, all the charges incurred in consequence, together 
with the wages and provisions of the master and crew 
during the delay, are brought into a general average. 

The contributory interests are the ship, the cargo, and 
the freight; and these must be cleared of all charges at
tached to them, before the average is made. 

The contributory value of freight, in the ports general
ly, is ascertained by deducting one third of the gross 
freight; in New York, however, one half is deducted. 
This deduction is made for seamen's wages. 

In computing a general average for masts, rigging, &c. 
a deduction of one third is made from the cost of re
placing them; because the new articles are supposed to 
be so much better than the old ones. 

Particular afJerage is nothing more than a partial loss, 
and is borne wholly by the owner of the rroperty damaged. 
In makin~ a general average, the fartia loss, or particular 
average, IS deducted from the original value of the dam
aged property, and the· remainder contributes to dw 
general average. 
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The jettison eontributes to a general average; other
wise its owner would not share in the general loss. 

1. The brig Ceres sailed from Gottenburg on the 
24th. of August 1833, bound for Boston with a cargo of 
iron and steel. She su1i'ered considerable damage from 
tempestuous weather, and arrived in Boston harbor Oc
tober 13th., where she got aground on Williams's Island, 
and was obliged to discharge part of her cargo in lighters, 
in order to get the vessel off. After this she was moored 
in safety at a wharf. 

The expense oflightening the vessel, to get her a60at, 
was 106 dollars and one cent, and was borne by a general 
average. 

From the surveyor's report, it appears that the. damage 
sustained by the vessel on the voyage was 1195 dollars 
73 cellts. The premium for insurance was 304 dollars 
~7 cents. 

Contributory interests. 
Vessel, valued at $ 8000. 
Less, damage and premium, 1500. 6500. 
Freight, gross amount, . . 1276.96 
Less h as usual, for seamen's wages, 425.65 851.31 

Cargo, shipped by 
James Fullerton & Co. $ 273.82 
Joshua Crane 626.67 
John Bradford 10318.48 
Wm. Parsons 1144.32 12423.29 

~Uh=.00536+ $19774.60 
.,1pportionment of contribution. 

Vessel, (6500 by .00536) pays $34.84-
Freight, 851.31 " " ,. 4.56 
Cargo, 12423.29 ., " " 66.61 $106.01 
James Fullerton & Co. $1.46 
Joshua Crane 3.37 
Jolm Bradford 55.64 
Wm. Parsons 6.14 .'. 

$66.61 
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2. The schooner Crescent, on her pa:fsage from East· 
port to New York, sustained so much damage, that she 
was obliged to put into Plrmouth to repair. The ex· 
penses incurred by putting mto this harbor, viz. the pilot· 
age, protest, dockage, commission, wages and provision 
of the master and crew while in harbor, amounting to 
$73.18, were paid by a general average, made in New 
York, on the arrival of the vessel in that port. ' 

The vessel was valued at $; 4500, and the premium and 
repairs were estimated at $ 900. The gross freight was 
$153. 

Cargo, shipped by E. Foster $ 600. 
Greason and Haughton 240. 
Gold and Tucker ,210. 
Bucknam and Gunnison 400. 
Samuel Wheeler 160. 
Buck and Hammond 221.37 

What per cent. of the contributory interests was the 
general average? How much did each of the interests. 
and each of the shippers pay? 

3. Ship Coral, on her passage from Boston to New 
Orleans, grounded at the bar of the river Mississippi. 
threw overboard part of her cargo to lighten, when near 
the breakers; broke an anchor, anchor stock, and wind· 
lass by strain in heaving off, and took a steamboat to 
bring her into port, while in this disabled situation. 

Statement of loss to be made up by a general aver· 
age. 

A. Howard's goods, thrown overboard, 
Expense of steamboat, 
Freight lost in consequence of jettison, 
Damage to cable in heaving off, . 
Anchor broke and lost, 
All other damage, 
Protest $14. Adjusting average $ 50. 

Agent's commission 5 per cent. 
Amount to be made up by the average, 

$925.00 
100.00 

17.78 
50.00 

150.00 
57.00 
64.00 

$1:J63.78 
68.19 

$1431.97 
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CORtributOf"y intere"'. 
Ship valued at N. Orleans, in cash, 
Freight, gross amount $ 862.48, less!, 
Cqo shipped by Bridge &. More $18135. 

How &. Mears 17000. 
Gray &. Bellows 14680 •. 
James RUBsell 3670. 
A. Howard 925. 

117 

$11000. 
574.99 

$ 54410. 54410. 
Amount of contributory interests, $ 65984.99 
What is the loss per ceut.? How much does the ship, 

ho.w much does the·freight, and how much does each of 
the shippers contribute to the general average? 

XXIV. 

CUSTOM-HOUSE BUSINESS. 

In every port from which merchandise is exported to 
foreign countries, and into which foreign merchandise is 
imported, there is an establishment under the directIon 
of the government, called a Custom Huuse. The object 
of this establishment is, to execute the laws of the United 
'States in the collection of duties imposed on certain arti
cles of lIDported merchandise, and on the tonnage of 
vessels employed in commerce. 

In order to secure the exact collection of duties, the 
law provides, that the- c8rgoes of vessels employed in 
foreign commerce, shall be inspected, and weighed or 
gauged br the custom-house officers.· In the custom
house WeIght and gauge of goods, certain allowances are 
made on account of the box, cask, bag, &c. containing 
the goods, and on account of leakage, breakage, &c. 

AI.LOWANCES. 

nt'aft is an all6wance made from the weight of each box, 
bag, '!L'Ik, &c. of goods, 011 account ~ probable waste. 
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Tllre iii an alJowance made for the weight of the box, 
ba9.' cask, &c. containing the goods. 

rhe whole weight of any parcel of goods, including 
the weight of the box, bag, cask, &c. containing the 
goods, is called the gro8B weigh.t. 

The weight of any parcel of goods after the draft md 
tare ha\'e been deducted, is calJed the nellt weight. 

The allowance for draft is stated in the following table. 
On a sinl?le box, &c. weighing 1 c.~wt. or 11.2 lb. 1 lb. 

" weIghing above 1 cwt. and under .2 cwt. .2 lb. 
" " weighing .2 cwt. and under 3 cwt. 3 lb. 
"" " 3 cwt. and under 10 cwt. 4 lb. 
"" " 10 cwt. and under 18 ewt. 7 lb. 
"" " 18 cm. and upwards, 9 lb. 

Observe, that the tare is computed on the remainder 
of any weight, after the draft has been allowed: and in 
ca~ting tare, any remainder, which does not exceed half a 
pound, is not reckoned; but, if it exceed half a pound, it 
IS reckoned a pound. 

The tare on sugar in casks, (except loaf) is J.2 per cent 
" on sugar in boxes, - - - 15 per cent. 
" on sugar in bags or mats, - - 5 per c.ent . 
• , on cheese in hampers or baskets, 10 per cent. 
" on cheese in boxes, - .20 per cent. 
" on candles in boxes, 8 per cent. 
" on chocolate in boxes, 10 per cent. 
" on cotton in bales, - .2 per cent. 
H on cotton in ceroons, 6 per cent 
" on glauber salts in casks, - 8 per cent 
" on nails ill casks, - - _ 3 per cent 
" on pepper in casks, - 1.2 per cent. 
" on pepper in bales, - 5 per cent. 
" on pepper in bags, - - .2 per cent 
" on sugar candy in boxes, 10 per cent. 
" on soap in boxes, 10 per cent. 
" on shot in cll:iks, 3 per cent. 
" on twine in casks, - ].2 per cent. 
" on twine in bales, 3 per cont. 
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Tare 00 all other goods paying a specific duty, is 
allowed according to the statement of the snme in the 
invoice of the goods, which is considered the actual 
weidtt of the~box, bag, cask, &c. 

The importer may always have the invoice tare allowed, 
If he make his ejection at the time of making his entry, 
and obtain the consent of the collector and naval officer. 

For leakage, 2 per cent. is allowed on the gauge, on 
all merchandise in casks paying duty by the galJon. 

For breakage, 10 per cent. is allowed on aU beer, ale, 
8Ild porter in bottles, and 5 per cent. on all other liquors 
in bottles; or the importer may have the duties 'computed 
OD the actull quantity by tale, if he so chooses at tha 
time of entty. _ 

The common-llize bottles are estimated at the Custom
house to coOCtin 2t gallons per dozen. 

I. What is the Deat weight of 40 hogsheads of sugar 
W8i~ groS8 8cwt. Sqr. each; draft and tare as in the 
table. 1 

39200 lb. gross weight. 
40 X 4= 160 lb. draft. 

39040 
l!per cent. of 39040 is 46S4.8 4685 lb. tare. 

34355 lb. neat weight. 

2. What is the neat weight of 25 bags of pepper, weigh
ing gross 1 cwt. each; draft and lare as m the tables? 

3. Find the neat weight of 6 chests of Soucbong tea, 
weighing gross 98Jb. each, tare 221b. per chest. 

4. Find the neat weight of 12 casks of raisins, weigh
ing gross 130 lb. each; Orat't as in the table, tare 121b. 
per cask. . 

. 6. What is the neat weight of B chests of green tea. 
p-oss weight 102Jb. each, tare 20Jb. per chest? 

6. What is the neat weight of 9 bags of coffee, weiFh-
ing gross 1141b. each, draft as in table, tare 2 per cent •. 

'7. What is the neat weight of 4 casks of glauber salts, 
gross weight as follows; the first 150Ib.; the 2d. 175Ib.; 
3d. 228Ib; 4th. 264 lb.; draft and tare as in tables? 
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8. What is the neat weight of 4 hogsheads of madder; 
weidling gross II cwt. 2qr. each; draft being allowed as 
in the table, tare Icwt. 2 qr. per cask? 

DUTIES. 

The duties paid on g,")ods imported from foreign COUD"! 

tries into the United States, are either ad valorem or 
specific. 

The ad valorem duty is a certain per cent. of the 
actual cost of the goods in the country from which they 
are brought. 

The specific duty is fixed at a certain sum per ton, 
hundred weight, pound, gallon, square yard, &.c. 

Observe that the allowances fur tare, draft, Itc. are 
to be made, before the duties are computed. 

9. What is the duty on an invoice of silk goods, which 
cost in Canton 4836 dollars, at 10 per cent. ad valorem? 

10. Wfiat is the duty on an invoice of woollen goods, 
which cost in England 5729 dollars, at 44 per cent. 
ad valorem? 

II. Compute the duty on 6 boxes of chocolate, weigh-
109 gross I cwt. per box; draft and tare as in the tables; 
duty 4 cents per lb. 

12. Cast the duty on 12 boXfl,) of Windsor soap; 
gross weight 841b. per box; cost in England I dollar 
per lb.; tare as in tlie table; duty 15 per cent. 

13. Calculate the dut)' on 5 boxes brown Havana 
sugar; gross weight as follows; the first, 7cwt. 2qr.; 
.2d. 8cwt. 3qr.; 3d. 9cwt. Iqr.; 4th. 10cwt. 3qr. 
201b.; 5th. llcwt. Iqr. 14Ib.; draft and tare as in the 
tables; duty 2l cents per lb. 

14. What is the duty on a cargo of 148 tons of iron, 
at 30 dollars per ton ? 

15. Compute the duty on 4 pipes of wine; allowance 
for leakage as in th~ table; duty 7! cents per gallon. 

16. Cast the duty on 10 gross of London porter; 
allowance for breakage as in the table; duty 20 ceotl 
per gallon. 
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17. What i. the duty on 10 boxes of Spanish cigars, 
containing 1100 each; duty $2.50 per 1000? 

18. Compute the duty on 4 casks of Rochelle salts, 
invoiced at $ 10 per cwt.; gross weight of 1 st cask 1 cwt. 
2qr. 12Ib.; 2d. Icwt.l qr.17Ib.; 3d. 2cwt. 3qr. 7Ib.; 
4th. 4cwt. 1 qr.; draft as in table; tarA 8 per cent.; 
duty 15 per cent. ad valorem. 

XXV. 

RATIO. 

RATIO is the mutual relation of two quantities of the 
same kind to one another. 

By finding how many times one number is contained 
in another, or what part one number is of another, we 
obtain their ratio. Thus, the ratio of 2 to 4 is 2, because 
2 is contained 2 times in 4; and the inverse ratio is f, 
because 2 is t of 4. Both these expressions of the ratIo 
of 2 to 4 amount to the same thing, which is, that one of 
the numbers is twice as great as the other. 

By the ratio of two quantities is meant only their rela
title magnitude; for, notwith5tandin~ the ab80lute magni
tude of 2 pOlmds and 8 pounds IS much greater than 
that of 2 ounces and 8 ounces, yet the relative magnitude· 
or ratio of the two latter is just the same with that of the 
two former; because, 2 ounces are contained just as manY' 
times in 8 ounces, as 2 pounds are in 8 pounds; or, 2 
ounces are just as great a part of 8 ounce:;, as 2 pounds 
of 8 pounds. 

It is evident that only quantities of the same denomi
nation can have a ratio to one another; for it would be 
absurd to inquire how many times 1 dollar is contained in 
4 rods, or what part of 4 rods 1 dollar is. 

A ratio is denoted by two dots, similar to a colon: thus, 
3: 9 expresses the ratio of 3 to 9. The former tenn 
of a ratio is called the antecedent, and the latter the COR

"'queRt. Thus 6 : 12 expresses the ratio of 6 to 12, in 
which 6 is the antecedent, and 12 the consequent. 
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Since a ratio indicates bow many times Goe number 
is contained in another, or what part one number is of 
another, it is a quotient resulting from the division of one 
of the terms of the ratio by the other, and may be ex
pressed in the fonn of a fraction: thus, the ratio 6: 3 may 
be expressed by the fraction.i, or conversely t. 

When any two numbers are multiplied, each by the 
same number, the ratio of the products is the same with 
the ratio of the multiplicands. Thus, take 3: 6, and multi
ply the antecedent and comequent, each by 5, and the 
products 15 and 30 have the same ratio with 3 and 6; 
that is, 15 is contained just as many times in 30, as 3 is 
in 6; or 15 is the same part of 30, that 3 is of 6. 

Also, if two numbers he divided, each by the same 
number, the ratio of the quotients is the same with the 
ratio of the dividends. Thus, take the ratio of 9 : 18, and 
rlivid£' each tonn by 3, and (he quotients 3 and 6 have 
the same ratio with 9 and 18; because 3 is contained as 
many tilDes in 6, as 9 is in 18; or 3 is the same part of 
6, that 9 is of 18. 

A ratio resulting from the multiplication of two or more 
ratios together, that is, the antecedents into the antece
dents, and the consequents into the consequents, is called 
a compound ratio. Thus, 6 : 48 is the compound ratio of 
1 : 2, 3 : 4, and 2 : 6; because 6 is the product of all the 
antecedents, and 48 of all the consequents. This is ex
pressed in fractions with the word "of" between them: 
thus, making the antecedents the num£'rators, ! of t of t ; 
making the consequents the numerators, i of ! of! . 

Two ratios,may be equal to one another, as well as two 
q,uantities. The equality of two ratios is denoted by the 
SIgn placed between them; thus, 2: 4=3 : 6 signifies 
that the ratio of 2 to 4 is equal to·the ratio of 3 to 6. 

PROPORTION. 

1'be equality of 2 ratios is called a PROPORTION, and 
the tenns are called proportionGls; and in a proportion, 
the first and fourth terms, that is, the antecedent oftbp. first 
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ratio and the consequent of the Recond, are called the 
e:rlreme terms; and the second and third terms, that is, 
the consequent of the first ratio and the antecedent of 
the second, are called the meaA terms. Thus, in the pro· 
portion 3 : 9=4 : l~, 3 and 12 are the extreme terms, 
9 and 4 the mean terms. 

If the antecedent of the second ratio be the snme with 
the consequent of the first, the terms are in continued 
proportion. Thus, 3, 9, and 21, are in continued propor
tion, because 3 : 9 = 9 : 21. 

Since the equality of two ratios constitutes a propor
tion, we can easily decide whether any four numbers be 
in proportion, by bringing the fractions expressing the two 
ratios to a common denominator; for then, if the numbers 
be proportionals, the numerators also will be equal to one 
another. 

Take the numbers 4, ~, 6, 3; if we make the conse
quenta the -numerators, the fraction expressing the ratio 
of the [WO first in the series is ~, and that expressing the 
ratiQ of the two last is -I. These fractions, when reduced 
to a common denominator, become H and U; and this 
equality of the two fractions expreE'smg the two ratios, 
proves that the four numbers are proportionals; for, if 
the four numbers were not in proportion, the fraction 
expressing the first ratio not being e!lual to the fraction 
flxpressing the second ratio, the numerator of the one 
would not be equal to the numerator of the other, when 
reduced to a common denominator. 

Again, let us take the satne numbers, 4, ~, 6, 3, and 
make the antecedents the numerators of the fractions 
expressing the ratios: thus, t and t. These fractions when 
reduced to a common denominator, are ~ and ~2, which, 
being equal, prove the four numbers to be proportionals. 

We see, therefore, whether we make the antecedents 
or consequents the numerators of the fractions expressing 
the ratios, that in both cases the equality of the ratios 
proves a proportion among the four numbers; and in both 
eases the numerators are precisely the same; for in the 
first case the fractions are it and it, and in the second, 
-y and y, and these numerators, in both ca."es, are 

- l~ 
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products obtained by multiplying together the extreme 
terms 4 and 3, and the mean terms 2 and 6. 

These results prove, that, if four number. be in pro
portion, tke product of tke tvo eztreme terms if equal to 
tke product of tke tVlO mean terrn8: a principle of great 
practical utility, and the foundation of the ancient R UI. Ii: 
OF THREE. 

It follows from what bas been said, that the order of 
Ihe terms of a proportion may be changed, provided they 
he so placed, that the product of the extremes shall be 
equal to the plOduct of the means; because, whenever 
the product of the extreme terms of four numbers is equal 
to the product of the mean terms, the numbers are pro-
portionals. . 

Take, for example, the proportion 3 : 9=8 : 24 
3: 9=8 : 24, and observe the dif- 3 : 8=9: 24 
ferent orders in which its terms may 24 : 8 = 9: 3 
he arranged. 24: 9=8: 3 

'rhat these changes do not disturb the proportion is 
evident; for the same numbers, which are the extreme 
terms in the first proportion, are the extreme terms in all 
the proportions; and the numbers, which are the mean 
terms in the first proportion, are the mean temlS in all 
the proportions; therefore the products of the extremes 
and the products of the means must be the same in all 
the proportions. 

Again, the order of the above pro
portionals may be so changed, that 
the mean terms shall become the ex
treme terms, and the extreme terms 
tbe mean terms. 

9: 3 =24: 8 
8: 3 =24: 9 
9: 24= 3 : 11 
8: 24= 3 : 9 

Since both the terms of a ratio may be multiplied or 
divided by the same number without altering the ratio, 
it follows, that all the terms of a proportion may be mul· 
tiplied or divided by the same number without disturbing 
the proportion. Let us take, for example, the propor
tion 2 : 4 = 6 : 12, and multiply each of the terms by 2, 
anel we shall have the proportion 4 : 8 = 12 : 24. If, 
instead of multiplying, we divide the terms of the same pro
portion by 2. we shall havp. the proportiOQ J : 2==3 : ~. 
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Either the two antecedents or the two consequents, in 
two equd ratios, may be multiplied or divided by the 
same number without destroying the proportion; because 
the two ratios are increased or dimimshed a1ike, and 
therefore remain equal.· Take the proportion 4 : 16 = 
6 : 24, and multiply each of the antecedents by 2, and it 
will be 8 : 16 = 12 : 24; if, instead of the antecedents, 
we multiply the con·sequents by 2, we have the propor
tion 4 : 32 = 6 : 48; if, instead of multiplying, we divide 
each of the antecedents by 2, we have the proportion 
2 : 16 = 3 : 24; if, instead of the antecedents, we divide 
the consequents, we have the proportion 4 : 8 = 6 : 12. 

We may also multiply the antecedents and divide the 
consequents at the same time, and vice versa, without 
destroying the proportion. If, for example, we take the 
proportion 3 : 6=9 : 18, and multiply each of the ante
cedents by 3, and divide each of the consequents by the 
same number, we have the proportion 9 : 2=27 : 6; if 
lre multiply the antecedents by 3, and divide the colise
quents by 2, we h;lve the proportion 9 : 3 = 27 : 9; if • 
we divide the antecedents by 3, and multiply the conse
quents by 2, we have 1 : 12 =3 : 36. 

Two or more proportions may be multiplied tOl!jether, 
term by term, and the products will beJroportJonals; 
for it is the same as multiplying two equ fractions by 
two other equal fractions, the products of which will again 
be equal to each other. We give the following as an 
example. 3 : 4 = 6 : 8 

2: 3 = 8 : 12 
6: .2=48: 96 

We may also divide one proportion by another, term 
by term, with equal correctness of conclusion; for this is 
only dividing two equal fractions by two other equal 
fractions, the quotients of which will again be equal. 
Take, for example, the proportion 24 : 32=27 : 36, 
and divide it by the proportIon 6: 2=9 : 3, term by 
term, and it gives 4 : 16= 3 : 12. 

A great variety of other cbanges may be made by 
differently multiplying, or dividing, or both; and such 
changes are frequently convenient in solvinr; questions. 
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The magnitudes of proportionals are chqed without 

destroying the proportionality, when either the antece
dents, or consequents, or both, are respectively increas.
ed or diminished by quantities having the same ratio; or 
when the two terms of either or of both ratios are re
spectively increased or diminished by qu~titiei in the 
same ratio with themselves. We will make a few soob 
changes in the proportionals 8, 6,20, and 15. 
8 : 6 =20 : 15 
8+6 : 6 =20+15 : 15, 
8--6 : 6 =20-15 : 15, 
8 : 8-6 =20: 20-16, 
8 : 8+6 =20: 20+15, 
8+6 : 8-6=20+15 : 26-15, 

or 14: 6=35: U 
or 2 : 6= ~ : 15 
or 8 : 2=20: 5 
or 8 : 14=20 : 35 
or 14 : 2 =35: 5 

Since the product of the extremes in every proportion 
is equal to the product of the means, ODe product may 
be taken for the other: now if we divide the product of 
the extremes by one extreme, the quotient i. the other 
extreme; therefore, if we divide the product of the 
means by one extreme, the quotieat is the other ex~pme: 
for the same reason if 'We divide the product of the .ex
tremes by ono of the means, the quotient is the other 
mean; consequently, we CaD find .!my one ~m of a pro
portion, when we know the other three. 

To apply these principles to practice, let it be asked
If 64 yards of cloth cost 3()f dollars, what will 36 yards 
cost? In the first place, the ratio of the two pieces of 
cloth is 64 : 36; and secondly, the prices are in the same 
ratio; that is, 304 dollars must have the same ratio to the 
p'rice of 36 yards, that 64 yards have to 36 yards. Now, 
if we put A. instead of the answer, we shall have the fol
lowing proportion, 64: 36=304 : A, in which the pro
duct of the means is 10944, which, being divided by 64, 
one of the extremes, gives the quotient 171, the other 
extreme, which was the term sought; therefore~ 171 dol
lars is the price of 36 yards. 

Of the four numbers, which constitute a proportion, 
two are of one kind, and t1\'O of another. In the pre
ceding example, two of the terms are yards, and two 
are dollars. 
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If there are ddferent denominations in the two first terms, 
they must both be reduced to the lowest denomination 
in either of them; and the third term must be reduced 
to the lowest denomination mentioned in it. Thns, if 
4 yards cost 18 shillings and 6 pence, what will 3 yards 
1 quarter 2 nails cost? Nails being the lowest denomi
nation in the two first terms, they must both be reduced 
to nails; pence being the lowest denomination in the 
tbird term, this term must be reduced to pence; and 
when thus reduced, the terms will make the following 

ftM. au. pence pence 

proportion; 64 : 54=222 : A. The answer, when ob
tained, being in pence, must be reduced to shillings and 
pounds. In this question the answer is 15 s. 7 n d. 

From the principles of ratio and proportion, which 
have been explained, we deduce the following rule for 
solving questions. 

RULE • • Make the number, which is of the same kind 
vith the anmer, the third term; and, if from the nature 
of the question, the third, term must be greater than the 
fourth term or anmer, make the greater of the two re
maining terms the first term, and the smaller the second; 
but, if the third term must be less than the fourth, make 
the less of the two remaining terms the first term, and the 
greater t/ie second: then multiply the second and third 
terms together, and divide the product by the first term: 
the quotient will be the fourth term; or a7lmer. 

1. If I bUl 871 yards of cotton cloth for 78 dollars 39 
cents, what IS the price of 29 yards of the same? 
871 : 29=78.39 : A The statements of this 

29 question may be read thus 
-The ratio of 871 to 29 
is equal to the ratio of 
78.3~ to the answer. Or 
thus-As 871 yd. is to 29 
yd., so is $78.39 to the 
answer. The operation 
amounts to nothing more 
than the multiplication of 
78.39byM· 

70551 
15678 - . 

811)2273.31(2.61.11ns. 
1742 
5313 
5226 

871 
871 
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2. If Ii yard .of cotton cloth cost 42 cents,wbat will 

67! yards cost? 
3. If I can buy J t yard of cotton cloth for 6.1 pence, 

bow many yards can I buy' fOl" .£ JO 6 s. 8 d.? 
4. If I buy 54 barrels of flour for 297 dollars, what 

must I give for 73 barrels, at tbe same rate? 
5. If 7 workmen can do a piece of wOl'k in 12 days, 

how many can do the same work in 3 days? 
6. If 20 horses eat 70 bushels of oats in 3 weeks, 

hoY'" many bushels will 6 horses eat in the same time ? 
7. If a piece of cloth containing 76 yards cost 136 

dollal's 80 cents, what is that per ell English? 
8. If a staff 4 feet long cast a shadow 7 feet in length, 

on level ground, what is the height of a steeple, whose 
shadow at the same time measures 198 feet? 

9. How many yards of paper 2~ feet wide; will hang 
a room, that is 20 yards 10 circuit, and 9 feet high? 

10. A certain work having heen accomplished in 12 
days by working 4 hours a day, in what time might it 
havo been done by working 6 hours a day? 

11. If 12 gallons of wine are worth 30 dullars, what 
is the value of a cask of the same kind of wine, containing 
31A gallons? 

12. If 8! yards of cloth cost 4 dollars 20 cents, what 
will 13 i yards cost, at the same rate? 

13. How many yards of cloth! yard wide, are equal 
to 30 yards I! yard wide ? 

14. If 7 pounds of sugar cost 75 cents, bow many 
pounds call I buy for 6 dollars? . 

15. If 2 pounds of sugar cost 25 cents, and 8 eOl1nds 
of sugar are worth 5 pounds of coffee, what will 100 
pounds of coffee cost? 

. 16. A mercbant owning * of a vessel, sold i of his 
&hare for 957 dollars. What was the vessel worth at that 
late? 

17. A merchant failing in trade, owes 62936 dollarll 
39 cents; but his property amounts to only 38793 dol
lars 96 cents, which his creditors agreed to -accept, and 
discharge bim. How mucb does tbe creditor receive, to 
whom he owes 2778 dollars 63 ccnt~ ~ 
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18. Bought 3 ,tons of oil, for 503 dollars 25 cents; 85 
gallons of which having leaked ont, I wis~ to know at 
what price per gallon I must sell the residue, that I may 
neither gain nor lose by the bargain. 

19. If, when the price of wheat is ~z 3d. 11 bushel, 
the penny loaf weighs 9 oz., what ought it to weigh, 'when 
wheat is at 8s. 2id. a bushel? 

20. If 15 yards of cloth t yard' wide cost 6 dollars 25 
cents, what will 40 yards being yard wide ,cost? 

21. What quantity of water must I add to a pipe of 
mountain wine, for which I gave 110 dollars, to reduce 
the first cost to 75 cent:; a gallon? 

22. Borrowed of a friend 250 dollars for 7 months; 
and then, to repay him for his kindness, I loaned him 300 
~ollars. How long must he keep the 300 dollars, 10 
balance the previous favor ? 

23. If 4! cwt. can be carried 36 miles fQr 51 dollars, 
how Inany pounds can be carried 20 miles fQr the same 
money? 

24. A person owmngJ of a coal mine, selll! i of ,his 
share for 570 doMars. What is the whole mine worth, at 
the same rate? 

25. If the discount on $106, for a year, be $ 6, wbat is 
the discount on $477, for the same time? 

26. If, when the' days are 13t hours long, a traveDer . 
perform his journey in 35! days, in how many days 
will he perform the same journey, when the. days sball 
be 11/li hours long? 

27. A regiment of soldiers consisting of 976 men, ,is 
to be new clothed; each coat to contain 2! yards of 
cloth 1 t yard wide, and to be lined with shalloon t yard 
,vide. How many yards of shalloon will be required ~ 

28. If 30 men can perform a piece of work in 15 days, 
bow Dlany men would accomplish the same piece of 
work,in a fi~th part of tile time ~ • • 

29. What IS the value of 172 pigs orIead, each welghmg 
3cwt ... 2qrs. 17ilb., at 29 dollars 58tcents per fpther 
of H)!cwt.? 

30. .\ merchant gave his note', for 1831 donars '16 
cents, payable in fl months; but the holder of the Dote 
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bein§ pressed for money, the merchant paid It in 3 
months. Allowing IDOney to be worth 6 per cent. a year, 
what sum was requisite to redeem the note? 

31. If A eM mow an acre of grass in 5j hours, and 
n can mow Ii acre in 9; hours, in what time can they 
jointly mow 81 acres? 

32. How much cambrick may be bou~ht for £8 6 s. 
Sld., if 291 yards cost £ 186 2s. 4!d .. 

33. If a staff 3 feet 3 inches high casts a shadow 5! 
feet long, what is the height of the steeple of Park street 
church, in Boston, which, at the same time. casts a 
shadow of 368 feet 6 inches in length ? 

34. A and B hired a pasture for $49.50. in which, A 
pastured 13 cows, and B 19. What must each pay? 

35. If 220 yards in length and 22 yards in breadth 
, make an acre, what must be the breadth of a lot that is 

121 yards in length, to contain an acre? 
. 36. If 365 meo consume 75 barrel;; of provision in 9 

months, what number of barrels will 500 men consume 
during the same time? 

37. If 19 yards of linen cost $14.25, what will 435.6 
yards come to, at the same rate? 

38. The value of 8.25 pounds of pure silver being 
$128, wbat is the value of 376.7848 }lounds ? 

39. Suppose sound to move 1106.3 feet in 1 second; 
how many miles distant is a cloud, ill which lightning is 
observed 47.5 seconds before the thunder is heard? 

40. It bas been found, that 100 cubic inche;; of alco
hol and 82.5 cubic inches of water, when mixed, mea
sures only 177.41 cubic inches. If, then, 125 gallons of 
alcohol and 103.125 gallons of water be mixed. bow 
many gallons will the mixture compose? 

COMPOUND PROPORTION. 

When proportion is applied to questions, in whicb tho 
relation of.the .required quantity to the given quantity of 
~~ same kmd IS traced through two or more proportions, 
1t II called COMPOUND paOPOIlTION. 
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For example, 16 men dug a trench 54 YlU"ds lonr; IPld 
!) yards wide, in 6 days. How many men of equal ability 
and industry will dig a trench of the same depth, 135 yards 
long, and 4 yards wide, in 8 days? 

In the above question, the number of men NqUired 
depends upon three circuDlstances j viz. the length of ~1Jt, 
trench, its width, and the nwnber of days in which it is 
to be dug. If we omit the consideration of all the cir'
cumstances except the length, the question will be sim
ply this-If 16 men dug a trench 54 yards long, how 
many men will dig oce 13a yards long ?-which will maJr.e 
the following proportion; 54 : 136=16 : A, and the 
fourth term will be found to be 40 JDeR. 

Secondly, we will consider tbewidth j and, since die 
second trench is to be narrower than the fust, the Dum~ 
ber of men required will be prGportio~y less, and our 
second proportion will be the foilowing; 6: 4=40 : A, 
and the fourth term will be 32 mell. . 

Lastly, we will notice the Dumber of da,. -in .. ques
tion; and, since the longer the time aDo.wed, th. less • 
be the number of men required to do the work, ",e .sMU 
have the foHowing JH:OPOl'tion; 8 ~ 6'-ti -. A, .... tbiI 
gives 24 men for tlae fOtJt1b term, which is .. flRMNl to 
the question. . 

We see in this solution, dIat 16 is multipli~ .by' UN, 
and the/roduct divided by 54; the quotient, be~made 
the thir term in the second proportion, is mu1tipbed by 
4, and the product divided by 5; this last quotient, 
heinl? made the third term in the third proportiQD, 1s 
multIplied by 6, and tbe product divided by 8. The re-
8ult, therefore, would be the same, if 135 and 4 and 6 
were multiplied together, apd dleir product multiplied !by 
16, and thiS last product divided by the procluet ef .64 
end 6 and 8. The proportion may be tbllS ~cl. 

i4 : 135 ~ 
5: 4 =16: A 
8: 6 

2160 : 3240 == 16 : A 
If, instead of calculating dte fourtlt term in each ~ro

portion, we only iDcficate the .eperatioD by • -DOD, 
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we '3h'311 the hrst the foregoing n""",m.-t, 

J6~~1.'l for the fourth term: taking this for the third temi 
r,f thn secYEyd proportion, shrn havo ,the in~~~~i,Y~~! 
6 : 4 = : A, and the fourth term will be -sTxs-'-' 
P'rkinr this tho third term tho third :fyro¥yortion, we 
shall 'have the following, 8 : 6 = 11l~IY~t~)(4: 'an:l the f~urth 
torm noill bo !6~J~,:~X6y which is e<pzal to n4, numhel 
of men required. In this fractional expression, we see 

~n<fe, thet the , of _all the ,r,econd, terms i~ ~ul-
ltlpheh by thH'H term, and lhat llllS prHYKUCY dl\>Hied 
by the product of all the first terms, and the quotitmt is 
the f<fw,th !,C,rm, anSWHr te the nU',""1'" 

Hence we see, that questions in compound proportion 
will accHrrteln rolvrd by dIe mle_ 

RUdE. rhfake &1&8 nH¥¥"bbe" whid, is :he "bfEme lyi¥&d 
with the answer, the third. term; 0/ th~ remai~ing Rum-

EKfke Kft&y tWH of kma, an" IHr&tt fme JflH " 

term and the other Jor a 8econd term, a8 directed in rim
l%le ptHporgizPKf, aKfh othtH two HI a HKfd 8H Hn, 

ti.ll all are written. Lastly, multiply all tl&e 8econd terrill 
together, and the~ prodKct by the third term, and di"ide 
q;de rf;rHlt hH the nT'odurd oj ddT firtd teT??£r; thK?: quo£i£nt 
will be tl,e /ourth term, or an8t1Jer. 

41. A Willi to lie built to the height 27 EPet, was 
raised to the hei!;ht of ~ fee~ by 12_ m~n in 6 days; ho,,, 
many men mHSt de emd"eye,j fimel£ It 4 ? 

27 
9 

9 : 18 ~ =12 • A 
: 6 S • 

36 : 109 =12: A 
12 

86)1296(36.11ns. 
108 . 

216 

12 men is the third term, because 
anf;H,er ir be m,y,,, 

In sta~!ng, the differ~nt lengths 
the w"'??, tde shc,rter If; Tnad,y 1-1le 

first term, because, the longer the 
wall, the hreater will be the number 

men - to huild 
In stating the days, the leils num

ber is mrde the, firsY tt3rm, "CI;"'-''''''. 
the less the time, the gr~ateI mus. 
be the HumbHr of 
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42. If 120 bushels of corn will serve 14 horses 56 
d"ys, how nr"ny 94 hushel" senT¥, 6 hZH';;es ~ 

43. If a hootmzH, tra"d 130 milns in 3 hilyS, <yhen the 
days are 12 hours lon~, in how many day!' of ten hours 

lenhdl, C1ili he Fravel ;;560 uniles 
~ 44.~ If 6 laborer~, dig ~ ditch 34 l~ds long in 10 days, 
illH?\V w'illl 2<) ills,botHrs dillh, m I days 

45. a garrison of 600 men have provisions for ,'j 
weeks? allowing each man 12 ounces a day, how many 
men bz? mainss?lned 0 w"Hks with sa?,«, prnHi
sions, each man is limited to 8 ounces a day? 

46, If 3 bushel,s and 3 pHHks whH"t will last a 
family of 9 persons 22 days, in how many days will 6 

1>"~S;.HZIf~~~~lti~yZ, ~~~te~si behes S?luar¥s, will pave tny 
ce~lar, ,how many, tiles ~ust ! have, if they are only 9 
mnhes fsmg Hnd 8 £t?chez TyrOHY, 

48, If 12 ounces of wool ~.ake 2~ yards of cloth a 
how mueli woel is rHd?llred for yards 

quarters wide? 
49. If a bar of iron 4 feet long, 3 inches broad, and 

! ineh weih~hs pO"222ls, mhat a bel' 
that is 6 ft. long, 4 in. broad, and 2 in. thick? 

50. If 6 nyen bilt a ,yaH feet lone, 0 
and 4 feet thick, in 16 days, in how man~y days will 
men beild wall 200 feet lonp? 8 feet high, and 6 feet 
thick 

51. If 14 men can reap 84 acres in 6 days, how many 
men must b?? ¥,smplzYYed reSSL; 44 yeres 4 d"y;; ? 

52. A sl~J;'sI~r~:~n~~s~~~a~;':c~v~~:n s~:~~~~~dv~g 
eUllCe;y day; but efter i;avinh beert 6 rHoeths on thelr 
voyage, they find it will take 9 months more to finish it, 
smd 54:) nf their numher bes;n loszL is rClj"lred, ,0 
find the daily allowance of each m~ during tIle last 9 
monti;;s, 

53. well was to be huilt dPO ys;rds long in 09 
after 12 men had been employed on it for 11 days, it was 

whey bnih Onld 220 dard;;, Hew manS mm'e 
men must be put on, to finish it in the given time. 
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54. Trthetransportation of 12cwt. 2qr. 6th., 275 miles 

cost $27.78, bow far, at that rate, may 3 tons OC\~t. 
3eJr. be carried, for $234.78? 

55. A cistern 11~ feet in length, to! feet in breadtb, 
and 13 feet deep', holds 546 barrels of water. Then how 
many barrels WIll fill a cistern, that is ) 6 feet long, 7 feet 
broad, and 15 feet deep? # 

56. If 25 pears can be bought for 10 lemons, and 2S 
lemons for 18 pomegranates, and 1 pomegranate for 48 
almonds, and 50 almonds fOi' 70 chestnuts, and 108 
chestnuts for 2! cents, how many pears can I buy for 
$1.35 ? 

51. In how many days, working 9 hours a day, will 
24 men dig a trench 420 yards long, 5 yards wide, and 
3 yards deep; if 248 men, working 11 hours a day, in 5 
days dug a trench 230 yards long, 3 yards wide, and 2 
yards deep? 

58. If the interest on 341 dollars for 3l years he 72 
dollars 87 cents, what will be the interest, at the same 
rate, 00 531 dollars for 2! years? 

59. What must be paid for the carriage of 4cwt., 32 
miles, if the carriage of 8 cwt., 128 miles. cost 12 dollars 
80 ceots? 

60. By working 9 hours Ii day, 5 men hoed 18 acres 
of corn in 4 days. How many acres will 9 men hoe, III 

that rate, in 3 days, working 10 hours a day? 
61. One pound of thread makes 2 yards of linen cloth, 

5 quarters wide. Then how many pounds of thread will 
be required to make 50 ~'ards of linen ~ yd. wide? 

62. If 6 men, workmg 7 hours a day, mowed 28 
acres of grass in 4 days, bow many men, at that rate, 
will mow 16 acres in 8 days, working 6 hours a day? 

63. If 5 men can make 300 pair of boots in 40 days, 
how many men must be employed to make 900 pair In 

60 days? 
64. If 3 compositors set 15 j pages in 2f days, how 

many will be required to set 69f pages in 6t days? 
65. If 36 yards of cloth, 1 quarters wide be WOrtll 

$ 98, What is the value of 120 yd. of cloth of equal tex--
ture, but only 6 quarters wide ~ 
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XXVI. 

CONJOINED PROPORTION. 

CONJOINED PROPORTIoN-called by merehants, 1'h. 
Ch.ain Rule-consists of a series of terms bearing a certain 
proportion to each olher, and so connected, that .. ·com
parlson is instituted between two of the terms', through 
the medium of all the others. 

The principles of this rule are included in proportion. 
The rule is chiefJy employed in the higher operations of 
exchange, arbitrations of bullion, specie and merchandise. 
For the purpose of elucidation,. however, we propose the 
following familiar example. 

If 31b. of tea be worth 41b. of coffee, and 61b. of 
coffee worth 20 lb. of sugar, how many pounds of sugar 
may be had for 91b. of tea? 

This question, we know, may be solved by a statement 
in compound proportion; but the following is the solu
tion by conjoined proportion. 

DistingUIsh the several terms into antecedents and con
sequents, and connect them by the sign of equality in tbe 
way of equations, as follows. 

First, enter on the right the given sum or term on 
which the operation is to be performed, (which in the 
foregoing question is 91b. of tea) and call this the term 
of demand. 

Secondly, on the left of this term, and a line lower, 
enter the first antecedent, whIch must be of the same 
kind or name with the term of demand, and equal in value 
to the annexed consequent. 

Thirdly, in the same manner, let the second antecedent 
be of the same name with the second consl'quent, and 
equal in value to the third consequent: and 110 on, for allY 
number of terms. 

Fourthly, the terms being thus arranged, divide th~ 
product of the consequents by the product of the antece
dents, and the quotient will be the answ.er in the denomi-
DatiOD of the last consequent, or odd term. • 

l3 . 
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ARITHMETIC . XXVI. 

. 91b. of tea, term of demand. 
31b. tea = 41b. of coffee. 
61b. coffee =201b. sugar, the odd tenn. 

Hence iO:~:9 = "-tY =40Ib. sugar, the answer. 
By the above example it will be seen, that in the ar

rangement of antecedents and consequents, each sort is 
entered twice, except that in which the answer is required, 
and which is called the odd term. 

It should also be obse"ed, that no two entries of the 
same denomination are in the same column; and, as they 
are placed in the wa., of equations, it is evident that the 
quantities on each Side, which are e'J,ual in vdue to one 
another, are cancelled in the o.peratlon; and, therefore, 
the quotient or answer will obvlousl, be in the denomi
nation of the last consequlJnt, which IS the odd term. 

This rule may be proved by reversing the operation; 
&aking the answer as the term of demand, and making the 
first antecedent the last consequent or odd term, as follows. 

401b. of sugar. 
20 lb. sugar = 61b. coffee. 
41b. cofFee= 31b. tea. 

Then 3~:~40 = ~2! = 91b. oftea, the proof. 
The operation may be abridged by omitting such num

bers as are the same in both columns, whenever stJch 
instances exist. 

When fractions occur, the most convenient method is 
to convert them into whole numbers. 'rhus, an antece
dent of {~ and a consequent of 9 may be changed (by 
multiplying both by 12) mto 7 and 108, and the ratio will 
not be altered. So 5 and III have the same ratio with 
20 and 47. 

The rule may be exemplified by a question in reduc
tion; thus,- It is required to reduce 2 tons to ounces. 

2tons, term of demand. 
I ton = 20 cwt. 
lcm. = 4qr. 
lqr. = 281b. 
Ub. - 160z. the odd tcnn. 

Th 10".,,4 .. 1ICII(1I th en "'Ix lie I - =-71«$80 ounces, e answer. 
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1. If 171b. of raisins are worth 20 lb. of almonds, and 
.sIb. of almonds worth Bilb. of figs, and 37!lb. of figs 
worth 301b. of tamarinds, how many pounds of tamarinds 
are equal in vaJue to 42llb. of raisins? 

2. Suppose 100 lb. 01 Venice weight is equal to 70 lb. 
of Lyons, and 60 lb. of Lyons to 501b. of Rouen, and 
20 lb. of Rouen to 251b. of Toulouse, and 501b. of 
Toulouse to 37lb. of Geneva; then how many pounds of 
Geneva are equal to 251b. of Venice? 

3. If 1 French crolfn is equal in value to 80 pence 
of Holland, and 83 pence of Ho1land to 48 pence Eng
lish, and 40 pence English to 70 pent:.e of Hamburgh, 
and 64 pence of Ham!~~ih to 1 Borin of Frankfort, 
how many Borins of F ort are equal to 166 French 
crowns? . 

4. If A can do as much work in 3 days as B can do 
in 4! days, and B as much in 9 days as C in 12 days, 
and C as much in 10 days as D in 8 days, how many 
days' work of D are equal to 5 days' work of A? . 

5. If 70 braces at Venice are equal to 75 braces at 
Leghorn, and 7· braces at Leghorn are equal to 4 yards 
in the United States, how many braces at Venice are 
equal to 64 yards in the United States? 

6. A merchant in St. Petersburg owes 1000 ducats 
in Berlin, which he wishes to pay in rubles by the way 
of Holland; and he has for the data of his operation, the 
following informatioo, viz. That '1 ruble gives 47 i 
lItivers; that 20 stivers make ·1 florin; 2i.~orins 1 fix 
dollar of Holland; thllt 100 rix dollars of Holland fetch 
142 rix dollars of Prussia; and that 1 ducat in Berlin is 
worth 3 rix dollars Prussian. How many rubles wiD 
pay the debt? 

7. If 94 piasters at Leghorn are equal to 100 ducats 
at Venice, and 1 ducat is equal to 320 maravedis at 
Cadis, and 272 maravedis are equal to 630 reas at Lis
boll, and 400 reas are equal to.50 d. at Amsterdam, and 
56d. Ufe equal to 3 francs at Paris; and 9 francs are 
equal to 94 d. at London, and 54 d. are equal to 1 dollar 
in the United States, how many dollars are equal to 800 
piasters } 
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XXVII. 

DUODECIMALS. 

DUQ~ECalllALI are compound numbers, tue value or 
whose denominations diminish in_ a uniform ratio of 12. 
They are applied to square and cubic measure. 

The denominations of duodecimals are the foot, (j.), 
the l'rime or inch, C'), the second, ("), the third, (m), 
the fourth, (ON'), the fifth, ( ..... ), and so on. Accordin$ly, 
the expression 3 l' 7" 9'" 6"" denotes 3 feet 1 prune 
7 seconds ~ thirds 6 fourths. 

The accents, used to distinguish the denominations 
lMtJow (eet, are called indice •• 

The foot being viewed as the wut, duodecimals pre
.... , the following relations. 
l' =* of 1 foot. 
I" -=it 01 -h of 1 foot. • = ~ o( 1 foot. 
I- =c it of 1.\ of * of 1 foot.. • = rlH of 1 foot. 
1""=it of it of l.\ of 1\ oflfoot. =n-hoof 1 foot. 

&c. 
Addition and subtraction of duodecimals are performed 

.. addition and subtraction of other compound numbers; 
12 of a lower denomination making 1 of a higher. Mul
tiplication, however, when both the factors are duodeci
mals, is peculiar, and wiJI now be considered. 

When feet are multiplied by feet, the product is in 
leet. For instance, if required to ascertain the superficial 
feet in a board 6 feet long and 2 feet wide, we multiply 
the length by the breadth, and thus find its superficial, or 
square feet to be 12. But when feet are multiplied by 
any number of inches [primes], the effect is the same as 
that of multiplying by so many twelfths of a foot, and 
therefore the product is in twelfths of a foot, or inches: 
tbus a board 6 feet jong and 6 inches wide contains 36 
inehes, -because the length being multiplied by the breadth, 
that is, 6 feet by * of a foot, the product is H of a foot, 
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or 36' = 3 feet. When feet are multiplied by seconds, 
the product is in seconds: thus 6 feet multiplied by 6 
'Seconds, that is, I of a fO<lt by /'1 of n of a foot, the 
product is -h6 .. of a foot, or 36" = 3 inches. 

When inches are multiplied by inches, the product is 
.;n seconds. Thus, 6 inches multiplied by 8 inches, that 
is, '1\ of a foot by fi of a foot, the product is -N~ of a 
foot, or 48" = 4 inches. When inches are multiplied bT 
seconds, the product is in thirds. Thusf 6 inches multI
plied by 8 seconds, that is, /'1 of a foot by -h of n of a 
foot, the product is -r4h: of a foot, or 48"'=4 seconds. 
When seconds are multiplied by seconds, the product is 
in fourths. Thus, 6" multiplied by 8", that is, * of it 
of a foot, by -y8'1 of i'J. of a foot, the product is ~ 
of a foot, or 48"" = 4 thirds. 

This method of showing the denomination of the pro
duct resulting from the multiplication of duodecimals by 
duodecimals may be extended to anr. numb.,r of places 
whatever; but sufficient has been saId, to show that the 
product is always of that denomination denoted by the 
sum of the indices of the two factors. 

Feet multiplied by feet, produce feet. 
Feet multiplied by primes, produce primes. 
Feet multiplied by seconds, produce seconds. 
Feet multiplied]>y thirds, produce thirds. 

&c. 
Primes multiplied by primes, produce seconds. 
Primes multiplied by seconds, produce thirds. 
Primes multiplied by thirds, produce fourths. 

&c. 
Seconds multiplied by seconds~ produce fourths 
Seconds multiplied by thirds, poduce fifths. 
Seconds multiplied by fourths, produce sixths. 

&c. 
Thirds multiplied by thirds, produce sixths. 
Thirds multiplied by fourths, produce seventha. 

&c. 
If we would find the square feet in a floor 6(. 4' S' in 

lellgth, and 4 f. 6' 5" in breadth, we should proceed .as 
fol1ows. 
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160 ARITHMETIC. 

6f. 4' 8" 
4 6' I)" 

2' 7" 11'" 4"" 
2' 4" 0'" 
6' 8" 

XXVlI. 

We began on the right hand, 
and multiplied the vrhole multi
plicand, first by the seconds in 
the multiplier, then by the inches, 
and lastly by the feet, and added 
the results together, and thus 

28 f. 11' 7" 11'" 4"" obtained the answer. 
That the above answer is the true one, will appear 

very cleady from the following considerations. The 8 
I6COucis, as we have already shown, may be considered in 
relation to feet as 1 h, and the 5 seconds as Th, the 
produot of which is "lO~ of a foot, or 40' , which is 
equal to 3'" and 4""; writing down the 4"", we reserve 
the 3 '" to be added to the product of 4' by 5' . 4 ' being 
1~? of a foot, and 5" being '1fl" of a foot, their product is 
tfh of a foot, or ~O"', to which adding the 3"', mat were 
reserved, we had 23"', equal to I" and 11"'; we wrote 
down the 11"', and reserved the )" to be added to the 
p"oduct of 6 feet by 5". 6 feet being t of a foot, and 5" 
being Th of a foot, their prodact is l-l"l of a foot, or 
30", to which we added the I" reserved, and thus had 
31", t:qual to 2' and 7", both of which we wrote down. 

Having completed the multiplication by the seconds, 
we next multiflied by the inches: 8" being Th of a foot, 
and 6' being u of a foot, their product is l:th of a foot, 
or 48"'=4"; we therefore put down a cipher in the place 
of thirds, and reserved the 4" to be added to the product 
of inches by inches. 4 inches being "1\ of a foot, and 6 
inches T\ ofa foot, their product is -fi\ of a foot, or 24", 
to which we added the 4 I reserved, making 28"= 2' and 
4"; writing down the 4", we reserved the 2' to be added 
to the product of feet by inches. 6 feet being i of a foot, 
and 6 inches ..f7J of a foot, their product is ·n of a foot, 
or 36', to which we added the 2' reserved, making 38' 
= 3 feet and 2 inches, both of which we wrote down 

Lastly, we multiplied by the feet in the multiplier. 8", 
or rh of a fQot bemg multiplied by 4 feet, or t of a foot, 
th8ll' product is M oi a foot, or 32" = 2' and 8"; setting 
down the 8 11, we reserved the 2' to be added to the pro
duct of inr.hel by feet. 4', or n of a foot being multiplied 
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by 4 feet, or 1 of a foot, their product is H of a foot, or 
16', to which we added the 2' reserved, making IS'-1 
foot and 6 inches; writing down the 6', we reserved the 
1 foot to be added to the product of feet by feet. 6 feet 
being multiplied by 4 feet, their product is 24 feet, to 
which we added the } foot reserved, making 25 feet. By 
adding these three partial products together, we obtained 
the answer to the question. 

Therefore, to multiply one number consisting of feet, 
inches, seconds, &.c: by another of the same kind, we 
give the following rule. 

RULE. Plac. the .et1eral term. of the multiplier under 
lhe corre'Ponding ones of the multiplicand. Beginning 
on the right hand, multiply the .et1eral term. of lhe mul
tiplicand by the 8everal term. of the multiplier .uecesBive
li, placing the right hand term of each of the partial 
product. under it. multiplier; then add the partial prn
duct. together, ob8ertJing to carry one for every twelve, 
both in multiplying and adding. The BUm of Ihe partial 
product. will be the anB'Uler. 

Questions in duodecimals are very commonly performed 
by commencing the multiplication with the highest denom
ination of the multiplier, and placing the partial products 
as in we first of the two following operations. The re
sult is the same, whichever method is adopted. The 
second operation, however, is according to the rule we 
have givWl, and is more conformable to the multiplica
tion of numbers accompanied by decimal:;. 

3f. 2' 7" 3f. 2' .7" 
2f. 6' 4"'. 2f. 6' 4 11 

6 5' 2" }' o'~ 109, 4"" 
1 7' 3" 6'" } " 3" 6" 

}' 0" 10'" 4'NI 6 5' 2" 
sf. I' 6" 4'" 4"" Sf. I' 6" 4'" 4-

When there are not feet in both the factors, there may 
lIot be any feet in the product; but, after what has been 
said. there will be no difficulty in determining the places 
of the product. 
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1. Multiply 14f. 9' by 4f. 6'. 
2. What are the contents of a marble slab, whose length 

is 5f. 7', and breadth If. 10'? 
3. How many square feet are there in the Boor of 8 

hall 48 f. 6' long, and 24 f. 3' wide? 
4. Multiply 4f. 7' 8" by 9f. 6'. 
5. How many square feet are there in a house lot 43f. 

3' in length, and 25 f. 6' in breadth ~ 
6. What is the product of IOf. 4 5" by 7f. 8' 6"? 
7. Calculate thes~are feet in an aIley 44f. 2' 9" long, 

and 2f. 10' 3" 2'" 4 wide. 
8. How many square feet are there in a garden 39f. 

10' 7" long, and 18f. 8' 4" wide? ' 
9. What is the product of 24f. 10' 8" 7'" 5 " by 9f. 

4'6"? 
10. Compute the solid feet in a wall 53f. 6' long, 12f. 

3' high, and 2 f. thick. 
11. The length of a room is 20 feet, its breadth 14 

feet 6', and its height 10f. 4'. How many yards of paint
in~ are there in its walls, deducting a fire place of 4 f. by 
41.4'; and two windows, each 6f. by 3f. 2'? 

12. How many solid feet in a pile of wood 22f. 6' 
• long, 12f. 8' wide, and 5f. 8' high? 

13. How many yards of plasterinl? in the top and four 
walls of a hall 58f. 8' long, 21 f. 4 wide, and 13(. 9' 
high; deducting for 2 doors each 7f. 6' high and 4f. 
wide; for 7 windows each 6 f. 2' high, and 3 f. 10' wide; 
for 2 fire places, each 3f. 6' high, and 4f. widt, and for 
a mop board 9 inches wide around the hall? 

14. How man" yards of papering in a room 17f. 8' 
long, 16f. 9' Wide, and 12f. 6' high; deducting for 2. 
doors each 6f. 6' high, and 4f. wide; for a fire place 
4 f. 6' high and 3 f. 10' wide; for 3 windows each 5 f. 6' 
high and 3f. 8' wide, and for a mop board 8 inches wide 
around the room? 

15. How many yards of carpeting, yard wide, will be 
required for a room 21 f. 6' long, and 18 ft. wide? 

16. What will the plastel'ing of a ceiling come to, at 10 
cents a square yard, supposing the length 21 feet 8 
inchos, and the breadth 14 feet 10 inches? 
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XXVIII. 

INVOLUTION. 

INTOLUTION is the multiplication of a number by itself. 
The number, which is thus multiplied by itself is called 
the root. The product, which we obtain by multiplyin(l: 
a number by itself, is called a power of that number. 
The number involved is itself the first power, and is the 
root of all the other powers. 

A number, multiplied once by itself, is said to be in
'f'olved or raised to the second degree, or second power; 
m'lltiplied again, to the third de~ree, or third power; 
and so on. For example, 3 X 3 lS raised, to the second 
power of 3, which is 9; 3 X 3 X 3 is raised to the third 
power of 3, which is 27; &c. . 

We distinguish the powers from one another by the 
numher of times, that tbe root is used as factor in the 
multiplication of. itself. Thus, S X 3 produces the sec
ond power of 3, because 3 is used twice as factor; 
S X S X 3 produces the third power of 3, because 3 is 
used three times as factor; 3 X 3 X 3 X 3 produces the 
fourth power of 3, because 3 is used four times as factor; 
and so on. 

A fraction is involved in the same manner by multiply
mg it continually into itself; thus, the second power of 
i, is iXi=n; the third power is l\Xi=H; the 
fourth power is n X i=&; and so on. So also in deci
mals the second power of .2, is .2 X.2=.04; the third' 
power is .04 X.2=.OO8; the fourth power is .OOSX.2 
=.0016; and so on. . 
. To involve a mixed number, reduce it first to an im

}lroper fraction, or the vulgar fraction to a decimal~ and 
then involve it. Thus, I! when reduced to an im{'ro}ler 
fraction, is J, the second power of which i=2t; the 
third I!0wer IS V = ~; &.c. If, instead of reducmg Ii 
to an Improper fraction, we reduce the vulgar fraction to 
a decunal, we ha,·e 1./>, the second power of which is 
2.26; the third power, 3.375; &.c. 
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The second power is commonly called the stJ.uare; the 
third power, the cube; the fourth power, the blquadrate. 
The other powers now generally receive no other than 
nnmeral distinctions; as the fifth power, the sixth power, 
the seventh power, &c. In some books, however, the 
fifth power is called the first sursolid; the sixth power, 
the square cubed, or the cube squared; the seventh pow
er, the second sursolid; the eighth power, the biquadrate 
squared; the ninth power, the cube cubed. 

The powers of 1 remain always the same; because, 
whatever number of times we multiply 1 by itself, the 
product is always 1. 

A power is sometimes denoted by a number, placed at 
the right hand of the upper part of the root; thus, 52 de
notes the second power of 5, which is 25; 43 denotes the 
third power of 4, which is 64; 94 denotes the fourth 
power of 9, which 6561; &c. The number, thus used 
to denote the power, is sometimes called the ezponerd 
and sometimes the indez. But the use of these exponents 
or indices in arithmetic is very limited; they belong chiefly 
to algebra. . 

We will now make a few observations on the result 
arising from. the multiplication or division of one power 
by another. To illustrate this subject, we will take the 
number 3; we must here observe, however, that since 
every number is the first power of itself, the exponent 1 
is never expressed; so that 3 and 31 mean the same thing; 
the exponent ] being always understood, when nt> expo
nent is expressed. Now 3 multiplied by 3 produces 
the second power of 3, which may be thus expressed, 
3 1 X 31 =32 ; so also 32 X 31 =33 ; and 33 X 31 =3\ 
&c. We have here expressed the exponent 1 for the 
purpose of showing that we obtain the exponent of the 
product or power produced, by adding together the 
exponents of the factors or powers used in producing it. 
Hence the second power or any number multiplied by the 
selond power of the same number produces the fourth 
power of that number; thus, 32 X 32 = 34 : the third pow
er multplied by the third power gives the sixth power. 
as!J3 X 2 3=26 : tho fourth power multiplied by the Ie' 
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ond power gives..be sixth power; as 24 X2'=2': the 
fourth power multiplied by the fourth power produces the 
eighth power; as 34 X 34 = 38 : the third power multiplied 
by the third power, and the product ~ain by the third 
power gives the ninth power; as 23 X2 X23 =29 • 

Division being the reverse of multiplication, . it is evi
dent, that if we subtract the exponent of the divisor from 
the exponent of the dividend, the remainder is the expo
nent of the quotient. For example, if we divide thE' fifth 
power by the third power,. the quotient is the second 
power; as 35+33=32 : if we divide the ninth power by 
ilie sixth power, the quotient is the third power; as 
69+66 =63 : if we divide the ninth power by the eighth 
power, the quotient is the first power; as 69+68~6. 

1. What is the third power of 12? 
2. Find the fourth power of II. 
3. Raise 13 to the fifth power. 
4. What is the square of 27 ? 

.5. What is the square of .27? 
6. Raise. 7 to the fourth power. 
7. What is the ei~hth power of .2 ? 
8. What is the third power of .1? 
9. What is the square of f ? 
10. What IS the cube of i? 
1 1. Involve n to the third power. 
12. Raise l to the fourth power. 
13. What is the square of 301 ? 
14. What is the biquadrate of at ? 
15. Involve 1.1 to the fifth power. 
16. Raise 201 to the fourth power .. 
17. Raise 8.2 to the third power. 
lB. What is the fourth povrer of 17? 
19.· Divide 7 5 by 73 , and write the quotient. 
20. Multiply 82 by 8, and write the product. 
21. What is the. quotient resulting from 5 7 + 54 ? 
22. What is the product resulting from 63 X6? 
23. Multiply 92 by 9, and write the product. 
24. Divide 4 10 by 4 6 , and write the quotient. 
~5. What €!uotient r~su1ts from 19s+197 ? 
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TABLE OF ROOTS AND POWERS. 

~ ...oo<j 

Roots. 111 21 31 ' 41 51 61 71 81 9 

. 2d. Pow. 11 I 41 91 161 251 361 491 641 81 

3d. Pow. 11 I 81 271 641 1251 2161 3431 5121 720 

4th. Pow. I II 161 81 I 2561 6251 12961 2401 I 40961 6561 

5th. Pow. I 11 32\ 2431 10241 31251 77761 168071 32768\ 59049 

6th. Pow. I 1 I 641 7291 40961 156251 466561 1176491 2621441 531441 

7th. Pow. I I I 1281 21871 163841 781251 279936\ 8235431 20971521 4782969 

8th. Pow. I II 2561 6561 I 655361 3906251 1679616! 5764801 I 167772161 43046721 

9th. Pow. II I 512119683\ 262144! 19531251100776961 403536071 1342177281 387420489: 

10th. Pow. 1 I \10241590491 104857619765625\604661761282475249\1073741824\ 3486784401 
~~~ 
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EVOLUTION. 

EVOLUTION is the reverse of involution; for in involu
tion we have the root given, to find the power; but in 
evolution we have the power given, to find the root. 

Power and root are correlative terms; for, as 4 is tbe 
square of 2, 2 is the square root of 4; as 8 is the cube 
of 2, 2 is the cube root of 8; as ) 6 is the biquadrate of 
2, 2 is the biquadrate root of 16; as 32 is tbe fifth pow
er of 2, 2 is the fifth root of 32: &tc. . 

The extraction of the root is finding a number, which 
being multiplied into itself the requisite number of times, 
will reproduce the given number: for example, if we 
extract the square root of 81, we find it to be 9, because 
9 X 9 = 81; but if we extract the biquadrate root of 81, 
,ve find it to be 3, because 3 X 3 X 3 X 3 = 81. 

Hence the root is designated by tbe number of times 
it is used as factor in producing the corresponding pow
er. It is used twice in producing the second power, 
and is called the second root, or square root: it is used 
three times in producing the third power, and is called 
the third root, or cube root: it is used four times in pro
ducing the fourth power, and is called the fourtb root, 
or biquadrate root: it is used five times in producing the 
fifth power, and is called the fifth root: &tc. 

A number, whose root can be exactly extracted, is 
called a perfect power, and its root is called a rational 
number. For example, 4 is a perfect power of the 
second degree, and 2, its square root, is a rational num
ber; 21 is a perfect power of the third degree, and 3, its 

'cube root, is a rational number; 64 is a perfect power of 
tbe second, third, and sixth degrees, and 8 its sl}.uare 
root, 4 its cube root, and .2 its sixth root, are rational 
numbers; ~~ is a perfect power of the third degree, and i, 
its cube root, is a rational number; .25 is a perfect power 
of the second degree, and .5, its square root, is a rational 
number. 

In short, any number, which is the exact root of·any 
power, is a rational number, and it, power a perfect 

14 
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power: and since any number may be the root of its cor
responding power, it fonows that any root, which can be 
exactly expressed by figures, is a rational number. 

But there are numbers, whose roots can never be ex
actly extracted, and these- numbers are called imperfect 
powers, and their roots are called irrational numbers, 
or surds. For example, 2 is not only an imperfect 10w
er of the second degree, but an imperfect power 0 any 
degree, and not only its square root, but the root in eve
ry degree is irrational, or a surd; because no number, _ 
either whole or fractional, can be found, which, being 
involved to any degree, will produce 2. The same is 
true of many other numbers. In these cases, by using 
decimals, we can approximate, or come very near to the 
root, which is suffiCIent for most purposes. Thus, we 
find the square root of 2 to be 1.414 + . The decimal 
may be carried to any number of places. 

Some numbers are perfect powers of one degree, and 
imperfect powers of another degree. For example, 4 
is 1\ perfect power of the second degree, and its square 
root, which IS 2, is rational; but an imperfect power of 
the third degree, and its cube root, which is 1.581 +, 
is a surd: 8 is an imperfect power of the se~ond degree, 
and its square root, which is 2.828 +, is a surd; but 
a perfect power of the third degree, and its cube root, 
which is 2, is rational: 16 is a perfect power of the se
cond and fourth degrees, and its square root, which is 4, 
and its biquadrate root, which is 2, are both rational; but 
an imperfect power of the third degree, and its cube 
root, which is 2.519 +, is a surd. 

These irrational numbers or surds occur, whenever 
we endeavor to find a root of any number, which is not 
a perfect corresponding power; and, although they can
not be expressed by numbers either whole or fractional, 
they are nevertheless magnitudes, of which we may form 
an accurate idea. For however concealed the square 
root of 2, for example,. may appear, we know,. that it 
must be a number, which, when multiplied by itself, will 
exactly produce 2. This property is 'sufficient to give 
us an idea of the number, and 'we can approximate it 
continually by the aid of decimals. 
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EVOLUTION. 159 

A radical sign, written thus V, and read square root, 
is used to express tbe square root of any number, before 
which it is placed. The same sign with the index of the 
root written over it, is used to express the other roots: 
thus .:; cube root: ~ biquadrate root: ~ fifth root: &tc. 
We will give the following radical expressions; '\1'9 = 3 
~8=2; -Vt81=3; ~32=2; these expressions are 
read thus; the square root of 9 is equal to 3; the cube 
root of 8 is equal to 2; the fourth root of 81 is equal to 
3; the fifth root of 32 is equal to 2. Hence it is evident 
thatV9XV9=9; ~8X~8XV'8=8; &c. 

The explanation, which we have given of irrational 
numbers or surds, will readily enable us to apply to them 
the known methods of calculation. We know that the 
square root of 3 multiplied by itself must produce S, 
which may be thus expressed, V 3 X '\I' 3 = 3; also ~ 
3X ~3X ':;3==3; V;X 41;=;; 41·5 X 41·5=.5; 
~fxV'fXV'i=f; ~5X~5X~5X~5=5; 
V 2 XV2 =2. 

Instead of the radical sign, a fractional exponent is also 
used to express the roots of numbers. The numerator 
indicates the power of the number, and the denominator 

the root. Thus, 4' expresses the square root of 4 1 , or 

4; 41, the cube root of 4; 4l, the biquadrate root of 4; 
1 I 

4', the fifth root of 4; 8', the cube root of the second 
power of 8; and since the second power of 8 is 64, and 

the cube root of 64 is 4, the expression 85 is equal to 4 • 
• The expression 4' =8, is read thus, the square root of 

the third power of 4 is equal to 8. The expression 9' 
• is equivalent to 419: and 8t is equivalent to 4183: also 

I • 

41 is equivalent to V' 42 : the expression 41 is also equal 
I 

to 4' , because t is equal to !. 
A line, or vinculum, drawn over several numbers, sig

nifies that the numbers under it are to be considered 
jointly: thus, 4125 + 11 is equal to 6. because 25 + 11 is 
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36, and the square root of 36 is 6; but .v25 +11 is equal 
to 16, because the square root of 25 is 6, and 5+11 is 
16. The expression ",/27-6 +43 is equivalent to .v64. 
And ~100-73=3. Also 20-.v9+7+1=17 • 

. I.ikewise .v90=9-4+~53-45 + 6= 13. 

XXIX. 

EXTRACTION OF THE SQUARE ROOT. 

The product of a nwnber multiplied by itself, is ceJI. 
ed a square; and for this reason, the number, considered 
in relation to such a product, is called a SQUARE BOOT. 
For example, when we multiply 12 by 12, the product, 
144, is a square, and 12 is the square root of 144. 

If the root contains a decimal, the square will also 
contain a decimal of double the nwnber of places; for 
example, 2.25 is the square of 1.5; and viae versa, if the 
square contains a decimal, the square root will contain a 
decimal of half the nwnber of plaoes; for inatanoe, 1.6 
is the square root of 2.25. 

In the upper line of the following table are arranged 
several square roots, and in the lower line, their squares. 

Square roots./112/3/415/6/7/S/9/10 /11 r12 

Squares. /1/4/9/16125136149164181/10011211144 

When the square of a mixed nwnber is required, it 
may be reduced to an improper fraction, then squared, 
and reduced back to a mixed number. 

The squares of the numbers from 3 to 5, increasing 
by h are as follows. . 

Square roots. 131 31/ 31 / 3f /41 41 / 4. I 4l 
Squares. 19110·h/121114-h11611S-h/201122fi 

From this table we infer, that if a square contains • 
fraction, its square root also contains one; and vice venl. 
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XXIX SQ U ARE ROOT. 161 

It is not possible to extract the square root of any 
number, which is not aperfect square; we can approxi
mate the square root of such numbers, however, by the 
aid of decimals. 

When a root is composed of two or more factors, we 
may multiply the squares of the severaJ factors together, 
and the product will be the square of the whole root; 
and conversely, if a square be composed of two or more 
factors, 'each of which is a square, we have only to mu]~ 
tipl}' togetMr the roots of those factors, to obtain the 
complete root of the whole square. For example, 2304 
= 4 X 16 X 36; the square roots of the factors are, 2, 
4, and 6; and 2 X 4 X 6 =48; . and 48 is the square 
root of 2304, because 48 X 48= 2304. 

A square number cannot have more places of figures 
than double the placfls of the root; and, at least, but one 
less than double the places of the root. Take, for in
stance, a number consisting of any number of places, thaI 
shaJl be the (!;reatest possible, of those places, as 99, the 
s'iuare of whICh is 980 I, double the places of the root. 
Again, take a number consisting of any number of places, 
but let it be the least possible, of those places, as 10, 
the square of which is ] 00, one less than double the places 
of the root. 

As the places of figures in the square cannot be mort! 
than double the number of places in the root, whenever 
we would extract the square root of any number, we 
point it off into periods of two fiQlJres each, by placing a 
dot over the place of units, another over hundreds, &c. 
Thus 1936. The places in the root c·an never be more 
or less in number, than the number of periods thus 
pointed off. When the number of places in the given 
slim is an odd number, the left hand period will contain 
only one figure, as i69; but the root wiJ) nevertheless 
c.onsist of as many places as there are periods; for 13 is 
die square root of 169. 

The terms, square and square root, are derived from 
geometry, whi<:h teaches us that the area of a square is 
found by multiplying one of its sides by itself. 

14* 
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The word AREA signifies the quantity of space contained 
in any geometrical figure. 

A SQUARE is a figure having 
four equal sIdes, and all its an
gles right anglu. If we suppose 
the length of a side of the an
nexed square to be four feet, it 
is evident that the fil!:ure contains 
4 times 4 small squares, each of 
which is 1 foot in length and 1 
foot in breadth; and since a foot 
in length and a foot in breadth 
constitute a square foot, the whole square contains 4 
times 4, or 16 square feet. If, instead of 4 feet, the 
length of' a side were 4 yards, the whole square would 
contain 16 square yards; &tc. Hence it is evident that 
the area, which is 16, is found by mu1tiplying a side of 
the square by itself. 

A PARALLELOGRAM is an oblong figure, 
having two of its sides equal and parallel to 
each other, but not of the same length with 
the other two, which are also equal and 
parallel to each other . We find the area, 
or conteats of a parallelogram by multiply
ing the length by the breadth. If we sup
pose the annexed right angled parallelogram 
to be S feet long and 2 feet wide, it is 
manifest that it contains 2 times S, or 16 
square feet; if the length were 8 yards and 
the breadth 2 yards, it would contain 16 
square yards; if 8 milt's long and 2 miles 
wide, 16 square miles; &c. We see that 
the area of this parallelogram is the same 
with that of the preceding square; there
fore the square root of the area of a paral
lelogram gives the side of a square equal in 
area to the parallelogram. 

It is further to be observed, that the square root of the 
area of any geometrical figure whatever, is the side of a 
squru:e, equal in area to the figure. 
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When the area of a square-is given, the process of 
&nding one of its sides, which is the root, is called the 
extraction of the square root, the principles of which we 
will now proceed. to explain. .. 

We have already learned, that a square number is a 
product resulting from two equal factors. For example, 
2025 is a square number resulting from the multiplication 
of 45 by 45. To investigate the constituent parts of this 
product, we will separate the root into two terms, thus, 
40+5, and multiply it by itself in this form. We begin 
with multiplying 40 + 5 by 5, and set down the products 
separately, which are 200+25; we then multiply40+6 
by 40, and set down the products separateIr. which are 
1600+200; the whole product, therefore, is 1600+ 
200 + 200 + 25 = 2025; thus we see, that the whole 
product or square contains the square of the first term, 
40 X 40= 1600; twice the product of the two terms, 
40 X I) X 2=400; and the square of the last term, 
6X5=25. 

Now the extraction of the ~quare root is the reverse 
of squaring or raising to the second power; therefore, 

. the operation of extracting the square root of 2025, which 
we know iii the square of 45, must be performed in the 
inverted order of raising 45 to the second power. 

We will now extract the square root of 2025, and 
explain the process, step by step. 

2025 (45 
16 

DIvisor. 40 X 2 = 80 425 dividend 
Divisor, increased by last fig. 85 425 product of 85 by 5. 

Ezplanatiun of the process. We began by separating 
the given numbel' into periods of two figures each, putting 
a dot over the place of units, and anotller over hundreds, 
and thereby ascertained that the root would contain two 
places of figures. We then found that the greatest 
square in the left hand period was 16, and placed its 
root, which is 4, in the quotient, and subtracted the 
square from the left hand period, and to the remainder 
brought down the next period for a dividend. 
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Then, knowing the figure in the root to be In the place 
of tens, and therefore equal to 40, and that the second 
figure in the root must be such, that twice the product of 
the first and second terms, together with the square of 
the second, would complete the square, we took twice 
the root already found, viz. 40 X 2 = 80, for one of the 
factors, and- using it for a divisor, found the second figure 
ill the root by dividing the dividend by this factor. 

Lastly, after finding that the second. figure in the root 
was 5, we added it to the divisor, making 80 + 5 =85, 
and multiplied the slim by' 5, the last figure in the root, 
and thus obtained twice the product of the two terms, 
and the squar.e of the Jast term; because, 80 is twice the 
first term of the root, and being multiplied by 5, which 
is the last term, the result is twice the product of the 
two terms; and 5 being multiplied by 5, the product is 
the square of the last term. 

It will be observed, that 4, the first figure in the root, 
being in the place of tensl.. was called 40, and doubled 
for a divisor; but, if we '"l\ad merely doubled the root 
without any regard to its place, making the divisor 8, 
and had cut off the right hand figure of the dividend aud 
divided what was left, the result would have been the 
same; because, in this operation, both divisor and divi
dend would have been divided by 10. Thus 8 is con
tained 5 times in 42. The figure obtained for the root, 
in this abridged method, would be placed at the right hand 

, of the divisor, instead of being added thereto; thus, 85, 
making the completed divisor the same as before. This 
course, being the most concise, will be adopted in the 
rule for extracting the square root, which we shall here
after give. 

Suppose 169 square rods of land are to be laid out m 
a square, and the length of one of its sides is required. 

We know that the length of a side must be such a 
number of rods, as, when multiplied by itself, will pro
duce 169; therefore we must extl'act the square root of 
the given numher of square rods, and that root will be 
tbp. answer. v'169= 13 Jln •. 
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We illustrate this last ex
ample by the square figure 
ABC D, each side of 
which is 13 rods long. This 
square is di,ided into 169 
.mall squares, eaoh of which 
is a square rod. 

.J 

166 

, 

The whole figure is also 
subdivided into four figures, 
two of which, e f g D and 
h fiB. are squares; and 
the other two, A h f e and 
C if r;, are oblongs. 

The square e f g D is 10 rods on a side, and, there
Core, contains 100 square rods. The oblongs are each 
10 rods long and 3 rods wide, and consequently each 
contains 30 s~uare rods. The other square, B h f i, is 
S rods on a Side, and contains 9 square rods. 

To illustrate the process of -extracting the square root 
by the above geometrical figure, we shall take the side 
A B, which is divided into twO parts, the first of which, 
A h, is 10 rods long; the other, h B, S rods long. A h 
being equal to e f, the square o( A h, the first part, 
gives the area of the square D e f g; h B being equal to 
h f, the area of the oblong A h f e, is found by multi
plying the two parts, A hand h B, together; the area 
of the other oblong i f g C, ~s the same; therefore, the 
area of the two oblongs is twice the product of the two 
parts, A h and h B. The square of the last part, h Bt 

gives the area of the square h B i f. 
We have therefore the square of the first part A h, 

10XIO= 100 rods; twice the product of the two parts, 
A h and h B, 10X3X2=C,0 rods; and the square of 
the last part h B, 3X3=9 rods. These being added 
together make 169 rods, the square of the whole figure 
ABCD. 

This illustration of a square corresponds exactly with 
that of the first example, and of course the extraction of 
the square root must proceed on the principles there 
exhibited. 
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166 ARITHMETIC .. XXIX.. 

From the illustrations of the two preceding e.nmples, 
we give the following rule for the extraction of the square 
root. 

RULE. First-Point off the ~.,en number into period. 
of NO figuru each, by putting a dot Of1er the place of 
tlflit" and another Of1er tfJery ,econd figure to the left; 

. and auo to the right, tIIhen there are decimau. 
Secondly-Pind the greate,t 'quare in the left hand 

period, and tllrite it, root in the quotient. Subtract the 
.quare of thu root from the lift hand period, and to tM 
remainder bring dotlln the ne:d period for a di.,idend. 

Thirdly-Double the root already found,Jor. a difliBor. 
A,certain hotll many timu the di.,iBor u contained in 
the dividend, ezcepting tire flight hand figure, and place 
the renlt in the root, and auo at the right hand Of tM 
di.,iBor. Multiply the divisor, thUB increased, by tM 
laBl figure in the root, and nbtract the product from the 
di.,idend, and to the remainder bring dotlln th. nu' 
period for a netll di.,idend. -

Fourthly-Double the root already found for a nell 
di.,iBor, and continue to operate as before, until all the 
period, are brought dotlln. 

It will sometimes happen, that, by dividing the divideod 
as directed in the rule, the figure, obtained for the root, 
will be too great. When this happens, take a less figure, 
and go through the operation again. 

When the places in the decimal are not an even num
ber, they mU$t be made so, by continuing the decimal, 
if it can be continued; if it cannot, by imnexing a cipher, 
that the periods may be full. . 

If there be a remainder after all the periods are used, 
a pe~iod of decimal ciphers may be added; or, if the 
given number end in a decimal, the two figures that would 
arise from a continuation of the decimal. The operation 
may be thus continued to any degree of exactness. 

If any dividend shall be found too small to coptain thp 
divisor, put a cipher in the root, and bring dowillhe next 
period to the right hand of the dividend for a new divi 
dend, and proceed in the work. 
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When the squJe r~ot of a mixed number is required, 
It will sometimes be necessary to reduce it to an improper 
fraction, or the vulgar fraction to a decimal, before ex-
tractin~ the root. . 

If either the numerator or denominator of a vulgar frac
tion be not a square number, the fraction must be reduced 
to a decimal, and the approximate root extracted. 

1. Extract the square root of 4579600. 

4579600(2140 .I1ns. 

1st. divisor 4 
41 

2d. divisor 42 
424 

4 . 

57 first dividend. 
41 
1696 second dividend. 
1696 

00 

i What IS the square "root of 110 ~V 
i 10.24(10.499 + .I1nl. 
1 

1st. divisor, 2 10 first dividend. 
2d. divi30r, 20 1024 secr)nd dividend. 

204 816 
3d. divisor, 208 20324 third dividend 

2089 18801 
4th. divisor, 2098 202324 fourth dividend. 

20989 188901 
13423 remainder. 

Reducing ~ to a decimal, we found it to be infinite, 
in the recurrence of 24 contiuLially; therefore, in con
tinuing the extraction of the root, instead of adding 
periods of decimal ciphers, we added tlll! period 24 each 
time. The extraction of the root might have been con
tinued indefinitely; but having obtained five places of 
figures in the root, we stopped, and marked off the three 
last places of the root for decimals; because we mado 
use of three periods of df'cimals in the question. 
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S. What is the 15!'$uare root of 2704 , 
Extract the 15ci'15are 15!'$ot 361 

6. What is the square root of 30.25? 
)Vhat the 1313uare 137,ot 12l 

7. Extract the sq~are root of.289. 
8. E"tract the S'luare root of 400~ 

What j, the ";,,are ,7130t 4762 
10. What is the square root of 848241? 

1. .Extrau, the ;,'luare mot 33E>2.24, 
12. What is the square root of 824464 ? 
,3. h'ind sqmRre rnnt of 49084036. 
14. What the fYquare mot 684900? 
15. Find the square root of 82864609. 
6. h'ind squure rn", of ;s()84?W.,,616~ 

17. What is the square root of 44890000? 

i~: ~;~~t the t~~u:;~~~G~o~: hhi8~~]~~~;;s#n. 
20. Find the square root of 26494625227849. 
21. h'ind sqUGre of hf$24hh~06hh, 
22. What is the square root of 841806.25? 
h3. What the 13Guare ;,oot 39,h3750h? 
.24. Find the squ~e root of 213.715161. 
25. Find the, square root of ~66650896. 
b6. hbhat the ",man' toot 
27. What is the square root of 15-h ? 
b8. VutraGt the "1uare mot 3lE~"6' 
29. What is the square root of 514\? 

;~~: ~:~~~et ~~: '~~a:rt:, l~~~~ '~~'?5oH? 
32. Extract the square root of l096fi. 
03. h'ind sq,mre rnnt of 120000. 
34. Extract the square root of 5. 
;55. Eutrant the 8{mare root 8. 
;56. Extra,,? the squartl mot 84. 
37. Extract the square root of 99. 
f08. the "mare mot 101 
~9. !i:~tract the square root of l~? 
AO. mxtraer the B'ruar" soot Leu, 
41. Extract the square root of 14~:§. 
42. Extract the sfuare root of 1.5. 
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43. Extrat)t the square root of .000S!754. 
44. Extract the square root of 2.3. 
45. Extract the square root of f. 
46. Extract the square root of! . 

. 47. Extract the square root of i. 
48. Extract the square root of H. 
49. Extract the square root of lIst. 
50. Extract the square root of 267!. 

The square root of the product of any two numbers is 
a mean proportional between those numbers. 

Thus, 4 JS a mean proportioDfll between 2 and 8; be
cause 2 : 4 = 4 : S. But when four numbers are propor
tionals, the product of the extremes is equal to the pro
duct of the means; that is, the product of the two gJven 
numbers is equal to the square of the mean proportional. 

51. Find a mean proportional between 4 and 256. 
52. ~ind a mean proportional between 4 and 196. 
53. Find a mean proportional between 2 and 12.5. 
54. Find a mean proportional between 9.8 and 5. 
55. Find a mean proportional between 25 and 121. 
56. Find a mean proportional betwe<;ln 180.625 and 10. 
57. Find a mean proportional between 52 and 54-h. 
58. Find a mean proportional between f and 3l. 
59. Find a mean proportional between 12 and 147. 
60. Find a mean proportional between i and 4 . 

. 61. Find a mean proportional between .5 and 98. 
62. Find a mean proportional between 406210', 

and 828. 
63. Find a mean proportional between .25 and 1.. 
64. Find a mean proportional between .1 and 810. 
65. Find a mean proportional between .04 and .36. 
66. Find a mean proportional between .09 and .49. 
67. Find a mean proportional between .2 and .018. 

When the square root of the product of the two given 
numbers cannot be extracted without a remainder, the 
mean proportional is a SURD, and may be approximated 
"y the aid of decimals. 

f$S. Find a melD proportional between 6 IUld 12. 
15 
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69. FlDd a mean proportional between 25 aud 14. 
70. ~ind a mean proportional between 64 and 21. 
71. Find a mean proportional between 46 and 55. 
72. Find a mean proportional between 5 and 81. 
73. Find a mean proportional between 77 and 19. 
74. A number of men spent 1 pOllDd 7 shillings in 

company, which was just. as many pence for each man, 
as there were men in the company. How many were 
there? 

75. A company of men made a contribution for a chari
table purpose; each man gave as many cents, as there 
were men in the comp~y. The sum collected was 31 
dollars 36 cents. How many men did the company 
consist of? 

76. If you would plant 729 trees in a square, how 
many rows must you have, and how many trees in a row? 

77. A certain regiment consists of 625 men. How 
many must be placed in rank and file, to form the,regi
ment into a square? 

78~ It is required to layout 40 acres of land in a 
square. Of what length must a side of the square be ? 

79., It is required to layout 20 acres of land in the 
form of a right angled parallelogram, which shall be twice 
as long as it is wide. What will be its length and 
breadth? (See page 162.) 

80. It is required to layout 30 acres of land in the 
form of a right angled parallelogram, the length of which 
shall be three times the width. How long and how wide 
will it be? 

A TRIANGLE is a figure 
having three sides and three 

_ angles. When one of the 
angles is such as would form 
one corner of a square, the 
figure is called a right-angled 
triangle, and the following 
propositions belong to it. "-___ ~~---...J 

PROPOSITION lat. The .quare of 'he hypoaenue .. 
equal to the ,um of the .quar .. of ,he other ,.,0 rid ... 
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PROPOSITION lei. The .quare 'root of the sum of the 
.quares of the base and perpendicular is equal to the 
hypotenuse. . 

PROPOSITION 3d. The .quare root of the difference of 
the .quare. oj the hypotenuse and base i. equal to the 
perpe1\dicular. 

PROPOSITION 4th. The square root of the difference 
of the .quares of the hypotenuse and perpendicular is 
eqtlal to the base. 

By observing the above propositions, when any two 
sides of a right-angled triangle are given, we may always 
find the remaining side. For example, suppose the base 
of the preceding figure to be 4 yards in length, and the 
perpendicular to be 3 yards in height; then the square 
of the base is 16 yards, and the 'square of the perpendicu
lar 9 yards, and the sum of thell' squares is 25 yards. 
The square root of 25 yards is 5 yards, which IS the 
length of the hypotenuse. 

81. A certain castle, which is 45 feet high, is sur
rounded by a ditch, 60 feet broad. What must be the 
length of a ladder, to reach from the outside of the ditch 
to the top of the castle ? 

8~. A ladder 40. feet long, resting on the ground at 
the distance of 24 feet from the bottom of a straight tree, 
and leaning against the tree, just reaches to the first limb. 
What is the length of ·the tree's trunk? 

83. Two brothers left their father's house, and went, 
one, 64 miles due west, the other, 48 miles due north, 
and purchased farms, on which they now live. How far 
from each other do they reside> 

84. James and George, flying a kite, were desirolls 
of knowing how high it was. After some consideration, 
they perceived, that their knowledge of the square root, 
and of the properties of a right angled triangle, would 
enable them to ascertain the height. James held the 
line close to the ground, and George ran forward till he 
came directly under the kite; then measuring the distance 
from James to George, they found it to be 312 feet; and 
pulling in the kite, they found the length of line out, to 
be 520 feet. How high was the kite? 
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8-5. A ladder, 40 feet long, was so placed in a street, 
as to reach a window 33 feet from the ground on one side, 
and when turned to the other side without changing the 
place of its foot, reached a window 21 feet high. The 
breadth of the street is required. 

86. The distance between the lower endS of two equal 
rafters, in the different sides of a roof, is 311 feet, and the 
height of the ridge above the foot of the rafters is 12 
feet. Find the length of a rafter. 

A straight line, drawn 
through the centre of a square, 
or through the centre of a right
angled parallelogram, from ODe 
angle to its opposite, is called 
a DlA.GONUj and this diagonal 
is the hypotenuse of both .the 
right-angled triangles into which 
the square or parallelogram is 
thus divided. 

87. A oertain lot of land, lyiug in a squue, .oontains 
tOO acres: at what distance from each other are the 
opposite corners? 

88. There is a square field contaiBing 10 acres: what 
is the distance of the centre from either cOl'ner ? 

A CIRCLE is a plane surface 
bounded by one curve line, 
called the circumference, 
every part of which is equally 
distant from the centre. 

A straight line through the 
centre of a circle is called a 
diameter, and a straight line 
from the centre of a circle to 
the circumference is called a 
radius. 

The areas of all circles are to one another, as the 
squares of their like dimensions. That is, the area of a 
greater circle is to the area of a less circle, as the square 
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of the diameter of the greater to the square of the diame
ter of the less. Or thus, the'area of the greater is to the 
area of the less, as the square of the circumference of 
the greater to the square of the circumference of the less. 

Therefore, to find a circle, which shall contain 2, 3, 
4, &c. times more or less space than a given circle, we 
have the foUowing-

RULE. Square· one of the dimenrion. of the gi.,en 
circle, and, if the required circle be greater, multiply 
the .quare by the given ratio, then the .quare root of the 
product tDill be the like dimension of the required circle; 
but, if the required circle be lUI than the gi.,en one, 
di.,ide the .quare by the given ratio; then the square 
root of the quotient !Dill be the similar dimension of the 
circle required. 

89. The diameter of a given circle is 11 inches: lvhat 
is the diameter of a circle containing 9 times as much 
space? 

90. Find the diameter of a circle, which shall contain 
one fourth of the area of a circle of 42 feet diameter. 

91. What must be the circumference of a circular 
pond, to contain 4 times as much surface, as a pond, of 
1 i mile in circumference? 

"92. Find the circumference of a pond which shall con
tain n part as much surface, as a pond of lSi miles 
circumference. 

93. Find the diameter of a circle, which shall be 36 
times as much in area, as a circle of 18"~ rods diameter. 

The diameter of a circle is to the circumference in the 
ratio of 1 to 3.14159265, nearly: therefore, if we know 
the one, we can find the other. Thus, the circumferenco 
of a circle, the diameter of which is 8, is 3.14159265 X 
8=25.1327412; the diameter of a circle, the circum
ference of which is 15.70796325, is 15.70796325+3. 
14159265=5. 

To find the area of a circle, multiply rhe circumference 
by the radius, and divide the product by 2. 

94. How many feet in length is the side of a square, 
equal in area to a circle of 36 feet diameter? 

15-
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95. Find the sidE! of a square e«!ual In area to a circle 
of 20 rods in diameter. 

96. Find the diameter of a pond, that shall contain 1 
as much surface, as a pond of 6.986 miles circumference. 

9i. Find the length Rnd breadth of a right-angled ' 
parallelogram, which shall be 4 times as long as it is wide, 
and equal in area to a circle of 43.9822971 rods circum
ference. 

98. Find the circumference of a pond, which shall 
contain as much surface, as 9 ponds of i of a mile diam
eter each. 

xxx. 
~ 

EXTRACTION OF THE CUBE ROOT. 

A CUBE is represented by a 
solid block -like either of 
those annexed-with six plane 
surfaces; having its length, 
breadth, and height all equal. 
Consequently, the solid con
t'ents of a cube are found by 
multiplying one of its sides 
twice into itself. For this 
reason, the third power of any 

. number is called a cube. . 
Therefore, if we multiply 

the square of a number by its 
root, we obtain a product, 
which is called a cube, or a 
cubic number. For instance, 4 multiplied by 4 produces 
16, which is the square of 4, as shown on one of the 
sides of this larg.er block; and 16 multiplied by 4 pro
duces 64, which is the cuhe of 4, as shown by the whole 
of the larger block. . 

Thus the cube of any quantity is produced by multiply
ing the quantity by itself, and again multiplying the pro
duct by the original quantity. When the quantity to be 
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cubed is a mixed number, it may be reclaeed to aa im
proper fraction, and the fraction cubed, and thea reducecl 
back to a mixed number. . 

As we can, in the manner explained, find the cube of 
a gil'en number, so also, when a number is proposed, w~ 
may reciprocally find a number, whicb being eu~d wiD 
produce the given number. In this case, the Dumber 
sought is called, in relation to the given number, the 

~ CUBE' ROOT. Therefore, the cube root of a given num-
. ber is the number, whose cube is equal to the givea 
number. For instance, the cube root of 126 is 6j the 
cube root of 216 is 6; the cube root of l is 1; the' cube 
root of 3f is Ii. 

A cube cannot hav~ more places of figures than ~i: 
the places of the root, and, at least, but two less 
triple the places of the root. Take, for instance, • 
number consisting of any number of places, that shall be 
the greatest possible in those places, as 9.9, the cube of 
whi<!h is 970299; here the places are triple. Again, t4b 
Il number, that shall be the least possible in those plaees, 
as 10, the cube of which is 1000; here the places are two 
less than triple. 

It is manifest from what has been said, that a cubic 
Ilumberis a product resulting from three equal factors. 
For example, 3375 is'a cubic number arising from 15X 
) 5X 15. To investigate the constituent parts of this cubic 
number, we will separate the root, from which it wu 
produced, into two parts, and instead of 16, write 10+6, 
and raise it to the third power in this form. 

. 10+ Ii 
lOt Ii 

Product of 10+5 by 5, - 60 + iii 
Product of 10+5 by 10, - 100+ 50 
The square, - - 100+100 + 25 

10+ 6 
Prod. of 100+100+25 by 5, - 600+500+126 
Prod. of 100+100+25 by 10, 1000+ 1000+250 
The third power, - 1000+1500+710+ 116 

This pl'Oduct contains the cube of the first ~rm, tfJree 
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limes the square of the first tenn multiplied by the sec
ond tenn,· three times the first term multiplied by the 
square of the second term, and the cube of the second 
term: thus, lOX lOX 10=1000; lOX IOX3X5=1500; 
10X3X25=750; 5X5X5=125. 

Now, if the cube be given, viz. 1000+ 1500+750+ 
125, and we are required to find its root, we readily 
perceive by the first term 1000, what must be the first 
term of the root, since the cube root of 1000 is 10; if, 
therefore, we subtract the cube of 10, which is 1000, 
from the given cube, we shall have for a remainder, 
10XIOX3X5=1500, IOX3X25=750, and 6X5X5 
=125; and f.-om this remainder we must obtain the second 
term in the root. As we already know that the second 
term is 5, we have only to discover how it may be 
derived from the above remainder. Now that remainder 
may be expressed by two factors; thus, (10XIOX3+ 
10X3X5+5X5) 5: therefore, if we divide by three 
times the square of the first term of the root, plus three 
times the first term multiplied by the second term, plu~ 
the square of the second term, the quotient will be the 
second term of the root, which is 5. 

But, as the second term of the root is supposed to be 
unknown, the divisor also is unknown; nevertheless we 

-have the first term of the divisor, viz. three times the 
lKJuare of the root already found; I\Dd by means of this, 
we can find the next term of the root, and then complete 
the divisor, before we perform the division. After find
ing the second term of the root, it will he necessary, in 
order to complete the divisor, to add thrice the product 
of the two terms of the root, and tile square of the sec
ond term, to three times the square of the first term pre
viously found. 

The precedin~ analysis explains the following rule for 
the extraction 01 the cube root. 

RULE. First-Point off the given number into period, 
of three figure, each, beginning at the unit', place, and 
pointing to the left in integer" and to the right in deci
maz.,~ making fUll period, of decimal, by ,upplying tlu 
dl'jicf.eflcy, tDhm a.ny ezillB. 
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2dly-Find the root of the left handptri.tl, pw. " 
in the quotient, and subtNcl its cube from.. 'the ,&itle,. 
ftumber. The remainder is a netll dividend. 

3dly-&quare the root already found and mull. pI, itt 
square by 3, for a divisor. 

4thly-Find hOtll many times the divisor is co~ 
in the dividend, and place tke reBult iA the quotieAt. 

5thly-ln of'tler to complete the divisor, multiply 'di. 
rool previously found, by the number last put in thertidt, 
triple the product, and add the result to the divisor; alit 
.quare the number last pld in the root, and add its sqUGt"c 
40 the divilOr. 

LastJy-Multiply th. divisor thus completed, by I4e 
number last put in the root, and subtract the product lto* 
the dividend. The remainder tlJill be a netIJ ditlidend. 

Thus proceed, lill the tlJhole root is e:dracled. 

We will 'extract the cube root of S4965'18,:J, deDo~ 
each step of the operation, from first tolast~ by a refer
ence to that part of the rule, under which it falls. 

Pint, - ... - - - - - - ... .. ;sailJ65788 
2dly. Cube of 300, subtracted, ~{_ 

New dividend, - - - '7965'183 
3dJy. 300 X 300 X 3 [ a divisor] 
4tl1ly. Divisor in new dividend, 
5thly. Triple prod.of300X20, 

Square ofIast number, 

Divisor compleled, -
Lastly. 288400 X 20, subt'ed, 

New dividend, - - -
3dly. 320X320X3 [a divisor] 
4thly. Divisor in new dividend, 
5thly. Triple prod. of 3toX7, 

Square of last number, 
Divisor completed, -

Lastly. 313969X 7, subtracted, 

300+ 20+., =: Sit Jl.ftI. 
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In compJeting every divisor, we have three products 
to add together; viz. three times the square of the root 
already found; three times the p,·oduct resulting from the 
multiplication of the root already found, by the number 
last put in the root; and the square of the last mlmber. 

If the ciphers be removed from the right hand of each 
of these products, the remaining figures in each succeed
ing product will stand one place to the right of each 
preceding product; therefore, the work will be consider-. 
ably abridged by adopting the following-

RULE. First-Point off the given number into period. 
oj three figure. each, as "before directed. 

2dly-Pind the root of the left hand period, place it 
in the quotient tIIithout regard to local fJalue, "fl.d .ub· 
tract it. cube from that period; and to the remainder bring 
dotlln tke nezt peri.odfor a dividend. 

• 3dly-Square the root already found, witho!" any re 
gard to it. local fJalue, and multiply it •• quare by 3, JOt 
a difJisor. 

4thly-Pind hoVI many time, Ihe divisor i. cOfltain'd 
ita tM difJidend, omitting the ttDo right haad figure., ana 
place the reBUlt in tM quotient. 

6thy-To complete the difJisor, multiply the root pre
wiously found, by the figure last placed' in the quotient, 
without regarding local fJalue,triple the product, arul 
write it under the divi.or, one place to the right; .quare 
thelillure la.t put in the quotient, and tllrite it. .qUare 
"naer the preceding product, one place to the right. J1dd 
,h68e three together, and their .um is the difJi80r compleled. 

Lasdy-JJlultiply the divisor thus completed, by tke 
figure last placed in the root, and .ubtract" tke producl 
from the difJidend; and to 'he remainder bring doVln the 
.ext periudfor a netll dividend. 

Thai proceed, till tke tIIhgle root is extraetN 

Observe, that, when the divisor is not contained in the 
dividend, as sought in the fourth part of the rule, a cipher 
must be put in the root, and the next period brought do~ 
for a DOW divideDd. 
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Observe. also. that when the figure obtained for the 
I'oot by dividing, as directed in the fourth part of the rule, 
is found, on completing the divisor, to be too large, a 
smaller figure must be substituted in its plase, and the 
divisor completed anew. 

There are always as many decimals in the root, as 
periods of decimals in the power. 

We will extract the cube root of 6589031l319, in the 
abridged form; referring, as before, to the particular part 
of the rule, under which each step of the operation IUo
ceeds. 
First, 
2dly. Cubeo{4,subt'd -

Dividend, - - -
3dly. 4X4X3 [div'r] 
4thly. 48 was not con-

48 

tamed JIl 18. - - -
Lastly. New dividend: 
3dly. .40X40X3, - - 4800 
4thly. 4800 in 18903, 

3 times. 
5th1y. Triple product 

of 40X3, - - - 360 
Square of 3, 9 

658903Ii319(4039 
64 

1890 

0000 
1890311 

Divisor comp'd, - 483609 
Lastly. 483609XS, and 

subtracted, - -
r-----I 

New dividend, - - -
1450827 
439484319 

3dly. 403 X 403 X 3, - 487227 
4thly. 487227 in 4394 

843,9 times. 
5thly. Triple product 

of 403X9, -
Square of 9 
Divisor comp'd, 

Lastly. 48831591 X 9, 
and subtracted, 

10881 
81 

439484319 
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We will now extrllct the cube root of178fJ63.4381. 52,

in the abridged fonn, as in the precediD!; example; but 
without reference to the parts of the rule. 

178263.433152(56.28 .au. 
125 

75 53263 
90 
36 

843e 50616 
9408 2647433 

336 
4 

944164 188,8328 
947532 759105152 

13488 
64 

94888144 759105152 

1. Extract the cube root of 614125. 
2. What is the cube root of 191102976 ? 
3. What is the cube root of 18399.744 ? 
4. Find the cube root of 253395799552. 
6. What is the cube root of 1740992427? 
6. Extract the cube root of 35655654571. 
7. Find the cube root of 27243729729. 
8. What is the cube root of 912673000oo0? 
9. What is the cube root of 67518581248? 
10. Find the cube root of 729170113230343. 
11. Extract the cube root of 643.853447875. 
12. Find the cube root of .000000148877. 
13. What is the cube root of 123? 
14. Extract the cube root of 517. 
15. Extract the cube root of 900. 
16. Extract the cube root of /r. 
17. What is the cube root of • ? 
18; Whllt is the cube root of Irr ~ 
19. What is the cube root of iNNT? 
10. EKtract the cube root of ~6. 
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To find two MEAN paOPOaTIONALI between two givea 
numbers, divide the greater by the lUI, and eztract the 
cube root of the quotient: then multiply the cube root by 
the least of the given nUlhbers, and the prodUd Vlillbe 
lite least of tl&e mean proportionals; and tit. l •• t mean 
proportional multiplied by tM .a"" root, viiI give tM 
greatest mean proportional. 

21. What are the two mean proportionals between 6 
and 750? . 

22. "'"hat are the two mean proportionals between 66 
and 12096? . 

To find the side of a cube e'l..ual in solidity to anr 
given solid, e:dract the ctobe root oJ the solid contents oj 
the given body, and it Vlill be the required side. 

23. There is a stone, of cubic form, containing 21952 
solid feet. What is the length of one of its sides? 

24. The solid ('.ontents of a globe are 15625 cubic 
inches: required the side of a cube of equal solidity. 

25. Required the side of a cubical pile of wood, equal 
to a pile 28 feet long, 18 ft. broad, and 4 ft. high.· 

.Ilil solid bodie. art to each other, as the cubes of their 
diameters, or similtlr sides. 

26. If a ban 6 inches in diameter weighs 32 pounds, 
what is the diameter of another ball of the same metal, 
weighing 4 pounds? 

27. I f a ball of 4 inches diameter weighs 9 pounds, 
what is the diameter of R ball weighing 72 pounds? 

28. What must the side of a cubic pile of wood mea
sure, to contain i part as much as another cubic pile, 
which measures 10 feet on a side? 

29. If 8 cubic piles or wood, each measuring 8 feet 00 
n side, were all put into one cubic pile, what would be 
the dimensions of one of its sides ? 

30. The solid contents of a globe 21 inches in diame
ter are 4849.0596 solid inches; what is the ·diameter of 
a globe, whose solid contents are 11494.0672 inches? 

31. What are the inside dimensions of a cubical bin, 
that will hold 85 bushels of grain? (See note, page 27.) 

32. What must be the inside dimensions oC a cubical 
. IQ 
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bin, to hold 450 bU!·hels of potatoes, 2815.489 cubir. 
in<."hes, (heaped measure), making a bushel? 

33. What must be the inside measure of a cubical 
cistern, to hold 10 hogsheads of water? 

34. What must be the inside measure of a cubical 
cistern, that will hold 20 hogsheads of water? 

35. What are the inside dimensions of a cubical CIS· 

tern, that holds 40 hogsheads of water? 
36. Suppose a chest, whose length is 4 feet 7 in<."hes, 

breadth 2 feet 3 inches, and depth 1 foot 9 inches: wbat 
is the side of a cube of equal capacity ? 

37. Suppose I would make a cubical· bin of sufficient 
capacity to contain 108 bushels; what must be the dimen
sions of the sides? 

XXXI. 

R.OOTS OF ALL POWERS. 

The roots of many of the higher powers may be ex
tracted by repeated extractions of the square root, or 
cube root, or both, as the given power may require. 
Whenever the index of the given power can be resolved 
into factors, these f.'mtors denote the roots, which, being 
successively extracted, will give the required root. . 

Thus, the index of the fourth power is 4, the factors 
of which are 2 X 2; therefore, extract the square root 
of th~ fourth p'0wer, and then the square root of that 
square root Will be the fourth root, The sixth root is 
the cube root of the square root, or the square root of 
the cube root; because 3 X 2=6. The eighth roct is 
the square root of the square root of the square root; be
cause 2 X 2 X 2 = 8, The ninth root is the cube root 
of the cube root; because 3 X 3= 9. The tenth root 
is the fifth root of the square root; because 2 X 5 = 10. 
The twelfth root is the cube root of the square root of 
the square root; because 2 X 2 X 3 = 12. The twenty
seventh root is the cdbe root of the cube root of the cube 
root; because 3 X 3 X3=~7 . 
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The following is a GENERAL RULE for extracting tile' 
I'oots of all powers. 

RULE. First-Prepare Ihe given number jor eztrtJelioR, 
by pointing off from theanit's piau, as t1&e r~quired root 
directs; that is, for the fourth root, into periods of f-our 
figures; for tne fifth. root into periods of JWe figure., -4-c. 

2dly.-Find the first figure of the root by trial, aM 
$ubtract us powr from the left hand period. 

:3dly.- To the remainder .bring down the fir.t fip.re .. 
'he ne:d period for a dividend. -

4thly.-lnvolve the root to the RUt inJ-erior potoer to 
.hat wnich. is given, lind multiply it by the Rumiler denol
ing the given pOflJer,for a divisor. 

5thly.-Find hOfIJ fIWIny time. the divisor is contained 
in lhe ditJidend, and the potient will be another figur. 
of the root. 

6thly.-I,.volN the uhole root to the given potoer, and 
ftbtract it from the two left hand periods oJ the givm 
Jlumber. 

Lastly.-Bring dovm the first figure of the nezt period 
to the remainder, for a nefIJ dividend, to flJhicnfind a new 
divisor, as beJor~. Thus proceed, till lJa,a wliole root" 
czlracted. 

Observe, that when a 1iI!;ure obtained for the root by 
dividing, is found by invo[ving, to be too great, a less 
.figure must be taken, and the involution performed agaiD. 

We will extract the fifth root of 36936242722357. 

36936242722357(517.11 .... 
55 = 3125 

1i4 X 5=31256rst-divisor. 5686 first dividend. 
51 5 = 

514 X 5=33826005, l 
second divisor. 5 

5175 = 

345025251 

243371762 2d. dividencL 
36936242722357 

I. What is the fifth root of 5584059449 f 
2. Find the fifth root of 2196527536224. 
°3. Extract tlte fifth root of 16850581551 ? 
4. Find the seventh root of 2423162619857794647 
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XXXII. 

EQUIDIFFERENT SERIES. 

A series of numbers composed of any number of terma, 
which uniformly increase or decrease by tile same num
ber, is called an EQUIDIFFERENT BERIEB. This seri98 
has, very commonly, but without any propriety, been 
called .8ri"&melical ProgreuioR. 

When the numbers increase, they form an ascending 
series; but when they decrease, a descending series. 
Thus, the natural numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, form 
., ascending series, because they continually ipcrease by 
I; hut 9, 8, 7, 6, &.e. form a descending series, because 
they continually decrease by 1. 

'rhe nwnbers, which form the series, are called the 
'e,.,., of the series. The first and last terms in the series 
are called the ezlremu; and the other terms, the me4lRl. 

The number, by which the terms of the series are 
continually increased or diminished, is called the COMmoR 

lifTereRce. Therefore, when the first term and common 
difference are given, the series may be continued to anT 
length. For instance, let 1 be the first term in an eqUl
different series, and 3 the common difference, and we 
shall have the following increasing series; 1, 4, 7, 10, 
l~, &'c., in which each succeeding term is fouud by 
adding the common difference to the preceding term. 

THEOREM I. WI,eR four number. form aR equidiffer
em le"eI, tke lUm of the 'YO ez'reme. i. equl to Ike lUM 
of Ihe t'!DO meaRB. Thus, 1, 3, 5,.7, is an equidifferent 
series, and 1 +7=3+5. Also in the series 11, 8, 5, 
2, II +2=8+5. 

THEOREM II. Ira aRY equidifferent Beriu, ,h. lUm oj 
the 'YO edremu i. equl 10 tke ."m of aRY two me(JRI, 
,kat are .qually di,'am from the eztreme.; (Jnd equal to 
doubla the middle term, '!Dken tMre ir (JR "Reven numb.,. 
of term.. Take, for example, the equidifferent series, 
2,4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14; 2+ 14=4+ 12i and 2·t·14= 
8+10; Ilao 2+ 14 ... 8+8. 
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Since, from the nature of an equidifferent series, the 
second term is just as much greater or less than the first, 
as the last but one is less or greater than the last, it is 
eVident, that when these two means are added together, 
the excess of the one will make good the deficiency of 
the other, and their sum will be the same with that of 
the two extremes. In the same manlier it appears, that 
the sum of any other two means equally distant from the 
extremes, must be equal to the sum of the extremes. 

THEOREM III. The difference bettlle,en the eztreme 
'erms of an equidiffereRl series i, equtJl to the commo" 
difference multiplied by the number of terms kn 1. 
Thus, of the six terms, 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, the common 
difference is 3, and the number of terms less 1, is 5; then 
the difference of the extremes is 17-2, and the common 
difference multiplied by the Dumber of terms less 1, is 
3X5; and J7-2=3X5. 

The difference between the first and last terms, is the 
increase or diminution of the first by all the additions or 
subtractions, till it becomes equal to the last term: and, 
as the number of these equal additions orsubtractiORs is 
one less than the number of terms, it is evident that this 
common difference being multiplied by the number of 
terms less 1, must give the difference of the extremes. 

THEOREM IV. The BUm of all the terms of apyequi-
4ifferent Benes is eqtuJl to the BUm of the two eztreme, 
tl&ultiplied by the number of terms and di"idetl by 2; or, 
which amou"ts to the same, the sum of all th.e terms is equal 
to the sum of th.e ezlremes multiplied by half the the num
ber of terms. For example, the sum of the followq 
serie:!, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, is 2+ 16 X 4=~2. 
This is maue evident by writing under the given s~ 
the same series inverted, and adding the conespondtl'lg 
terms together as follows. 

The given series, 2, 4, 6, 8,10,12,14,16 
Same series inverted, 16, 14,12,10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 
Sums of the series, 18, 18,18,18,18,18,18,18. 

This series of equal terms, (18), is evidently equal to 
twice the slim of the given series; but the sum of these 

lu· 
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equal terms is 18 X 8 = 144; and sioce this sum is twiee 
u ~at IS that of the given series, the sum of the ·given 
lenes must be 72. 

Any three of the five following things being ginn, the 
... two may be readily found. . 

The fir" term. 
The laB' term. 
The number of terms. 
The common difference. 
The BUm of all the terms • 

• &QBLEX. I. The extremes and number of terms be
iRS given, to find tbe sum of all tbe terms. 

)iULE. ..MuUiply the BUm of '1&e e:Urem" "" ,he ntAft
he,. of th.e term., and h.alf 'he product will be ,1&e BUm 
of all the term.. See Theorem 4th. 

1. The 6rst term in an equidifferent series, is 3, the last 
term 19, and the number, of terms is 9. What is the 
IUDI of the whole series ? . 
. 2. How many strokes does a common clock strike in 

12 hours? 
3. A. hundred cents were placed in a right line, a yard 

apart, ·and the 6rst a yard from a basket. What distance 
dId the bar travel, who, starting from the basket, picked 
them up slDgly, and returned with them one by one to 
the basket? 

4. If a number of dollars were laid in a straight line 
Cor the space of a 'mile, a yard distant from each other, 
and the first a yard from a chest, what distance would 
tbe mao travel, who, starting from the chest, should pick 
t.bem up singly, returning with them one by one to the 
cheat? 

PROBLEM II. The extremes and number of tel'rllS 
Biven, to find the common difference. . 

RULE. Subtract the Ie" ezlreme from the greater, and 
d,,,ide the remainder by the cnumber of term. 16$8 1, and 
tIae quotient will be the common difference. 

It hal been shown under Theorem 3d. that the differ'; 
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ence of the extremes is found by multiplying the common 
difference by the number of the terms less 1; conse
quently, the common difference is found by dividing the 
difference of the extremes by the number of the terms 
less 1. 

6. A man had 10 sons, whose ages differed a1ike; the 
youngest was 2 years old, and the eldest 29. What 
was the difference of their ages? '. . 

6. The extremes in an equidiffererit series are 8 and 
87, and the number ofterms 43. Required thecommoo 
difference. ' 

7. A man is to travel from Boston to a certain place 
in 9 days, and to' go but 6 miles the first day, and to 
increase his journey every day a1ike, so that the last day's 
journey may be 37 miles. Required the daily increase, 
and also the humber of miles travelled. 

PROBLEM III. The extremes and common difference 
pven, to find the number of tenn!. 

RULE. Di"ide the difference of the eztrem" by the 
COJRmon difference, and add 1 to the quotient j the s#lm 
.nll be the number of terms. 

The difference of the extremes divided by the number 
of the terms less 1, gives the common difference; con
sequently, the same divided by the common difference 
must give the number of terms less 1: hence, this quotient 
augmented by 1, must give the number of terms. 

8. The extremes in an equidifferent series are 3 and 
39, ~d the common difference is 2: what is the number 
of terms ? 
. 9. A man going a journey, travelled 7 miles the first 

day, and increW!ed his journey every day by 4 miles, and 
the last day's journey was 61 miles. How many days did 
be travel, and bow far? 

• 10. A man commenced a journey with great animation, 
and travelled 55 miles the first day; but on the second 
day he began'to be weary, and travelled only 51 miles, 
and thus continued to lose 4 miles a day, till his last 
day's journey was only 15 miles. How many days did 
he tra.el t 
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PROBLEM IV. To find an equidi1Ferent mean between 
two given terms. 

RULE. Add the two given lerm. together, and half 
Iheir .um will be the eqvidifferent meGn required. 

11. Find an equidi1Ferent mean between 3 and 15. 
12. What is the e,9uidi1Ferent mean between 7 and 53? 
13. Find an equidl1Ferent mean between 5 and 18. 

PROBLEM v. To find two equidi1Ferent means between 
the given extremes. . 

RULE. Divide the difference of the eztreme. by 3, and 
the quotient ",ill be the common d{fference, which, being 
continually added to the Ie" eztreme, or BUbtracted,from 
the greater, give. the two required meaRB. 

14. Find two equidi1Ferent means between 4 and 13. 
\5. Find twO equidi1Ferent means between 5 and 22. 
16. Find two equidi1Ferent means between 4 and 53. 

PROBLEM VI. To find any numbers of equidi1Ferent 
meaDS between the given extremes. 

RULE. Divide the difference of the e:rlreme. by the re
quired number of mean. plua I, and the quotient will be 
the common difference, which being continually added to 
the Ie" eztre1l1e, or .ubtracled from the g/'eater, tDill give 
the mean lerml required. 

17. Find five equidi1Ferent means between 4 and 28. 
18. Find six eCJ.uidi1Ferent means between 6 and 55. 
19. Find 3 eqUJdi1Ferent means between 34 and 142. 
10. Find one eqllidi1Ferent mean behveen 56 and 100. 

XXXIII. 

CONTINUAL PROPORTIONALS. 

The numbers of a series in which the successive terms 
increase by a common multiplier, or decrease by a com 
10011 divisor, are CONTINUAL PROPORTIONALS. 

This series of numbers has been commonly called n 
Geometrical Progression; bnt, perren'jng no appropriate 
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meaning in this term, we choose to call the series, what 
it is in truth, a 8eriu oj Continual ProporttoMZ,. \ 

The common multiplier, or common divisor, by which 
the successive terms are increased or deminished, is 
called the ratio of the serjes, or the COtllfAOft rlllio. 

1 II 3 .. 5 6 
Thus, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48,96 is a series of continual pro

portionals, in which each successive term is produced by 
multiplying the preceding term by 2, which is the COlD

mon ratio. Toe numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, &tc. standing 
above the series, mark the place, which each term holds 
in the series. 

Also, 729, 243, 81, 2'7, 9, 3, 1, is a series of continual 
proportionals, in which each successive term is found by 
mV1ding the preceding term by a, the common ratio. 

In an increasing series, the ratio is the quotient, whicll 
results from the division of the consequent bf the ante
cedent; but in a decreasin~ series, the ratio IS the quo
tient resulting from the diVISion of the antecedent by the 
consequent. 

In every series of continual proportionals, any four 
successive terms constitute a proportion. Thus, in the first 
of the above series, 3: 6=12 : 24, and 6: 12=24 : 
48, also, 12: 24 =48 : 96. In the second series, 
729 : 243=81 : 27, 243: 81 =27: 9, 81: 27=9 : 
3, 2'7 : 9= 3 : 1. Therefore, when there are only four 
terms, the product of the extremes is equal to the pro
duct of the means. 
- Furthermore, in any series of continual proportionals, 

the product of the extremes is equal to the product of 
any two terms equally distant from them; and equal to 
the second power of the middle term, when there is an 
uneven number of terms. For instance, take the con
tinual proportionals 2, -4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128; then 2 X 
128=4 X 64; also 2 X 128=8 X 32; and 2 X 128 == 
16X 16. 

When the first term and the ratio are given, a series 
of continual proportionals may be extended to any num
ber of terms by continually multiplyjng by the ratio in 
an increasing series, or dividing m a decreasing series. 
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For example, the first term being 2, and the ratio 3, if we 
make it an increasing series by continually multiplying by 
the ratio, we obtain the following series, 2, 6, 18, 54, 
162, 486, which may be extended to any number of 
terms; but, if we make it a decreasing series by continu
ally dividing by the ratio, we obtain the following series, 
2, i, t, ?l'1.

" 

11' ?lb, which may also be extended to any 
number 0 terms. 

In the series 2, 6, 18, 54, 162, 486, we obtain the 
second term by multiplying the first term by the ratio; 
the third term by multiplying the second term by the 
ratio; the fourth term by multiplying the third term by 
the ratio; the fifth term by multiplying the fourth term by 
the ratio; the sixth term by multiplying the fifth term by 
the ratio. Therefore, since to obtain the sixth term, we 
have to multiply five times by the ratio, it is evident· 
that we should also obtain the sixth term by multiplying 
the first term by the fifth power of tI\e ratio. The fifth 
power of 3 is 243, which being multiplied into the first 
term, the result is 486, the same as in the series. 

Hence we see, that any term in any increasing series 
of continual proportionals may be found by multiplying 
the first term by that power of the ratio, which is denoted 
by the number of terms preceding the required one. 
For instance, the ninth term ill an increasing series is 
found by multiplying the first term by the eighth power 
of the ratio; thus let 2 be the first term, and 3 the com
mon ratio; then 2 X 38 gives the ninth term,' which is 
13122. 

If the series be a decreasing one, any term in it may 
be found by dividing the first term hy that power of the 
ratio, which is denoted by the number of terms preceding 
tho required one. For instance, the seventh term in a 
decreasing series is found by dividing the first term by 
the sixth power of the ratio; thus, let 24576 be the first 
term in a decreasing series, and 4 the common ratio; 
then 24576 + 4 6 gives the seventh term, which is 6. 

We will now state several problems, which occur in 
continual proportionals, and give the rules for performing 
them. 
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PROBLEM I. The first term and the ratio being given. 
- to find any other proposed term. 

RULE •. Rai.e the ratio 10 a pOtDer, uho.e indes is equal 
to the number oj term. preceding the required term: then, 
if it be an increasing .erie., multiply the fir.t term by 
this pouer oj the ratio; but, if it be a decreasing .erie., 
divide the fir.t term by it: the reBult uill be the requirecl 
term. . 

1. Required the eighth term in an increasing series 
whose first term is 6, and ratio 2. 

2. Required the ninth term in a decreasing series, the 
first term of which is 131072, and the ratio 4. 

3. What is the seventh term in an increasing serIes. 
the first term being 3, and the ratio 1.5 ? 

4. What is the sixth term in an increasing series, whose 
first term is uio,., and ratio 7 ? -

5. What is the tenth term in a decreasing series, the 
first term being 387420489, and the ratio 9 ? 

One of the principal questions, which occurs in a series 
of continual pr0f.0rtionals, is to find the sum of the 
series. We shal , therefore, illustrate the method. 

Let there be given the following series, consisting of 
seven terms, whose common ratio is 3; viz. 2, 6, 18, 54, 
162,486, 1458. Let each term in this serip.s be multiplied 
by the rati;:- 3; and let each product be removed one 
place to the right of the terms in the given series. 
The given series, 2, 6, 18, 54, 162, 486, 1458 
multiplied by ratio. 6, 18, 54, 162, 486, 1458,4374. 

Now the last term in the second series is produced-by 
multiplying the last term in the given series by the ratio; 
and it is evident that if the given series be subtracted 
from the second series, the remainder will be the last 
term in the second series diminished only by the first 
term in the given series, and this remainder will be twicl' 
the sum of the given series; consequently, if we divide 
it by .2, the quotient will be the sum of the given series; 
but 2 is the ratio less 1. Hence 

PROBLEM II. The extremes and the ratio being given, 
\p find the sum oflQe series. 
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RULE. Multiply lAe 6"eater ."'e ... by tAe raM, from 
'he product .ubtract the lUI estreme, cnd dieide ,he re
maillCler by the rtJlio luI 1, and '''e quotient wiU be ,I.e 
fUm oj the .erie., 

6. The first term in a series oC continual proportional. 
is 1, the last term is 65611, and the ratio is S. What is 
the sum of the series ? 

65611 X S = 196833 
1 

ratio 3-1=2)196832 
98416 .I1R1. 

7. The extremes of a series of continual proportionals 
are 3 and 12288, and the ratio is 4. What is the sum 
of the series? 

8. The first term in a series of continual proportionals 
in 125001 the last term is 4, and the ratio 5. What is 
the sum of the series ? 

9. The first ferm in a series of continual proportionals 
is 7, the laat term ) 792, and the ratio is 2. What is the 
sum of the sel'ies ? 

10. The extremes in a series of continual proportionals 
are 5 and 37.96875, and the ratio is 1.5. What is the 
sum of the series? . 

11. The first term in a series of continual proportionals 
is 100, the last term .01, and the ratio 2.5. Required 
the sum of t,he series. 

PROBLEM III. The first term, the ratio, and the num
ber of terms given, to find the sum of the series. , 

RULE. Find the last term by problem 1, and the .um 
oj the serie. by problefll 2. 

12. The first term in an increasing series of continual 
proportionals is 6, the ratio 4, and the number of terms 8. 
What ·is the sum of the series? 

13. The first term in an increasing series of continual 
proportionals is t, the ratio 4, and the number of terms 
13. Required the sum of the series. 

14. The first term in a decreasing series of continual 
proportionals is 1, the ratio 3, and the number of ter~8 
12. What is the sum of the .eries ? .. 
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15" A man offers to sell his hOffl! bv thv nalli; in 
fhoVI, wVich dS,e 3V in dSdSmbdSr. He demands one:mill 
for the first nail" 2 for the second, 4 for the third, and ,0 

:?:?n, silldSIDIZ.lldinb for ~ach :?:?ail *",,,ic;", the price of the pre
ceding. It is required to find what would be the p"i:?:?8 

th" hOI"e. 
16. An i~orant fop wanted to pttrohas:?:? an IleII:?:?t 

hoUI:?:?, anI a fIceI@8 :?:?dSan "sid lim sill:?:? had one, wIich 
he would sell him on these moderate terms; viz" that he 
IhodSlI gi:?:?I OliI C,mt (,I" th4:l firss do:?:?" 2 for tbe 
second, 4 for the third, and so doubling the Rsrice f:?:?r 
s"sYesf dI=II, tblire 36. It a hargain, I;ded she 
simpletons and here is a half-eagle to bind it, What was 
;dse Isf tlSdS house? 

PhfsBU2€U The u:?:?tremus thu number uf terms 
being given, to find the ratio" 

~~~:~ wft!1:hat p!~Se~t~ s:i;s;:~i!~ !~~::8~ ~:o;~~ 
by nlisssbedS s1 tSi'ms les8 ; cmsseql,enUy, thiE corUiEI
ponding root of this quotient will be the ratio. 

-This is the A'eVU2'sse pIY4E,blem 1, ;md the 
~easoning which pr?cedes that problems sufficientlsill eluci-
sIatdSS thss ,ule thY4E. 

The first term in a series of proportionals is 192, the 
last ?ssrm h, anh the smmbnr of termiE 7. Whnt is rutio? 
192 +3 = 64; the number of terms less 1 is 6' there-
Kore the ssixth k'{gOt of 6h, whieh 2, the £'atis:L 

17. In a series of continual proportionals, the first 
term is ,thss last 4594V, ami tho nmnbe, of Retrm; 9. 
What is the ratio? 

IV The first tetm in series coetinutl prehortion-
als is "26~44, the. last term 4s and the number of terms 5. 
ReQHlrest: the £'s1110, 
, 19. The first term in a series of continual proportionals 

~t~ttfse t~;tr~~[~ 029h2i, ssnd· Rhe numbeR of ?ssrm, 8. 

20, The fi,ggR teno in seTESSS couTinussl prssportissn-
uls is 78125, the last term lh, and the number of terms 

1. thn s'atisL 
17 

"ed I ';0 ~Le 
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PIWBLEK V. To find any number of mean proportion
als between two given numbers. 

RULE. The two gif1en numbers ere the eziremes oj tJ 

.erie. conftsting oj two more terms tMn there are meaM 
f'8quired; hence th.e ratio will be found by problem 4. 
Then th.e product of the ratio and th.e Ie.. eztraae will 
be one oj the meG"'; the product of thi. meGn and the 
ratio will be anoth.er mean; and .0 on, till all the required 
mea", are found. 

When only one mean is required, it is the square root 
of the product of the extremes. 

21. Find 3 mean proportionals between 5 and 1280. 
Here the series is to consist of five terms, and the 

extremes are 5 and 1280; hence the ratio is found by the 
fourth problem to be 4; and by the repeated multiplica
tion of the least term by the ratio, the means are fOlmd 
to be 20, 80, and 320. 

22. Find four mean proportionals bet.n t and 2401. 
23. Find five mean proportionals betteen the num

bers, 279936 and 6. 
24. Find a mean proportional between 1 and 2809. 

COMPOUND INTEREST BY SERIES. 

It has been shown in ART. xv, page 107, that com
pound interest is that which arises from adding the interest 
to the principal at the end of (1ach year, and taking the 
amount for a new principal. Now, the several amounts 
for the several years form a series of continual pro pOl'

tionals; and, to find the amount for any number of years, 
we may adopt the following-

RULE. Find the last term of an increasing series oj 
continual proportionals, whose first term is' the principal, 
whose ratio is the amount oj 1 dollar for 1 year, and whose 
number of terms is the nu,nber oj year. plus 1. The 
last term is the required anlount. See Problem 1st. 

In the -examples under this rule, no more than six deci
mal places need be included. 

25. What is the aiDount of $100, at 6 per cent. 
compound interest, for 4 years? 
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26. What is the amount of $75, at 5 per cent. com
pound interest, for 9 years ? 

27. What is the amount of $ 294, at 4 per cent. com
pound interest, for 7 years ? 

28. Find the amount of $18.25, at 7 per cent· 
compound interest, for 12 years. 

29. Find the amount of $751.30, at 5 per cent. 
compound interest, for 8 years. 

30. Find the amount of $ 4798, at 6 per cent. com
pound interest, for 12 years. 

31. What is the amount of $5.14, at 7 per cent. 
compound interest, for 16 years? What is the interest? 

32. What is the compound interest of $1000 for 20 
years, at 6 per cent.? What is the amount? 

COMPOUND DISCOUNT. 

Discount co~nding to simple interest has already 
been treated, iIi .ART. XVI; but dIScount corresponding to 
compound interest, is now to be computed. 

On the supposition that money can be let out at com
pound in~rest, the present worth of a debt, payable at a 
future period without interest, is that principal, which, at 
co-mpo'Und interest, would give an amount equal to the debt, 
at the period when the debt is payable. 

RULE. Find tke last term of (J decreasing series of con
tinual proportionals, whose first term is the debt, whoslJ 
ratio is tke amount of 1 dollar for 1 year, and whose ntt~ 
IIer of teNR8 is tke numller of years plus 1. ThlJ last ter.. 
is tke preslmt worth. See Problem lst. 

33. What principal, at 10 per cent. compound interest, 
will amount, in 4 years, to 88.78461 

34. What is the present worth of $68.40, payable 11 
years hence; allowing discount a,ccording to (j per cer¥. 
compound interest 1 

35. What is the present worth of $350, payable in I) 
years; allowing discount at the rate of 6 per cent. com
pound interest 1 

36. What is the pre"ent worth of $:l52b, due in three 
yt>~rs; di~ount being allowed as in the last eltllmple 1 
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37. How much must,be adT8Dced to discharp a debt 
of 8700, due in 8 years; discoUDting at the rue of 6 per 
cenL compound interest' 

38. What is the present worth of 81000, du in 20 
years j discounting at the rate bf 6 per cam. compeunci in
terest 1 How much is the discount 1 

XXXIV. 

ANNUITIES. 

An ANN111TY is a fixed sum of money payable periodi
cally, for a certain length of time, or during the life of 
some person, or for ever. 

Although the term annuity, in its proper sense, applies 
only to annual payments, yet pa,meata which are made 
semiannually, quarterly, monthly, &c., are also called aonu
ities. 

Pensions, salaries, and reots, come under the head of 
annuities. Annuities may, however, be j)Ul'chased by the 
present payment of a sum of money. The party sellinJ 
annuities, is usually an incorporated trust company, instI
tuted and regulated upon principles similar to those of an 
insurance company. The company has an 01lice, called 
an annuity office, where all its business is transacted. 

The present worth of an annuity which is to continue 
for ever, is that sum of money, which would yield an in
terest equal to the annuio/. But the present worth of an 
annuity which is to termmate, is a sum, which, being put 
on compound interest, would, at the termination of the 
annuity, amount to just as much as the payments of the 
annuity would amount to, provided they should severally 
be put on compound interest, as they became due. 

The sum to be paid for the purchase of a life annuity
winch is the same as its present worth-depends not only 
upon the rate of interest, but, also upon the probable con
tinuance of the life or lives on which the annuity is grant
ed. In order to brin~ data of tins kind into numbers, the 
1;)i}ls of mortality in di1ferent places have been examined, 
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and from them, tables have been C'.()Dstructed, which show 
how many persons, upon an average, out of a certain 
number born, are left alive at the end of each year; and 
from these tables others have been constructed, showing 
the expected continuance of human life, at every age, 
accordmg to Fr.obabilities. We shall not, however, treat 
the subject 0 life annuities in this work, and would refer 
readers, who wish to become thoroughly acquainted with 
its theory, to the writings of Simpson, De Moivre, Bai
ley, Price, and Milne. 

PROBLEM I. To find tho amount of an annuity? which 
has been forborn for a given time. 

Before presenting the rule, let us inquire what would 
be the amount of an annuity of $100, forborn 4 years, 
allowing 5 per cent. compound interest? The last year's 
payment will, obviously, be $100 witnout interest; the 
last but one will be the amount of $100 for 1 year; the 
last but two will be the amount of $100 for 2 years; and 
so on: and the sum of the amounts will be the answer. 
Now the last payment with the amounts for the several 
years, form a series of continual proportionals. We, 
therefore, adopt the following-

RULE. Find the sum oj an increasing eeries oj con
linual proportionals, whose first term is the annuity, whose 
ratio is the amount oj I dollar Jor I year, and whose 
number oj terms is the number oj years. This sum is 
the amount. See ART. XXXIII, Problems 1st and 2nd. 

1. What is the amount of an annuity of $ 200, which 
has been forborn 14 years; allowing 6 per cent. interest? 

2. What is the amount of an annuity of $ 50, which has 
been forborn 20 years; interest being 5 per cent.? 

3. What is the amount of an annual rent of $L50, for
born 7 years; allowing interest at 5 per cent.? 

, 4. If an annual rent of $1054 be in arrears 4 ye8Js. 
what is the amount, allowing 10 per cent. interest? 

5. Suppose a person, who has a salary of $ 600 a year, 
payable quarterly, to allow it to remain unpaid for 3 years, 
how much would be due him; allowing quarterly com
pound interest at 6 per cent. per annum? 
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6. What is due on a pension oC $150 a year, payable 
half-yearly, but Corborn 2 yeari!; allowing half-yearly com
pound interest, at 4! per cent. per annum? 

7. What is due on a pension oC $ 300 a year, payable 
quarterly, but forborn 2i yean; allowing quarterly com
pound iuterest, at 5 per cent. per annum. 

PROBLEM II. To find the present worth of an annuity 
which is to terminate in a given number of years. 

Before giving the rule, let us inquire, wbat is the pres
ent worth of an annuity of $ 100, to continue 4 years, 
allowing 5 per cent. interest ~ The present worth is, 
obviously, a sum, which, at compound interest, would 
produce an amount equal to the amount of the annuity. 
N ow we can find the amount of any sum at compour.d 
interest, by multiplying the sum by the amollnt of 1 dollar 
for a year, as many times as there are years. Hence, to 
find a sum which will produce a given amount in a given 
time, we must reverse the process, and dif'ide by the 
IlmOwlt of 1 dollar for the time. Applying this principle 
to the example in question, we find by the preceding rule, 
that the amount of the annuity is $ 431. Then, dividing 
this aIDount by the amount of 1 dollar for 4 years, we find 
the present worth to he $354.593+ 

RULE. Find the amount of the annuity aa if it were in 
arrear8 for the whole time, and divide this amount by the 
amount of 1 dollar at compound intere8t for the 8ame 
time; the quotient will be tl&e present worth. 

~. What is the present worth of an annuity of $ 500, 
to conticue 10 years; interest being 6 per cent. 1 

9. What is the present worth of an annuity of $ SO, to 
continue 22 years; interest being 5 I)(>r cent.? 

The operations in this rule being~edious, we introduce, 
upon the next page, a table, showing the present worth 
of $1 annuity, at 4, 5, 6, and 7 per cent., for every 
number of years, from 1 to 30. To find the present 
worth of an annuity by the use of this table, multiply the 
JWtJ8tJnt worth of 1 dollar for the number of year8, by the 
anRuity. 
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Y'rs ·14percent. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
~8 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

.9615 
1.0860 
2.7750 
3.6298 
4.4518 
5.2421 
6.0020 
6.7327 
7.4353 
8.1109 

8.7605 
9.3850 
9.9856 

10.5631 
11.1184 
11.6523 
12.1656 
12.6593 
13.1339 
13.5903 

14.0291 
14.4511 
14.8568 
15.2469 
15.6220 
15.9827 
16.3295 
16.6630 
16.9337 
17.2920 

ANNUITIES. 1. 
5 percent. 6 percent. 7pereeot. 

.9523 .9433 .9345 
1.8594 1.8333 1.8080 
2.7232 2.6730 2.6243 
3.5459 3.4651 3.3872 
4.3294 4.2123 4.1001 
5.0756 4.9173 4.7665 
5.7863 5.5823 6.3892 
6.4632 6.2097 6.9712 
71078 6.8016 6.5152 
7.7217 7.3600 7.0235 
8.3064 7.8868 7.4986 
8.3632 8.3838 7.9426 
9.3935 8.8526 8.3576 
9.8986 9.2949 8.7454 

10.3796 9.7122 9.1079 
10.8377 10.1058 9.4466 
J 1.2740 10.4772 9.7632 
11.6895 10.8276 10.059 
12.5883 11.1581 10.335 
12.4622 11.4699 10.594 
12.8211 11.7640 10.835 
13.1630 12.0415 11.061 
13.4885 12.3033 11.272 
13.7986 12.5503 11.469 
14.0l)39 12.7833 11.653 
H.3751 13.0031 11.825 
14.6430 13.2105 11.986 
14.8981 13.4061 12.137 
15.1410 13.5907 12.277 
15.3724 13.7648 12.409 

10. What is the present.worthofan annuity of '21.64, 
for 7. years; interest being 6 per cent. ? 

11. What is the present worth of an annuity of .936, 
for 20 years, at 5 per cent.? 

12. What is the present worth of an annuity of ,258, 
fOl 17 years, at 4 per cent. ~ 
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13. Find the present worth of an annuity of $796.60, 
to continue 28 years; interest being 7 per cent.? 
. 14.' A young man purchases a farm for $ 924; and 
agrees to pay for it in the course of 7 years, paying ~ 
part of the price at the end of each year. Allowing inter
est to be 6 per cent., how much cash in advance will 
pay the debt? 

15. Allowing interest to be 5 per cent., which will be 
in my favor, to pay $15 a year for 10 years, or, to pay 
$ 160 in advance ?-by how much? 

''fhen an annuity does not commence until a given 
time has elapsed, or some particular event has taken place, 
it is called a REVERSION. . 

PROBLEM III. To find the present worth of an annuity 
in reversion., 

RULE. Find, (by Problem 2nd.), the present value of 
the annuity from the present time till the end of the period 
of iI, continuance: find, also, its tlalue for the time be
fore it is to commence: the difference of these two result. 
will be the present worth. 

16. What is the present worth of an annuity of $200, 
to be continued 7 years, but not to commence till 2 years 
hence; interest being 6 per cent.? 

17. Find the present worth of a reversion of $ 152 a 
rear, to commence in 6 years, and to continue IS.years 
mterest being 4 per cent. _ 

18. What is the present worth of a reversion of $; 75 
a year, to commence in 5 ye8l's, and to continue 24 
years; interest being'6 per cent.? 

I 9. What must be paid for the purchase of a reversion 
of $450 a year, to commence in 5 years, and to continue 
13 years; interest being 5 per cent.? 

20. Find the present worth of a reversion of $ 942.30 
a year, to commence in 2 years, and to continue 11 
years; interest being 7 per cent. 

21. A father leaves to his son, a rent of $ 31 0 per 
annum, for 8 years, and, the reversion of the same rent 
to his daughter for 14 years thereafter. What is the 
present worth of the legacy of each, at 6 per c~nt.? 
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22. What is the present worth of a reversion of $100 a 
year. to commence in .( years, and to continue for ever; 
interest 'being 6 per neat 1 

This annuity continuing for ever, will, when it com
meDCes, be worta that sum of money which would yield 
'IQO a year, at 6 per cent. interest. Therefore, after 
finding the principal, whose interest is $100 per annunl, 
deduct from it a compound discount for 4 years· the re
mainder will be the present worth. 

23. What is the piesent worth of a reversion of $824 
.. year to commence in 7 years, and to continue for ever j 
inteftlflt ~Dg 6 per eent. , 

94. What is the present worth of • reYet"Sion of $530 
a yeer, t& commence in 22 years .. and to continue for ever: 
interest 7 per cent. 1 

25. How mach must be paid, at present, for 11 $hare in 
• flllUl, 'Whiria, .&e:r the lapse of 20 years, will yield 1111 in
.. me .c ... a year; mtelest 6 per ceat. , 
- 26. How much must be paid,.t present, for the title to 

_ .nDDity of 11000; .., eommeace in 40 years; iDte!est _ng 6 per ceat. , 

XXXV. 

ALLIGA'TION. 

ALLIGATION relates to liDding the mean value of a mix· 
ture composed of several ingedieots of difterent values, 
IDd is considered under two'heads, viz. Alligation Medial. 
and Alligation Alternate. 

ALLIGATION MEDIAL. 

We rank under the head of Alligation medial, those 
questiGDB, ill whicll the several ingredients and their re
spective values are given, and the mean value of the 
compound is required. -

For example, a wine merchant bought seve~ kinds of 
wine, as follow.; 160 gallons at 40 cents per gallon; 75 
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gallons at 60 cents per gallon; 225 gallons at 48 cents 
per gallon; 40 gallons at 85 cents per gallon; and mixed 
them together. It is required to find the cost of a gallon 
of the mixture. 

Now, if we find the whole cost of the several kinds 
of wine, and divide it by the whole number of gallons, it 
is evident, that the quotient will be the cost of a single 
gallon of the mixture. 

160 gallons, at 40 cents per gal., cost: 64.00 
75 gallons, at 60 cents per gal., cost 45.00 

225 gallons, at 48 cent~ per gal., cost 108.00 
~gallons, at 85 cents per gal., cost $ 35.00 

500 the whole number of gallons, cost '$252.00 
'252.00+500=.504, or50cents and 4 mills. 

Therefore, to find the mean value of a COil' pound, com
posed of several ingredients, of di1ferent values, we gin 
the following 

RULB. Flu 1M tHJlfUJ of etzcA i1&greditmt, tultl t.v. 
"alues togetMr, au dif1ide tMir """ by tke 11m 0/ tke .... 
gredientl. Tke gtl4titmt iI tke mean tHJlfUJ. 

1. A farmer mixed together 6 bushels of rye worth 70 
cents a bushel, and 10 bushels of corn wordi 60 cents a 
bushel, and 6 bushels of wheat worth 81.10 a busheL 
What is a bushel of the mixture worth , 

2. A grocer mixed together 38lb. of tea at 60 cents a 
pound, 151lb. at 80 cents, 12ilb. at 60 cents. stlb. at 
96 cents. 77ilb. at 32 cents, and sold the mixture at a 
profit of 20 per cent. At what price per pound did he sell 
it? 

3. A goldsmith melts together 11 ounces of gold 23 
carats fine. S ounces 21t carats fine. 6 ounces of pure 
gold. and 2 ounces of alloy. How many carats fine is the 
mixture 1 

We remark. that a carat is a 24th palL Thus. 23 carats 
fine. means If of pure metal. Pure gold is ft. Alloy is 
considered of no value. 

4. On a certain day. the mercury in the thermome~ 
was observed to stand 2 hours at 60 degrees, 3 hours • \ 
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62°,4 hours at 64°, 3 hours at 67°, 1 hour at 72°, and 
1 hour at 75°. What was the mean temperature for that 
day? . 

5. A dealer bought 24! gallons of syrup at 34 cents a 
. gallon, and 24l gallons at 38 cents a gallon, and mixed 

both quantities and 14 gallons of water together, and sold 
the mIXture at a rrofit of 50 per r.ent. At what price per 
gall Oft did he s.el it? 

6. A goldsmith melts together 3 ounces of gold 18 
carats fine, 2 ounces 21 carats fine, and 1 ounce of pure 
gold. What is the fineness of the compound? 

ALLIGA'rION ALTERNATE. 

Under the head of Alligation Alternate are included 
those questions, in whiCh the respective rates of the dif
ferent ingredients are given, to compose a mixture of a 
fixed rate. It is the reverse of Alligation Medial, and 
may be proved by it. 

If we would find what quantities of two ingredients, 
different in value, ,would be required to make a com
pound of a fixed value, it is evident, that, when the value 
of the required compound exceeds that of one ingredient 
just as much as it falls short of the value of the other, 
we must take equal quantities of the ingredients to make 
the comJlound; because there is just as much lost on the 
one, as IS gained on the other. 

If ilie value of the compounrl exceeds that of one in
gredient twice as much as it falls short of the value of the 
other, we must take of the ingredients in the ratio of! to 
t, or 1 to 2. For instance, if we would mix wines, at 
4 dollars and 1 dollar a gaHon, in such proportion that 
the mixture should be worth 2 dollars a gallon, we must 
take 1 gallon at 4 dollars to 2 gallons at 1 dollar; because 
there is just as much lost on 1 gallon at 4 dollars, as is 
gained on 2 gallons at 1 dollar. 

If we wlluld mix wines, at 6 dollars and 2 dollars a 
gallon, in such proportion as would make the mixture 
worth 3 dollars a gallon, we should take of the fWO kinds 
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in &be ratio oE t to -i, 01' 1 to S; for,. in this instanee, 
tJ.re is IS much lost on 1 gaUoo at 6 dollars, lIB is !Bined 
on 3 gallons at 2 dollars. 

We see by the precectiat; ralios, .. the ne8l'er the 
value of the mixture is to that of ODe of the jngredients, 
the greater must be the relative tpJmtity of this ingredi
ent, in forming the compound; and the farther the ftlue 
of the mixture is from that of one of the ingredients, the 
less must be the relative quantity of this ingredient in 
makinp; the compound. 

Hence, if we make the difference between the rate of 
each ingredient and that of the compound, the denomina
tor of a fraction having 1 for its numerator, these fractions 
express the ratio of the ingredients required to make the 
compound; and, when these fractions are reduced to a 
common denominator, the numerators express the requir-
ed ratio of the ingredients. -

If, for example, it be required to mix gold of 12 carats 
fine with gold of 22 carats fine, in such proportion that 
the mixture may be 18 carats fine, we -can ascertaIn the 
proportion of each kind in the following manner. The 
difference between 18 and 12 is 6; making 6 the de
nominator of a fraction with 1 for its numerator, we have 
the fraction i; taking the difference between 18 and 22, 
we in like manner obtain the fraction i; therefore, the 
fractions, i and i, express the required proportion of 
each sort of gold. These fractions, when reduced to a 
common denominator, are 7J.\ and 7J.\' and the numerators 
express the required proportion of each sort. Therefore, 
we must take 4 grains of 12 carats fine, and 6 grains of 
22 carats fine; or, in that ratio. 

If, for a second example, we would make a mixture 
18 carats fine from gold of 15 carats and 20 carats fine, 
we should, in the same manner, obtain the fractions, ! 
and i, to express the, required proportion of the two sorts 
of gold; consequently, in this instance, we should take 
2 grains of 15 carats fine, and 3 grains of 20 carats nne. 

Therefore, since the fineness of the compound is the 
same in both the preceding examples, if we would make 
a compound 18 carats fine, from, the four kinds of gold 
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mentiOBed in-dre two examples, we should take 4 gains 
of 12 carats, 6 guins of 22 carats, 2 grains of 15 carats, 
and 3 grains of 20 carats fine. 

Now, these results may be readily obtained by writing 
the rates of the given simples one under another, in reg
ular order, be~nning either with the least or greatest, and 
alligating olle of a less with one of a greater rate than that 
of the compound, and writing the difference between 
the rate of each simple and the rate of the compound, 
against the rate of the simple with which it is alligated. 

Thus, 12 -/4 grains 12 carats fine 
15- 2 " 15 " " 

18!O-l 3 " 20 " ., 
22- (; " 22 " " 

We may connect tbe rates of the simples differently, 
and obtain equally COlTeCt, but different results. 

Thus, 12-, 2 
18 15--\ 4 

20- 6 
22- 3 

It must be observed, that the two simples linked to
gether, must always be one of a less, and the other of a 
greater rate, than the rate of the compound. 

By connecting a less rate with a greater, and placing 
the differences between them and the mixture rate alter
nately, the gain on the one is precisely balanced by the 
loss on the other. This being true of every two, it is 
true of all the simples in the question, whatever may be 
their number. 

It is obvious, that a question in Alligation Alter. admits 
of a great variety of answers, all agreeing with the reqll!
sition of the CJ,lIestion; for we may variously aUigate the 
~'alues of the mgredients, and thus obtain variaus results, 
all of which will be correct; and we may add all the'3e 
together, and the results will be correct answers. We may 
also multiply, or divide the quantities found; for, if no,u 
quantities of two simples make a balance of loss and gain 
in relation to the value of the compound, so must also the 
Jlouble or treble, the half or third part, or any other ratio 
of the ~uantities, 

18 
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'We shall give the questions in Alliption Alternate 

under four cas~s. 

CASE I. The ratios of the several ingredients being 
given, to make a compound of a fixed rate. 

RULE. First- Write the rates of the .elleral ingredienl8 
in a column under one another. 

2dly-Connect t»ith a continued line the rate of e,.ach. 
,"gredient leBB than the rate of the compound, t»ith. one or 
more rate. greater than the rate of the compound; and 
each of a greater rate than the rate of the compound t»ith 
one or more of a leBB rate. 

3dly- Write the difference bett»een the rate of each. in
gredient and the rate of the compuund, opposite the rate 
oj the ingredient t»ith which it i. connected. 

4thly-.lf only one d~lference .tand agaimt any rtJIe, 
it will be the required quantity of the ingredient of that 
rate; but, if there be selleral, tluir Bum t»ill be the quan
tity required. 

7. A goldsmith has gold of 17, 18, and 22 carats fine, 
aad also pure gold. What proportion of p.ach son must 
he take, to compose a mixturp. 2l carats fine? 

8. Having gold of 12, 16, 17, and 22 carats fine, what 
proportioll of each kind must I take, to make a compound 
18 carats fine ? 

9. A merchant has spices at 30, 33, 67, and 86 centll 
a pound. How much of each sort must he take, to make 
a mixture worth 56 cents a pound ? 

10. A wine merchant has Canary wine at 50 cents a 
gallon, Sherry at 76 cents, and Claret at 175 cents per 
gallon. How much of each sort must he take, to make a 
mixture worth 87 cents a gallon? 

11. A goldsmith wishes to mix gold of 16, 1 S, 19, 
and 23 carats fine, with pure gold, in such proportions 
that the composition may be 20 carats fine. What quan
tity of each must he take ? 

12. It is required to mix different sorts of wine, at 56, 
62, and 75 cents per gallon, with water, in such propor
tions that the mixture may be worth 60 cents a gallo". 
How much of each mU'lt be takeq ? . 
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13. How much com at 52 cents a bushel, rye at 56 
cents, wheat at 90 cents, and wheat at 1 dollar a bushel, 
must be mixed together, that the composition may be 
worth 62 cents a bushel? 

14. A silversmith wishes to mix alloy with silver of 
10, and 7 ounces fine, aild pure silver, in such proportion 
that the mass may be 9 ounces fiDe: 120zs. fine being 
pure. ' How much of each must he take? 

CASE II. When one of the ingredients is limited to a 
certain quantity. 

RULE. Find the quantity of each ingredient, til ia 
Ctlle ht. in the same manne", til though no sUch limitatioa 
tDere made; then a. the d'.fference agaimt that limple, 
tDho.e quantity i. gillen, i. to each of the other difference., 
'0 i. the r"en quantity of that limple to the quantity re
quired oJ each of the other limple •. 

15. A trader has 90 pounds of tea worth 40 cents a 
pound, which he would mix with some at 50 cents, some 
at 85 cents, and some at 90 cents. How much of each of 
the other sorts must he mix with the 90 pounds, to make 
a mixture worth 60 cents a pound? 

First solution. Second solution. 
40-- 30 40-, . 25 

60 50-'1 25 60 50- -, 30 85- 10 85- 20 
90-- 20 90- 10 

thus 30 : 25=90 : 75 thus 25: 30=90 : lOS 
SO : 10=90 : 30 25 : 20=90: 72 
SO: 20=90 : 60 25: 10=90: 36 

.IJM. 751b. at 50 cents, ~ ~ .I1n •• 108lb. at 50 cents, 
so lb. at 85 cents, and 72 lb. at 85 cents, and 
60 pounds at 90 cents. 36 pounds at 90 cents. 

16. A farmer wishes to mix com at 54 cents a bushel, 
rye at 61 cents a bushel, and wheat at 96 cents a bushel, 
with 3 bushels of wheat worth 1 dollar and 10 cents a 
bushel. How much of each of the other three must be 
mixed with the 3 bushels of wheat at 1 dollar and 10 cents 
a bushel, that the mixture may be worth 75 cents a 
bushel? 
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17. How much gold of 16,20, and 24 carate fine, and 

how much alloy, must he mixed with 10 0UDCeS of 18 
carats fine, that the composition may be 22 carats tine ? 

18. How much silver of 6.5 OUDCes fine, and of 10.6 
ounces tine, and alloy I must be mixed witb 17.1 OQDCes 

of pure silver, that the mass ma.y be 9.6oz. fine? 
It must be observed., that pure sUTer is 12 ounce. fiDe. 

CASE In. When two or more of the ingredients are 
limited in quantity. 

RULE. Find, aB in .IllligCJlion Medial, tMaI wiU N u.. 
rat. oJ" .. ulvr, naN' Iff 1M P'. fJUnlitie8 oj lIN lim
'"II ingretliuu. oaly; lAm cor&ri4er tAi, CI8 1M nate fj • 
liaitetI i.,.etlieAt, who .. fucrAlily " lAe awn of 1M q .... 
&itic, of tA, ".itad i.".ulieUl, fro", which, .AIl 14. rcllu 
~ IA. _nailed iagredi • .,., proceed &0 calculate. 1M 
,"eral quantitie, re2,uircd, GI IB Cue 11. 

19. I haYe 18 pUoos of wine at 48 CeuQ a plon, 8 
gallons at 52 cuts, and 4 galloDs at 86 cents, and woul.cl 
mix tbe whole with two Other kinds of wine, QQe at a 
dollar and 26 canas, .e other at 2 dollars uu1 12 cams 
a gallon. How much of the wine at a dollw au.d 26 coma, 
and of that at 2 doll.s and 12 cents, must I mix lrith the 
other three, that the mixture may " worth • dollar a 
gallon? 

IS~. at .48 oorueto .8.64 
Sial. at .6i " 4.16 

..!21. at .85 " 3.4C) 
The 30gal. come to $16.20, whioh is .64 • gallon. 
54 cents. gallon being the mean Yllue of tbe 30 ~lons, 
contained in the three kinds that are limite~ I must now 
inquire how much of each of the other two sorta of wille 
at 1 dollar 26 cents, and 2 dollars 12 oenta, mutt lie 
mixed with 30 gallons at 54 cents a gallon, to make a 
mixture worth one dollar a gallon. 

100/54=-126+112=;138 
12«)-1 ~ - • - 46 
~12- - -_ - - 46 

pl. pl. pl. pl. 
Now as 188 : 46=30: 10 
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Therefore, I must take 10 gallons each of the two 
Borts, which are worth 1 dollar 26 cents, and 2 dollars 12 
cents a gallon. 

20. How much gold of 14 and 16 carats fine must be 
mixed with 6 ounces of 19, and 12 oz. of 22 carats fine, 
that the composition may be 20 carats fine ? 

21. A silversmith has silver of 6, 7, and 9 ounces fine, 
which he wishes to mix with 9 ounces of 10 ounces fine, 
and 9 ounces of pure silver, to make a mass, that sball 
be 8 'ounces fine. How much of each of the three first 
must he take ? 

22. A lady purchases 7 yards of calico at 22 cents a 
yard, and 7 yards at 20 cents a yard, and wisbes to know 
how many yards of two other kinds, one at 16 cents and 
the other at 17 cents a yard, she must purchase, to make 
the average price of the whole 18 cents, a yard. Find 
the two quantities. ' 

CASE IV. When the whole compound is limited to a 
certain quantity. 

RULE. Find an anNer, as in Case I, by alligating; 
then, as the .um of the quantitie, thUB found, iB to the 
given'quantity, .0 i. the quantity of each ingredientfound 
by alligating, to the required quantity of iI. 

23. A goldsmith has gold of 15, 17, 20, and 22 carats 
fine; and would melt together of all these sorts so much~ 
as to make a mass of 40 ounces 18 carats fine. How much 
of each sort is required? 

15-
1

4 Or thus 15:3 2 
IS 17-1 2 17--

1
4 

2Or- J 18 20- 3 
22- 3 22- 1 

10: 40=4: 16 10: 40=2. 8 
10 : 40=2: 8 10 : 40=4 : 16 
10: 40= 1: 4 10: 40=3: 12 
10:40=3:12 10:40=1: ... 

.I1na. '16oz. of 15; 8oz. of 17; 4oz. of 20; and 12oz. 
of 22 carats fine. 

24. Having three sorts of raisins at 9, 12, and J 8 cents 
IS· 
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• l)Quod, what quantity of each lort must I take, to fiB 
• cuk containing il0 pouods, that its contente may be 
worth 14 cents a pouod ? 

25. Of four different kinds of aprles at 31, :J1, 46, and 
74 cente a bushel, what quantity 0 euh must be taken, 
to fill a bin containin! 9 bushels, to make its conteats 
worth 60 cents a bushel? 

XXXVI. 

PERMUTATIONS. 

P E RMU T A TI oK-which is also caUed .ClriGtiOa.--DleaDII 

the different ways in which the order or relative position 
of any given number of things may be changed. The 
only object to be regarded in Permutation, is 1M ori.tf" ill 
u/uck the tking. are placed; for no two arrangements are 
to have all the quantities in the same relative position. 

For example, two things, a, and b, are capable of omy 
tWII changes in their relative position, viz. ab, ba; and 
this number of changes is expressed br 1 X 2; but three. 
things, a, b, and c, are capable of SIX variations, viz. 
abc, a c b, b a c, b c a, cab, c b a, and this number 
of r.rmu"tations is expressed by 1 X 51 X 3; and four things, 
a, ), c, and d, are capable of 24 variations, viz. abc d, 
a b d c, a c b d, a 0 d b, ad b c, ad c b; b a c d, b. 
d c, boa d, b c d a, b d a c, b d c a; cab d, 0 a d b, 
o bad, c b d a, 0 dab, c d b a; dab c, d a c b, d h 
a 0, d b c a, d 0 a b, d c b a; and this number of per
mutations is expressed by lX2X3X4. 

In like manner, when there are 5 things, every four of 
them, leaving out the 5th, will have 24 variations; con
sequently by taking in the 5th, there will be 5 times 24 
variations 

PJlOBLEM I. To find the number of l!ermutations that 
can be made of any given number of thmgs, all different 
from each other. 

RULE Multiply the terms oj the natural aerie. of 
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XXXVI. P EI.MU'l' A'I'IONS. III 

fa_ber" jrfIfIt 1 .p ,. eM g'loefl tMMIttr .. , Itias't, ..... 
tiftually together, .r&d 1M ".o".uMll be ale ....... 

1. How many changes can be made in tbe order at 
the six letters, abc de f 1 -

j. How many changes may be FIJJII!; OD 8eV8II beDs 1 
3. Five gentlemen agreed to boani tfl!ether, as lung 

as they could seat themselves every day in • difFwent 
position at the dinner table. How loag did tbey board 
to~etber? 

4. How lft1lftyebllllges may be made in the order of 
the words in the following vene 1 Proci tot ubi ..., 
virgo, quot sidera coeio. 

5. How many different SIDDS of dolhn can be e:qlI'8I
sed by the nine digits, without using _YOB8 of them more 
than once in the same sum ? 

6. How lDtlIly dift'erent arrangements IMy he IDa ia 
seating a class of 20 scholars? . 

7. A gentleman, who had a wife and eight daughten, 
one day said to bis wife, that he intended to arraDIe the 
family in a dift'erent order every day at the dinner table, 
.and that he would never give OD& of his daughters ia 
marriage, till he had completed all the difi'ereot 1ll1'eDge
ments of which the family was capable. How many years 
from tllat day must elapse, before either of hie daughters 
can be married? . 

When several of the things are of ODe sort, ud ael'eral 
of another, &.c. the changes that can be made ~D the 
whole is not so great, as when all the things are clliFerent. 
For instance, ,ve have seen that the letters abe admit 
of six variations; but, if two of the quantities be alike, as 
a a b, the six variations are reduced to three, a a b, b a a, 
R b a, which may be expressed by If~~3. Wehavealso 
seen that the letters abe d admit of 24 variations; but 
if we have a a b b, the 24 variations are reduced to sis, 
,·iz. a a b b, a b b a, a b.a b, b b a a, b a a b, b a b a, 
and this rumber of ~ariatioDS may be expressed ., 
IX~X3X. I - r.llo ixixi~\' Hence, we lave, as 10 ws,-
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PROBLEJI II. To find the number of changes that may 
m1Eld1El in of giv1El:: numl1El:r of :mnd::: 

whereof there are several things of one sort, several ~of 
&c~ 

~~~ !~~~~eZ:;~~~~~jt~~i~~::r~. ~~~~::!~:~il§%d&:!'-
::5%S, asss: fins: she FS ssducs slJ thss sermss~ 

~ ~hen ta~ ~ the n~ural .erie. Jro~ 1 up to th~ number 
1El1 .. m:l%hr 11:£::g. 1Elff one :uzrl, 1El1:d Ub:z sa»£:z seMsz~£ up 
the number oj similar thing. oj a second .ort, 4"c., aud 
di"ide the fir.t prod"ct by the joint product of all the,. 
:z:zrie., %h:ld IIb:z qu1El±:i:zntmiU b1El #IKe aU~:1Der, 

8. Find how many changes can be made in the order 
,he 11Eltters a h b 
If the letters in this question were all they 

would admit of 1 X2X3X4X5X6=720 variations; but 
:zt»1El;e fo§%£h 3 "e mu,t di?/ihe numher 
var!ati?,n~ by ~1 X2X!3; and, sinceb occurs twic.e, w~ ~USI 
?/?£§%n %1z»ide %1F 1 X ';{;; th?/,efor» the nnmbe, »1 v,natIOKA, 
';iu be : x >1 X :(x 4 X :? 1, 6 60 

lX>1X3XlX2 • 
HGW ehange:: can be mGhe in ,he ntder 

,he letters a a abc c dee? 
l~. How mllIlY v~riations. ~ay take place in the suc 

Ce'5S10n of tho lollo§%mg mUSlC:z£ note£3: fa, fa, 
la, mi, fa? 

1. How many mhole zmmhe£3S cee you make Gut 
the nllIDber 1220055055, using StU the hgun::: eaeh time? 

12. How many variations can be made in the order 
of the the numbe'5 97IIfb8279989 

%1ROU±~UM number dik(etent Ymm±'5 beinn 
given, to find bow many changes can de made out"~f them~ 
by takin9 a given number of the things at a time. 

dULE, 7'ab£'5 a 'd}dies 1i&umf,rs cd}?ff%me??s;ing ?ff;ith tbd) 
given number oj things and decreaBing by 1, till the 
n::??bhee te?ff1?ffS id} iSqual £0 Ih, numbsT of Lhin:ssiS to 
taken at a time, and 'he product oj all th~ tenn; oj t1"11 
.eMU i&1ill be the afr?siSUI6r. 

i& 0 thz: mle, we thsJ fouiS letterr 
abc d, and find the number of variations that can be 



UXVU. COMBUU. "1'ION 8. 

made upon them, by taking two at • time. In the ~ 
place, we will write the letter" on the left hand of each 
of the other letters, and the variations will be three, viz. 
a b, a c, ad; we will do the same with each of the oth~ 
letters, thus, b a, b c, b d; c a, c b, c d; d a, d b, d Co 
N ow we have all the changes that can be made upon the 
four letters, taking two at a time, and they are 4 X S =-l~. 

We will also find, in the same manner, how m~ 
changes can be made on the same four letters, bJ ~ 
three at a time; writing a on the left, thus, abe, a b d; 
a c b, a c d; a d b, ad c, we have 3X2=6 variations. 
Now, since each of the ·letters is to be written in the 111M 
manner on the left, we shall have four such classes of 
nriations, ud the whole number lriH be 4X3XI-.u 
~arilttions. 

13. How many changes can be made upoa the IettaJI 
• bed e f, by taking three at • time ? 

14. How DIlDy diifereat whole sumbe1'll CD lie .]19 

pressed by the nine ~ts, by usiD5 tIrO .. a an. i-
16. How many difFerent whole numbers en be .... 

pressed by the nine digits, by usi~ four at a tUB. , 
16. How many different ~ eao 70U ap'8SS 

with the niae digits ad a cipbao, by uaiJt& .. at a &llM1 

XXXVII. 

COl\IBINATIONS. 

COMBINATION coosists in taking a less DQUlba- o{tlUa 
out of a greater without any regard to the order in wbICh 
they stand. This is sometimes called Election or Choic .. 

No two combinatiooa can have the same quaDtities; for 
instance, the quantitiea, a and 6, aduUt of only ODe co~ 
biuatioa, becaUie a II and II G are composed of the SIIQ8 
quantities; but, if a third quantity e be added, ,..e op 
make three combinations of two quantities out of them. 
because the third quutity c may be added to each of tbe 
two former, thus, a b, a c, b c; this QUIllber of CQJDbiM-
.... ..., 1»8 apreIMd by ~. U we t.d4. iN1Ia leeter, 
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214 ARITHMETIC. XXXVII 

d, we- can make SIX combinations of two letters out of the 
(our, since the new quantity d, may be combined with 
each of the former ones; thus, a b, a c, b e, ad, b d, 
c d j and this number of combinations may be expressed 
b 4)(3 
Y 1)(11' 

If we would make a combination of four, it is evident 
tbat only one sucb combination can be made out of the . 
letters abc d; but if a fifth letter, e, be added, we can 
make five such combinations; thus, abc d, abc e, 
abe d, a e c d, bed e; and this number of combina-
• db 6X4X3XD 

bODS may be expresse 'Y 1)(2)(3X4' . 

PROBLEM I. To find the number of combiDations from 
any given number of things, all different from· each other, 
taking a given number at a time. 

RULE. Taka a BerU. of numbers, the firn term of .hieh 
N equal '0 the number of thing. out of which the eombi
natioftl are '0 be made, and deerearin~ by 1, till the num
ber oj te""" it equal to the number oj tkingB to be taka" 
at a time, aM j.u tM product oj alllhe 'erml. 

T/ae" 'aka Ihe Mlural .. ries 1, 2, 3, te. up to the 
""",ber oj thingl 10 be laken at a lime, and flu 1M pr&
duct of all the terms oj this BerieB. 

moille the former product by the latter, and the quo
lie'" viii be 'he aftltller. 

1. How many combinations o( 3 letters can be made 
out of the 6 letters abc d e rr 

2. How many different yoke of oxen may be selected 
fi'om twelve oxen? 

3. How many di1Fe-rent span of borses CarJ be selected 
from eighteen borses ? 

4. A drover agreed witb a farmer for a dozen sheep, 
to be selected out of a Bock of two dozen; hut while be 
was making the selection, tbe farmer told him, he might 
take the whole fiock, if he would give him a cent for 
every di1Ferent dozen that could be selected from it. To 
this the drover readily agreed. How many do]]ars did 
the whole flock come to, at that rate? 

6. A general, who had often been successful in war-
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:XXXVII. COMBINATIONS. 

was asked by his king, what reward he should confer UpOD 
him for his services. The general onl)" desired a farthing 
for every file, of 1 0 men in a file, whIch he could make 
with a body of 100 men. How much did the general's 
modest request amount to ? 

PROBLEM II. To find the various combinations of a 
given number of things, which may be made out of an 
equal nnmber of sets of different things, one from each 
set. 

RULE. Multiply the number of things in the several 
.et. continually together, and the product will be the 
answer. . 

A combination of this kind is called the composition 
of quantities. The rule may be illustrated thus. If there 
are only two sets, and we combine every quantity of one 
set with every quantity of the other set, we shall make 
all the compositions of two things in these two sets; and 
the number of compositions is evidently the product of 
the number of things in one set by the number of tllings 
in the other set. Again, if there are three sets, then the 
compositions of two in any two of the· sets, being com
bined with every quantity of the third set, will make all 
the compositiona of three in the three sets. That is, the 
compositions of two in any two of the sets, being multi
plied by tile number of things in the third set, will give 
all the compositions of three in the three sets; and this 
result is the joint product of aU the numbers in the three 
sets. 

6. Suppose there are four companies, m each of which 
there are 9 mell; in how many ways can 4 men be chosen, . 
one out of each company ? 

7. Suppose there are five parties, at one of which 
thele are 6 young ladies, at another 8, at a third 5, at a 
fourth 7, at a fifth 10. How many choices are there, ill 
selecting [) young ladies, one from each party? 

8. How many changes are there in throwing fOllr 
dice, each die having six sides? 

9. A certain farmer has 5 barns, in one of which he 
has 15 cows" in ~other 11, in another 5~ in another :#, 
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218 ARITHMETIC. xxxvnl 
and in another 7. How many di1f'erent !elections ma, 
lie made, in choos~g 5 cows, one from each barn ? 

10. How many variations can be made in selecting a 
Bock of a dozen sheep from 12 folds, one from every 
fold, in each of which there are 10 sheep? 

11. In a certain school there are seven classes, the 
first containing 12 boys, the second 7, the third 9, the 
fourth to, the fifth II, the sixth 8, and the seventh 13. 
How many variations can be made in selecting 7 boys. 
one from each class? 

XXXVIII. 

EXCHANGE. 

, Scbolara, who are to proaecute u coune of c .... ical "IJdiN, and thoR. 
wbo are Dot expected to enpae in any exte .. ive mercutile __ .... , 
omit cbe __ in this article. 

EXCHA.NGE is the act of paying or receh'ing the money 
of one country for its equivalent in the money of JUlother 
country, by means of Bil18 of Exchange. This operation, 
therefore, comprehends both the reduction of moneys 
and the negotiation of bills; it determines the comparative 
value of the currencies of different nations, and shows how 
foreign debts are discharged, and remittances made from 
one country to another, without the risk, trouble, or 
expense of transportin~ specie or bullion. 

A :Bill of Exchange JS a written order for the payment 
of a certain sum of money, at an appollltcd time. It is 
a mercantile contract, in which four persons are mostly 
-concerned, as follows. 

First-The Drawer, who receives the value, and is also 
caned the maker and seller of the Bill. 

Second-The debtor in a distant place, upon whom the 
Bill is drawn, and who is called the Drawee. He also is 
called the ilcceptor, after he accepts the Bill, which is an 
engagement to pay it when due. 

Tllird-The person who gives the value for the Bill, 
who is ..ned the Buyer, Taker and Remitter. 
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XXXvIII. EXCHANGE. liT 
Fourth-The person to whom tbe bill is ordered to be 

paid, who is called the Payee, and who may, by endorM-
ment, pass it to any other person. 

Many moreantile payments are made in Bills 01 Ex
change, which pass from hand to hand, until due, like 
any other circulating medium; 'aOl;l the person who at 80y 
time has 8 Bill in his possession, is called the holder. 

To transfer a Bill payable to order, the payee should 
express his order of paying to another .person, which IS 

always done hy an endorsement on the back of the Bill. 
An endorsement may be blank or special. A blank 

endorsement consists only of the endorser's name, and 
the Bill then becomes transferable by simple delivery. 
A sJ,leciai endorsement orders the money to be paid 10· a 
particular person, who is called the endorsee, wbo IIIl1st 
also endorse the Bill, if he negotiates it. A blank en· 
dorsement may always be filled up with any person's 
Dame, so as to make it special. Any person may endorse 
a BiU, and every pndor!ler, 8S' well as the acceptor, is a 
security for the Biil, and may bd SUllJ for payment. 

In reckoning when a Bill, payable after daley becomes 
due, the day on which it is dated, is not included. When 
the time is expressed in months, calendar months are 00-

derstood; and when a month is longer than the succeed
ing, it is a rule not to go, in the computation, into a third 
month. Thus, if a Bill Le dated the 28th, :t9th, 30th, 
or 31st, of January, and payable one month after date, 
the term equally expires on the last day of February. 

An endorsement may take place at any time after the 
Bill is issued, even after the day of payment is elapsed. 

When the holder of a Bill die!!, his executors may en
dorse it; but, by so doing, they become, answerable to 
their endorsee personally, and not as executors. 

A Bill payable to bearer is transferred by simple deliv
ery, without any endorsement. 

Bills should be presented for acceptance, as well as 
for payment, during the usual hours of business. 

The common way of accepting a BiD is for the drawee 
to write his name at the bottom or across the body of 
it, with the ,,'ord, accepted. 

lQ 
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lit ARITHMETIC. XXXV ill 

When acceptance or payment has been refused, the 
Holder of the Bill should give regular and immediate 
notice to all the parties, to whom he intends to resort fol' 
payment; for if lie do not, they will not be tiable to pay. 

With respect to the manner, in which nutices of non
acceptance or non-payment are to be given, a difference 
exists between Inland and Foreign Bills. 

In the case of Foreign Bills, a Protest is indispensa
b1l necessary: thus, a Public Notary appears with the 
Bill, and demands either acceptance or payment (as the 
case may be;) and on being refused, he draws up an in
strument, called a Protest, expressing that acceptance or 
parment (as the case may be) has been demanded and 
refused, and that the holder of the Bill inten~ to recover 
any damages which he may sustain in consequence. This 
instrument is admitted, in foreign countries, as a legal 
proof of the fact. 

The Protest on a Foreign BiU should be sent as soon 
as possible, to the dralller or negotiator; and if it be for 
non-payment, the Bill must be sent with the Protest. 

A Protest is not absolutely necessary to entitle the 
holder to recover the amount of an Inland Bill from tbe 
dratller or endorser: it is sufficient if he give notice, by 
lett(!r or otherwise, that acceptance or payment (as the 
case may be) has been refused, and that he does not 
mean to give credit to the drawee. 

If the person, who is to accept, has absconded, or 
cannot be found at the place mentioned in the Bill, Pro
test is to be made, and notice gil-en, in the same manner 
as if acceptance had been refused. 

It ~s customary, as a precaution against accident or 
miscarriage, to draw three copies of a Foreign Bill, and to 
send them.by_different conveyances. They are denomi
nated the Fir,t, Second, and Th.ird oj Exchange; and 
when anyone of them is paid, the rest become void. 

When acceptance is refused, and the Bill'is returned 
by Protest, an action may be commenced immediately 
against the Dralller, though the regular time of parment 
be not arrived. His debt, in such case, is cODSldere4 
u contracted the 11\0Qlent the Bill is d",wn. 
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XXXVDL EXCHANGE. 

FORM OF A. BILL OF EXCHANGE 

. ' New York, NOfJ. 4, 1834. 
EXcHANQEfor £3000 ,terling.-

.8.1 thil-ty days right of thi" my first of Ezchange, 
{.econd and third of the same tenor and date nol paid), 
pay to Robert N. Foster, or order, Three Thouatmtl 
Pounds Sterling, with or without further advice from me. 

Messrs. KNOX and FARNHAM, 
Merc/lants, LondOfl. 

EDWIN D. HARP Ell. 

INLAND EXCHANGE relates onll to remitting Bills from 
one commercial place to another ~ the same country; by 
which means debts are discharged more conveniently than 
by cash remittances. . 

Suppose, for example, A of New Orleans is -creditor 
to B of Boston 1000 dollars, and C of New Orleans is 
debtor to D of Boston 1000 dollars; both these debts 
may be discharged by means of one Bill. Thus, A draws 
for this sum on B, and sells his Bill to C, who remits it 
to D, and the latter receives the amount, when due, from 
B. Thus, by a transfer of claims, the New OrlelUlS 
debtor pays the New Orleans creditor, and the 1IostOl1 
debtor the Boston creditor, and no money is sent from 
one _place to the other. This business is usually con
ducted through the medium of Banks, which are in the 
habit of buying both foreign and inland Bills of exchange, 
and transmitting them to the places on which they are 
drawn for acceptance. 

Inland Bills of Exchange are sometimes called Draft.; 
and the following short form of the instrument is adopted 

i 56o-(n Boston, Dec. 8, 1834. 
ThNe month, qfter date, pay to the order 0' 

Charlu S. Hooper, Fi"e huadred dollar. 50 cetall, ""ZW 
r.ceiNd, and charge the .ame to account of 

To STEPHEN FROTHINGBAJrI, 
Mfrchanl, Norfolk. 

HANNUM & LORING 
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Some explanation o( mercantile language used in rela
tion tc) Bills of Exchange seems necessary (that the 
learner may have a clear idea of the questions, whicb wiU 
be given (or practice. . 

When a merchant in the United Statps draws on hit 
banker in London, bis draft is styled " Bill on London" 
or H United States on LondoD;" and if he sells bis Bill 
at more thJll "dollar (or 54 d. sterling, the exchange is 
said to be above par; and if be sells at less than a dollar 
for 54 d. sterling, below par: if a merchant in London 
draws on hi's banker in. the United States, his draft is 
st1.'ed "London on United States;" and jf he sens his 
Bdl at .more than 54 d. sterJjng for the dollar, the exchange 
is said to be above par; and if he sells at less tban 54d. 
sterling (or the dollar, below par. ' . 

If the merchant in London draws on his banker in Paris, 
it is "London on Paris," or "London on France.,J If 
the merchant in Charleston, S. C. draws on his banker in 
New York, it is "Charleston on New York." &c. 

GREAT BIUTAIK. 

In Great Britain, accounts are kept in pounds, shillings, 
pence, and farthings, SterliR,. 

The par value of the Umted StatP.S doUar is 4s. 6d. 
sterling; therefore, th~ dollar is equal to -In of a pound 
sterling. Hence, any sum of sterling money, (the shil
lings and pence, if any, being expressed in a deciml!,l,) 
may be reduced to Federal money, by multiplying by 40 
and dividing by 9: and, any sum in Federal money may 
be reduced to sterling money, by multiplying by 9 and 
dividing by 40. Or, if sterling money be increased by 
1 of itself, the sum expresses the same value in the old 
curreftcy of New England: and, conversely, if the old 
currency of New England, be decreased by t of itself, 
the result is the expression in sterling money. 

I. United States on London. Reduce £784 14s. 
IOld. sterling to Federal money, at par. 

2. London on United States. Reduce 3487. dollarr 
'16 cents to sterling, at par. 
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XXXVIIL EXCHANGE. 

3. United States on London. Reduce .£2006 lis. 
'Sterling to Federal money; exchange at 4 ~er cent. below 
par. 

4. London on United States. Reduce 4287 dollars 
50 cents to sterling; exchange at 4 per c-ent. above par. 

5. London on United States. Reduce 3646 dollars 
50 cents to sterling; exchange at 2 per cent. below par. 

6. United States on London: Reduc-e £4109 lIs. 
lOde sterling to United States currency; exchange at"1 
per cent. above par. 

7. United States on London. Reduce £5129 15s. 
Gd. sterling to Federal money; exchllQge at 5 per cent 
.. bove par. . 

The law assimilating the currency of Ireland to that of 
England, took effect in January 1826. All invoices, 
contracts, &c. are considered there, in law, British cur
rency, unless otherwise expressed. 

S. United States on Dublin (Ireland). Reduce £. 1834 
28. IOid. sterling to Federal money; exchange at 4 per 
cent. above par. 

FRANCE. 

Accounts were kept in France previous to 1795, ac-
cording to the old system, in livres, sous, and denien. 

12 deniers = 1 sol or sou; 
20 sous = 1 livre; 
61ivres = 1 ecu or crown, silver. 

By the new system,- accounts are kept in fiance, 
decim~s, and centimes. 

10 centimes = 1 decime. 
10 decimes = 1 franc. 

The value of the franc is 18 J cents in Federal money. 
SO francs =SI livres. 

'9. United States on France. Reduce 7232 francs 58 
centimes to Federal money; exchange at I dollar for 5 
francs 30 centimes. 

10. France on United States. Reduce 4093 dollan 
80 cents to money of France; exchange at 6 franc. $0 
cl'Jllimes for the dollar. 
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- ARITHMETIC. XXXVIII. 
11. France on United States. Reduce 1884 dollars 

66 cents to French currency; exchange at 5 francs 40 
centimes for a dollar. 

1~. United Stat~s on France. Reduce ~08~8 francs 
67 centimes to Federal money; exchange at 1 dollar for 
5 francs 38 centimes. 

13. United States on France. Reduce 1~893 francs 
Z7 centimes to Federal money; exchange at 1 dol!ar for 
6 ti'ancs 33 centimes. 

HAMBURGH. 

Accounts are kept here in marka, ,elaming' or ,oz., 
IUd Pieniftg', Luh.. :-

12 pfenings == 1 sol or schilling. I .. ubs, 
16 schillings = 1 mark, Lubs; 
3 marks = 1 reichsthaler or rix dollar specie. 

Accounts are also kept, particularly in exchanges, in 
POUfttl" .h.illing" and pence, Flemi.h.. 

12 pence or grotes= 1 shilling. 
20 shillings = 1 pound, Flemish. 

The word Lub, originally meant money of LU"Deck, 
which is the same with that of Hamburgh, and the term 
is intended to distinguish this money from the Flemish 
denominations, and also from the money of Denmark and 
other neighboring places. 

l'he mark Lubs is worth 2! shi~jngs Flemish, or 32 
grotes; consequently the sol Lubs is 2 grotes Flemish, 
and the shilling Flemish 6 schillings Lubs. 

Banco or bank money, in which exchan~es are reckon
ed, and currency, are the two principal kmds of money. 

Banco consi!fts of the sums of money dep'osited by 
merchants and others in the bank, and insCflbed in its 
books; which sums are not commonly drawn out, but are 
transferred from one person to another in payment of a 
debt or contract. 

Current money, or currency, consists of the common 
coin. of the city, in which expenses are mostly paid. 

The bank money is more valuable than currency, and 
bean. premium varying from 18 to 25 per cent. This 
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premium is ealled the agio. For instance, when the agio 
III 20 per eent. 100 marks bancq.al"e valued at 120 marks 
eurrency. 

The mark baneo is valued in the United States at 331 
cents. 

14. United States on Hambur~l. Reduce 1148 marks, 
5 Sl!iJilJings, 4 pfenirr;s banco to "federal money; exchange 
at 33 cents per mlll'k banco. 

15. Hamburgh on United States. Reduce 1245 dol
lars 15 eents to money of Hamburgh; exchange at 3 
marks banco per dollar. 

16. United States on Hamburgh. Reduce 6194 marks 
l~ schillings baneo to Federal money; excJlange at 34 cents 
per mark banco. 

17. United States on Hamburgh. Reduce 8246 marks 
8 schillings banco to }4'ederal money; exchange at 35 cents 
per mark banco. ' 

18. Hamhurghon United States. Reduce 757 dollars 
90 cents to money of Hamburgh; exchange at 1 mark 
banco for 33 cents. 

AMS'l'ERDAM AND ANTWERP. 

In these places accounts were formerly kept injloriru, 
lIi"e", and penning.; or in pound., .hilling., andpence, 
Flemi.h. 

16 pennings= 1 stiver, 
20 stivers = 1 florin or guilder. 

In Flemish, I ~ grotes or pence, or 6 stivers = 1 shilling, 
20 shillings, or 6 florins = 1 pound; 
2~ florins, or 50 stivers = lrixdollar. 

By the new system, adopted in 1815, accounts are 
kept throughout the kingdom of the Netherlands In llOlins 
or guilders, and cents. 

100 cents = 1 Borin or guilder, 
The par value of the florin, in Federal currency, is 40 

cents. 
19, United State3 on Amsterdam. Reduce la790 

dorins 15 stivers to Federal money; exchange at 36 cents 
per flol'io. 
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20. United States on Antwerp. Reduce 6281 Borlos 
88 cents to Federal m.ey; exchange at 40 cents per 
Borin. 

21. Amsterdam on United States. Reduce 2482 dol
lars 33! cents to Dutch money; exchange at 36 cents per 
flOl·in. 

22. Antwerp on United States. Reduce 3436 dollars 
72 cents to Dutch money; exchange at 38 cents per 
Borin. 

23. United States on Antwerp. Reduce 7294 Borins 
50 cents to Federal money; exchange at 42 cents per 
florin. 

24. United States on Amsterdam. Reduce 10148 
florins to Federal money; exchange at 41 cents per Borin 

PORTUGAL 

In Portugal, accounts are kept in milrees and rees; and 
also in old crUBtuioi. 

1000 rees = 1 milree. 
400 rees= 1 old crusado or crusado o( exchange. 
480 rees = 1 new crusado. 

There are three sorts of money used in Portun}; viz. 
effective money, i. c. specie; parer money, whicb is at a 
discount; and legal money, consisting of half specie and 
half paper. 

The value of the milree in Federal money is 1 doUar 
24 cents. 

25. United States on Lisbon. Reduce 964 milrees 
475 rees to Federal money; exchange at 1 dollar 24 cents 
per milree. 

26. Lisbon on United States. Reduce 1274 dollars 
66 cents to money of Portugal; exchange at 1 dollar 25 
cents per milree. 

27. United States on Portugal. Reduce 1248 milreel 
645rees to Federal money; exchange at 1 dollar 26 cen&e 
per milree. 

28. Unite~ States on Portugal. Reduce 1846 milreel 
500 rees to FedereI money; exchange at 1 dollar 23 cents 
per milree 
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The exchanges of Brazil, in South America, are similar 
to those of Portugal; there is, however, a difference in 
tbe value of their moneys; that of Portugal is half specie 
and half paper, called legal money, and that oC Brazil is 
.Weetive. 

SPAll". 

The most generallDode of keeping accounts in Spain 
is in realB, of 34 mar.vedis; but there are nine different 
Nall, each divided into 34 maravedis, but difforinl? in 
valne. Four of these rea" are of general applicatJon, 
and five of local use. 

The four principal moneys of Spain are the reallleUoR, 
the real oj 01Al pial., the real oj R.II pial., and the reid 
oj MezieaR plale; and in order to obtain a distinct view 
of them, it may be proper to make the real "ellon the 
bitlis of all the rest. 

The r.alll.llMa is the twentieth part of the hard dollar, 
(pelSO duro), univenally known br the name of the Span
isb dollar, which is the same in value with the dollar of 
the United States. 

The division of the ,eal .,.el1on is into fUGrI .. , oe1t4l1o., 
IUd trl4f'lJIIedil. 

2 maravedis = 1 ochavo, 
2 ocbavos -- 1 quarto, 

e quartos. or 34 maravedis= I real velloo; 
but maravedis are commonly used to express any &action 
of a -real: thus, we say 1 real 33 maravedis. 

The real of old plate is better than the real vellon, in 
me proportion of 32 to 17. Thus 17 maravedis of old 
plate are equal to 32 maravedis vellon; the quartos and 
ochavos are in the same proportion. The real of old 
plate is not a coin; it is the mo&t general money of ex
change. 8 of these reals make the pialr., which is also 
called the dollar oj •• e/aaRg.. lOt of these reals are 
equal to the hard dollar. When plate only is mentioned, 
old plate is understood. 

'fhe real of new plate is double the real vellon; the .... 
fore 34 maravedis of new plate are equal to 68 of YelloD; 
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quartos and ocbavos in proportion. Tbis real is a coin, 
but not a money of account in any general way; it is the 
tenth part of the bard dollar, and is estimated in the 
United States at 10 cents, and the real vellon at 5 cents. 

The real of Mexican plate is divided into halll" and 
quarter., called medio and quartillo. It is the eighth part 
of the hard dollar, and is the chief mORey of account in 
Spanisb America, where it is divided into sixteenths. 

The doubloon de plata, or doubloOft oj ezcha"'8e is four 
times the value of the piastre, or dollar of exchange. 

The ducado de plata, or ducal oj ezcha"'8e is worth 
11 reals 1 maravedi old plate, or 20 reals 25-if maravedis 
vellon. 

29. United States on Spain. Reduce 3148 dollars 
(of exchange) 6 reals 32 maravedis plate to Federal 
money, exchange at 67 cents per piastre ? 

30. Spain on United States. Reduce 1821 dollars 
60 cents to Spanish money; exchange at 68 cents per 
doUar of exchange. . 

3t. United States on Spain. Reduce 1286 dollars 
(of exchange) 7 reals 17 maravedis plate to Federal money; 
excbange at 64 cents per dollar of exchange. 

32. United States on Spain. Reduce 2] 36 doubloons 
of exchange to Federal money; exchange at 68 cents per 
dollar (of exchange). 

33. United States on Bueno! Ayres. Reduce 4680 
rials of Mexican plate to Federal money; exchange at 12 
cents per rial. 

. SWEDEN. 

In Sweden, accounts are kept in rix dollars specie, 
skillings, and rundstycken or ore. 

12 rundstycken or ore = 1 skilling; 
48 skillings = 1 rix dollar specie. 

Tbe Swedish dollar agrees in value with the dollar of 
the United States. 

34. United States on Sweden. Reduce 3955 rix dol
lars 24 skillings to Federal money; exchange at 1 doDar 
i cents per fix dollar. 
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35. Sweden on the United States. Reduce 1344 
dollars 87 cents Federal money to Swedish money; ex
change at 1 rix dollar for 1 dollar 2 cents. 

36. United States on Sweden. Reduce 2481 rix 
dollars 36 skillings to Federal money; exchange at 1 dollar 
per rix dollar. 

37. Sweden on the United States. Reduce 819 dol
lars 87i cents Federal money to Swedish currency; ex
change at 1 fix dollar per dollar. 

38. United States on Sweden. Reduce 1234 rix 
dollars 12t skillings to Federal money; exchange at 98 
cents per rix dollar. 

39. United States on Sweden. Reduce 1126 rix 
dollars 42 skillings to Federal money; exchange at 1 dol-' 
lar 3 cents per rix dollar. 

RUSSIA. 

In Russia accounts are kept in roubles and copecks. 
The rouble is also divided into 10 grieven. 

10 c0,Pecks=1 grieve or gl'ievener, 
10 grIeven or 100 copecks, = 1 rouble. 

The silver rouble is estimated in the United States at 
75 cents; but the commercial business of Russia is car
ried on, in a paper currency much inferior to that of 
specie. The vari9bJe agio of the paper, substituted for 
the ·silver rouble, makes exchanges with Russia extreme
ly fluctualing, as the paper rouble improves or declines 
in value. 

40. United States on Russia. Reduce 4182 roubles 
64 copecks to Federal money; exchange at 25 cents per 
rouble. 

41. Russia on the United States. Reduce 2614 dol· 
lars 15 cents to Russian money; exchange at 1 rouble for 
25 cents. 

42. United States on Russia. Reduce 5416 roubles 
50 copecks to Federal money; exchange at 28 cents per 
rouble. 

43. Russia on United Stales. Reduce $3148.56 to 
Rus!lian currency; e~change at 1 rouble for 30 cents. 
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44. United Statea on Russia. Reduc. 86'7J roubles 

75 copecks to Federal moneYi exchange at 32 cents per 
rouble. 

PRUSSIA. 

In Prussia accoLnts are generally kept in thaler. or 
fIX dollars, good ~rosehen, and pfenings. 

12 pfenmgs = 1 good grosehen, 
24 good grosehen = 1 rix dollar. 

The Prussian rix dollar is in value i of tbe doliif' 01 
the United States. 

45. Uuited States on Prussoia. Reduce 4162 rix dol
lars IS good grosehen to Federal money; exchanl!;e at 66 
cents per rix dollar. . 

46. Prussia on United States. Reduce 3148 dollars 
32 cents to Pruss ian money; exchange at 1 rix dollar for 
64 cents. 

47. United States on Prussia. Reduce 1428 rix-dol
lars 14 good grosehen to Federal money; exchange at 67 
cents per rix dollar. 

4S. Prussia on United States .. Reduce 2136 dollars 
Federal money to Pruss ian money; exchange at I rix dol
lar for 4S cants. 

DENMARK. 

In IS] 3 a new monetary system was established in 
Denmark, in which system the rigs bank dollar is tbe 
money unit. The denominations of money are the same 
as in the old, or Hamburgb system, but of only half the 
value. 

12 pfenings = 1 skilling, 
16 skillings = 1 mark, 
6 marks = 1 rigsbank dollar. 

The Danish rigsbank dollar is equal to 50 cents in the 
Ullited States. 

49. United States on Denmark. Reduce 3214 ri!,
bank dollars 4 marks S skillings to Federal moneYi es-
changellt 60 cent. I,er rigsbank dollar. . 
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60. Denmark on the United States. Reduce 208.1 
dollars S6 cents Federal money to Danish money; ex
change at 2 rigsbank dollars per dollar. 

61. United States on Denmark. Reduce 1968 rigs
bank dollars 5 marks 12 skillings to Federal money; 
exchange at 48 cents per rigsbank dollar. 

52. Denmark on United States. Reduce SOO7 dollars 
Federal money to Danish money; exchange at 2 rigsbank 
dollars 2 skillings per dollar. -

NAPLES. 

In Naples accounts are kept in ducati, carlini, and 
grani. The ducat is the money unit, and is divided into 

- 10 carlins, each of 10 grains, and, by the public banks, 
into 6 tarins of 20 grains each, making the ducat always 
100 grains. 

10 grani = 1 carlino, 
10 carlini = 1 ducato. 

The value of the silver ducat, in Federal money, is 80 
cents. 

53. United States on Naples. Reduce 4022 ducati S 
carlini to Federal money; exchange at 80 cent$ per ducat. 

54. Naples on United States. Reduce 1835 dollars 
73 cents Federal money to Neapolitan money; excllange 
at 1 ducato for 78 cents. 

55. United ~tates on Naples. Reduce 3508 ducats 
5 carlini to Federal money; at 82 cents per ducat. 

56. Naples on the United States. Reduce 1817 dol
lars 54 cents Federal money to Neapolitan money; ex
change at 1 ducat for 76 cents. 

SICILY. 

In Sicily accounts are kept in oncie, tari, and grani. 
20 grani = l' taro, 
30 tari = 1 oneia. 

Accounts are also kept in scudi, tari, and grani. 
12 tari = 1 scudo, or Sicilian crown, 
5 scudi =2 oncie. . 

20 
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It must \'e observed, that the denominations o( Sicilian 

money have but hal( the value o( the same denominationS 
in Naples. The Sicilian oncia, (or mstance, passes in 
Naples (or only 15 tari, the Sicilian scudo (or 6 tari, and 
other denominations in the same proportion. 

The scudo is equal to 96 cents, and the oncia to • 2.40 
Federal money. 

57. United States on Sicily. Reduce 1214 oncie 20 
tari 10 grani to Federal money; exchange at 8 cents per 
taro. . 

58. Sicily on United States. Reduce 1457 doUars 
62 cents Federal money to Sicilian money; exchange at 
1 taro for 8 cents. 

59. United States on Sicily. Reduce 3010 scudi 9 
tan 15 grani to Federal money; exchange at 96 cents per 
scudo. 

60. Sicilr on United States. Reduce 983 dollars 44 
cents to Sicilian mQDey; enchange at 1 scudo for 95 
centll. 

LEGHORN. 

In Leghorn accounts are kept in pezze, soldi, and 
denan di pezza. 

12 denari di pezza = 1 soldo, 
20 soldi di pezza = I pezza of 8 reals. 

The value of the pezza is 90 cents, };'ederal money. 
61. United States on Leghorn. Reduce 2146 pezze 

16 soldi 8 denari to Federal money; exchange at 92 cents 
per pezza of 8 reals. 

62. Leghorn on United States. Reduce 1620 dollars 
45 cents to money of Leghorn; exchange at 1 pezza o( 
B reals (or 90 cents. 

63. United States on Leghorn. Reduce 3293 pezza 
13 soldi 4 denari to Federalmoney; exchange at 93 cen~s 
per pezza of 8 reals. . 

64. Leghorn on UOIted States. Reduce 1214 dollars 
68 cents to money of Leghorn; exchange at 1 pezza o( 
8 reals for 9 I cents. 
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GENOA. 

In Genoa accounts are kept in lire, soldi, and denari 
di lira; or in pezze, soldi, and denari di pezza; all in 
money fuon banco, or current money. 

12 denari = 1 soldo, 
20 soldi = 1- lira; 
12 denari = 1 soldo, 
20 soldi = 1 pezza; 

. The value of the pezza is to that of the lira as 4 to 23; 
that is, 4-p-:zze=23 lire; therefore 4 soldi di pezza= 

- ,23 soldi dl lira; 4 denari eli pezza=23 denari di lira. 
The par value of the lira is 15! cents, that of the pezza 

89 cents, U. S. 
. 65. United States on Genoa. Reduce 5254 lire 16 
80~ 3 denari to Federal money; exchange at 16 cents 
per lira. 

66. Genoa on the United ,States. Reduce 1532 dol
lars 30 cents to money of Genoa; exchange at 1 lira for 
16 cents. . 

67. United States on Genoa. Reduce 8792 lira to 
Federal money; excban~e at 16! per lira; 

68. Genoa on the UnIted States. Reduce 2000 dol
lars to money of Genoa; excbange at 1 lira for 15i cents. 

VENICE. 

In Venice accounts were formerly kept, and excban~es 
computed in ducats, lire, soldi, and denari, moneta PiC
cola. 

12 denari = 1 soldo, 
20 soldi = 1 lira piccola,' 

6* lire piccole= 1 ducat current, 
81ire plccole = 1 ducat effective. 

The par of die lira piccola, in Federal money, is 91 
cents. 

Accounts are now kept, and exchanges computed in 
lire ltaliane and centimes. 

100 centesimi = 1 lira I taliana. 
The common estimate of this money is, that 100 lire 
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piccole are equal to 5It lire ltaliane. The lira ltaliana 
IS of the same value with the French franc. 

69. United States on Venice. Reduce 1464~ lire 4 
soldi 8 denari piccoli to. Federal money; exchange at 9 
cents per lira piccola. 

70.- Venice on the United States. Reduce 814 dollars 
55 cents to Venetian money; exchange at 1 lira piccola 
for 8 cents. . 

We have given the two preceding examples in the old 
currency, for the sake of practice, although it has general
ly gone out of use. 

71. United States on Venice. Reduce 6784 lire 
ltaliane 40 centimes to Federal money; exchange at IS} 
cents per lira Italiana. 

72. Veniee on tll8 United States. Reduce 1817 dol
lars 8!! cents to V 8Ileti811 money; exchange at 1 Jira Ita
liana for 18 cents. 

73. United States Oft Venice. Reduce 62345 lire 
Italiane to Federal money; exchanrie at let cents per lira 
ltaliana. 

TRIESTE. 

In Trieste accounts are kept and exchanges computecl 
in florins and creutzers; or in rix dollars and creutzers •. 

4 pfenings == 1 creutzer, 
60 creutzers = 1 florin or gulden, 

I} florin, or 90 creutzers== 1 rix dollar ofaccount. 
The rix dollar specie is equal to 2 florins. 
The par of the florin is 48 cents, in Federal money, 

which makes the dollar of account 72 cents, and the specie 
dollar 96 cents. 

74. United States on Trieste. Reduce 2846 florins 
25 creutzers to Federal money; exchange at 48 cents per 
lorin. . 

75. Trieste on United States. Reduce 1637 dollars 
48 cents to money of Trieste; at 1 florin for 47 cents •. 

76. United States on Trieste. Reduce 2055 rix dol
,lars, 25 creutzers to Federal money; exchange at 72 ceotr 
per rix dollar. 
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77. Trieste on United States. Reduce 1738 dollara 
38 cents to money of Trieste; exchange at 1 rix dollar 
for 70 cents. 

ROME. 

In Rome accounts are kept, by the old srstem, in 
scudi, paoli, and bajocchi; quattrini and meZZl quattrini 
are also sometimes reckoned. 

2 mezzi quattrini = 1 quattrmo, 
5 quattrini = 1 bajoccho, 

10 bajocchi = 1 paolo, 
10 paoli, or 100 bajocchi = 1 scudo, or Roman crown. 

The Roman crown is equal to the ~ederal dollar. 
The seudo di stampa d'oro, or gold crown, is equal to 

$1.53. 
When the exchange between the United States and 

Rome is at par, no reduction is required; for any number 
of scudi and bajocchi are equal to the same number of 
dollars and cents, and the reverse; for instance, 125 
scudi 75 bajocchi are equal to 125 dollars 75 cents. 

78. Rome on the United States. Reduce 1871 dol
lllr.' 19 cents to Roman money; exchange at 1 Bcudo 2 
bajocchi per dollar. 

79. United States on Rome. . Reduce 2070 scudi 50 
bajocchi to Federal money; exchange at 101 cents per 
sClldo. 

In 1809, the French moneys of account were introduc
ed into Rome. The scudo was reckoned at 5 francs 85 
centimes; the franc, therefore, was valued at 18 bajocchi 
3.45 quattrini. 

)1AL1'A. 

Acouots are kept in this island in scudi, tari, and grani, 
20 g~ . 1 taro, 
12 tari = 1 scudo. 

The taro is likewise divided into 2 carJini, and a carline 
into 60 piccioli. The pezza, or dollar of exchange. is 
equal to 2i scudi. 

20· -
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The par nlue of the Maltese scudo is 40 cents in 
Federal money. . 

The coins in circulation are chiefly Spanish dollars 
and doubloons, and Sicilian doUars and ounces They 
are valued each at a certain rate, as follows, on which a 
variable agio is charged. 

Spanish dollar =30 tari 10 grani. 
Spanish doubloon = 38 scudi 9 tari. 
SIcilian dollar =30 tan. 
Sicilian ounce =6 scudi 3 tari. 

SO. United States on Malta. Reduce 1108 Maltese 
scudi 9 tari to Fed~ral money; exchange at 40 cents pel' 
scudo. 

81. Malta on the United States. Reduce 874 dollars 
76 centil to Maltese money; at 1 scudo for 38 cents. 

82. United States on Malta. Reduce 3964 Maltese 
scudi 6 tari to Federal money; at 41 cents per scudo. 

83. Malta on the United States. Reduce 674 dollars 
60 cents to Maltese money; at 1 scudo for 40 cents. 

SMYRNA. 

Accounts are kept here in piastres or gooroosh. The 
piastre, also called the Turkish dollar, is divided. some
times into 12 temins, sometimes into 40 paras or medini; 
but the usual division is into aspers, the number of which 
\·aries. Thus, the English and Swedes divide the piastre 
into 80 aspers; the Dutch, French, and Venetians into 
100 aspers; the Turks, Greeks, Persians, and Armenians 
into 120 aspers. An asper is a third part of a para. 

Bills of exchan$e are often drawn on Smyrna in foreign 
coin, particularly ID Spanish dollars, which are always to 
be had there; but, if drawn in a coin not in current use, 
the exchange of the day is established to make the pay
ment 

The Turkish coins, owing to the frequent deterioration 
of them by the government, have been declining in their 
intrinsic worth for many years, and have no standard 
value. Foreign exchanges are conducted entirely ac
cording to the price of the day. 
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84. United States on Smyrna. Reduce 5S18f piatres 
of Turkey to Federal money; exchange at .20 cents per 
piastre. 

85. Smyrna on the {;nited States. Reduce 91.2 dol
lars 27 cents to TurlDsh money; exchange at 1 piastre 
for 21 cents. 

86. United States ou Smyrna. Reduce 7161i Turk
is.h piastres to Federal money; exchange at .2.2 cents per 
piastre. 

87. Smyrna on United States. Reduce 1128 dollars 
22 cents to money of Smyrna; exchange at 1 piastre for 
20! cents. 

EAST INDIES. 
Before European colonies were established in the East 

Indies, particularly while the power of the Moguls pre
vailed in Hindostan, the monetary system was very silDple. 
There was current throudlout these \"1Ist dominions one 
principal coin of silver, denominated the neea rupee. It 
was of a certain weight called the ncca. The ,ieca was 
used also as a standard for weighing otber articles. 

The British possessions in the East Indias are divided 
into three presidencies, viz. Bengal, Bombay, aud Ma
dras. The monetary systems in these presidencies are 
different from each other. 

CALCUTTA IN BENGAL. 

Accounts are commonly kept here in current rupeu, 
annaB, and pice. 

1.2 pice = 1 anna, 
16 annas= I rupee, currency. 

The East India Company, however, keep their ac
counts in sicca rupees, similarly divided, which bear a 
balla or premiulll of 16 per cent. above current rupees. 

The current rupee of Calcutta is 44y,\ cents, and the 
sicca rupee 51-i\- cents, in Federal money. 

A Lac of rupees is 100000, and a Crore of rupees is 
100 Lacs, or 10 millions of rupees. 
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88. United States on Calcutta. Reduce 17438 rupees 
12 aunas, currency of Calcutta, to Federal money; ex
change at 48 cents per rupee. 

89. Calcutta on the United States. Reduce 6913 
dollars 25 cents to money of Calcutta; exchange at 2 
sicca rupees per dollar. 

90. United States on Calcutta. Reduce 46173 cur
rent rupees 9 annas to Federal money; exchange at 46 
cents per rupee. 

91. Calcutta on United States. Reduce 28953 dollars 
63 cents to current money of Calcutta} exchange at 1 
rup~e for 44 cents. 

92. United States on Calcutta. Reduce a Lac of 
sicca rupees to Federal money; exchange at 53 cents per 
sicca rupee. 

BQMBAY. 

In the presidency of Bomb.,., accounts are kept in 
rupees, quarters, and rees. . . 

100 rees = 1 quarter, 
4 quarters = 1 rupee. 

The current value of the Bombay rupee is equal to 50 
cents in Federal money. 

93. United States on Bombay. Reduce 10137 rupees 
2 quarters 50 rees to Federal money; exchange at 50 
cents per rupee. 

94. Bombay on the United States. Reduce 6210 
dollars 48 cents to money of Bomhay; exchange at 48 
cents per rupee. 

95. United States on Bombay. Ueduce 8413 rupees 
of Bombay to Federal money; at 49 cents per rupee. 

MADRAS. 

In the presidency of Madras, there are different mone
tary systems, which may be distinguished under the heads 
of the old system and the new. 

According to the old system, accounts are kept in ".,. 
pagodtJI, janQII'I, ItIld crull. 
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80 cash == I fanam, 
42 (anams = 1 pagoda. 

The current value of the star pagoda is $1.90 Federal. 
By the new system, the silver rupee of Madras is made 

the .taRdard coin, and money of account in this presidency. 
The current value of the silver rupee of Madras is 

441!r oeots. It IS divided into halves, quarters, eighths, 
and sixteenths. The sixteenth is the anna. 

96. United States on Madras. Reduce 7218t rupees 
o( Madras to Federal DlOney; at 46 cents per rupee. 

97. Madras on United States. Reduce 2684 dollars 
88 cent9 to money o( Madras: at 44 cents per rupee. 

98. Umted States on Madras. Reduce 6867 rupees 
or Madras tG ~ederal money; at 45 cents per rupee. 

CAN'I.'ON IN CHINA. 

III ChIB, aeceunu are kept in tale., Mace, c.ftdtlt"iftu, 
and COlA. 

10 cash -1 candarine, 
10 canderlnes=-= I mace, 
10 mace = 1 tale. 

The tale is reckoned at • J .48 in Federal money. 
99. United States on Canton. Reduce 12144 tales 

5 mace to Federal money; exchange at 1 dollar 48 cents 
per tale. 

100. Canton OIl &be United States. Reduce 8754 
dollars 89 cents to money o( Canton; exchange at 1 tale 

.per 148 cents. 
. 101. United States on Canton. Reduce 16235 tale 
to Federal money; exchange at 149 cents per tale. 

JAPAN. 

In the empire of Japan, which consists of several 
islands to the east of Asia, accounts are kept in tale •• 
RIG", and caRdanftu. 

10 candarines = 1 mace, 
10 mace = 1 tale. 

-rbe Japanese tale is reckoned at 75 cts, Fed. money. 
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Unitnd on lnp8I!. Rednnn 3714 lapnn= 

ese tales 8 mace 8 candarines to Federal money; exchange 
at cent;s nnr tale~ 

~ on RRted l'ntes. Reduce (1:96 d&AIlars 
cents to money of Japan; exchange at 1 tale per 75 cents. 

Unitnd St;st;ss on Red,¥n&~ 246d tales ::t:' .:~~:re~f to monel; at 

S UttLJt T R ~L 

th;~:gi~~~~;i~echi:~!~· se::~;s:t c;n~~:~~n;s; but 
At Bencoolen accounts are kept in dollar., 1000001, 

and ;satellen;s~ 
tntelle;s;s 1 1§m;s,eoo, 

4 soocoos = 1 dollar. 
This dollar is reckoned at eL10 in Federal money, 

and somntr:lmes a 
105. United States on Bencoolen. Reduce 1947 

Bencoolen dollars 3 soocoos 4 satellers to Federal money; 
exnlnnge 10 c0;nA's pe;s dollar Bennn,?len~ 

106. Bencoolenon United States. Reduce ,2379.51 
Federal money to money of Bencoolen; exchange at 1 
doUL Benn&)<>len 108 nnnts. 

In Acheen accounts are kept in tale., pardotDI, mac" 
and co pang •• 

4 c~nl;sngs mael, 
4 mace '--" 1 pardow, 
4 pardows = 1 tale. 

ma<;Jt is a ;sriciall coie worth ebout centJt 
}'ederal money, wbich m"des the telle $b,16. 

107. United States on Acheen. Reduce 1432 tales, 
3 pe,dows mace Feberal mz>ney; eritehange et 41b 
cents per tRe. 

108. Acheen on United States. Reduce 3620 dollars 
96i eents moned ef A<:dneeDj 1 tale dJtr 4db e8ldl$~ 
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JAVA. 

In Batavia, the capit111 of this island, the florin or guil
der of the Netherlands IS the monetary uoit; but instead 
of the decimal divisions, it is here somt\times divided into 
,chillings, dubbe", ,li"er" and doil,. 

5 doits = 1 stiver, 
2 stivers = 1 dubbel, 
3 dubbels = 1 schilling, . 
4 schilling = 1 florin or guilder. 

The florin of Java, as the florin of the Netherlands, is 
equal to 40 cents Federal money. 

109. United States on Batavia. Reduce 11841 florins 
3 schillings 2 dubbels to Federal money; exchange at 40 
cents per Borin. -

110. Batavia on the United States. Reduce $13746. 
69 to money of Batavia; exchange at 1 guilder for 38 
cents. 

111. United States on Batavia. Reduce 42328 guil
ders 50 centimes to Federal money; exchange at 42 cents 
per guilder. 

MAN J L L A. (In Uae isltuul of Luzon ~ 

In Manilla, the capital of the Spanish East India pos
sessions, accounts are kept in Spanish dollar, or pUOl, 
real" and maravedis. 

34 maravedis = 1 real, 
8 reals . = 1 dollar. 

112. United States on Manilla. Reduce 6341 dollan 
6 reals 17 maravedis to Federal money; exchange at 101 
cents per Spanish dollar. 

113. Manilla on United States. Reduce $5214.55 
to money of Manilla; exchange at 1 Spanish dollar per 
dollar. 

COL 0 M B O. (m Uae isltuul of Cqlota ~ 

10 Colombo, accounts are kept in rU dolla,." faH_, 
and pice. 
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4 pice = 1 {anam, 
12 fanams=1 rix dollar. 

The. current value of this rix donar is 40 cts. F. ~. 
114. United States on Colombo. Reduce 7328 lIS 

doOm 9 fanams to Federal money; excb8D~e at 40 cents 
per rix dollar. -

115. Colombo ou United States. Reduee $1426.71 
Federal money· to money of Colombo; 8ltC}hange at 1 rix 
dollar per 38 c(>nts. 

MA UR ITIUS, {hie qflhmce.) 

In Mauritius, accounts are kept in two different ways, 
viz. in dollar. of 100 cents, which i." the mode adopted 
in public or government account!!; and in dQlltJr., li.rel, 
and '01., which method is mostly used by merchants. 

20 sols = 1 livre. 
10 livres = 1 dollar. 

These are called coloniallivres, and are 10 ceots each. 
116. United States on Mauritius. Reduce 4132 dol

lafs 7 livres 10 sols to Federal money; exchange at I 
dollar per dollar of Mauritiul!. 

117. Mauritius on United States. Reduce $7547.47, 
}'ederal money, to money of l\Iaurltill'i; exchange at 9~ 
cents per dollar of Mauritius. 

ARDITRATION OF I~XCHANGE. 

ARBITRATION OF EXCJJANGE ilS a comparison of the 
courses of exchange between difFerent countries, in order 
to ascertain the most advalltageous course of drawing or 
remitting bills. It is distinguished into simple and com
pound arbitration. 

Simple ,Arbitration is a comparison bl'tween the ex
changes of two places through a tbird; that is, it is finding 
such a rate of exchange between two places, as shall be 
ill proportion to the rates quoted between each of them 
and a third place. The exchange thus determined is 
called the arbitrated price. 
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If, for example, the course oC exchange between Lon
don and Paris is 24 francs Cor 1 pound sterling, and be
tween Paris and Amsterdam 54 pence Flemish for 3 
&.ncs, the arbitrated price between London and Amster
dam through Paris, is 36 shillings Flemish Cor 1 pound 
sterling; Cor, as 3fr. : 24Cr.=54d. : 36s. Flem. 

Suppose the arbitrated prjce to be, as before stated, 
36s. Flemish Cor £1 sterling; and suppose the direct 
course betweeo London and Amsterdam to be 37 s. 
Flemish; then London, by drawing directly 00 Amster
dam, must give 37s. Flemish for £ 1 sterling; whereas, 
by drawing through Paris, he will give only 36 s. Flemish, 
for S, 1 sterling. It is therefore the interest of London 
to draw indirectly 00 Amsterdam through Paris. 

00 the contrary, if London remits directly to Amster
dam, London will receive 37 s. Flemish for £ 1 sterling; 
but, by remitting through Paris, London will receive only 
36 s. Flemish. It is the interest of London, therefore, 
to remit directly to Amsterdam. 

118. If the exchange of London with Genoa is 47 d. 
sterling per pezza, and that of Amsterdam with Genoa 86 
grotes Flemish per pezza, what is the proportional or 
arbitrated exchange between London and Amsterdam 
throu~ Genoa? that is, how many shillings and grotes 
Flenush are equal to £ 1 sterling? 

Since 47 d. sterling is equal to 1 pezza, and this pezza 
is equal to 86 grates FlemIsh, the question may be stated 
thus; 47d. sterling: 240d. sterling=86 grotes Flemish: 
.fRl.- which is 36s. 7-l., grotes Fl. By the Chain Rule, 
(See Art. XXVI), the statement is as follows. 

1 pound sterling. 
1 pound steding=240 pence. 

47 pence - 1 pezza. 
1 pezza - 86 grotes Fl. 

12 grotes == 1 shilling FJ. 
The product oC the consequents being divided by the 

product oC the antecedents, will give 36 sh. 7 i., grotes 
Fl. Cor the answer. 

119. _ If tbe excbange on London with Hamburgh is 
34 ,billing, 2 grote. Flemish banco for £ 1 sterling, and 

21 
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242 ARITHMETIC. XXXVIII.. 

that or Amsterdam with Hamburgh 33f stivers per nx 
doJlar of 2 marks, what is the arbitrated exchange be
tween London and Amsterdam through Hamburgh"? 

Since 2 marks are 64 grotes Flemish and 33f stivers 
are 66i grotes Flemish, the question may be stated thus, 
64 grotes FI.: 66i grotes Fl. = 34 s. 2 grotes Fl. : Ana. 
By the Chain Rule, the statement is as foHows, 

. 1 pound sterling. 
1 pound sterling = 34 s. grotes Flem. 
e s. Flem = 3 marks. 
2 marks = 33t stivers. 
6 stivers = 1 s. Flemish. 

120. If the exchange of London on Leghorn is 51id. 
sterling per pezza, and that of Amsterdam on Leghorn 
921 grotes Flemish per pezza, what is the proportional 
exchange between London aO(\ Amsterdam through Leg
horn? 

121. If the exchange of London on Lisbon be 68d. 
sterling per miiree, and that of Amsterdam on Lisbon 48 
grotes Flemish per old crusado, what is the arbitrated ex
change between London and Amsterdam through Lisbon? 

122. If the exchange of London on Madrid is 42d. 
sterling per dollar of .plate, and that of Amsterdam on 
Madrid 96 grotes Flemish per ducat of ,Plate, what is the 
proportional exchange between London and Amsterdam 
through Madrid? 

123. If the exchange of London on Paris is 24 francs 
per £ 1 sterling, and that of the United States on Paris 
181 cents per franc, what is the arbitrated (\f propor
tional enhange between London and the United States 
through Paris? 

124. If the exchange of London on. Amsterdam is 11 
florins 16 stivers per £ sterling, and that of the United 
States on Amsterdam 38 cents per florin, what is the 
arbitrated exchange between the United States and Lon
don through Amsterdam?, 

] 25. If the exchange of the United States on Paris is 
18 cents per franc, and that of Amsterdam on Paris 54 
grotes Flemish for 3 francs, what is the proportional 
exchange between the United Statel aqd Amaterdlm 
throush Paris? . 
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XXXVIIl. EXCHANGE. 143 

126. I( the exchange -of the United States on Lisbon 
is el.iot per mi1ree, and that of Paris on Lisbon 540 
rees per ecu o( 3 francs, what is the jroportional G

cbange between the United States' an Paris through 
Lisbon? 

COl\IPOUND ARBITRATION. 

Compound arbitration is a comparison between the 
exchanges of more than three places, to find the arbitrat
ed price between the first place and the last, in order to 
determine on the most advantageous mode o( negotiating 
bills. 

127. Suppose the exchange between London and 
Amsterdam to be 35 shillings Flemish (or £ 1 sterliog; 
between Amsterdam and Lisbon, 42 pence Flemish per 
old crusado; and between Lisbon and Paris, 480 rees 
per ecu of 3 francs; what is the arbitrated price between 
London and Paris? 

First, 35 s. Fl. : 42d. Fl. = £ 1 sterling : A; which is 
2s. sterling. 

Secondly, 1 old crusado : 480 rees=.2s. sterliog : A; 
which is 2s. 4! d. sterling. 

Thirdly, 2 s. 4t d, sterliog : £ 1 sterliog = 3 Uancs : 
A; which is .25 francs. . 

Hence the arbitrated price is .25 francs (or £ 1 sterlio~. 
But alI such operations are best performed by the Chain 

Rule; thus, 1 pound sterling. 
1 pound sterling = 35 shillings Flemish 
3l shillings Fl. = 1 old crusado. 
1 old crusado =400 reese 

480 rees = 3 francs. _ 
The product of the consequents divided by that o( 

the antecedents gives .25 francs per £ sterling, as before. 
1.28. Suppose a merchant in London has a sum of 

money to receive in Cadiz, the exchange being at 38 d. 
sterling per dollar of plate; but, instead o( drawing di
rectly on Cadiz, he draws on Amsterdam, ordering his 
~ent there to draw on Paris, and Paris to draw on Ca
diz; the exdlangebetween London and Amllterdam heine 
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at 35 shillings Flemish per pound sterling; between Am
sterdarn and Paris 53! grotes Flemish pt"r ecu of 3 
francs; and between Paris and Cadiz 15 francs 50 cen
times per doubloon of plate. What is the arbitrated 
price between London and Cadiz ? 

1 dollar of plate. 
4 dollars of plate =- 1 doubloon of plate. 
1 doubloon of plate = 151 francs • 
3 francs = 531 grotes Fl. 

Ifl grotes Fl. == 1 shilling Fl. 
36 shillings FI. == 240 pence sterling. 

The result is 39tf d. sterling per dollar of plate. 
The circuitous operation is, therefore, the most advanta
geous, as London gets 39! d. nearly, instead of 38d. for 
each dollar of plate. 

129. London baving. sum to receive in Lisbon, when 
the exchange is at 64 d. sterling per milree, draws on 
Lisbon, but remits his bill to HambUrgh to be negotiated, 
and directs the returns to be made to him in bills on 
Leghorn; the exchange between Hamburgh and Lisbon 
being 45 grotes Flemish. per old crusado; between Ham
burgh and Leghom 86 grates Flemish pel' pezza; and 
between London and Leghorn 52 d. sterling per pezza. 
What is the arbitrated price between London and Lis
bon? and what does London give per milree by the cir
cuitous exchange? 

130. A merchant in London has a sum to pay in 
Petersburg, and another to receive in Genoa; but tbere 
being no regular exchange between these places, London 
draws on Hamburgb, and remits his bill to Petersburg, 
directing Hamburgh to draw on Genoa; the exchange 
between London and Genoa being. 461 d. sterling J?er 
pezza; .between Hamburgh and Genoa 81 grates Flenush 
per pezza; and between Petersburg and Hamburgh !3 
schillings Lubs per ruble. What is the exchange between 
London and Petersburg resulting from the operation P 
that is, how many pence sterling does London pay for 
the ruble? 

131. A merchant in the United States bas funds in 
Paris, and Owes a sum of mODey in HlIDburgh; he draws" 
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on London, remits his bill to Hamburgh, and-directs 
London to draw on Paris; the exchange between the 
United States and Paris being 18 cents per franc; be
tween London and Paris 24 francs 25 centimes per £. 
sterling; and betwaen Hamburgb and London 13l marks 
banco per £. sterling. How many cents per mark banco 
does the American merchant pay by this course of ex
change? 

132. A merchant in the United States being -indehted ' 
in London, remits bills on Paris to his correspondent in 
that city, and directs him to obtam bills of Paris on Lis-
bon and remit them to his creditor in London; the ex
change between the United States and France beinl§ 18 
cents per franos between Paris and Lisbon 465 rees per 
ecu of 3 francs; and between London and Lisbon 63d. 
sterling per milree. In this course of exchanae, how 
many pence sterling are paid with one dollar of the Unit-
ed States? 

In the preceding examples, no notice is taken of the 
expenses mcident to exchange operations, such as com
mission, brokerage, interellt, &c.; but in all transactions 
of business. it is necessary to make allowance for the 
difierence of charges between direct and indirect ex
changes, in order to decide on the preference of the one 
to the other. 

FOREIGN COINS. 

THE SILVER COINS of foreign countries, rendered 
current in the United States, by Act of Congress, are 
as follows. Spanish dollars and parts thereof, at 100 
cents the dollar. Dollars of Mexico, Peru, Chili, and 
Central America, of not less weight than 415 grains each, 
and those restamped in Brazil of the like weight, and of 
not less fineness than 10 oz. 15 dwt. pure silver in thfl 
Troy pound, all at 100 cents the dollar. The Five
franc pieces of France, weighing 384 grains each, and of 
Dot less fineness than 10 oz. 16 dwt. pure silver in the 
Troy pOlmd, at 93 cents the piece. 

21- . 
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THE GotD ('.oms of foreign countries, with their 
respective weights, and values, are stated in the following 
TABLE. Thosc of thc ccuctri,.:s pril1ted in Italics arc 
renderrd current, by Aet ef COl1gre±is. . ..... __ _ 

.}'1JIm,~, of C±±±.&R&riu {Vid Coifll. I Jf~!: I ~ ~~. 
- •.• wo· o ·• i 'ii';'" 

AueT:clArr DgjMitr-·I£-~'r-rS-. ------'-1...:...~3 1'.4- 'It' .n ;:-7 
SOl1ne±iein. . . ...... ..•• oJ> I 

Double Ducat, . 4 12 I 4 58 9 
Hungarian, Ducat, 2 5f I Ii9 

itA C!~:I'tt,. . . 6 5t! 4 95 7 
Max d'or, or Maximilian, 4 4 I' 3 31 8 

Sir ~7 
itEnNE. 

Ducat, double in proportion, . 
Pistole. . 

BRGZrL . 
. J ahennnl, half in ~ ..... ~ ... ,.,;" .. 
Dobraon, 
Dobra 

Crusad'r, hzU~ i~ J%~J%~rti~n, : 
BRUNSWICK. 

I'istole, double in prnpotrtion, 

eOi.OGnE. 
Ducat, 

COLOMBIA. 
Doubloon 

DEN MARl{. • 
Ducat, Curr~nt, 

Specie, 
d'or, 

EAST INDIA. 
Rupee, Bombay, 1818, 

Modrns, 1818, 
Pagoda, StHr, . 

BNGL-liND. 
G wnea, half in proportion, 
SO\'sreiiill , half i±± proportion, 

1 23 
4 21 

~ 5! 

I) 

2 
2 '"i o· 
4 7 

1 
12 
4i 
8! 
2! 

I 
1 98 6' 

! :2 26 

I 15 53 .5 

I 

1 81 
26 

4 02 1 

09 fj 

I 

1 
1 79 8 

0'/ /j 

, 84 (} 

. .. Cl -
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S;;;;en Pie,;;;;, 
FR4NCE. 

Louis, coined before 1786, . • 
n;;uble befek';; 1786, • 
Louis, coined since 1786, . • 
Deuble Souil4, sine;; 1788, • 
Napoleon, or 20 francs, . • • 
Double Napoleon or 40 rrR~CS, 
Sf;;me the ;;f.'W I,E'uis eEfElllC,", 

FRANKFORT ON THE MAIN. 

GENEVA. 
Sfi,,~ole, eld, 

new, 
HAMBURG. 

douM;; in U";;'noI:ti,,,u_ 

GENOA. 
Sequie, • 

HANOVER • 
. Double George d'or, single in pro. 
Decat,. • . • 
Guld Florin, double in pro'n, 

HO:?'b:?'N:?'P, 
Double Ryder, 

, RSfder, . 
Ducat.. • • • 
Ten ~ilder Piece, 5 do. in pro'n, 

HA"A 
D~uhle Louis, 
Luuis, '. 
n"mi Lfpuis; 

ItIEX/CO. 
Lnublfpfp£l4S, l4bekes pro 'up • 

anLAN. 
Sequin; . 

fpr Pi",ole, • 
Forty Livre Pieces, 1808, 

NAE'LES. 
Six Ducat Piece, 1783, • 
'rwo or rf;quin, 176Sf, 
Th:"ce or Tncette, I 8, 

N'1 

ld 1 b9 8 

4 84 6 
9 d9 '7 
4 57 6 
9 16 3 
S 86 1 
7 70..2 
4 5 

j Sf7 9 

7! 8 96 6 
15i 3 b4 4 

j b7 9 

j ! 

7 87 9 
2 6 
1 67 

12 :dO S 
6 04 3 
2 5 

8 " 03 4-

9 8 
4 66 j 

2 Sf3 6 

9 15 5 

5';' 2 29 
16 3 7 
8 '" 7 742 

6 24- 9 
1 69 1 
t bg 



,diRIT lldKET 

NETHERLANDS. 
Ofild LifiYZ, or 14 Florifi Piece, 

Flofiifi Piecfi, 1820, 
PARMA. 

Q,dizdruplfi Pistolfi, dzzublfi pro'YZ, 
Pi"lole Ot ~ 1707 ~ • 
Pistole OJ Droppia, 1796; • 
Maria Theresa, 181S, • 

PIEM:D,diONT" 
Pistole c'd since 1785,! in pro'D, 
SeOuiD, ha:f inor07'Ornon, • 
Pt£%lino, sincfi 785, ~~ pro'fi, 
Piece of 20 Francs, or Marengo, 

POLAND. 
Ohn<,at, 

PORTUGAL. 
DobraoD, 

Johannes, • • • • • . 
Moidorc, half in proportion,. • 

of 1 £1 Testfi£?slS, I Reet, 
Old Crusado or 400 Rees, • ~ 
New Crusado or 4S0 Rees, • 

eGlY%ed 1755, 
PRUSSIA. 

Ducat, 1748, _ • 
71"z,at" . 
71z"dericd, double, 176tr}, 

Frederick, double, IS00, 
z!ngk, I878, 

in,&,rEelOicl" ,mgIG, 1800, . 
ROME. 

O%?7"in, Geined ,i,Ge 
01 ,,,.,,",u,,,,,,, 

RUSSIA. 
Ow&w&at, 
71w&C8t, 
Gold Ruble, 1756, 

RndlG, 1777, 
PoilG", t 777, 

Imperial. t 80 I • 

XlCh}VIlO 

5 ;1 04 
01 

9" 16 62 8 
14 19 

4 14 4 13-"5 
4 3! 3 86 1 

5 20 5 41 1 
2 5 2 28 

27 6 34 
4 31 3 56 4 

5f 27 

34 12 
17 6 
18 
6 22 

6 
15 
16t 
M9t 

2 5f 2279 
5f 26 

14 97 5 
S 14 95 1 

7 99 
7 97 

~ 
25 
81 

6 29 
51 26 

1 l~i 96 7 
73 

9 35 
7 l"~ '1 Pi 9 

'ed by~ ogL< 
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Hnlt Imperial, 1801,. • 
Half Imperial, 1818,. • • • 

SARDINIA. 
Carlino, half in proportioo, 

SAXONY. 
Ducat, 1784, • 
Ducat, 1797, • 
Augustus, 1754, • 
Augustus, 1784, • 

SICILY. 
Ounce, 1751, • • • • • • 
Double Ounce, 1758,. . 

IIPAIN." ' 
,Doubloons, 1772, double aud sin
gle and shares in proporUoa,. • 
DoublooD, • • • • • • • 
Pistole,. • • • • . • • 
CoroDiUa, (Gold DoL) or V"1DtIIm, 1801, 

SWEDEN. 
Ducat, . . • • • • • • 

SWR'ZERLAND. 
Pistole ofHelyetic RepPblic, 1800. 

TREVES. 
Ducat, . . • • • . • • 

TURKEY. 
Sequin fondueli, of Cons 'pie, 1773, 
Sequin fonducli, of Cons 'pre, 1789, 
Half Misseir, 1818, • 
Sequin Fonducli, • • 
Yeermeeblekblek, 

TUSCANY. 
Zechino, or Sequkt, • .'. • 
Ruspone of kingdom of Etruria, 

VENICE. 
Zecbino, or Sequm, shares in pro. 

WmTEIfBUB.G. 
CaroIin,. . . . . •.• • 
Ducat, • • • • • • • • 

ZURICH. 
Ducat, double aod half in pro's, 

3 JO} 3 91 8 
43} 3933 

10 71 9 '7 2 

2~7 
!279 
8 92 6 
8974 

! J012504 
5 17 6044 

17 ~ 
17 9 

1 ~ 
16028 
16 53 i 
3884 

9S,3 

J 6 j ~3, 6 

4 ~11 "&6 

, 5t $~Ci7 

: J! 
2 ,5 
8 It 

! 5f 
6 17 

2 fJ 

6 Si 
I 5 

'1 86 8 
1 84 8 

521. 
1 83 
3028 

2 '31 8 
6938 

I '1 

" 89 8 
2231 

1.'1 
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FOREIGN WEIGRTS AND MEASURES. 

The weights and measures of GREAT BRITAIN are 
the same as those of the United States, exce~ting tile 
variations which are notad in the tables of ' W el~ts and 
Measures,' page 27. 

The weights and measures of FRANCE ~eing mo", 
nicely adjusted than those of any other country, wiD be 
here given the more fully on tbat account. It is, however, 
to be ohllerved, that these weights and measnres are ac
cording to a ft.1II '!I,'em, not yet in ver, common use. 

The fundamental standard adopted m France for the 
metrical system of wei~ts and measures, is a quadrant 
of the meridian; that IS to say, the distance from the 
equator to the north pole. This qnadrant is divided into 
ten millions of equaf pans, and one of these equall!arts 
is called the METRE, which is adopted as the UOlt of 
lenpb, and from which by decimal multiplication and 
diVision all otber measures are derived. 

In order to express the decimal proportions, the fol
lowing vocabulary of names bas been adopted. 

For multipliers, 
the word DecA prefixed, means 

" Hecto" " 
" Chilo" " 
" MynA" " ' 

For divisors, 

10 tuDes. 
100 times. 

1000 times. 
10000 times 

the word Deci prefixed, expresses the 10th part. 
" CeRli" " l00th part. 
" Milli" " 1 000th part. 

It may assist the memory to observe that the terms for 
muhiplying are Greek, and, those for dividing, Latin 

Thus, DectJ-mel,.. means 10 Metres. 
. Deci-metre " the 10th part of a Metre. 

Hecto-metre" 100 Metres. 
CeRla-melr." the lOOth part oc. Metre; a. 
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XXXVUI. WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 2S1 

FRENCH LONG MEASURE. 
The Metre, which is the unit ofloug measure, is eltHa) 

to 39.371 English inches. 
10 mill i-metres = 1 centi-metre, . 
10 centi-metres = 1 deci-metre, 
10 deci-metres = 1 METRE 
10 Metres. • = 1 dec a-metre, 
10 deca-metres = 1 hecta-metre, 
10 hecto-metres = 1 chilo-metre, 
10 chilo-metres = 1 myria-metre. 

FRENCH SQUARE MEASURE. 
The Are, which is a square deca-metre (or 100 square 

Metres), is the unit of sg,uare or superficial- measure, and 
is equal to 3.953 English square rods. 

10 milliares . • = 1 centiare; 
10 centiares = 1 deciare; 
10 deciares = 1 ARE; 
10 Ares • = 1 decare; 
10 decares = J hectare; 
10 hectares = 1 chilare; 
10 chilares = 1 myriare. 

FRENCH MEASURES OF CAPACITY. 
The Litre, which is the cube of a decimetre, IS the 

unit of all liquid measures, and of all other measures of 
capacity. The Litre is equal to 61.0.28 English cubic 
inches. 

10 millilitres . 
10 centilitres. 
10 decilitres . 
10 Litres . 
10 decalitres • 
10 hectolitres 
10 chilolitres . 

= 1 centilitre; 
= 1 decilitre; 

• =1 LITRE; 
= 1 decalitre; 
= 1 hectolitre; 
= 1 chilolitre; 
= 1 myrialitre. 

FRENCH SOLID MEASURE. 
The Stere, which is a cube of the metre, is the unit of 

solid measure, that is used for fire-wood, stone, &c. 
The Stere is equal to 35.31714 English cubic feel; it is 
tQe S8JDe al the chil01itr~ in meuures of capacit,. 
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10 decisteres. =1 STERI:; 
10 Steres. • = 1 decastere. 

FRENCH WEIGHTS. 

The Gramme, which is the weight of a cubic centi
metre of distilled water of the temperature of melting 
ice, is the unit of all weigbts. The Gramme is equal to 
15.434 grains Troy. GraillS Troy 

A milligramme is 1000tb part of a gramme, = 0.0l54 
A centigramme is 100th part of a gramme, = 0.1543 
A deeigramme is lOth part ofa gramme, _ 1.5434 
A GRAMME _ 15.4340 
A decagramme is 10 grammes, _ 154.3400 
Ah(>ctogramme is 100 grammes, = 1543.4000 
Achilogramme is 1000 grammes, = 15434.0000 
A myriagramme is 10000 grammes, =154340.0000 

All the preceding French weights and measures are de
duced from some decimal proportion of the metre. Thus 
the chilogramme corresponds with tbe contents of a 
cubic vessel of pure water at the lowest temperature., tbe 

. side of which vessel is the tenth. part of the metre (the 
decimetre), and the gramme answers to the like contents 
of a cubic vessel, the side of which is the h.undredth. rart 
of the metre (the centimetre); for the contents 0 all 
cubic vessels are to each other in the triplicate ratio of 
their sides. 

100 lb. of HAMBURGH
'fbe shipfund is 280 lb. 
1 foot, Hamburgb 
The Hamburgh ell is 2 feet 
The Hamburgh mile 
The fass of Hamburgh 
The last of grain is 60 fasses 
The ahm of Hamburgh 

= 106.8 lb. avoirdupois. 
= 299 lb. avoirdupois. 
= J 1.289 incbes, U. S. 
=22.578 inches, U. S. 
=4.684 miles, U. S. 
= 1.494 bushel of U. S. 
=89.64 bushelsofU. S. 
=38.25 gallons, U. S. 

100 lb. of AMSTERDAM =108.93 lb. avoirdupois. 
4 shipfunds is 1 ship-pound =326.79 lb. avoirdupois 
The Amsterdam last .;;=85.248 bushels, U. S. 
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The Aam (liquid) =41 gallons, U. States. 
" The Amsterdam foot = 11. 147 inches, U. S. 

The ell of Amsterdam =27.0797 inches, U. S. 
The ell of the Hague =27.333 inches, U. S. 
The ell of Brabant =27.585 inches, U. S. 

100Ib.ofPORTUGAL =101.19 lb. a:voird~pois. 
An arroba is 32 lb. = 32.38 lb. avoirdupojs. 
The moyo, a dry measure =23.03 bushels, U., S. 
The almude, a liquid measure =4.37 gallons, U. S 
The pe or foot, Jong measure =12.944 inches, U. S. 
The palmo or standard span =8.64 inches, U. S. 
The vara is 5 palmos =43.2 inches, U. S. 
The Portuguese mile . 1.25 mile, U. S. 

100 lb. of SPAIN 
The arroba of wine 
The fanega, T.~ of a cahiz 
The Spanish standard foot 
The vara, a cloth measure 
Tlie legua or league 

=101.44 lb. avoirdupois. 
=4.245 gallons, U. s. 
= 1.599 bushels, U. S. 
=11.128 inches, U. S. 
=33.384 inches, U. S. 
=4.291 miles, U. S. 

] 00 lb. victualie, of SWEDEN = 93.76 lb. avoirdupois. 
The Sw~diRh foot = 11.684 inches, U. S. 
The Swedish ell is 2 feet =23.368 inches, U. S. 
The Swedish mile =6.64 miles, U. S. 
The kann, (both dry and liquid) = 159J cubic in. U. S. 
100 kanns "-69.09 galls. wine,U. S. 
100 kanns =7.42 bushels, U. S. 

100 lb. of RUSSIA =90.26 lb. avoirdupois. 
400 lb. make 1 berquit =361 .04 lb. avoirdupois 
A pood is 40 lb. Russian = 36.1054 lb. avoil' 's. 
A chetwert, a dry measure, =5.952 bushels, U, S. 
The l'edro, a liquid measure, =3.246 gallons, U S. 
The Russian inch = 1 inch, U. S. 
The Russian foot =13.75 inches, U S. 
1'he arsheen, a cloth measure,=28 inches, U. S. 
'fhe sashine or fathom . =7 feet, U. S. 
A werst or Russian mile = 3500 feet, U. S. 

22 
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100lb. of PRUSSIA 
The qumtal is 110 lb. 
The scheffel, a dry measure, 
The eimer, a liquid measure, 
The Prussian foot 
The Prussian ell 
The Prussian mile 

=103.11 lb. avoirdupois. 
= 1:13.421 lb. avoir's: 
=1.5594 bushel, U. S. 
;=18.,14 gallons, U. S. 
= 12.356 inches, U S. ' 
=26.256 inches, U. S. 
=4.68 miles, U. S. 

100 lb. DENMARK, =I'10.28Ib.'avoir's. 
The centner is 100 lb. = 1 10.28Ib. avoir's. 
The shippond is 320 lb. =352.896 lb. 
The bbI.or toende, a dry meas. =3.9472 bushels, U. S. 
The viertel, a liquid measore. =2.041 gallons, U. S. 
The Danish or Rhineland foot =12.356 inches, U. S. 
The Danish ell is 2 feet =24.712 inches, U. S. 
The Danish mile =4.684 miles, U. S. 

A cantaro grosso, NAPLES, =196.5 lb. avoirdupois. 
The cantaro piccolo = 106 lb. avoirduJ>Ols. 
The tomolo, a dry measure, = 1.451 bushels, U. S. 
The carro is 36 tomoli =52.236 bushels, U. S 
The barile, a li9uid measure, = 1 1 gallons. U. S. 
The carro of wme is 24 barili = 264 gallons. U. S. 
The palmo, long measure, =]0.38 inches, U. s. 
Tlle canna is 8 palmi =83.04 inches, U. S. 

too lb. or libras, SICILY, =70Ib. nvoirdupois 
The cantaro grosso = 192.5 lb. avoirdul;lois. 
The cantaro sottile = 175 Ib a\·oirdupOls. 
The·salmagrossa,adrymeasure;=9.77 bushels, U. S. 
The salma generale =7.85 bushels, U. S. 
The salma, a liquid measure, =23.~6 gallons, U. S. 
The palmo, a long measure, =9.5 !Dehes, U. S. 
The canna is 8 palmi ==76 inches, U. S. -

100 lb. of LEGHORN, 
The, sacco, a dry measure, 
The barile, a liquid measure, 
155 braccia, doth measure, 
The canna of 4 bl'llccia 

~ 75 lb. avoirdupois. 
=2y\ bushels, U. S 
=12 gallons, U. S. 
=100 yards, U. S. 
- 93 inches, U. S. 
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100 lb. peso grosso of GENOA, =76.875 lb. avoir's. 
100 lb. peso sottile =69.89 lb. avoir's. 
The mina, a dry measure, =3.426 bushels, U. S. 
The mezzarola, liquid measure, =39.22 ~allons. U. S. 
The palmo, long measure, =9.725 mches, U. S. 
The braccio is 2t palmi = 22.692 inches, U. S. 

100 lb. peso grosso, VENICE, = 105.18111 avoir's. 
100 lb. peso sottile . =66.4 lb. avoir's. 
The staJo, a dry measure, =2.27 bushels, U. S. 
The moggio is 4 staja =9.08 bushels, U. S. 
The bigoncia, liquid measure, =34.2375 galls, U. S. 
The anfora is 4 bigonzi. =136.95 galls. U. S. 
The braccio for woollens, =26.61 inches, U. S. 
The braccio for silks =24.8 inches, U. S. 
The Venetian foot ~13.68 inches, U. S. 

1001b. of TRIESTE, 
The stajo, dry measure, 
The oma, or eimer, liquid 
Tbe ell for woollens 
The ell for silks 
The Austrian mile 

1001b. or libras,ROM;E, 
The rubbio, dry measure, 
The barile, liquid measure, 
The RomllJl foot 
The mercantile canna 
The Roman mile 

= 123.6 lb. avoirdupois. 
.=2.344 bushels, If. S. 
=14.94 gallons, U. S. 
=26.6 inches, U. S. 
=25.2 inches, .U. S 
=4.6 miles, U. S,. 

=74.77 lb. avoirl!upois. 
=8.356 bushels, U. S. 
= 15.409 galls. U. S. 
=11.72 inches, U. S. 
=78.34 inches, U. S 
=7.4 furlongs, U. S. 

100Th. or 100 rottoli, MALTA,=174.5Ib. av~irdupois. 
1,'he salma, dry measure, =8.221 bushels, U. S. 
The foot of Malta = Ill- inches, U. S. 
The canna is 8 palmi =81.9 inches, U. S. 

The cantaro, kintal, SMYRNA,=129.481b.avoirdupois. 
The olte or oka ==2.833 ~b. avoir4upois. 
The killow, dry measure, = 1.456 bushels, U S. 
The pie, long measure, =27 inches, U. ,S. 
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A factory maund of BEN.GAL, =741 lb. avoirdupois. 
A hazar maund, =82-y\lb. avoirdupois. 
The haut or cubit = 18 inches, U. S. 
The guz' = 1 yard U. S. 
The coss or mile = 1.238 miles U. S. 

The maund of BOMBAY, 
The candy is 20 maunds 
A bag of rice ,veighs 6 maunds 
The candy, dry measUre, 
The haut or co\"id . 

The maund, of MADRAS, 
The candy is 20 maunas 
The baruay, a Malabar weight, 
The garee,' dry meaSure, 
The covid; long measure, 

= 28 lb. avoirdupois. 
= 560 lb. avoirdupois 
= 168 lb. avoirdupois. 
=25 bushels, U. S. 
= 18 inches, u. S. 

=25 lb. avoirdupois. 
==500 lb. avoirdupow 
=482.25 lb. avoir's. 
= 140 bushels, U. S. 
=18 inches, U. S. 

The pecul of CANTON, = 133llb. avoirdup~ 
The cattf iSlOOth partoh pecul, = 1.333 lb. avoirdupois. 
The covld or cobre, long meas. = 14.625 inches U. S. 

The pecul of JAPAN, == 130 lb. avoirdupois, 
The catti is l00th part of a pecul, = I. 3 lb. avoirdupois. 
Th.e inc or tattamy, long meas. =6.25 feet, U. S. 

The bahar of BENCOOLEN, =560 lb. avoirdupois. 
The bamboll, liquid measure, = 1 gallon, U. S. 
The co'yang is 800 bamboos =800 gallons, U. S. 

The bahar of ACHE EN, 
The maund of rice 
The loxa of betel nuts 
The loxa of nuts (when good; 

The pecul of BATAVIA, 
S3 kannes, liquid measure, 
The. eU,' long measure, 

The candy of COLOMBO. 

--.... ~, 

=423.425 lb. avoir's. 
=7~ lb. avoirdupois. 
=10000 nuts. 
= 1681b. avoirdupois. 

= 135# lb. avoirdupoie 
= 13 ialIons, U. S. 
=27 mches, U. S. 

=500lb. avoirdupois. 
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XXXIX. 

MENSURATION: 

MENSURATION is the .art or practice of measuring, 
and has primary reference to the measurement of super-
ficies and solids. -

Mensuration involves a knowledge of Geometry; and, 
as that science is not the object of this work, we shall 
confine our exercises under this head to those measure
ments, which are most likely to be useful in the ordinary 
concerns of life. 

SUPERFICIES OR SURFACE. 

It has already been taught, that surfaces are measured 
tn squares, and that the area of any square figure, or any 
parallelogram is found by multiplymg together the length 
and breadth of the figure. For observations on the square 
~nd parallelogram, see page 162. 

AREA OF A RHOMBUS. A rhom
bus is a figure with four equal 
sides, having two of its angles 
greater, and two tess than the 
angles of a square. The greater 
angles are called obtuse angles, 
and the smaller, acute angles. 
To find the area of a rhombus, first drop a perpendicular 
from one of the obtuse angles to the opposite side, then 
multiply the side by the perpendicular. 

1. How many square feet are there in afiooring, the 
form of which is that of a rhombus, measuring 15 feet on 
the side, and 12.5 feet in the perpendicular? 

AREA OF A RHOl\lBOID . A rhom
boid is a figure with four sides, 
which are not all equal, but 
whoc;e opposite sides are equal, 
and whose opposite angles are 

22" 
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equal, having, like a rhombus, two obtuse, and two acute 
angles. To find the area of a rhomboid, drop a perpen
dicular Jrom one oJthe obtuse angles, to the opposite longer 
aide, and multiply the longer aide by the perpendicular. 

2. What is the area of a rhomboid whose longer side 
is 18.75 feet, and whose perpendicular is 9.25 feet? 

AREA OF TRIANGLES. It 
is obvious, that a right-angled 
triangle contains just half &9 

much surface as would be co~ 
tained in a square or parallelo
~ram, two of whose sides are 
formed by the base and perpen
dicular of the trian~le. Therefore, the area oj a right
angled triangle is Jound, by multiplying together either 
tlie baBe and half the perpendicular, or, the perpen~icular 
and half the base. 

3. How many square rods of land are there in a lot, 
which is laid out in a right-angled triangle, the base mea
suring 19 rods, and the perpendicular 15 rods? 

4. How many acres ofland in a lot, whose form is that 
of a right-angled triangle, the base measuring J 13 rods, 
and the pel'pendicular 75 .rods? 

.\11 Equilateral triangle is 
a triangle whose sides are all 
equal-such is the first of the 
two triangles adjoined. An 
ob/me-angled triangle is that 
which has one obtuse angle 
-such is the second of the 
triangles adjoined. Whatever 
may be the form of a triangle, 
if it have not a right angle, it 
must be cut into two right
angled triangles before it can 
be measured: and this is done 
by dropping a perpendicular 
from the opposite angle t~ the 
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base. The area iB thenfound by multiplying together the 
baae and half the perpendicular, or, the perpendicular 
and half the baBe. 

5. How many square inches in a triangle, whose ba.se 
is 171 inches, and whose .perpendicular height is lIt 
inches? 

6. How Ulany square feet in a board 18 feet long, 16 
inches wide at one end, and tapering to a point at the 
other end? 

7. How many square feet in a plank 14 feet long, 17 
inches wide at one end, and 10 inches wide at the other 
end? 

In this example, add the width of the two ends together, 
and take half the sum for one of the factors. 

AREA OF CIRCLES. To find the area of a circle, 
multiply the circumference by half the diameter, and 
di"ide the product by 2. When either the circumfer
ence, or the diameter is the only dimension known, the 
other dimension may be found, ali stated in page 173. 

8. What is the area of the head of a cask, the diameter 
of which is 18 inches? 

9. Suppose a cylinder to meas4rc 3 feet in circum
ference; what is the area of one end? 

AREA OF GLOBES. To find the convex area of a 
globe or sphere, multiply the circumference and diameter 
together. When the diameter is not known, it may be 
found from the circumference, as stated in page 173. 

10. How many square inches are there on the surface 
of a globe, whose circumference is 14 inches? 

11. Suppose the earth to be 25020 miles in circum
ference, what must be the area of its whole surface? 

SOLIDS AND CAPACITIES. 

It has already been taught, that solids and capacities are 
measured in cubes. It has also beeu shown,· that the 
contents of any thing having six sides- its opposite sides 
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being equal, and all its angles being ~ight angles- are 
found by multiplying together the length, and breadth, 
and depth of the thing. 

- SOLIDITY OF WEDGES. To find the solid contents 
of a wedge, fir,t, find the area oj the head or end oJ the 
flledge, and then multiply thiB area by haif the le'ngth. 

12. How many solid inches are toere in a wedge, Ii 
inches long, 3 inches wide, and Ii lOch thick at the head? 

13. What are the solid contents (in feet and inches) 
of a plank, 15 feet lon~, 17 inches wide, 2t inches thick 
at one end, and the thickness tapering to nothing at the 
other end? 

14. What are the solid contents of a stick of hewn 
timber,~measuring in length 13 feet, in breadth 2ft. 4in., 
in depth 2 feet at one end, and 1 ft. 6.in. at the other end? 

In this example, add the depth of the two ends together, 
nnd take one half of the sum for the depth to be used 
in the multiplication. 

SOLIDITY OF PRISMS. A prism is a 
body with two equal elids, which are 
either square, trian,?ular, or polygonal, 
and three or more Sides, which meet in 
parallel lines, running from the several 
angles of one end to those of the other. 
The adjoined is a representation of a 
triangular prlsm. 

The solid contents of prisms of all 
kinds, whether square, triangular,· or 
polygonal, are found bl one general rule, . 
viz. Find the area oJ the end or baBe, and multiply tllB 
area by th.e length. or heiqht. 

15. How many cubic mches are there in a triangular 
prism, which is 16 inches in length, the ends measuring 
1.2 inches on a side, and 1.01 inches perpendicular? 

16. How many cubic feet are there in a stick of tim
ber 18 feet long, hewn 3 square, the ends forming equi
lateral triangles of 10 inches side, and 8.7 inches perpen
dicular? 
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SOLIDITY OF CYLINDERS. A cylin
der is a round body, the two opposite 
sides, or ends of which, are circular 
planes, equal, and parallel. For instance, 
a stick of round timber of uniform cir
cumference, having its ends sawed at 
right angles with its length, is a cylinder: 
also, a common grindstone is a cylinder. 
To find the solid contents of a cylinder, 
first, find the area of one end, and then 
multiply this area by the length. 

• 17. What are the solid contents of a cylinder whose 
length is 5 feet, and circumference 6.4 feet? (To find 
the diameter, see page 173.) 

18. What are the contents of a cylinder whose length 
is .2 feet, and diameter 10 inches ? 

SOLIDITY OF PYRAMIDS. Solids, which decrease 
gradually from the base, till they .come to a point, are 
called pyramids. They are of different kinds, according 
to the fi9ill'e of their bases. If the pyramid has a ~quare 
base, it IS called a square pyramid; if a trianguIarbase, a 
triangular pyramid; if the base be a circle, a circular 
pyramid, or a CONE. The point in which the pyramid 
ends is called the fJerlu;. A line through the centre of 
the pyramid, from the vertex to the base, is the height. 

The Frustrum of a pyramid is what remains, after any 
portion of the top has been cut off, parallel to the base. 
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To find the cubical contents of a pyramid, first jiM 
the area of the ba.re, then multiply this area by one-third 
of the height. 

19. How DlflDY cubic inches are there in a square 
pyramid, 3 feet in height, and 9 inches square at the 
base? 

20. How manl cubic inches are there m a triangular 
pyramid, measunng 4 feet in height, 12 inches on each 
side of the base, and 10.4 inches from either angle of the 
base perpendicular to the opposite side? 

21. How many cubical lDches in a cone, the height 
of which is 19 inches, and the diameter of the base 12 
inches? 

SOLIDITY 01' FausTauMs. To find the cubical con
tents of the frustrum of a square pyramid, multiply the 
ride of the base by the ride oJ the top, and to the produd 
add one-third of the square of the aijference of the sides, 
and the sum trill be the mean area between Ihe tVJO end,. 
MuUiply the mean area by the height, and the product 
will be the cubical contents 

To find the cubical contents of the (rustrum o( a Cone, 
muUiply together the diameters of baBe and top, and to 
the product add one-third of the square of the dijferenc8 
of the diameters; then multiply this sum by .7854, and 
the product will be the mean area between the two ends. 
Multiply tM mean area by the height, and the product 
will be II.e cubical contents. . 

22. How many cubical inches in the frustrum of a 
square pyramid, 20 inches in height, 12 inches square at 
tIie base, and 5 inches square at the top? 

23. How many cubic feet in a stick of hewn timber, 
18 feet long, 16 inches square at one end, and 12i inches 
square at the other end? 

24. How many cubiC inches are there in the frustrum 
of a cone, measuring 3 feet in height, 16 inches in diam
eter at the base, aod 6 inches in diameter at the top? 

25. Hmv many gallons of water call be contained in a 
round cistern, 6 feet in height, 4 feet in diameter at the 
bottom, and 31 (eet in diameter at the top? (Allow i31 
cubic inches to the gallon.) 
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SOLIDITY OF GLOBES. To find the cubical contents 
of a globe or sphere, first, find the convex area, as beJore 
directed, then multiply the area by one-sixth oj the diam
eter; the product will be the cubical contents. 

26. What are the cubical conlents of a globe measuring 
25 inches in circumference ? 

27. How many cubic miles does the earth contain, 
allowing its circumference to be 25020 miles? 

SOLIDITY OF IRREGULAR BODiES. The cubical 
contents of a body, which cannot be reduced to regular 
geometrical form may be found as follows. Immerse it 
in a "e88el partly full of water; then the contents oj that 
part oj the ve88el filled by the rising oj the water will be 
the c'ontents oj the body immersed. . 

28. How many cubic inches are there in a lobster, 
which, being immersed in a bucket 10 inches in diameter 
at top and bottom, raises the water 3 inches? 

GAUGING OF CASKS. 

Although the difficulty of getting the true dimensions 
of the interior of casks, and the variety of their curve, 
must prevent perfect accuracy in their mensuration, yet, 
by careful observation in taktng the dimensions, a result 
tDay be had, which will be sufficiently correct for all com
mon purposes. 

RULE. Take the interior length oj the cask, the diame
ter at the bung, and the diameter at the head, all in 
inches. Subtract the head diameter Jrom the bung 
daameter, and note the difference. 

If the staves of the cask be MUCH cuf'tled between the 
bung and head, multiply the difference noted by .7; if 
but LITTLE cUrtJed, by .6; or, if they be oj a MEDlUllf 
curve, by .65; and add the product to the head diameter; 
the sum is the mean diameter, and thus the casle is re
dut:ed to a cylinder. 

Square the mean diameter, and muUiply the square by 
the length of the cask; then di"ide this product by 294, 
and the quotient will be the number of tiline gallons, which. 
t!~ cask mall contnill. 
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It may be dbserved, that when a cask IS reaueed to a 
cylinder, its contents may be found in cubical inches, 
and thence its contents in bushels, or any other of the 
measures of capacity. 

The length of the cask is most conveniently taken by 
callipers; allowing for the thickness of both heads, from 
1 to 2 inches, according to the size of the cask. When 
no callipers can be had, the length of the stave must be 
taken in a righl line, and a proper deduction made for 
the chimes, with that for the heads. The head diameter 
is to be taken within the chimes, and from .3 to .6 of an 
inch must be deducted, on account of the greater thick
ness of the stave inside the head. 

29. How many gallons will a cask contain, the interior 
of which measures 34.5 inches in length, 19 inches in 
diameter at the bung, and 16 inches in diameter at the 
head; the staves being much curved? 

30. How many gallons will a cask contain, the dimen
sions of which are 43 inches in length, 31.4 inches bung 
diameter, and 26 inches head diameter; the staves being 
but little curved? 

31. Find the capacity of a cask measuring 52 inches 
in length, 33.5 inches bung diameter, 25.3 inches head 
diameter, and of medium curve between the bung and 
head. 

TONNAGE OF VESSELS. 

There are two methods of measuring a vessel practised 
-one by the ship-carpenter, who builds the vessel at a 
certain price per ton, and another by the" officers of gov
ernment, 'who collect the revenue. 

CARPENTERS' RULE. For single-decked ves.ei., mul
tiply together ,1&e length of the keel, the breadth. at th.e 
main beam, and the depth. of the hold-all in feet-.,.and 
divide the product by 95; th.e quotient i.the tonnage. For 
double-decked ve88el., take hedf the breadth at the beam 
for the depth of the hold, and work as before. 

When a single-decked vessel has its deck bolted at any 
height above the wale, the carpenter is usuallr paid for 
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one-half of thts extra height;-that is, one-half of the height 
above the wale is added to the depth below the wale, and 
this sum is used in the calculation, as the depth of the 
hold. 

GOVERNMENT RULE. " Jj the "e88el be double-decked, 
take the length thereoJ Jrom the Jore part oj the main 
8tern, to the after part of the 8tem-p08t, abooe the upper 
deck; the breadth thereoJ at the broade8t part abooe the 
_main wale8, half oj which breadth 8hall be accounted the 
depth oj 8uch "e88el, and then deduct Jrom the length, 
three-fiJth8 oj tlie breadth, multiply the remainder by the 
breadth and the product by the depth, and di"ide this 
last product by 95, the quotient whereoJ shall be deemed 
the true content8 or tonnage oj such ship Q' "esse 1; and if 
such ship or "e88e1 be single-decked, take the length and 
breadth, as abo"e directed, deduct Jrom said length three
fifths oj the breadth, and take the depth Jrom the under 
side oj the deck plank to the ceiling in the hold, then 
multiply and di"ide as aJoresaid, and the quotient shall 
be deemed the tonnage." 

32. What is the carpenter's tonnage of a single-decked 
vessel, the keel of which measures 60 feet, the breadth 
20 feet, and the depth 8 feet? . 

33. What is the carpenter's tonnage of a double-decked 
vessel of 72 feet keel, and 22.5 feet breadth? 

34. A merchant agreed with a carpenter to puild a 
single-decked vessel of 58 feet keel, 20 feet breadth at 
the beam, and 8 feet hold, but afterwards chose to make 
the hold 10 feet deep, by raising the deck 2 feet above 
the wale. What tonnage must be paid for? 

35. What is the government tonnage of a double-decked 
. vessel, 110.5 feet keel. and 30.6 feet breadth at the 
beam? 

36. What is the government tonnage of a single-decked 
vessel, which measures 76.4 feet in length, 28.6 feet in 
breadth, and 12.3 feet in depth? 

37. What is the government tonnage of a single-decked 
vessel, whose length is 66 feet, breadth 20 feet, and depth 
9 feet? . 

23 
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XL. 

MECHANICAL POWERS • .. 
The MECHANICAL POWERS are certain simple instru-

ments employed in raising greater weights, or overcoming 
greater resistance than could be effected by the direct 
application of natural strength. They are usually ac
counted six in number; viz. the Lever, the Wheel and 
.8z1e, the Pulley, the Inclined Plane, tlie Wedge, and 
the Screw. 

The advantage gained by the use of the mechanical 
powers, does not consist in any increase of the quantum 
of force exerted by the moving agent, but, in the concen
tration of force; that is, in bringing the whole force of a 
power acting through a greater space, into an action 
within a less space. The principle is illustrated by the 
consideration, that the quantum of force necessary to raise. 
) pound 10 feet, will raise 10 pounds 1 foot. . 

Weight and Power, when opposed to each o~er, sig
nify the body to be moved and the body that moves it. 

THE LEVER. 

A lever is any inflexible 
bar, which serves to raise 
weights, while it is support
ed at a point, which is the 
centre of its motion, by a 
fulcrum or prop. There are several kinds of lever used 
m mechanics; the more common kind, however, is that 
which is shown above . 

.9.s the distance between the weight and fulcrum is to 
the distance between the power and fulcruf¥/" so is the 
power to the weight. 

It must be observed, that, in the above proportion, and 
in all the succeeding proportions of weight and power, 
the power intended is only sufficientto balance the weight. 
If the weight is to be raised, sufficient power must be 
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added to overcome friction; then any further addition of 
power will produce motion; and the comparative velocity 
of the weight and power, will depend on the com}>arative 
length of the two arms of the lever. It is a universal 
principle in mechanics, that the ratio of the power to the 
weight is equ!ll to the ratio of the iJelocity of the weight 
to the fJelocity of the power 

1. If a man weighing 160 pounds rest on the end of a 
lever 10 feet long, what weIght will he balance on the 
other end, the Julcrum being 1 foot from the weight? 

In this example, the distance between the weight and 
fulcrum being 1 foot, that between the power and fulcrum 
is 10-1=9 ft. Then 1ft. : 9ft.=160Ib. : A . 

2. Suppose a weight of 1440 pounds is to be raised 
WIth a lever 10 feet long, the fulcrum being fixed 1 foot 
from the weight; what power must be applied to the other 
end of the lever, to effect a balance ? 

(9ft. : lft.=1440Ib. : A) 
3. If a weight of 1440 pounds be placed 1 foot from 

the fulcrum; at what distance from the fulcrum must a 
• power of 160 pounds be placed, to balance the weight? 

(160Ib. : 1440Ib.=1 ft. : A) 
4. At what distance from a weight of 1440 pounds must 

the fulcrum be placed, so that a power of 160 pounds, 
applied 9 feet from the fulcrum, will effect a balance? 

(1440Ib. : 160Ib.=9ft. : A) 
5. If one arm of a lever be 44 feet, and the other 5 

feet, what power must be applied to the longer arm, to . 
balance a weight of 500 pounds on the shorter arm ? 
. 6. Suppose a lever 6 feet long, with one end applied 
to a rock, which weighs 1000 pounds, and resting on a 
fulcrum Ii foot from the rock; what power must be ap
plied to the other end, to balance the rock? 

7. Suppose a bar 12 feet long to have 60 pounds at
tached to one end, and 30 pounds to the other, at what 
distance from each end must a fulcrum be placed, to 
produce a bal;u:tce ? . 

8. If A and B carry a weight of 250 pOlmds, suspended 
upon a pole between them, 5 feet from A, and 3 feet 
from B, how many pounds does each carry? 
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THE WHEEL AND AXLE. 

'fhe wheel and axle are 
h(,l'e represented, with the 
weight attached to the cir
ctunference of the axle, and 
the power applied to the cir
cumference of the wheel. The 
plineiple of the lever is ob
vious in the wheel and axle
the axis or common centre 
being the fulcrum, the circum
ference of the wheel being the 
power end of the lever, and dl!m •• lIllllll •• ~mnm 
the circumference of the axle, 
tho end applied to the weight. Hence, the radius of the 
ade is to the radius of the wheel, as the power is to the 
weight: or, by a statement more frequently convenient-

.Il. tlae diameter of the "" i8 to tlae diameter of the 
tAllaed, .0 i. the potAler to the tAleight. 

9. A mechinic would make a windlass in such manner, • 
that 1 pound applied to the wheel, shall be equal to 10 
pounds suspended from the axle. Now, supposing the 
axle to be six inches in diameter, what must be the diam
eter of the wheel? 

10. Suppose the diameter of a wheel to be 8 feet, what 
must be the diameter of the axle, that 1 pound on the 
wheel shall balance 15 pounds on the axle? 

11. Suppose the diameter of an axle to be 4 inches, 
and that of the wheel 3 feet; what power at the wheel 
will balance 28 pounds at the axle ? 

12. If the diameter of a wheel be 7 fee!, and that of 
the axle 8 inches, what weight at the axle will balance 
40 pounds at the wheel? 

13. There are two wheels; one of which is 6 feet in 
dIameter, with an axll3 of 9 inches diameter; and the other 
is 4 feet in diameter, with an axle of 7 inches diameter. 
Suppose the power cord of the smaller wheel to be coiled 
upon the axle of the larger; what weight on the axle of 
the smaller wheel would be balanced 100 at the power 
cord of the larger wheel? , 
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THE PULLEY. 

A pulley is a small wheel, 1IIIllIII1IIP1IIlIIIlI.IDDDIIDDIDIIIlIlIIIIDIl1IIIIlDIDIIIB 
which turns on an axis pass
ing through its centre and 
fixed in a block, receiving 

· .. Us motion from a cord, that 
passes round its circumfer
ence. The pulley is either 
single or combined: it is also, 
either fixed, or movable. If 
a power sustain a weight by 
means of a single, fixed pul
ley-a cord passing over it, 
with the weight attached to 
one end and the power to the 
other-the power and weight 
are equal: and if the pulley 

. be put in motion, the velocity 
of the power, and the veloci-

• ty of the weight will also be equal. But, if the fixed 
pulley be combined with one movable pulley-as repre
sented in the first set of pulleys above- the weight is 
equal to twice the power which sustains it; and if the 
vulley be put in motion, the velocity of the power will be 
equal to twice the velocity of the weight. Thus, every 
cord going...ov.er a movable pulley, adds 2 to the powers, 
and hence, in a system of pulleys, WE' have the following 
proportion . 

.f.ls 1 is to twice the number oj movable pulleys, so iB 
the power to the weight. 

14. In the second set of pulleys represented above, 
. three of the pulleys are fixed, and three are moveable. If 

a power of 45 pounds were applied to the cord, \vbat 
weight would it balance? 

15. What power must be applied to a cord that runs 
over 2 movable pulleys, in order to balance a weight of 
800 pounds? . 

16. What power must be applied to a cord thlt runs 
over 6. movable pulleys, to balance a weight of 2000 
powlds? 23" 
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17. If a cord, which runs over 3 movable pulleys, be 
attached to an axle 4 inches in diameter, the wheel of the 
axle being 38 inches in diarnJter, and a power of 20 
pounds be exerted at the circumference of the wheel, 
what weight would be raised under the pulleys? 

THE INCLINED PLANE. 

An inclined plane is a plane 
making an angle with the hori
ZOllo For instance, a plank 
presents an inclined plane, 
when qne end is resting upon 
the level ground, and the other 
end is raised to any height less 
tlnm that which would render it vertical.- A convenient 
use of the inclined plane is exemplified in rolling casks 
from a cellar, upon sloping pieces of timbf'r, or planks. 

On an inclined plane, as the perpendicular height oj 
the plane is 10 the length oj the plane, so is the power to 
the weight. 

18. A certain inclined plane is 16 feet in length, and 7 
feet ill perpendicular height. What weight might be 
drawn up this plane, by a power, which, if exerted on a 
cord over a single, fixed pulley, would raise 25 pounds? 

19. What power would be necessary to sustain a roll
ing weight of 1000 pounds, upon an inclined plane of 15 
feet length, and 38 feet perpendicular height? 

20. What must be the length of an inclied plane, whose 
perpendicular height is 15 feet, (hat the exertion of the 
power of 42 pounds shall draw up 200 pounds? 

21. On a rail-road, there is an inclined plane of 80 
rods in length, rising to a perpendicular height of 50 feet. 
What power must be exerted on the summit, to draw up 
a train of cars weighing 62000 pounds ? 

22. Suppose a set of pulleys, 3 of which are movable, 
to be applIed to a weight upon an inclined plane of 50 
feet length, and ]4 feet perpendicular height; what weight 
upon th~ plane, would be sustained by 40 pounds at the 
power cord of the pulleys ~ 
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THE WEDGE. 

- The wed!?e may be viewed 
as a moving mclined plane; the 
head of the wedge, where the 
power is applied, answering 
to the perpendicular height 
of the plane. In the wedge, 
however, the inclined plane is 
double, and the force produced 
by its advance is divided into 

271 

two equal parts, acting at right angles with each side . 
.118 the breadth of the head of a wedge is to the length 

of its side, so is the power acting against the head, to th. 
force produced at the side. 

Observe, that the force mentioned in the above pro. 
portion, respects one side of the wedge, only. If the 
forces against both sides be required, then, only half the 
breadth of the head must be taken into the proportion'. 

In the conlmon mode of applying the "'edge, the fric
tion against the sides is very great- at least equal to the 
force to be overcome. Therefore, not less than one-half 
of the power is lost; and for this loss there is no allow
ance made in the above proportion. The wedge, how
ever, has a great advantage over all the other mechanical 
powers, arising from the force of percussion or blow with 
which the head is struck, by a mallet. The power thus 
obtained is incomparably greater than that of any dead 
weight or pressure, such as is commonly employed on 
other instruments. -

23. Suppose a power of 50 pounds to be applied to a 
wedge, the head of whk-h is 2 inches broad, and the side 
12 Inches long, wbat weight of force would be effected 
on either side; if there were no friction to re!'ist ? 

24.- If a force of 1000 pounds is to be effected on the 
side of a wedge, that is 14 inches long, and 3 inches 
.broad at the head, what power must be applied to the 
ilead; allowing nothing for friction? Again, allowing the 
friction, which is to be overcome, to be equal to the 
force effected, what power wiII be necessary? 
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THE SCREW. 

The screw is a spiral thread 
or groove, cut round a cylin
der, and ·every where mak
ing the same angle with the 
length of the cylinder. In 
one round of the spiral, it rises 
along the cylinder, the dis
tance between two threads. 
Therefore, if the surface of 
the cylinder, with the spiral 
thread on it, were unfolded 
and stretched into a plane, 
the spiral would form a 

XL. 

straight inclined plane, whose length would be to its 
height, as the circumference of the cylinder is to the dis
tance between two threads of the screw. The inclined 
plane being thus recognised in the screw, the following 
proportion is obvious. 

Jls the distance bettDeen ttDO threads of a Bcrew is to 
the circumference of the circle described by one revolu
tion of the pOlDer, so is the potDer to the tDeight. 

The length of the lever to which the power is applied, 
being one-half of the diameter of the circle round which 
the power revolves, the circumference may be found from 
the lever, as taught in page 173. 

[n the common use of the screw, about one-third of 
tllll power is expended in overcoming friction; and for 
this loss, no allowance is made in the above stated pro
portion. 

25. If the threads of a screw be 1 inch apart, and a 
power of 50 pounds be exerted at the end of a lever 70 
inches long, what weight of force will be produced at the 
end of the screw; allowing !lothing for friction. 

26. If the threads of a screw be .2 of an inch apart, 
and a power of 40 pounds be exerted at the end of a 
lever 30 inches long, what will be the force at the end 
of the screw; allowing t of the ppwer to be lost in over
coming friction? 
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27. Suppose a power of 48 pounds is to be employed 
to effect the weight of 5000 pounds, by means of a screw, 
whOlle threads are 1.3 inches apart; what must be the _. 
length of the lever; allowing 1 of the power to be lost in 
overcoming friction? . 

i8. Suppose the end of a screw, whose threads are 
.8 of an inch apart, and whose lever is 7ft. long, to be set 
upon a wedt:e, that is l5in.long at the side, and i inches 
broad at the nead; what V{~ight of force would be effected 
on either side of the wedge, by applying 100 pounds' 
power to the lever; allowing 1 of the force on the screw, 
and i of that on the wedge to be lost in friction? 

¥I. 
MISCELLANEOUS ,QUESTIONS. 

1. What vulgar fraction is that, which being multiplied 
by 15, will produce i ? 

2. What decimal fraction is that, which being multi-
plied byU, will produce .75? . 

3.· What quantity is that, which being divided by t, 
gives the quotient 21 ? 

4. What vulgar fraction is that, from which if you take 
j-, the remainder will be t? . 

5. What vulgar fraction is that, to which if you add i, 
the sum will be t ? 

6. What quantity is that, which being multiplied by j, 
produces the fraction t ? . • 

7. What quantity is that, from which if you take J or 
itself, the remainder will be 12? 

8. What quantity is that, to which if you add j of IT. 
of itself, the sum will be 61? 

9. A farmer carried to market a load of produce, con
listing of 780 lb. of pork, 250 lb. of cheese, and 154 lb. 
of butter; he sold the pork at 6 cents, the cheese at 8 
centl, and the butter at 15 cents per lb.; and agreed to 
take in pay, 601b. of sligar at 10 cents per lb., 15gallons 
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oC molasses at 40 cents a gallon, ! blU'rel of mackerel at 
$3.50, 4 bushels of salt at 90 cents a bushel, and the 
balance in cash. How much money did he receive? 

10. A and B commenced business with equal sums of 
money j A gained a sum equal to t of his stock, but B lost 
$ 200, and then had only half as much as A. What was 
the original stock of each? 

11. A man was hired for a term oC 50 days on condi
tions, that for every day he worked he should receive 
75 cents, and for every day he was idle he should pay 25 
cents for his board; at the expiration of the time, he was 
entitled to $ 27.50. How man, days was he idle? 

12. A and B have the same mcome; A saves t of his; 
but B, by spending $30. a year more than A, at the end 
of 8 years finds himself $40 in debt. What is their 
income, and what does each spend a year ? 

13. A grocer has two sorts of tea; one at 75 cents a 
pound, and the other at $1.10 a pound. In what pro
portion must he mix them, in order to afFord the mixture 
at $ 1 a pound? 

14. A and B can doapiece of work in 5 da,s; A alone 
can do it in 7 days. In what time can B do It? 

15. After A has travelled 51 miles, B sets out to over
take him, and travels 19 miles to A's 16. How many 
miles will each have travelled, before B overtakes A? 

16. A trader bought a cask of wine, but, in conveying 
it home, t of it leaked out. He sold the rerpainder, at 
$2.50 a gallon, and thus received what he paid for the 
whole. How much per gallon did he give for it ? 

17. A person having spent in one year all his income 
and t as much more, found that by saving -h of his in
come afterward, he could, in 4 years make good the de
ficiency, and have $ 20 left. What was his income? 

18. A young hare starts 40 yards before a grey-hound, 
and is not perceived by him till she has been up 40 sec
onds; she scuds away at the rate of 10 miles an hour, 
and the hound, in view, makes after her at the rate of 18 
miles an hour. How long will the course continue, and 
what will be the length of it, from, the place where the 
hound set out ? ~ 
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19. A man driving his geese to market, was met by 
another, who said- 'Good morning, with your hundred 
geese.' He replied-' I have not a hundred; but if I 
had half as many more than I have; and two geese and a 
half, I should have a hundred.' How many had he? 

20. If 8 men can build a wall 15 rods long in 10 days, 
how many men will it take to build a wall 45 rods long in 
5 days? 

21. A gentleman had £7 17s. 6d',to pay among his 
laborers; to every boy he paid 6 pence, to every woman 
8 pence, and to every man 16 pence; there was one boy 
to three women, and one WOQ.l.an to two men. 'What 
was the number of each? 

22. A farmer bought a yoke of oxen, a cow, and a 
sheep for $ 82.50; he gave for the cow 8 times as much 
as for the sheep, and for the oxen 3 times as much as for 
the cow. How much did he give for each? 

23. The head of a fish was 9 inches long, its tail was 
a:i long as its head and half its body, and its body was as 
long as its head and tail both. What was the whole 
length of the fish? 

24. The remainder 01" ~ division is 325, the quotient 
.., 467. and the divisor is 43 more than the sum of both' 

what is the dividend? 
25. A trllder bought a hogshead containmg 120 gallons 

of molasses for 42 dollars. At what price per gallon must 
he sell it, to gain 15 per cent.? 

26. Sold goods to the amount of $ 31 20, to be paid 
one half in 3 months, and the other half in 6 months. 
How much must be discounted for present payment, when 
money is worth 6 per cent. a year ? 

27. A merchant imported 10 tons of iron at 95 dollars 
per ton; the freight and duties amounlf'd to 145 dollars, 
aud other charges to 25 dollars. At what price per lb 
must he sell, to gain 20 per cent.? 

29. The hour and minute hands of a watch are together 
at 12 o'clock; when are they next together? . 

29. Suppose two steamboats to start at the same time' 
from places 300 miles apart on the same river; the one 
proceeding up stream is retarded by the cUl'rent 2 miles 
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per hour; tbe other moving down stream is accelerated 
the same. If each is propelled by a steam engine, that 
would move it 8 miles an hour in still water, how far from 
each starting place will the boats meet? 

30. Thomas sold 150 pineapples at 3at cents apiece, 
and took no more money than Harry did for watermelons 
at 25 cents apiece. How much money did each take, 
and how many melons had Harry? 

31. Seven-eighths of n certain number exceeds four
fifths of the same number by 6. What is the number? 

32. If 18 grains of silver will make a thimble, and 1.2 
dwt. a teaspoon, how many thimbles and teaspoons, of 
each an equal number, can be made from 150z. 6dwt.? 

33. What are the superficial contents of a piece of 
wainscot 8 ft. 6! in. long, and 2ft. 9! in. broad. 

34. A guardian paid his ward $ 3500 for $ ~500 
which he had in his hand3 8 years. What rate of interest 
did he allow? 

35. A set out from Boston for Hartford precisely at 
the time, when B at Hartford set out for Boston, ·distant 
100 miles: after 7 hours they met on the road, ·and it 
then appeared, that A had ridden 1 i mile an hour more 
than B. At what rate an hour did each travel? 

36. A father divided his fortune llmong his sons, giving 
A $4 as often as B 3, and C 5 as often as B 6. What 
was the fortune, supposing A's share to be $ 5000. ? 

37. A prize of 945 dollars is to be divided among a 
captain, 4 men, and a boy; the captain is to have a share 
and a half; the men each a share; and the boy t of a share. 
What ought 4i)ach person to have? 

38. A person left 40 shillings to four poor widows; 
viz. to A he left i, to B i, to C !, and to D l, desiring 
the whole might be distributed accordingly. What is the 
proper share of each? 

39. A person looking 011 his watch, was asked what 
was the time of day; he answered-It is between 4 and 
5, and the hour and minute hands are exactly together. 
What was the time? 

40. Divide 1200 acres of land among A, B, and C, 
so that B may have 100 acres more than A, and C 64 
acres more than B. 
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41. What length of a board, which is 8 i inches wide, 
will contain as much as a square foot? 

42. What number is that, from which if you take t of 
I, and to the remaind.er add -t6 of -h, the sum is 10? 

43. A can do a piece of work alone in 10 days, and 
Bin 13 days. If both set about it together,.in what time 
will it be finished? , 

44. A, B, and C were to share $100000. in the propor
tion of I, 1, and!, respectively; but C's part being lost 
by his death, it is required to divide the whole sum prop
erly between the other two. 

45. In an orchard of fruit trees, I of them bear apples, 
:1 pears, t plums, and 50 of them cherries. How many 
trees are there in the orchard ? , 

46. A cistern, containing 60 gallons of water, lIas 3 
unequal faucets for discharging it; the greatest faucet will 
empty it in one hour, the 8econd in two hours, and the 
third in three hours. In what time will it be emptied, 
if they all run together? . 

47. What sum of money will amount to 336 dollars 
42 cents in a year and 4 months, at 6 per cent. per an
num, simple interest? 

48. A man, when he married, was 3 times as old as 
his wife; 15 years afterward he was but twice as old as 
his wife. At what age was each married? 

49. Divide 1000 dollars among A, B, and C, so as to 
give A 120 dollars more, and B 95 dollars less, than C. 

50. What fraction is that, to which if ~ of .;. be added, 
the sum will be I? 

51. A certain cubical stone contains 389017 solid feet. 
.. What are the superficial contents of one side? 

52. A father dying left his son a fortune, 1 of which 
he spent in 8 months; ~ of the remainder lasted him 12 
months longer; after which he had only 1200 doJlars left. 
How much did his father leave to him ? 

53. Three travellers met at an inn, and two of them 
brought their provisions along with them; bntthe third 
not having provided any" proposed to the other two, that 
they should all eat together, and he would pay them for his 
prop01'tion. This being agreed to, A produced 5 loaves, 

~4 
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and B 3 loaves, which the travellers ate together, and C 
paid 8 equal pieces of money a3 the value of his share, 
with which the other two were satisfied, but quarreled 
about the division of them. Upon this, the affair was 
referred to an umpire, who decided the dispute justly 
What was his decision? 

54. What numbp-r is that, which being added to it of 
765, the sum will be equal to the square root of 2601? 

55. Two persons talking of their ages, one says, i of 
my a~e is equal to t?f yours, and the difference of our 
ages IS 10 years. What were t~eir ages? 

56. A man bought some lemons .at 2 cents each, and 
! as many at 3 cents each, and then sold themal1 at the 
rate of 5 cents for 2, and thus gained 25 cents. How 
many lemons did he buy? 

57. There are two cisterns, which are constantly re
ceiving an equal fluantity of water; but the first constantly 
loses t of what it receives. After running 7 days, lObar

, rels 'were taken from the second, and then the quantity of 
water in the two was equal. How much water did each 
receive per day? 

58. A person being asked the hour of the day, said, 
the time past noon is equal to * of the time to midnight. 
What o'clock was it? 

59. What number, added to -h of 3813, will make the 
sum 200? - , 

60. A general forming his army into a square, finds he 
has 284 soldiers over and above a square; but increasing 
ea<::h side with one soldier, he wants 25 to fill up a square. 
How many soldiers had he? 

61. A reservoir for water has two pipes to supply it; 
by the first alone it may ·be filled in 40 minutes, by the 
second alone in 50 minutes; and it has a discharging pipe, 
by which it may, when full, be emptied in 25 minutes. 
Now, if these three pipes were all left open, the influx 
Rnd efflux of the water being always at the aforesaid rates, 
in what time would the cistern be filled? 

62. 'rhree persons do a piece of work; the first and 
second togethP.f do t of it, and the second and third 
together do iT of it. What part of it is done br the 
second? . 
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63. A man driving some oxen, some cows, and some 
sheep, being asked how many he had of each sort, an
Bwered, that he had twice as many sheep as cows, and 
three times as many cows as oxen; and that the whole 
number was 80. What was the number of each sort? 

64. A m3D has a note of $647. due in 21'ears and 7 
months without interest; but being in want 0 money, he 
will sell the note; what ought he to receive, when interest 
is 6 per cent. a year? 

65. A gentleman bequeathed an estate of $12500. to 
his wife and son. The son's share was .;. of the wife's 
share. 'What was the 'share of each? 

66. A man and his wi"e found that when they were 
together, a bushel of corn would last them,. 15 days; but 
when the man was absent, it would last the woman alone 
27 days. How long would it last the man alone? 

67. A farmer sold some calves and some sheep for 
• ]OS.; the calves at $6. and the sheep at $S. apiece. 
There were twice as many calves as sheep. What was 
the number of each sort? -

6S. A owes B $158.33 due in II months and 17 days, 
without interest, which he proposes to pay at present. 
What ought he to pay, money being 6 per cent.? 

69. At what time, between twelve and one o'clock, do 
the hour and minute hands of a clock or watch point in 
directions exactly opposite? ' 

70. If 3 men can do a piece of work in 66 days, and 
4 women can do the same in the same time, in what time 
will one man and one woman together perform it ? 

71. A son having asked his father's age, the father 
thus replied; 'your age is 12 years, to which if five
eighths of both our ages be added, the sum will express 
my age.' What was the father's age? 

72. Three gentlemen agree to contribute $ 730 to
wards the building of a church at the distance of 2 miles 
from the first, 2 t miles from the second, and 3 t' miles 
from the third; and they agree, that their shares shalt be 
reciprocally proportional to their distances from the 
church. How much must each contribute? 

73. If A can reap a field in 13 days, and B in 16 days, 
in what time can both together reap it ? 
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7'4. A and B set out together from the same place, and 
travelled in the same direction. A travelled ul1iformly 
IS miles a day, but after 9 days turned and went back as 
far as B had travelled during those 9 days; he then turned 
again, and, pursuing his journey, overtook Bin 221 days 
from the time they first set out. . At what rate per day 
did B uniformly travel? 

. 75. Two men, A and B, are on a straight road, on 
the opposite sides of a gate; A is distant from it 308 
yards, and B 277 yards, travelliug each towards the gate 
How long must they walk, to make their distances from 
the gate equal; allowing A to walk 21- yards, and B ! 
yards, per second? 

76. I want just an acre of land cut ot£' from the end of 
a piece, which is IS! rods wide; how much of the length 
of the piece will it take? . 

77. A farmer had oats at 38 centil a bushel, which he 
mixed with com at 75 cents a bushel, so that the mixture 
might be 50 cents a bushel. What were the proportions 
of the mixture? 

7S. A grocer mixed 1231b. of sugar worth 8 eebts 
per lb. with 87 lb. worth 11 cents per lb. and 15tb. worth 
13 cents per lb. What was the mixture worth per Ib.~ 

79. A man travelling from Boston to Philadelphia, a 
distance of 335 miles, at the expiration of 7 days found 
that the distance which he had to travel was equal to H 
of the distance, which he had already travelled. How 
many miles per day did he travel? 

80. A gentleman bequeathed an estate of $ 50000. to 
his wife: son, and daughter; to his wife he gave $1500. 
more than to the son, and to his son $ 3500. more thaD 
to his daughter. How much was the'share of each? 

SI. The stock of a cotton manufactory is divided into 
32 shares, and owned equally by 8 persons, A, B, 0, 
&c. A sells 3 of his shares to a ninth person, who thus 
becomes a member of the company, and B sells 2 of his 
shares to the company, who pay for them from the common 
stock. After thiS, what proportion of the whole stock 
does A own? 

82. How many feet in a stock of IS boards, 12 feet 
3 inches long, and 1 foot 8 inches wide? 

• 
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83. A. merchant laid out $ 50 for linen and cotton 

cloth, buying 3 yards of linen for a dollar, and 5 yards 
of cotton for a dollar. He afterwards sold! of his linen 
and t of bis cotton for$I.2, which was 60 cents lUOre 
than it cost him. How much of each did he buy? 

84. If 157 dollars 50 cents in 16 months gain 12 dol
lars 60 cents, in what time will 293 dollars 75 cents gain 
11 dollars 7b cents, at the same rate of interest? 

85. A merchant having goat-skins, and wishing to get 
some of them dressed, delivered for that purpose 560 to 
a currier, to be dressed at 12! cents each, who ag~eed to 
take his pay in dressed skins at 50 cents each. How 
many dressed skiDS should the currier retmn ? 

86. If eggs be Dought at the rate of 5 for 4 cents, 
how must they be sold per dozen, to gain 25 per cent.? 

87. What is the circumference f)f a wheel, the diameter 
of which is 5 feet? 

88. A lion of bronze, plaeed upon the basin of a foun
tain, can spout water into the basin through his throat, 
his eyes, and his right foot. If he spouts through his 
throat only, he will fill the basin in 6 hours; if through 
his right eye only, he will fill it in 2 days; if through his 
left eye only, in 3 days; if through his foot only, he will 
fill it in 4 hours. In what time will the basin be filled, 
if the water flow through all the apertures at once? 

89. A mall having 100 dollars spent part of it, and 
afterward recein'd five times as much as he had spent, 
and then his Inoney was double what it was at first. How 
much diG. he spend? 

90. A hare starts 50 leaps before a grey-hound, and 
takes 4 leaps to the hound's 3; but 2 of the hound's leaps 
are equal to 3 of the hare's. How many leaps must the 
hound make, to overtake the hare? 

91. A grocer would mix the follo;ing kinds of sugar, 
viz. at 10 cents, 13 cents, and 16 cents per lb. What 
quantity of each must he take, to make a mixture worth 
12 cents per lb.? 

92. A grocer has 43 gallons of wine worth $1.75 a 
g&llon, which he wishes to mix with another kind worth 
$ 1.40 a gallon, in such proportion that the mixture may 
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'be worth $1.60 a gallon. How many gallons at $1.40 
lOU it he use? 

93. Three merchants, A, B, and C, freight a ship with 
wine. A puts on board 500 tons, B 340 tons, and C 
94 tons; and in a storm they are obliged to cast 150 tons 
overboard. What loss does each sustain ? 

94. A and B hired a pasture for 37 dollars. A put 
in 3 horses for 4 months, and B 5 horses for 3 month!. 
What ought each to pay? 

95. A family of 10 persons took a large house for I 
of a year, for which they agreed to pay 500 dollars for 
that time. At the end of 14 weeks, they took in 4 new 
lodgers; and after 3 weeks, 4more; and so on at the end 
of every 3 weeks, during the term, they took in 4 more. 
How much rent must one of each class pay? 

96. A boy bought 12 apples and 6 pears for 17 cents, 
and then, at the same rate, 3 apples and 12 pears for 20 
cents. What was the price of an apple, and of a pear ? 

97. A certain square pavement contains 4S841 square 
stones, all of the same size. How many stones constitute 
the length of one side of the pavement? 

98. A certain field lies in the form of a right-angled 
triangle; the sides containing the right an~le are, one 48 
rods, the other 20 rods in length. What IS the length of 
the other side? How many acres in the field? 

99. The following lots of sugar, from Havana, were 
sold in Boston on account of owners in Cuba, at 12j 
cents per lb. Required the amount of sales for each 
owner, allowing draft 41b. per box, and tare 15 per cent. 

A's sugar, 21 boxes, weighing 107941b. gross. 
B's sugar, 70 boxes, weighing 359801b. gross. 
C's sugar, 84 boxes, wejghing 431761b. gross. 
D's sugar, 105 boxes, weighing 539701b. gross. 

100. How much money on interest at the rate of 6 
per cent. a year, from February 16th 1835, will be suffi
cient to meet a custom-house bond of $1464.45, whIch 
will become due on 10th of January, 1836? 

101. How many shingles will cover the roof of a house, 
which is 40 feet in length, and has 30 feet rafters, sup
posing each shingle to be 4 inches wiele, and ('aeh cuurse 
to be 6 inC'hc~ ? 
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102. A merchant sold a piece of cloth fot j40, anel 
by so doi~, lost 10 per cent. For how much should he 
have sold It, to have gained 15 per cent.? 

103. A merchant received on consignment, tbree par
~els of hops, viz. 4501b. from Allen, 890lb. from Bro01l:s, 
and 5101b. fro~ Chase. Allen's hops were found OD 

inspection to be 33t per cent. belter than the others, but 
it was necessary to sell them together, at 12 cts. a pound. 
How much must each owner be credited? 

104. Thtee parcels of beef, of 60 barrels each, "erc 
received at Baltimore, from Boston, marked, W, X, Y. 
The lot marked W was found to be 50 per cent. better 
than the others. The whole was sold together at 10 
dollars a barrel. How must the sale be adjusted behteen 
the owners of the beef? 

105. If iron worth $4 percwt. cash, is sold for $4.50, 
on a credit of 8 months, what credit should be aDowe4 
on wine worth in cash $ 224 per pipe, but sold at • 242, 
to make tbe percentage equal to that on the iron? 

106. The number of terms in an equidifferent series is 
11, the last term is 32, and the sum of the terms is 181 .. 
Find the first term, and the common difference. 

107. A merchant has three notes, due to him as rono,,~; 
one of $ 300, due in 2 months; one of $ 250, due in 5 
months; and one of $ 180, due 3 months ago, with inter
est; the whole of which he now receives. What sum is 
l'eceived on the three notes, allowing money to be worda 
6 per cent. a year? 

108. A lady has two silver cups, and only one cover. 
The first cup weighs 12oz. If the first cup be covered, 

. it wiII weigh twice as much as the second; but if the 
second cup be covered, it will weigh three times as much 
as the tirst. What is the weight of the cover, and of the 
second cup? 

109. Gray of Baltimore remits .to Degrand in Boston, 
for sale, a set of exchange on London, the proceeds of 
which to be invested in certain merchandise for Gray's 
account. On selling the bill at 10 per cent. advance, 
D received 1{I86oo. How many pounds sterling was the 
bill drawn fOf, and how much is D to layout for a, re-
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~ . 
lervins to hilUelf 1 of I per cent .. on the sale of the bi11, 
and 2 t per cent. commission on the investment? 

110. The greatest term in a series of continual propor
tionals is 10, the'ratio Ii, and the number of terms 12. 
What is the swn of the series? 

Ill. What is tile area of a circle, the diameter of 
which is 200 feet? 

112. What sum of money must be ,Put on interest, at 
the rate of 6 per cent. a year, to gam $27.83 in 111 
months? 

113. A person found two sums of money; t of the 
first added to t of the second was $ 120. The two sums 
logether were $ 400. What was each sum ? 

114. What number is that, whose cube root is equal 
10 the square root of 361? 

115. If a family of 9 persons spend $ 305. in 4 mouths, 
how many dollars would maintain them 8 months, if 5 
persons more were added to the family? 

116. Bought 5bhds. of wine at ) dollar per gallon, 
cash; having kept it 3 months and 23 days, I sold it at 
$1.20 per gallon, on a credit of 5 months; 16 gallons 
having leaked out while in my possession. What was 
my cash gain? 

117. A grocer having sugars at $12, $10, and $ 8 per 
cWl. would make a mixture of 30 cwt. worth $ 9 per ewt. 
What quantity of each must he take ? ' 

118. Wbat sum of ruoney on interest at 6 per cent. a 
year, will amount to $1295.19, in 13 montbs 6 days? 

119. How much must be paid for the transportation 
of 7261ilb. 60 miles, at the rate of $10 for the trans
portation of 2000lb. 47 miles? 

120. A farme>r sold 17 bushels of rye, and 13 bushels 
of wheat for $31.55. The wheat, at 35 cents a bushel 
more than the rye. What was each per bushel? 

121. A man bought apples at 5 cents a dozen, half of 
which he exchanged for pears, at the rate of 8 apples for 
5 pears; he then sold all his apples and pears at a cent 
apiece, and thus gained 19 cents. How many apples 
did he buy, and bow much did ther cost? 

122. The sides of two square pieces of ground are as 
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3 to 5, and the sum of their superficial contents is' 30600 
square feet. What is the length of a side of each piece ? 

123. If 96 boards, 15 feet 6 inches long and 14 inches 
wide, will floor a place, how many will it take if the boardtJ 
ere only II feet 4 inches long and 9 inches wide? 

124. A certain club spent at a supper, 43 dollars " 
cents, and the expense of each was as many cents as there 
were persons in the company. What did each pay? 

125. If 20 feet of iron railing weigh l0001b. when the 
bars are I} inob square, what will 50 feet come to, at 91 
cents per lb. when the bars are i of an inch square? 

126. A stationer sold quills at $1.83t per thousand, 
and gained i of the first cost; but quills growing scarce, 
be raised the price to $ 5MK per t;lacuand. What diel 
be gain per cent. by the last sale? 

127. A merchant purchased ~ to the amount or 
3472 dollars, which be sold at a loss of 1.2 i per cent. 
and invested the proceeds oCthe slile in other &'Oods~ whicll 
he sold at a profit of 13 per cent. Did he ~ain br loae 
by tltese transactions, and how much? 

128. A house completely tinished~ has oost the owner 
$12894; it is 4 stories h~, ami the ground door m 
divided into two shops, one of which is let at .2j6, the 
other at $200 a year; the three upper stories are let for 
$450 a year; the annual expense tor repairs is ,86.99 .. 
What per cent. does the house pay? 

129. Amercbant in Boston received from Ne. Orleans 
a bill at 30 days sight; he allowed I per cent. discount 
for present payment, and received $2530.44. What iunl 
was the bill drawn for; and what was the disoountr 

130. A merchant sold a parcel of coffee at 15 cents 
per lb. and lost 10 per cent.; soon after he sold another 
parcel, to the amount of $ 525. and gamed 40 per cent. 
Ho\l'· many pounds were there in the last parcel; and at 
what price per lb. was It sold? 

131. G received from H 7601b. of rough tallow to try 
out, at 60 cents per loolb. clear, and was to take his pay· 
in rough tallow at 8 cents per lb.; Greturned 6151b. clear, 
and H paid him the balance due to him in rougb tallow. 
Allowing 18 per cent. for waste, what was the balaDce 
due to G i 
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132. A mercbant received on consignment 3 lots of 
bops, viz. 8101b. from 'Allen; 7201b. from Bond; and 
18721b. from Cook. On inspectibn, Bond's hops were 
found to be 12! per cent. better tban Alien's; aud Cook's 
25 per cent. better than Bond's. A sale of the 3 lots to
~etber was eftected at 10 cents per lb. What was the 
Just sbare of the amount for eacb ? 

133. A and B hired a coach in Boston to go 50 miles, 
for $ 25. with liberty to take in two more when they 
pleased. After riding 15 miles they took in C, who wished 
to go the remainder of the journey out, and return with 
them to Boston. On their return, at the distance of 25 
miles from Boston, they admitted D for tIle remainder 
of the journey. You are required to settle the coach hire 
equitably between them. 

134. Suppose a rope '71.365 rods long, to have one end 
attached to a horse's bead, and the other end fastened to 
a stake, in the centre· of a field; how much land will the 
horse be allowed to graze upon? 

135. A cistern is to be constnlcted, in the fOrlll of a 
cylinder, to hold 850 gallons. If the diameter of the end 
be made 6 feet, what must be the length of the side? 

136. Suppose the propeUing wheels of a locomotive 
engine to be 3 feet 4 inches in diameter, and to make 390 
revolutions in a minute; what distance will the engine 
move forward in one bour? 

137. If 12 oxen eat up 3! acres of grass in 4 weeks, 
and 21 oxen eat up 10 acres in 9 weeks, how many oxen 
will eat up 24 acres in 18 weeks; the grass being at first 
equal on el'ery acre, and growing uniformly? 

THE END. 
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